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Abstract

This study involves an examination of Anglo-American relations between the ycars
1933 and 1938 through the policies of U.S. Secretary of State. Cordell Hull, and British
Foreign Secretary, Anthony Eden. I t is based on the thesis that both of these foreign
ministers believed strongly in the need to establish a "special relationship* between Great
Britain and the United States as a means to counter the growing world economic and
political crisis that developed during the 1930s. but that in spite of these sentiments. they
failed in this effort. This work explores the reasons for this failure. It seeks to answer the
question as to how it was that in a period of severe economic strife and rising international
tension, the world's two leading democracies w e n not able to overcome their differences
and work more closely together. particularly at a time when the foreign policy-making
apparatus of both governments was under the direction of two men who possessed great
faith in the ability of the two powers to jointly bring about a new world economic and
political order.
The study begins by noting the widespread expectation. following the 1!332 election
of Franklin D. Roosevelt. that the onset of a new American Administration under the

leadership of Roosevelt and Hull would lead to closer transatlantic ties. It then goes on to
explore Eden and Hull's efforts to establish a new economic and security relationship
between the two powers through the workings of the World Economic Conference. the
Geneva Disarmament Talks, the London Naval Conference, and the negotiation of an
Anglo-American trade agreement. In the process, the work reveals how issues such as the
lingering problem of the war debts, stabilization, and Great Britain's flirtation with a
rapprochement with Japan rendered this impossible. It then traces Eden and Hull's reaction

to the outbreak of hostilities in Abyssinia, Spain and China, and notes how the increasing
likelihood of a world war led to an intensification of their efforts to find a vehicle of
cooperation. In Hull's case, this meant a redoubling of his efforts to establish a new wodd
economic order based on an Anglo-American trade agreement; in Eden's it meant renewed
emphasis on the establishment of 'Wnerican goodwilI" and cooperation in the Far East as a

means to encourage tbe Roosevelt Administration to take a greater interest in the security of
Britain both in Europe and in Asia.
The work then closes by examining the circumstances which led to Eden's
resignation. and the successful negotiation of the Anglo-American Trade Agreement. In the
latter case. however, it is argued that the trade apement had little effect on the behavior of
the fascist states, and hence proved ineffective as a means to stop the drift towards war.
The study then concludes by reiterating the argument that both men shared in the belief that
it was in their respective country's best interests to pursue closer transatlantic ties. It also

concludes that they each camed certain idealistic notions about the benefits which might
accrue from such a pursuit. as each felt that even the mere appearance of Anglo-American
solidarity would give serious pause to the dictators and thus further advance the cause of
peace. This determination to bring about a greater measure of cooperation. however. set the
two men apart from many of their colleagues. for the litany of problems which plagued the
relations between London and Washington at the time convinced most British and
American officials that a greater measure of cooperation would be impossible. Studying the
nature of Anglo-American relations in the 1930s. therefore. provides an opportunity to gain
a fuller understanding of what issues would need to be overcome if the two powers were

indeed to establish a "special relationship."

Cette Ctude porte sur les relations an&-amiricaines de 1933 B 1938 en s'arr5tant
aux politiques due Secritaire d'Etat amCrican Cordell Hull et du Secritaire au Foreign
Office britannique. Anthony Eden. Elle est fondtie sur l'hypothhe que ces deux ministrea
des affaires Ctrangeres cmyaient ferrnement qu'il fallait une "relation spCcial" entre la
Grande-Bretagne et les Etats-Unis afin de contrer la crise dconomique et politique
mondiale croissante au cours des annCes 1930, mais que malgr6 cette conviction. leurs
efforts n'ont pas it6 couronnes des succb. Ce travail examine les raisons de cet echec. I1
tente de rnontrer pourquoi. au cours d i n e pkriode des graves conflits Cconomiques et de
tensions internationales croissantes, les deux plus grande dimocraties au monde n'ont pas
reussi B vaincre leurs differences et h travailler ensemble. surtout i un moment oil I'appareil
de la politique dtrangkre des deux gouvernements itait dirige par deux homrnes q u i
croyaient ferrnement iila capacitC des deux puissances B travailler afin d'en arriver P un
nouvel ordre Cconomique et politique dans le monde.
Loetudecommence en notant les attentes tres ripandes. suite i I°Cction de Franklin
Roosevelt en 1932, a I'effet que la nouvelle administartion americaine sous Roosevelt et
Hull formerait des liens transatlantique plus forts. Elle examine ensuite les efforts doEden
et de Hull afin dVtablirde nouvelles relations Cconomique et de sCcuriti entre les deux

puissances au cours de la Conference Cconomique mondiale. les Entretiens de Gensve sur
le disarmement. la Conf'rence navale de Londres et les nkgociations en vue d'un accord
commercial angio-amiricain. Ce faisant. I'itude dimontre comment des questions tels le
probliime persistant des dettes de guem. la stabilisation et I'idCe que caressait la GrandeBretagne dTunrapprochement avec le Japon rendaient impossibles de telles relations. On
voit ensuite la reaction cie Eden et Hull suite au debut des hostilitk en Abyssinie, en
Espagne et en Chine et on note que la possibilitt5 croissante diune guerre mondiale a ameni
une augmentation de leurs efforts afin d'en arriver 5 trouver une fason de collaborer. Pour
Hull, il faillait redoubler dTeffortsa h se mettre sur pied un nouvel ordre Economique
mondial fondi sur un accord commercial an&-am6ricain; pour Eden, il faillait mettre B
nouveau i'accent sur lTobtentionde la "bonne volonti amiiricane" et sur la collaboration en

Extrirne-Orient din d'encourager I'administration Roosevelt B s'intinsser davantage B la
sicurite de la Grande-Bretagne en Europe et en Asie.
L'auteur termine en examinant les circonstances qui ont conduit P la dkrnission
d'Eden et i la signature de l'accord commercial anplo-am6ricain. On indique. cependant.
que ['accord commercial a eu fort peu d'effets sur la faqon d'agir des Ctats fascistes et n'a
donc pas pu freiner I'evolution vers la guem. En conclusion. on reprend la t h b e selon
laqulle les deux hommes croyaient qu'il itait du plus grand ind&t de leun pays respectifs

de former des liens transatlantiques plus forts. On conclut egalernent que chacun avait des
idCes peu rialistes quant aux avantages d'un tel projet puisque chacun croyait que
simplernent I'apparence d'une solidaritC anglo-arndricain ferait hksiter les dictateurs et ainsi
aiderait la cause de la paix. Toutefois. cette dtterrnination P augmenter la collaboration a fai t
que ces deux hornmes etaient fort diffkrents de leurs colIQues puisque la litanie de
problemes qui avaient surgi B l'ipoque entre Londres et Washington avait convaincu la
plupart des responsables bri tanniques et amkricains qu'une plus grande collaboration serait
impossible. L'gtude de la nature des relations anglo-arniricaines au cours des annies 1930
offre I'occassion de mieux comprendre les difficultis qu'il aurait fallu surmonter afin que
les deux puissances puissent en effet itablir une "relation spiciale."
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Introduction. Eden and Hull: The Early Years
Aside from British Prime Minister, Winston Churchi 11. and U.S. President.
Franklin Roosevelt. perhaps the two most dominant figures in the history of twentieth
century Anglo-American relations remain British Foreign Secretary. Anthony Eden. and

U.S. Secretary of State. Cordell Hull. A quick glance at their respective careers illustrates
why this is the case. Both men possessed a keen interest in the affairs of the other power
and would hold high office throughout a critical period in the transatlantic relationship --

from the early 1930s through the desperate struggle of the Second World War.
Furthermore. they also believed strongly in the innate ability of the Anglo-Saxon powers to
shape a common destiny for the world and throughout their careers would work tirelessly
to achieve a greater measure of cooperation between London and Washington- This was
especially true during the inter-war years. Yet in spite of this. very little attention has been
paid to the way in which each of them tried to bring these two nations closer together. Nor
has there been any attempt to understand the ironic fact that despite their strong sentiments
in favour of cooperation. the 1930s remained a time of lost opportunities. a time in which
Great Britain and the United States failed jointly to meet the mutual threats posed to their
security from both Europe and the Far East.

The lives of Anthony Eden and Cordell Hull began on opposite sides of the Atlantic

in two very separate and distinct worlds. Eden. the product of the British Aristocracy. was
born on June 12. 1897. in Windlestone Hall. a majestic English country house nestled on a
300 acre family estate near Bishop Auckland in County Durham. He was the fourth child
and third son of Sir William Eden and his wife. Sybil Francis. daughter of Sir William

Grey. On his father's side. Eden could trace his background in the county back as far as the
twelfth century. and could count among his more illustrious ancestors William Eden. first
Baron of Auckland and Sir Roben Eden. the last colonial governor of Maryland. On his

mother's side he was related to Earl Grey, Prime Minister of the famous Refom Bill. and
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Sir Edward Grey. the British Foreign Secretary in the years leading to the Fint World

War. 1
Eden was educated at Eaton and Oxford but his attendance at the latter was
postponed by the outbreak of the 'Great War' where he sewed as an officer in the King's
Royal Rifle Corps. Eden lost two brothers in this conflict and there is no question that his
experience in France. which included fighting i n the battle of the Somme and in
Passchendale, left him with a passionate hatred for war and marked him for life a5 pan of
the 'lost generation' which sought to do all it could to avoid a repetition of the honors they
had endured3 in Eden's case. however, this antipathy for the "death. muck. and misery"
of life in the trenches did not lead him to become a pacifist. Eden was too much the realist
for that and in the yean following the slaughter in flanden he frequently insisted that

pacifism or unilateral disarmament would do nothing to prevent war and might i n the long
run serve rather to increase the possibility of its reaccurrence.J
Following his service in the army. Eden entered Oxford where he took a first class
honours degree in oriental languages. As he notes in his memoirs. his field of study was
determined by a desire to enter the diplomatic service. but after some consideration. Eden
decided that it would be better for him to enter politics as "an alternative approach to foreign
affairs" since his advancement through the civil service was bound to be painfully slow and
he -should for ever be handing round teacups in Teheran."4 In 1923. therefore. Eden
stood as the conservative candidate for the constituency of Warwick and Learnington and
won. Much as he had planned, Eden soon acquired a reputation as balanced and competent
speaker in the House. particularly in the realm of foreign affairs. He thereafter rose quickly

through the party ranks to become Padiamentary Private Secretary to the Foreign Secretary,
Sir Austen Cham beriain. a post he would hold from 1926 to 1929. This brought Eden at

1 Eden in fact was a great admirer of Edward Grey,whom he credited wMI bringing the Americans
in on the "right side" in World War One. (Eden to Chamberlain, Sept 9, 1937, Avon Papers, K1
954ff).
2 Sidney Aster. Anthonv Eden (New York, 1976). 7.
3 Lord Avon. The Men Memoirs Volume I. Fadna the Dictato- [hereafter cited as Awn]
(London. 1962). 4.
4 m 4.
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the age of 29. and after serving less than t h m years in Parliament, to the inner circles of
the Foreign Office where he was to remain for most of the rest of his career.5
Eden's early years at the Foreign Office under the tutelage of Chamberlain did much
to mold his style and thought both as a diplomat and politician. Chamberlain was a
nineteenth century figure. whose views on British security remained rooted in the
principles of traditional alliance diplomacy. He had little faith in the League, and sought to
avoid open-ended international agreements which might prove to be detrimental to British
interestsh Eden was not nearly so pessimistic about the ability of the League to settle
international disputes and. like many members of his generation. was far more willing to
give the League the chance to prove itself. But under Chamberlain's tutelage, Eden
acquired a certain degree of skepticism about the organization which would serve to temper
his support for the international body in the future. Chamberlain was also a firm believer in
Anglo-French cooperation. Under this influence. Eden soon came round to the view that
the best way to keep the peace in Europe was to maintain good relations with France and to
move with her towards an understanding with Germany.- This pol icy reached its zenith in
the Treaty of Locarno. which. with its limited obligations and focus on the security of
Western Europe. would serve as a model for Eden to follow in his later dealings with the
Continent.8 Chamberlain also taught Eden a good deal about 'old school' diplomacy from
which Eden acquired some of the finesse and personal charm that would become the

hallmarks of his career as a diplomat. Finally, Eden's rapid advance to a position of
5 Eden served in the Foreign Office for nearly twenty-four years. In the inter-war perlod his tenure
there included the following positions: Parliamentary Private Secretary,1926-29; Parliamentary
Under Secretary, 1931-33: Lord Privy Seal, (seconded to the Foreign Office), January 19344une
1935; Minister for m u e of Nations Affairs (a new post created specifically for Eden) June 1935
December 1935;and finally, Foreign Secretary, December 1935 February 1938.
6 Chamberlain'srqection af the 1924 Geneva Protocol, which would have significantfy expanded
Great Britain's responsibilities under the Covenant, is perhaps the best example of this
determination. On this see C.L Mowat Britain between the Wars, 1919-1 940, (London 1956).
197-99.
7 ~ v o n 11.
.
8 The Treaty of Locamo was signed on December 1. 1926. By its ?emsthe inviolabilityof the
Franco-Belgiumand German frontiers was guaranteed by Great b n and Italy. There were also a
number of arbitration agreementssigned between Germany and her neighbours, but there was
m guarantee of Germany's eastem or southern border, and hence no commitment by HMG to go
to war over any violation of thefrontier in these areas-

-

-
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responsibility under Chamberlain also taught him the value of party loyalty and respect for
his superiors which would characterize much of his later behavior in the Cabinet, both in
the 1930s under Sir Stanley Baldwin and Sir Neville Chamberlain, Austen's half-brother.
and in the 1940s and 1950s under Sir Winston Churchill. This tendency towards deference
did not necessarily mean that Eden was afraid to disagree with his colleagues or to argue
his case most vehemently when he felt strongty about a particular issue. But Eden was
careful not to let his differences with the other members of the Cabinet show in public.
Ironically. Eden's loyalty would eventually become one of the great scourges of his career,
for although this quality would serve him well early on. in his later years it would
cause him a good deal of grief, particularty under Churchill, whose refusal to give up office
would become a source of great frustration to Eden.')
Eden's early views o n Anglo-American cooperation are somewhat difficult to

ascertain. as there is little in the way of documentary evidence from the 1920s to indicate
his position on this question. In light of this, some historians have argued that Eden was
not in fact an early supporter of close Anglo-American ties. Both David Carlton and A.R.
Peters. for example, have taken Eden's support for Chamberlain's negotiation of an AngloFrench armament agreement in 1928 as evidence to suggest that Eden was not particularly
pro-Arnerican.10 But given Eden's youth, his penchant for loyalty, and the fact that it was
certainly not the place of the Parliamentary hivate Secretary to criticize openly his Minister.
it is important not to read too much into this episode, Indeed, by the early W O s , there is
consistent evidence to show that Eden was a firm believer in Anglo-American cooperation
and would, when given a position of responsibility, support efforts in that direction.11

9 Robert Rhodes James, Anthonv Eden, (London 1986) , 370-71.
10 This agreement was never ratified, but had it been accepted it would have undermined AngloAmerican relationsand put in jeopardy the entire program of naval limitation propods put forward
by US. President Coolidge in 1927. For further details see: A.R. Peters, Anthonv Eden at the
Foreian Office. 1931-1 93& (New York ,1986). 12; and David Cartton, Anthonv Eden: A
Bioam~h
y (London. 1981). 24-26.
11 Eden'senthusiasm for closer relations with Washington would reach its peak in the 1930s. It
would fail off considerably, however. during the course of the Second World War when Eden.
like many of his colleagues, would began to fear the prospect of complete domination by ?he
United States.
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After a two year sojourn in opposition to the Labour Government elected in June
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1929, Eden returned to the Foreign Office in August 1931 to serve as Parliamentary UnderSecretary of State to the Foreign Office in the newly-formed National Government of
Rarnsay MacDonald. This appointment represented a considerable step forward for Eden.

who would now become the chief spokesman for the Foreign Office in the House of
Commons. as the new Foreign Secretary. Lord Reading, was earmarked for the role of
Government Leader in the House of Lords.12 It has been suggested that Austen
Chamberlain played a decisive role in securing this appointment for Eden. but help also
came from Baldwin. who by this point had become Eden's most powerful and influential
advocate.]-' In the fall of 1931, however, Eden's position as spokesman for the Foreign
Office in the Commons came to an abrupt end when MacDonatd restructured his Cabinet in
the wake of the October election. Eden retained his post as Padiamentary Under-Secretary,
but he was no longer required to speak for the Foreign Office in the House as Sir John

Simon, a commoner, became Foreign Secretary.

By this point. Eden was beginning to acquire something of a reputation. both in
Parliament and in the Foreign Office, as a handsome and ambitious young man who
aspired to high office. His rapport with his colleagues. therefore. began to take on some of
the shape and colour which would become more pronounced as the years went by. Eden's
relationship with Simon. for example. soon became tainted by the former's exasperation
with Simon's procrastination and attention to detail which seemed to render the Foreign
Secretary incapable of decisive action. Moreover. Simon was undoubtedly jealous of

Eden's youth and charm and the attention he was beginning to receive in the press. Sir
Robert Vansittart. the powerful Pemanent Under-Secretary at the Foreign Off?ce, regarded
Eden as something of a Lightweight, "whose appearance went f a to ensure that he would
get what he wanted and that was a lot": white Leo Amery. M.P.. Maurice Hankey.
Secretary for the Committee of Imperial Defence, Sir Warren Fisher. Permanent Secretary

12 Peters. Anthonv Eden, 21.

13 Eden personally thanked Baldwin for this appointment, In his fascinating look at Engiish society
in the inter-war years, Robert Graves notes that it was said that Baldwn regarded M e n "asa sort
of spirrtual son.' [See Eden to Baldwin, September 1, 1937, Baldwin Papers, Churchill College
Cambridge; and R. Graves and A. Hodge, A. The lona Week-End (New York. 194). 3353.
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of the British Treasury. and a number of other influential political figures of the time

remained wary of Eden's rnotives.l-+

Indeed, throughout the 1930s. there was a

considerable body of opinion which seemed to feel that Eden was driven more by ambition
d a resultJs
than by principle and that his approach to Britishforeign policy s u f i e ~ as
There have been numerous biographies of Eden. some rather flattering. and others
not so. Among those in the former category are those by Dennis Bardens. Lewis Broad,
and Alan Campbell-Johnson. All of these works were written prior to the release of the
relevant private and official documents and they tend to be too sympathetic to be of much
value to the contemporary historian.16 Eden receives harsh treatment at the hands of
Randolph Churchill and David Cariton, so much so that one is inclined to view both of
these works with a certain element of suspicion. 1 7 A more balanced approach is taken by
Sidney Aster and Robert Rhodes James, while by far the best examination of Eden's career

in the inter-war period can be found in A.R. Peters' Anthony Eden at the Foreion Office.
which is based on a thorough examination of Foreign Office documents and other primary
source material. I *
Eden's treatment in the general historiography for this period (which is too massive
to list here in detail) is mixed. There has been a great deal written about his handling of the

Abyssinian crisis. his resignation, and his attitudes with regard to the policy of

Robert Vanslttart, The Mist Procession (London, 1958). 429.
Mv Political Me (London. 1955). 154: and S. Roskill. Hankev: Man of Secrets.
Vol. 111 1931-1963, (London. 1974). 265.
16 For further details see: Dennis Bardens, Portrait ~f a Statesman (London. 1955); Lewis Broad.
Sir Anthonv Eden (London. 1955); and Alan Campbell-Johnson, Sir Anthonv Eden. a B ~ O Q ~ D ~ V
(London, 1955). Of these Campbell-Johnson1sbook is by far the best.
17 Here see: David CarRon. Anthonv Eden: A Bioarmhu, (London. 1981); and R.S Churchill. The
Rise and Fall of Sir Anthonv Eden (London, 1959).
18 See: Sydney Aster, Anthonv Eden(London) 1976; and R.R James, Anthonv Eden (London.
1986). There have been other biographies, including a very recent work by Victor Rothwell. which
reveals tittle in the way of new information. For a complete listing consult the present bibliography.
14 Sir
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It is now possible to discern two bmad s c h w l s of thought with respect to

these issues. T h e t i n t group, led by A.R. Peters, D.C. Watt, David Reynolds and others.
contends that Eden essentially supported the policy of appeasement and that his differences
with Neville Chamberlain were o n the whole somewhat minor. These writers insist that
Eden's differences with Chamberlain centered more on questions of method. rather than
policy, and that a large portion of the ill feeling which eventually became manifest between
them can be attributed to Chamberlain's direct interference in Foreign Office affain.2o A
second group. however, has formed around those who argue that Eden's differences with
chamberlain were much more significant. Here. Neville Thompson. Robert Rhodes
James, Malcolm Murfett, Richie Ovendale, and others argue that there was indeed a
fundamental difference in outlook between the two men. particularly over the appeasement
of Italy21 There has been a tendency, however, for both of these groups to overlook the
manner in which American foreign policy may have influenced Eden's actions. There has
been little or nothing written on Eden's reaction to Hull's massive effort to realign AngloAmerican economic relations. for example. and only scant attention paid to Eden's reaction
to Rwsevelt's repeated attempts to initiate some sort of coordinated 'peace drive' with
London. These represent critical omissions. for Eden paid particular attention to Angloand
~ whiIe at the Foreign Office, he in fact developed
American relations during the 1 9 3 0 ~
an 'American policy' which would not only have a profound impact on his actions with

respect to Europe and Asia, but would also play a critical role in his decision t o resign a s
Foreign Secretary in February 1938.
19 See: G.W. Baer, Test Chse: Italv. Ethiooia. and the Leaaueof Nations (Stanford. 1970);C. A.
MacDonald, The 1 JnitedStates Britain and Apgeasement. 1936-1 939 (London, 1980); M.
Murfett, Fool-Proof Relations: The Search for Analo-American Naval Coomation in the

Stxakina World: Britain. the United Sates. the Dominions. and the Policy of 'Ameasement'.
1937- 1939 (Cardiff, 1975);David Reynolds, The Creation of the Analo-American Alliance. 1937.41 : A Studv in C o r n e v e Co-omration (Chapell Hill, t982); W. Rock, Chamberlain and
Roosevelt: British Foreian Policv and the United States. 1937-194Q(CalumbusOH, 1988); and
N. Thompson, The Anti-A~~easers:
ConServabive O D O O ~toOAmeasement
~
in the 1930'5
(Oxford, 1931)See also the present bibliography.
20 See for example: Peters, Anthonv Eden, 373-79; Reynolds, Analo-American Alliance, 16-23;
idem 'Eden the Diplomatist, 1931-1956: Suezide of a Statesman?', Histow 240 (1986) ; and D. C.
Watt, 'Appeasement The Rise of a Revisionist School?' Political Science Quarterly 1975.
21 See for instance: Thompson. Anti-A~~-134-155:
and Murfett. Relations,155-61 .
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In sharp contrast to Eden, Cordell Hull's origins were not nearly so illustrious.
Hull was born in a rented log cabin in Overton County, Tennessee, in the foothills of the
Cumberland Mountains on October 2. 1871. Hull was the third of five sons. born to
William and Elizabeth Riley Hull. He could not count a Baron among his ancestors. but it
seems that h i s forbearers. though poor. were all "law abiding and honest" and not afraid of
hard work.22 Hull's father also had a keen sense of j ustice, at least in the American sense
of the word. In his memoirs. Hull recounts how William Hull had miraculously survived
being shot through the head by a band of 'Yankee guerrillas" who roamed the Cumberland
hills during the American Civil War. Shortly after the conflict was over. William Hull
somehow managed to ascertain the name of the man responsible. tracked him through
portions of two states, and when he caught up with him "went straight to him without

ceremony and shot him dead."= There was no prosecution.
In his early years. Hull was educated in part by his mother. and in part by an
itinerate tutor who would spend two to three months during the winter teaching Hull and
other neighborhood children. At fourteen. Hull went on to attend the Montvale Institute in
Celina, Tennessee. This was followed by a stint in University and eventually Law School.
which he finished in 1891. Hull's association with politics began at the age of nineteen
when he was elected chairman of the Democratic Committee for his county24 At twentyone. Hull entered the State Legislature while at the same time practicing law. After this.
Hull served for a time as a judge. and then. in 1906, he was elected to a seat in the U.S.
House of Representatives from the 4th District of Tennessee. Hull would keep this seat
until 1920, when along with many of his other Democratic colleagues, he fell victim to the
drive to unseat Resident Woodrow Wilson. Without a place in Congress. Hull jumped a t
22 Cordell Hull, The Memoirs of Cordell Hull [hereafter cited as NlJ
(New York, 1W8),3. In his
Memoirs, Hull notes that he cannot remember if the cabin had glass in the windows during his
earty years, but h e speculates that it probably did not as most of the neighboringcabins at the time
lacked them.
23 Hull. 34.
24 In his memoirs, Hull notes that one of his first challenges as a political figure was to learn 'good
Engiish"as the language then spoken by himself and his famiIy was not what was commonly seen
as correct speech- Indeed, Hull notes that although he could recognize good English in print, "he
had few occasions to use it in speechnand therefore had to work hard in his early career as a
pofician to become fluent in proper English- (Hull. 16).
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the chance to become the chairman of the Democratic National Committee. Hull kept this
post until 1924,seeing to it that the party paid off its debts and traveling extensively in an
effort to rebuild it in the wake of the 1920 defeat3 This gave Hull his first real national
exposure, which h e used to regain his Congressional seat in the 1922election. By 1928,

Hull had enough of a national following to consider challenging Alfred Smith for the
Democratic nomination for President. But in the end, he decided not to offer himself as a
candidate and instead hoped that the party might decide to draft him if Smith's nomination
did not go ahead on the first ballot.26 This never happened. Hull's ambition for higher

office remained. however. and in 1930 he decided to run for a seat in the U.S. Senate
representing Tennessee, which he won easily.

Hull had a fairly good reputation among his Congressional colleagues. Most
regarded him as a moderate. hard-working Democrat, who had a knack for bringing
antagonists together in a spirit of cooperation. If Hull did have a flaw. it was that he was
too cautious. He rarely took a stand on difficult issues and in general sought to avoid
controversy. Hull was also very sensitive about his own reputation and did not take well to
unfavourable press. Some insisted that these characteristics meant that Hull would leave no
lasting mark as a legislator. and he was criticized for it.Z7 But Hull's moderation. and the
broad support within the party that stemmed from it, also made him an asset. Franklin
Roosevelt quickly recognized this. and when he decided to run for President in 1932. he
sought Hull's support. Initially, Hull was somewhat lukewarm on Roosevelt. but once h e
had determined that the latter had the best chance of winning the next election. he decided to
lobby vigorously on his behalf3 Roosevelt never forgot this, and after winning the White
House in November 1932. he asked Hull to resign from the Senate and join his Cabinet as

25 Irwin Gellrnan. Secret Affairs: Franklin Roosevelt. Corddl Hull. Sumner Welle~,(Battimore,

1995) 27-8.
2 6 m 29.

.27
!&&I
28 Julius Pratt, The American Secretaries of State and Their Diobmacv. Oxdell Hull. 1933-1944
Vol 1., (New York, 1964). 7-8.
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Secretary of State. Hull agreed, unaware that he would retain this post until November

1944, making him the longest serving h t a r y of State in U.S.history.29
Although Hull had little direct experience in foreign affairs. he nevertheless shared
Eden's interest in the field- Unlike Eden, however, who tended to concentrate on strategic
and political questions. Hull focused on economic issues. Indeed. throughout his tenure in
Congress Hull fought again and again for a reduction in the ever-increasing U.S. tariffs.
which he argued had done much to disrupt the world's trading patterns and bring on the
Great Depression.lo In a broader sense, Hull was what one might call a Wilsonian
internationalist. He possessed great sympathy for the League (although he was careful not
to stress this too often in public), and saw universal disarmament, self-determination.
respect for international law. and unhampered world trade as the foundations of universal
peace.3 I By the time Hull reached the State Department he had come round to the view that

a restructuring of the world's trading system. coupled with a certain amount of American
moral initiative, could arrest the slide towards international anarchy and restore world
order.-42Hull's first aim as Secretary of State. therefore. was to establish a means by which
he could engineer a reduction in the U.S. tariff, secure greater U.S. markets abroad. and

establish the most-favoured-nation principle as an integral part of American trade policy.
Hull was also a firm believer in AngleAmerican cooperation. and he had great hopes that
the British Government might join in his efforts to secure peace through prosperity. But his
ability to secure closer transatlantic ties was hampered by American isolationism. and by
the inability of the two nations to put aside a number of outstanding economic issues which
stood in the way of better relations. Hull sought to counter the former by slowly educating
29 Ibid, ix.

30 US. Tanff rates climbed steadily throughout the 1920'sand would reach record heights in
1930 wrth the passage of the Smoot-Hawiey Act. ( Carl-Ludwig Hotifrerich. 'The Roosevelts and
Foreign Trade: Foreign Economic Policies under Theodore and Franklin RooseveK in C.A. van
Minnen. ed.. The Roosevett's: Nationalism.Democracv and Internationalism (RSC, Middeiburg,
1987): Pratt Hull. 5-7.
31 Reynolds. Anglo-American Alliance. 1937-1941, 27.
32Richard Dean Bums. 'CordellHull and American Inter-war Internationalism' in Norman A
Graebner ed., American Values Proiected Abroad (New York. 1985). Hull was also afirm believer
in the power of proclamation and would expend a great deal of energy while serving as Secretary
of State sermonizing on the need for the nations of the world to uphold internationalstandards of
conduct, (Ibid).
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the American public towards accepting a greater role for the United States abroad. T h e
economic difficulties with the British would have to be overcome by persuasion and hard
negotiation. It would not be until after December 1935. however. when Eden became

Foreign Secretary, that Hull would find he had a truly sympathetic ear in London. In the
meantime. both Eden and Hull would try in their separate ways to settle the major problems
confronting the world: Hull, through his -crusade for economic sanity"; Eden, by the
settlement of the major outstanding political grievances on the continent of Europe through
the negotiation of a disarmament agreement. 33

Hull has not received the same sort of attention as Eden among biographers.
Indeed, there are at present only two biographies of Hull in existence and, of these, only
the one by Julius W. h t t merits mention.-J-+Hull's policies in the I93O0s, however. have
been the subject of numerous articles, and his economic policy for the same period has
received a good deal of attention in a number of studies on Anglo-American economic
relations in the 1930Ts.35 Of the latter, by far the best is Neootiatino Freer Trade: The
United Kinadom, the United States, Canada. and the Trade Aoreements of 1938. by 1. M.
Drummond and Norman Hillmer,
In general. the historiography of the 1930's has not been kind to Hull. It is widely
believed that the Secretary held little sway with Roosevelt and that the President never

33 Hull, 518.

(Garden City,N1, 1942);and Julius Pratt. The
American Secretaries of State and Their Di~lomacv.Cordelf Hull. 1 933- 1944 2 Vols- (New York.
t 964). Pratt's biography is quite extensive and is well-documented, but his view of Hull is on the
whole too sympathetic and in general lackscritical analysis. Although not a complete biography,
i m n Gellman'sSecret Affairs, offers a more cntical look at Hull, particularlywith respect to his
rdationship with Roosevett
35 See for example: William R. Allen. The International Trade Philosophy of Cordell Hull, 19071933',AER (1 957) : & idem Cordell Hull and the Defence of the Trade Agreements program.
1934-40, in Alexander de Conde ed-. Isolation and Security, (Durham, North Carolina 1957): R.
D. Burns. 'Cordell Hull and American Inter-war Internationalism'in Norman A. Graebner, ed.,
American Values Proiected Abroad ( New Yok. 1985); W- F.. Kirnball. 'Lend Lease and the Open
Door: the Temptation of British Opulence, 193742, PSQ, 86 (1971): Richard Kottmann.
Recinrocitv and the North Atlantic Trimale. t932-l938(Rhca, NV, 1968); Arthur W. SchThe
AngleAmerican Trade Agreement and Cordell Hull's Search for Peace 1936-1%8', JAH ,57
34 See Harold Hinton, m r d d l Hull: A Bioar-

(1970).
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intended for Hull to be anything more than a mere figurehead at the State Department.-"r
Certainly, Rwsevelt's tendency t o hand pick his own officials. both within the State
Department and for key posts abroad. indicates that the Resident intended to play a
paramount role in shaping U.S. foreign policy. But the notion that Hull was largely
ignored is too extreme. Hull did have influence. particularly in the economic sphere. and
one can find numerous occasions in the 1930's when Hull appears to have intervened

effectively at the White House27

***
It would seem. then. that it would be difficult to find two foreign ministers whose
background and early life stood in sharper contrast than Eden and Hull. Yet there is no
question that the two men did share some things in common. They both decided. for
example, to pursue careers in public life from a very early age and would ultimately serve
their respective countries in high political office during a period of great economic and
political upheaval.-T* They also shared the unfortunate circumstance of frequently being
overshadowed by their masters. Hull under Rwsevelt. Eden under Neville Chamberlain
and Churchill.39 Perhaps the most significant attribute they shared, however, was their
strong belief in the unity of purpose among what Churchill called the "English Speaking
PeopIes", and the almost unlimited military, economic, and political power that could be
mustered should these two great nations join hands in common cause. Cfltimately. then.
36 In a conversation with Sumner Welles, for example, Rwsevelt once commented that he had
chosen Hull to head the State Department because he 'looked like a Secretary of Statenand as
such would gamer a certain amount of respect from the American public. (Notes from a
conversation between the author and Benjamin Welles, the son and biographer of Sumner
Welles. held at the former's home in Washington D.C., December 5. 1994).
37 Secretary Hull. for example. was largely responsible for securing the President's support for the
reciprocaltrade agreements program ( which a number of other officialswithin the Administration
opposed). Hull was also responsible for the decision to present the so called Welles Peace
Initiativebefore the British Government, a move which both the President and Welles initially
opposed. For more on this see Chapters 2d) & 8a)below.
38 They also shared the unfortunate trait of suffering frequently from ill health. Eden was often
bother by a duodenal ulcer and other problems, while Hull suffered from diabetes and
tuberculosis. Hull kept the latter ailment a secret, however. fearing that the knowledgeof it it
might bar him from holding high office. For more on this see: James, Anthonv Eden,93, 103, 36469; and Gellman, Secret Affairs, 31, 160-62
39 In fact, one colleagueof mine, noting my interest in Eden and Hull suggested that I title this
work 'Shared Grief."
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what Eden and Hull shared was a certain naive idealism which would drive both men to

seek an improvement in AngleAmerican relations at a time when. due to a number of
seemingly intractable political and economic problems. most of their contemporarieshad all

but given up o n such a notion. This study is about that quest, and the forlorn attempt each
of them endeavored to make to marshal a greater measure of Anglo-American cooperation

in a world on the brink of an untold catastrophe.

Part I: Strained Relations, 1933- 1935
1. Inauspicious Beginnings. 1933
In their memoirs of the inter-war yean, both Eden and Hull speak of their strong

desire to maintain the closest possible ties between London and Washington. Hull notes.
for example. that "good relations with Great Britain were more important to us than good
relations with any other country." and he insists that he never varied from this view. 1
Eden's outlook o n the importance of the transatlantic relationship is similar. He considered
i t vital that the British Government d o all

i t could

*-todraw the United States back into the

main current of European politics" and throughout his tenure at the Foreign Office he took
"every opportunity to work closely with the Americans."?

Both men shared in the

conviction. then, that it was in their respective countries' best interests to pursue AngloAmerican cooperation in political. economic. and security matters. especially in a world
threatened by the onset of German. Italian and Japanese fascism. Moreover. by December

1935. when Eden became Foreign Secretary. they both occupied positions of power which
should have rendered AngleAmerican collaboration in world affairs not only possible. hut

like1y. Yet the relationship between the two powers did not significant1 y improve in the
years when both men held high office. Indeed, if anything, the years between 1933 and

1938 are marked more by a failure to cooperate than by mutual colIaboration. and this in
spite of the ever-increasing threat of war in both Europe and the Far East which both men
found so menacing. It seems reasonable. therefore. to ask how it was that in a period of
critical international tension, when the world's two gteatest democracies found themselves
debilitated economically and threatened by mutual adversaries. that a greater measure of
cooperation was not achieved? What was it that rendered it impossible for the two great
Anglo-Saxon powers. under the direction of two men. both of w horn were strong be1 ievers
in close Anglo-American ties, to work together to bring about a new world economic and
political order'?

1 Hull, 385.

2 Avon, 87
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Of course. it has become a staple o f inter-war histories that this failure to cooperate
had everything to do with American isolationism and the sensitivity of Frankiin R w x v e l t
t o the machinations of domestic American politics3 This was the view put forth by

Charles A. Beard, shortly after Roosevelt's death and taken up by A. J. P. Taylor. Arnold
OfTner and others. who subsequently argued that Roosevelt was essentially a n isolationist
with little interest in becoming involved the affairs of Europe9 To be fair. there have been
others. such as Arthur Schlesinger Jr. and Robert Dallek. who have argued that Roosevelt
was not an "isolationist" but rather a n "internationalistw, who sought to educate the

American public towards greater involvement in world affairs but was handicapped in this

effort by the British policy of appeasement and by the fact that " American foreign policy
can range only as far a s domestic consent will aIlow."s But an examination of American
isolationism and its effect on the willingness of the United States to get involved in the
vagaries of international politics does not tell the whole story. Indeed. the failure of Great
Britain and the United States to cooperate stemmed from a number of factors. both political
and economic. Any examination of the relations between the two states during these pivotal

years, therefo'ore. must take into account such factors as the long standing commercial

3 See for example: W.S. Cole. Roosevelt and the lsolation~st~
(bncoin. Neb.. 1983); and Manfred
In Amenca 1935-1941 ( tthaca. N.Y.. 1966).
Jonas. Isolation~srn
4 Chartes A. Beard. American Foreian P~licv
in the Makina. 1932- 1940 (New Haven. 1946);A. J.
P. Taylor, The Oriains of the Second World War (London. 1961). The same vlew IS also put
forward by Robert Divine. in The Reluctant BeBicterent: American Entw into World War 11 (New
York. 1965).
5 Arthur Schlesinger Jr..'Franklin D. Roosevett's Intwnatianalism'. in C. A. van Minnen and John
F. Sears, eds.. FDR and His Contemmraries. Foreian Perceations of an American President (New
York. 1992) 10. R. Dallek, Franklin O.Raasevelt and American Foreian Policy. 1932- 1945,
(Oxford. 1979).
Roosevett's internationalism is also stressed in: W.L Langer and S.E Gleason. The Challenae to
Isolation. 1937-1940,(New York. 1952); Manfred Jonas, 'TheUnited States and the Falure of
Collective Secunty in the 1930's'in J. Braeman. R . Bremmer and D.Body eds , Twentieth
Centurv American Foreian Policy (Columbus OH.. 1971);Richard Harrison. 'A Prestdential
Dharche: Franklin Roosevek's Personal Diplomacy and Great Britain. 19i36-37,' S(Surnmer
1981). and in Arthur Schlesinger Jr.. The Comina of the New Deal (Boston. 1959).
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rivalry that existed between these two great trading nations if a full understanding of their

policies towards o n e another is t o be achieved.6
Furthermore, the same need for a broader approach to the question of AngloAmerican relations must be applied to the chief protagonists involved and t o the time frame

in which such a study is attempted. One common drawback of many of the more recent
studies of Anglo-American relations in the 1930s. for example, has been the tendency tbr
most of these works to focus on the period involving the latter stages of appeasement. the
outbreak of the war. and the initial impact o f the conflict o n relations between the two
powers -- From 1937 to

194.7

A second common drawback has been the tendency for

these same works to concentrate o n the views of the President himself. a s well as o n the
policies of the one British politician most closely associated with the policy of appeasement:
NevilleChamberlain.8 The problem with these tendencies is that they not only ignore the
critical developments which occurred in Anglo-American relations between the years 1933
and 1936. but also severely downplay the role of Eden and Hull in the development and
formulation of transatlantic policy from 1933 to 1938. T h i s is unfortunate. for the
difficulties

experienced by the two powers in the early stages of the Roosevelt

Administration. particularly over the issues of economic recovery and arms limitation.
would have a profound effect on the inability of the two Governments to cooperate later on.
Moreover. the complexities of the issues which led to this failure become much easier to
understand if one takes the time to examine the efforts o f both Eden and Hull to go against
the grain and seek an improvement in relations in spite of the many difficult problems

which stood in the way. Indeed both an understanding of what went o n in the initial two
6 For a look at the economc aspects of New Deal diplomacy see: LC. Gardner. Econornc
&Dects of New Deal Dinlomacy(Madison. 1964); and William A. Williams. The Traaedv of

American Diplomacy, 2nd rev. ed. (New York. 1972). For an excellent review of the hrstoriography
of Roosevelt's foreign policy see: B.J.C. McKercher, 'Reaching for the 8rass Ring: The Recent
Historiography of Inter-war American Foreign Relations'.DH. 15(Fall 1991) : and. H.E. Barnes.ed..
PerPetud War for Pefuehjal Peace: A Critical Examination of the Foreian Policv of Franklin 0.
Roosevelt and Its Aftermath (Caldwell ID., 1953).
7 The 193741 period. for example. is the main focus of a number of recent studies, including:
MacDonald. The United States. Brrtain and A~oeasernent;Ovendale, Ameasement and the
Enalish Smakina World ; Reynolds, Analo-American Alliance; and Rock, Chamberlain and
Roosevelt.
8 It should be noted here, however. that both Ovendale and Rock do discuss Eden in the work
cited above. Hull. however. is largely left out of the picture.
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years of the Roosevelt Administration and an examination of the policies of Eden and Hull

are critical to a full understanding of this failure to cooperate. Hence. this study begins in
the pivotal year 1933. where Hull's frustration over his inability to secure a new AngloAmerican economic relationship through the deliberations of the World Economic
Conference was matched by Eden's frustration to secure a greater measure of collaboration
in security matters through the proceedings of the Geneva Disarmament Talks.

***
a) War Debts and the Preliminaries to the World Economic Conference

In the six months which proceeded the opening of the World Economic
Conference. which began on June 12 1W3,there was great hope in London that the onset
of a new Democratic administration under the leadership of Hull and Roosevelt would lead
to better relations with the United Kingdom.'] The Manchurian crisis of 1931-32.which

had severely tested the patience of officials on both sides of the Atiantic. was now over.
and the bitter 1927 naval dispute over the number and size of cruisers that each side would
be allowed to build had been settled for the time being by the 1930 London Naval
Agreement.

If)

indeed. with the world in the midst of the Great Depression, the most

serious issues facing Anglo-American relations were not political o r strategic. but
economic. But even here there was room for optimism. In the wake of Roosevelt's
stunning victory at the polls in November 1932. for example. Lord Lothian. a former
British Government oficial who was in Washington at the time. reported that he sensed a
new mood in the U.S. capital. "Chastened by adversity and thinking far more about its

future than it has ever done9, the United States, he reported, -is steadily coming to the view
that it cannot maintain its historic isolation. that its economic recovery depends o n
international action, and that the one power she wants, rather tentatively. to ceoperate with
in international affairs is Great Britaio.-lI

These were welcome words in London. for by

1933, the depression which had begun with the great crash on Wall Street in October 1929.
9 Lord Lothian to Simon. Feb.18. 1933,Simon Papers. FO 800/288.
10 For a further discussion of Angb-American naval relations see section 2c below. Detatls of the
Manchurian Crisis and the 1927 naval dispute can be found in: D. Borg. The United States and
the Far Eastern Crisis of1933-1938(Cambridge. Mass., 1964) Chapter 1:and 8.J. C. McKercher.
ed..Ando-American Relations in the 1920's: the Struaale for Su~remacy(London. I991).
11 Lothian to Simon. Feb.16. t 933.Simon Papers. FO 800/288.
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had reached world-wide crisis proportions. and the British. not unlike the rest of the world.
looked to a recovery in America and an improvement in Anglo-American economic
relations as perhaps the best means to pull the United Kingdom and the rest of the world
out of the harsh reality of economic stagnation.12 Nevertheless. there remained a number
of serious economic issues which had strained the relationship between the two countries
since the onset of the Great Depression -- issues which would have to be resolved if there
was to be an improvement in economic relations. Of these. there were three which had
proven to be particularly troublesome: US. tariff policy. the instigation by the British
Commonwealth of the Ottawa system of imperial preference in 1932. and the seeming1y
intractable problem of the war debts.

On March 4, 1933, when Cordell Hull took the oath of office to become the U.S.
Secretary of State. he noted that "every blossom that unfolded in Washington" in the spring
of that year "seemed to contain an economic problem."

13

The record high U.S. tariffs

established under the 1930 Smoot-Hawley Act. for example. seriously disrupted the
normal flow of international trade and by 1932essentially closed the American market to a

good many British and Commonwealth products.

14

Hull wished to reverse this trend and

favoured a reduction in U.S. tariff rates as part of a n overall effort to stimulate trade. But
he would face considerable opposition to this policy from the "New Dealers" in the White
House. who would argue that the high rates were necessary, at least for the time being. to
protect such programs as the Agricultural Adjustment Act. which had been put in place to
generate a domestic recovery.

15

Hull also faced opposition to his call for the expansion of

trade abroad. The passage of the Smoot-Hawley Bill. for instance. had strengthened the
desire among some British and Dominion leaders. such as Canadian Prime Minister. R. 5.
12 Editorialfrom The rimes , Thursday, Nov. 10.1932
13 Hull, 246.
14 Indeed. it should be noted here that of the total Bntish exports in 1936, only 6.4% went to the
United States, while 49.2% went to Canada and the rest ofthe Btitish Empire. Drummond and
Hiiimer, Neaotiatina Freer Trade, 9- 11.
15 Hottherich. 'The Roosevek and Foreign Trade', 32 The Agricultural Adjustment Act was
passed on May 12 1933.It attempted ta raise the price of farm commodities through a program of
crop wrtarlment.
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Bennett. for greater inter-imperial trade, most often at the expense of American exports.

This was especially true with respect to agricultural products, and in the two years
immediately following the passage of Smoot-Hawley. Canada and the other Dominions
frequently demanded that the British Government impose duties on foreign agricdtural
goods while allowing Empire foodstuffs to enter Britain duty free. 1 (I Moreover. similar
calls for the protection of the imperial market could now be head in London, where under
pressure from such organs a s the Beavorbrook press. the movement for the abandonment
of the traditional British policy of free trade continued to gain strength. Responding to this

pressure. the British Government passed a series of measures in 1931 and 1932. such as
the Import Duties Act, which raised the tariff on a wide variety of products, while allowing
imperial imports in duty free. I 7 This trend towards "imperial preference" reached its zenith
at the Ottawa Imperial Conference or August 1932. where the whole system of protection
for the inter-imperial market was greatly strengthened. with the result that United States
exports now faced a formidable tariff barrier not only in the United Kingdom but also in the
Dominions and Commonwealth at large. Eden had consistently opposed this increasing
international drive toward protectionism and on a number of occasions he spoke out against
the so-called "Empire Free-Traders."l*

But by the time Hull assumed office. it was

already a well- established policy in both capitals. Economic nationalism in America. then.
coupled with the establishment of the Ottawa system of imperial preference. represented a

serious obstacle which both Hull and Eden would have to overcome if there was to be any
improvement in Anglo-American economic relations.

6 For a further examinmon of Anglo-American-Canadian trade reiations in the 1930's see: Allen.
'Cordell Hull and the Defense of the Trade Agreements'. in de Conde, Isolation and Security, ;
Drumrnond and Hillmer, Neaotiatina Freer Trade; Kottmann, Reciwocitv and me North Atlantic
Trianale; and Schatz 'The Anglo-American Trade Agreement'.
17 In the 192431 period. when the Conservative Party sat in opposition. Beavorbrook began a
concerted campaign in his newspapers advocating 'Empire Free Trade* - which essentially meant
protectionism by another name. Neville Chamberlain and Leo Amery supported this idea But not
all consenr;dives were in agreement and there were fears for a time that this would split the party
and render its chances to return b power nil. In order to avoid this. Baldwin. wtth Eden's ardent
support, pressed for a compromise between those in the party who supported protectionism. and
those who advocated free trade. For more on this see: James. Anthonv Eden, 102-03: Mowat- Bnt;un Between the Wars, 366-72
18 James Anthonv Eden, 103.
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Equally important. however. was the question of the war debts which. perhaps
more than any other issue, served to inflame intense political passions on both sides of the

Atlantic. The debts had their origins in the glut of borrowing that had gone on among the
Allied and Associated powers during World War I. Following the war this issue became
complicated by the fact that the payment of the debts became directly linked to the payment
of German reparations. as the flow of compensation ran from Germany to the European
Allies in the form of reparations. and thence from the Allies to the United States in the form
of war debts payments.

I9

Moreover, in the decade following the war, the inability of the

Allied powers to settle the final amount that Germany was expected to pay only served to
heighten the emotions surrounding this issue and it was not until 1930. with the adoption
of the Young Plan. that it finally looked as if the thorny issue of the war debts and
reparations had finally been resolved. But the collapse of the Credit-Anstalt Bank of Austria
in May ISn I quickly shattered this illusion. Within weeks ail Europe found itself gripped in
the throes of a financial crisis. which not only threatened the economic security of Britain
and the Continent. but also threatened to bring about the political collapse of Germany. By
late June, the situation had become so serious that U.S. President. Herbert Hoover.
decided to propose a one year moratorium on the payment of all reparations and intergovernmental debt. This. it was hoped, would bolster the German currency and restore
stability to the European financial system. But. in spite of the obvious ties between the twin
issues of the reparations and the war debts, Hoover refused to acknowledge any fink
between them. and never contemplated outright cancellation of the war debts as an
at ternative solution to the political and economic problems caused by the payment of

In London, meanwhile, there was a growing consensus among a number of leading
policy-makers (including Eden) that the only way to bring an end to the financial crisis
19 It is important to note that the Americans tbemdves received no reparationspaymentsfrom
Germany and in fact had disassociated themselves from the Versailles Treaty largely over this
question.
20 Here. it should be noted that Hoover much like Roosevek after him. considered the possibilrty
of lowering the war debts through negotiation, but insisted that cancellation was out of the
question due to the feelings of Congress and the American public. On the whole issue of Hoover
and the War debts see: Sb'rnson,On Active Service , lgO-22O.
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caused by the collapse of the Credit-Anstalt was to get rid of the problem of war debts and

reparations once and for all.?

I

This attitude was further reinforced when it became clear

that the Hoover Moratorium had come too late to prevent a general European collapse. In
the fall of 193 1, London found itself in a deep financial crisis necessitating the formation of

a National Government and the removal of the Pound Sterling from the gold standard. By
December, i n fact, the British currency had lost 30% of its value, which was a great blow
to British prestige and caused a good deal of bitterness in Whitehall over the rather tardy

response of the Americans to the crisis, Moreover, the worsening economic situation on the
Continent had led to a widespread feeling in London that Germany could no longer afford
to pay reparations on anything like the former scale. This meant that a s the end of the

Hoover Moratori urn approached. leading members of the British policy-making elite. such

as Eden, began to demand a permanent solution to the reparations issue as a first step
toward economic recovery. 22 There were two significant consequences which derived
from this sentiment. T h e first was the convening of an international conference in
Lausanne. Switzerland, in June 1932. f o r the purpose of solving the problem of
reparations; and the second was a request by the British Government to the Americans for
the convening of a "Worid Economic and Financial Conference" which would meet in
London a year later to solve the -other economic and financial difficulties 1i.e. nonreparations issues1 which are responsible for ... the present world crisis."?--' Due to the
American refusal to associate themselves publicly with the issue of reparations o r a
reduction in the war debts, however. there would be no American participation at Lausanne
and participation in the Wodd Economic Conference only on the condition that the issue of
the debts not be on the a g e n d a 3

21 Avon. 1 1;Campbell - Johnson, Sir Anthanv Eden, 634.
22James. Anthonv Eden, 103.
23 Sir Frederick Leith-Ross, Monev Talks: FW Years of International Finance. The Autobiouraohv
of Sir Frederick Leittt-Ross, (London, 1968). 150-53 ; and State Department P a w s Relatinqto
the Foreian Rela-onsof the United States 1932, Vol- 1, t 932, [hereafterin the style FRUS _I.
808-841.
24The Lausanne Conference took place between June 16 and July 9th. 1932 and included
representativesfrom Germany,France. Belgium, Great Britain. ltaly and Japan.
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There isn't ti me within the scope of the present study to examine the proceedings of
the Lausanne Conference in detail, but its results greatly exceeded British expectations.
German reparations payments. for example. were rendered almost nonexistent by an
agreement which reduced her foreign obligations by over 90%. T h e delegates also
endorsed the British call for the convening of a World Economic Conference under League
of Nations auspices and established that a "Commission of Expertsw. including
representatives from the United States. should be set up under League direction to d d t an
agenda and fix the d a t e 3 It is important to note, however, that the provisions on German
reparations were adopted with the understanding that the principal powers invol ved should
work to eliminate the need for these payments by negotiating a drastic reduction o r even the

complete elimination of the debts they owed to the United States.20

Thus, by the time that Roosevelt and Hull had assumed office. eight months later,
tremendous pressure had built up in London for a settlement of the American debt problem.
Indeed. in the eyes of British policy-makers. HMG had responded to the crisis of 1931-32
as best it could. and if there were to be any fundamental altering of the prevailing

international economic conditions, it would be up to the Americans to render them possible.
As such. British expectations for the World Economic Conference were tempered by the
realization that its success would depend to a large extent on the willingness of the new
American administration to settle the chief problem which stood in the way of an
improvement in commercial relations between the two states: the war debts. Almost
immediate1y after the 1932 presidential elections. therefore. the British began a concerted
effort to convince President-elect Roosevelt to do something about the debts. Initially. it
appeared that Roosevelt might respond sympathetically to these overtures. Indeed. in late
January 1933. he sent a message to London indicating that he was interested in opening
discussions with HMG on the question of the debts: as a consequence. it was subsequently
decided that MacDonald should visit Washington to discuss the debts and other economic

25 I.M. Drummond, The Floating Pound and the Sterlina Area. f 931-1939(Camtmdge.1981)
124-26.
26The powers involved included Belgium, Great Britain. France and Italy.
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questions with the President shortly after his inauguration.
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In preparation for this. a

number of preliminary conversations on the proposed visit were held between Roosevelt
and Sir Ronald Lindsay. the British Ambassador in Washington. By early February. the
Ambassador had returned to London to report o n his findings and to receive further
instructions from his Government.

In London, Lindsay did his best to explain the American position to key members
of the Government. He indicated that part of the difficulty with the U.S. over the war
debts issue stemmed from the "appalling economic conditions in America." These made it
difficult to convince the American public that a settlement of the debts issue. which might
involve **makingan unbalanced budget worsew, could ever improve their economic
situation.?* Under the circumstances. Lindsay remained skeptical that a settlement could be
reached in the near future. Perhaps the most that could be hoped for wouId be the
instigation of another moratorium. preferably. he noted. before the next debt payment was
due on June 15.2'1 Lindsay's skepticism was shared by Chamberlain, Vansittart, Ftsher.
and others. all of whom held out little hope for a settlement and could see no purpose in
MacDonald paying a visit to Washington if all that could be obtained was another
temporary suspension of Britain's obtigations.3o There was also concern about the need
to secure the basis for an understanding with Washington before a visit was announced. so

as to avoid a public relations fiasco if the talks failed, But in spite of these and other

difficulties. Whitehall remained hopeful that the incoming Administration sought greater

27 Lmdsay to Simon. Jan. 20. 1933, Documents on British Foreian Policy, Series 11, Vol. V..
[hereafter In the style DBFP 2nd Series, Vol.. VJ # 513.The initiativefor the FDR invitation to
discuss the debt problem with the Brrtish came from Stirnson. who in a meeting wlth Roosevelt in

early January, urged the President to solve this problem. (McCultoch, Economic Di~iomacy,3940). It should also be noted that two days after Whitehall received this message. William C. Bu!litt
began an unofficial visit to London carrying messagesof goodwill from FDR. to MacDonald. On
this see: O.H. Bullitt ed-. For the President: Personal and Secret. Corresmndence between
Frankfin D. Rooseveh and William C. Bullitt (London 1972). 26.
28 Cabinet Committee on Imperial Economic Co-operation, Feb. 6. 1933, Cab. 271548.
29 Note of conversation between Lindsay, Fisher, Vansittart teith-Ross et d-. February 8.1933,
Leith-Ross Papers. TI188. It should be noted here that under the terms of the debts agreement
negotiated in 1923, the British Government was required to make two payments a year. one on
December 15. and the other on June 15.

m u . Sir Warren Fisherwas the Permanent Under-Secretary of theTreasury.
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In

anticipation of' Lindsay's return to Washington, the Treasury prepared a lengthy set of
instructions and memoranda on British economic and financial policy that were to serve as
the basis for further discussions with the Americans. In these documents, the British made
it clear that they were in complete agreement with a statement issued by the Commission of
Experts preparing for the World Economic Conference: this statement characterized war

debts as "an insuperable barrier to economic and financial reconstruction" and insisted that
their -disturbing effects*' upon currency stability and other economic and financial problems
must be solved if there was to be any hope of an economic recovery.-'?Given this view. the
British insisted that the two sides reach an agreement on these issues before the convening
of the conference: there was simply no possibility of an improvement in trade relations o r
other matters until the debt issue was solved. Senior Treasury officials such as Sir
Frederick Lei th-Ross. therefore. urged Lindsay to make Roosevei t understand that Britain
and the US. were -co-creditors of a bankrupt world," and that it was the President-elect's
responsibility to tell Congress "that they must face a drastic debt reduction and must cooperate with us on economic matters if they wish t o avoid economic disasters."J-1
Moreover. given the tremendous political upheaval which had occurred in Germany as a
result of the reparations issue, the British also insisted that any accommodation reached
with the new administration over the war debts must not in any way jeopardize the
agreements already reached at Lausanne. Indeed, the MacDonald government viewed the
Lausanne agreement a s a critical political document. which had not only eased Europe's
financial troubles, but had also made a great contribution to the -effort to obliterate the
animosities engendered by the war and to restore a n atmosphere of peaceful co-operation in
Europe."

In short, Lausanne was 'in the nature of an armistice. which cannot b e

31 This view was strongly endorsed by Lord Mian. who, aftera visit to the United States
prepared a lengthy memorandum on the war debts issue for Simon. In it Lothian insisted that the
U.S.A. was most anxious for Anglo-American cooperation. (Memorandum entitled 'American Debt
Negotiation" prepared by Lothian and presented to Simon. Feb. 18.1933.Simon Papers. FO
8001288)32 instructions b Ambasador Lindsay, Feb. 10 1933;DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. V.. # 523.
33 Record of Conversation between Lindsay and Leith-Ross. Feb. 8. 1933. Leith-Ross Papers.
TI1 88.
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sacrificed and must become the basis of permanent European peace." Hence. the terms of
determined what the British
Lausanne. which reduced German foreign obligations by WU.
and the other Allies would be willing to pay the Americans in any final war debt settlement.
As such. Roosevelt was to be informed that the maximum amount that could be paid by the
European powers was $715 million. or 50 annuities of U9 million: any higher amount
would be unacceptable as it might threaten to bring about the destruction of the Lausanne
accords and a resumption of calls for German reparations payments.-'4
Lindsay returned to New York on February 20 and set off immediately to see
Roosevelt in Hyde Park to explain the British position. Roosevelt responded to the terms
set out in Lindsay's instructions by indicating that he sympathized with the British view
and personally favoured cancellation of the debt. He also said that he understood the
importance for the British of not doing anything that might imperil Lausanne. But he
insisted that until the mood of Congress and the public changed. debt negotiations would
be very difficult. Furthermore. based on what Lindsay had told him. it appeared that the

two Governments were -in irreconcilable opposition to each other at present." Perhaps it
would be better to hold off on the visit of a Minister to America, "go slow" over the debts
for two weeks or so. and concentrate instead on other economic issues due for discussion
at the World Economic Conference. Roosevelt then suggested that Lindsay and the new

Secretary of State. Cordell Hull. meet soon to begin this process. MacDonald's proposed
visit could then be arranged after sufficient progress had been made in the talks concerning
other economic problems. In this improved milieu, created in part by the progress made on
other economic matters and in part by the presence of a senior British official, it might then
be possible to get Congress to accept the measures necessary to forestall a crisis over the

debts* 35
Lindsay agreed to meet with Hull. But he was disappointed that the Resident-elect
had not taken a more forthcoming stand on the debts issue. Indeed. in reporting to Simon.

34 Instructions to His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington. Feb. 10.

Vol.. V. # 523.
35 Lindsay to Simon. Feb. 21. 1933. &&

# 524.

1933.DBFP 2nd Series
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Lindsay characterized the situation as "very depressing," noting that whatever hope there
was for progress in the immediate future now seemed to rest with Hull.-lfi

The news of Hull's appointment as Secretary of State created a g o d deal of
interest in London. and the initial impression of the Secretary was on the whole somewhat
favourable. According to Lindsay. Hull was -well spoken of by everybodyn and was
regarded as a "studious. retiring and thoughtful man who was reported to have an excellent
mastery of economic questions."..~As noted earlier. Hull had long been an advocate of
freer trade and the lowering of international trade barriers. which HMG favoured..la But
there is no evidence to suggest that Hull had been involved in the preliminary decisions that
had taken place between Lindsay and Roosevelt on the debts. Indeed. Hull's acceptance of
Roosevelt's offer of the Secretaryship was not given until late February, and although the
President-elect had requested that Hull be kept fully informed of developments in foreign
affairs. there was no attempt to seek his opinion39 Hull's position on the debts. however.
was well known. He had consistently maintained that there was a link between the problem
of war debts and international commerce. for in his view it was the "strangulation of trade,"
caused by high tariffs. import quotas. clearing arrangements and other obstacles to the free
exchange of goods, which had made it nearly impossible for the debtor countries to earn
the dollars they needed to pay off their d e b t s 3 Huli insisted. therefore. that the best
means to eliminate the problem was to reduce international trade barriers, and he frequently
argued that the Government should consider readjusting the debts in return for tariff
concessions~~
Hull's attention, then, remained firmly focused on trade matters, and
period leading to the opening of the World Economic Conference, he concentrated on
3 6 ~and
; Record of Conversation between Lindsay and Stimson. Feb. 23, 1933 FRUS Vol. I
1933, 835-6.
37 Lindsay to Cragie. feb. 24, 1933, FO 371/16599. Here. Undsay commented that Hull WE& ' as
near to being a free trader as any Amencan is. but that of course this should not be said (publicly
asJthis would only injure his postion.
38.@&I
39 Pratt, Cnrdell Hull, 34.
4
0 and~The Times. Feb. 20. 1933.
41 Hull. 247-8.
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securing new legislation from Congress to grant the executive greater powers to negotiate

trade agreements. Hull also sought to organize an international tariff truce that would
remain in effect while the conference was in session. In fact, Hull was not much interested

in the debts problem, which he called a *dead horse."42 In his initial conversations with
Lindsay. Hull stressed the importance of improving Anglo-American commercial relations
as the best means by which the two powers could lead the world towards the restoration of
economic order. On specific issues, such as the war debts. however. Hull remained noncommittal, and other than handing the newly-appointed Secretary a note on current 8ritish
economic policy and concurring with the general views expressed by him. Lindsay felt that
neither Roosevelt nor Hull had -brought things much forwad"4.3
Nor were subsequent events likely to improve matters. On March 3. just one day
prior to the inauguration of the New Administration, the American banking system. which
had been deteriorating steadily since February. finally collapsed. Hence. Rooseveit
assumed office in the midst of a severe domestic c r i s i s . ~This had serious consequences

for Hull. the British. and the prospects for success at the World Economic Conference. I t
drew the President's attention away from the issues of international concern and greatly
increased the influence of those individuals within the Administration who favoured
domestic solutions to America's economic problems.~It also tended to harden the
President's and Congress's position on the debts. rendering the possibility of a negotiated
settlement with the British far less likely.&

42

w.

Simon Feb. 27. 1933. DBFP 2nd Series Vol. .V. # 527.
44 When t h e banksfinally closed, the Brrtish Ambassador found himself wrtho~rtany ready cash
and as a result had to borrow $800 from the Butler and the Cook at the Embassy. who. after
overhemng a conversation between the Ambassador and a leading Amencan banker on the
grave situation prevalent in the American banks some weeks before. decided to wrthdraw all of
their money from their bank accounts for safe keeping! (Leith-Ross, Monev Talks 159).
45 On the struggle between the economic nationalists versus the lnternationafistswithin the
Roosevelt Administration see: Robert Dallek, Franklin D. Roosevelt and American foreian Policv.
1932-1945 ( New York, 1979). 35-38; Uoyd Gardner, Economic As~ectsof New Deal Di~lomacy,
(Madison. I-),
3-24; Patrick Hearden, Roosevelt Confronts Hitler:America's Errtnr into World
Warll (Dekalb 1L. 1987).22-28; Arthur Schlesinger &.,The Aae of Roosevett. Vol. 11. The Comina
of the New Deal (Cambridge Mass.. 1959); and McCulloch Economic Diolomacy, 47-48
46 Lindsay to Foreign Office, Mar. 9, 1933. FO 371/16599.
4 3 Lindsay to
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Thus. by the time MacDonald amved in Washington for his much celebrated visit to
the White House. there had been little if any progress made on the debts question.
Moreover. the prospects for a further improvement in economic relations between the
countries had now been compIicated by a new development -- the removal of the U.S.
dollar from the gold s t a n d a r d 9 The news that Roosevelt had dropped the gold standard
came as something of a shock to the British Treasury as well as to the Prime Minister and
his party. who received the news by wireless while en route across the Atlantic.#

Indeed.

in the words of Leith-Ross. the removal of the U.S.Imm gold "threw everything into the
melting pot" and meant that for the immediate future stabilization would hold equal footing
with the war debts as the central issue in Anglo-American relations. T o this point. British

officials had no reason to suspect that America would go off gold. On the contrary.
American representatives on the preparatory commission at the League had been pressing
the British to return to gold. and it was widely believed in London and in Paris that in spite

of recent pressure on the dollar the United States would maintain its adherence to the
standard. America had ample gold reserves and could easily maintain its parity with only a
relatively small loss of bullion. Under the circumstances, Roosevelt's move looked very
suspicious. Some officials in Whitehall feared that t h e President was aiming at a
competitive depreciation of the dollar with the pound. Equally disturbing was the fact that
the dollar-gold parity was the standard by which all schemes for currency stabilization had
been fixed. The sudden abandonment of gold by the United States. should it lead to wild
fluctuations. could create a situation of great confusion among the cumencies of Europe and
make it extremely difficult. if not impossible, for the impending World Economic
Conference to reach any sort of understanding on current economic issues.+~
Upon his arrival in Washington, then. MacDonald found himself burdened with the
additional task of seeking an explanation as to why the United States had abandoned gold
Nlonev TalksJ 60-61. In fact. as thedollar continued to fail. Bntish
concern over stabilization would continue to grow becoming the central issue of concern during
the London Economic Conference. On this see section b.
48 The delegation which accompanied MacDonald included Vansittart and Leith-Ross.
49It34-In fact when MacDonald asked With-Ross what he thought the best course of action
would be in reply to the President's move, Leith-Ross suggested that the Prime Minister and his
party should simply turn around and go home47 Sir Frederick Leittt-Ross.

.
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and what the prospects were for avoiding competitive fluctuations between the dollar. the

pound and the franc. I n their first meeting, Roosevelt indicated that his abandonment of
gold stemmed solely from domestic considerations. Congress was now demanding a policy
of inflation and the Resident. not wanting to lose control of his leadership on the issue.
had taken the dollar off gold in an effort to raise internal prices. In response to British
concerns. Roosevelt insisted that he would use his powers in this sphere only as much as
was necessary and that his policy was not intended to make American goods more
competitive 0verseas.m
The Prime Minister tended to take Roosevelt's prdessions of good faith on
stabilization at face value and as the talks progressed the two sides found themselves able to
agree on a number of basic questions with respect t o monetary policy. T h e s e
understandings were eventually incorporated into a n Anglo-American financial
memorandum that listed a number of common aims. including the need to raise world
prices. the need to secure greater cooperation between the central banks. and the need t o
return to what was called "an improved international gold standard" once the fonner
objectives had been achieved.5

I

The issuance of this memorandum created a good deal of

satisfaction at the British Foreign

and the Treasury. There was also satisfaction over

the decision to maintain a tariff truce pending the outcome of the conference (which had
been a chief aim of Hull and his economic advisors at the State Department ). 52 But o n the
question of the war debts. the results were far less satisfactory. Here. the most MacDonald
had been able to secure was a "firm pledge- from Roosevelt to try and obtain

Congressional approval for a measure ,-tin$

the Resident the powen he needed to deal

with the debts on his own. This would make it possible for Roosevelt to suspend the
50 McCuIIoch. EcOnomic Diulomacy. 54; and Vansttart to Simon. Apr. 22 1933. DBFP 2nd
Series, Vol., V. # 545.
51 Anglo-American Financial Memorandum, Apr. 25. 1933;FRUS Vol. I.. 1933. p. 452: and
Raymond Moley, After Seven Yea~(NewYork 1939),2034- Here. Moley, Warburg and others
within the Administration proposed an ~mprovementin the gold standard by an internationd
agreement which established a uniform bullioncover for all countries at a lower ratio than the
average ratio that existed at the time. A figure of twenty five percent was floated by the Americans
in these preliminw discussion, wrth the US. aka suggesting that a small portion of silver might
also be included in the Central Bank reserves - - a provision which the Administration included no
doubt to assuage the powerful silver lobby in Congress.
52 Minute by Cragie. Apr. 25. 1933. FO 371/17305.
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payment of the June 15th installment pending the outcome of the conference. In his report
to the Cabinet, MacDonald indicated that he understood the President's dificulty vis 6 vis

Congress and remained satisfied that the President was sincere in his desire to achieve an
accommodation o n the debts. The Prime Minister was also encouraged by the frank nature
of his conversations with the President, noting that he had stressed the importance of
Lausanne throughout their talks and even gone so far a s to warn the President that default
by Great Britain on the next debt payment was possible should the two sides fail to reach
an understanding. The Resident, according to MacDonald, seemed to understand fully the
import of these remarks. He described Lausanne as "the finest thing done since (the1
peace:" and he left the R i m e Minister with the distinct impression that the two of them had
achieved an understanding with respect t o the debts. 53
After issuing a joint pronouncement on the frank and friendly nature of their
exploratory conversations. and setting the date for the opening of Conference (June 12).
MacDonald sailed for England satisfied that the Resident "was anxious for a complete
understanding with us on everything.".s-l But other members of the Prime Minister's party
were less sanguine in their assessment of the visit's achievements. Vansittart. for example.
deplored the fact that the British delegation had not been informed that it was but one of
many different foreign missions invited to Washington for preliminary discussions on the
World Economic Conference. Indeed, in Vansittart's view. the fact that there were eleven
other delegations scheduled for discussions at the White House changed the character of
MacDonald's visit entirely: and it left the Permanent Under-Secretary with the distinct
impression that the United States had -not played straightw with the British over U.S.
motives for the invitation-is

53 Vansittart to Simon, Apr. 25, 1933,DBFP 2nd Series, Vof ., V. # 545; Cab 23/76May 5,1 933.
That the President had come to an 'agreement" with MacOonald over the debt question was
confirmed in a radio address issued by the Prime Minister on May 5th in which the latter indicated
that he and the President had agreed 70 use every means in our power to find a way to settle t h e
debts"This the American Embassy reported as being indicativeof the widespread
understanding in London that "some sort of an agreement had been reached to get relief on the
debts from Congress..."Atberton to Hull May 6, 1933 FRUS 1933 Vol. 1. 493-94
54 Cab 23/76.33(33)2 May 5th. 1933; Pratt. Cordell Hull, 35-6.
55 Minute by VanApr. 10, 1933FO 37Vl7304.
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Nor were the Resident's public pronouncements on the debts any more

encouraging. In the joint communiqu6 issued by the two leaders on April 25, for instance,
and in numerous press conferences held at the White House both during and after the
MacDonald visit, the President continued to insist that no agreement on the debts had been
reached. On April 28. the day after MacDonald departed. the President sent the same

message to Congress via his private Secretary. Stephen My.sc,
On issues other than the debts. however. Roosevelt was more forthcoming. and in
the weeks which followed, HMG could take heart in what appeared to be a clear desire on
the part of the Resident for international economic cooperation. On May 7. Roosevelt gave
a speech in which he again stated that the United States had gone off gold merely as a
measure to combat deflation and raise commodity prices at home. He also remarked that he
had great hopes for the upcoming World Economic and Geneva Disarmament

Conferences57 where he was seeking four great objectives: a general reduction in
armaments, the reduction of trade barriers, the setting up of a stabilization of currencies.
and a reestablishment of friendly relations and greater confidence between all nations.-5n

On May 16, Roosevelt issued another appeal for international economic cooperation.
calling on the "heads of all nations" to see to it that the World Economic Conference
"establish order in place of the present chaos by a stabilization of currencies, by freeing the
flow of world trade. and by international action to raise prices." The Conference must. in
short. 'supplement individual domestic programs for economic recovery. by wise and
considered international action."59

Further encouragement came from Hull. who in a

series of speeches made at the end of April and in early May, seconded the President's call
for international economic cooperation. Hull vigorously attacked economic nationalism.
particularly in the U.S.. noting that "yean of disastrous experience" had utterly discredited
the -narrow and blind policy of extreme economic isolation." Such practices, he insisted.

56 Presidential Press Conferences, April 26, May 5 8 May 10, 1933;Early to Senator Roknson.
Apnl28, 1933,in Edgar B. Nixon ed.. Franklin 0.Roosevelt and Foreian Affairs. Volume I: January
1933- Februarv 19.74[hereafter cited as FDR and Forelan Affairs.I] (Cambridge Mass.. 1969).
57The Geneva Disarmament talkswilt be discussed in a later chapter.
58 Hull. 246.
59 'Rooseveitto the Heads of Nations Represented at the London and Geneva Conferences'.
Washington. May 16,1933,FDR and Foreicm Affars, 126- 128.
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"ignored [America'sl transformation from a debtor and underdeveloped country to the

creditor and surplus producing nation in history," took "no accountwof the millions
of dollars owed abroad to America, and were "blind t o the fact that nations and individuals
can only pay external indebtedness in gold o r services or by the establishment of favourable
trade balances."fio
British policy-makers appreciated Roosevelt's pronouncements and were
encouraged by Hull's continued attack on economic nationalism. which. in the opinion of
some Foreign Office officials. had had the effect of bringing an increasing number of
Americans over to the internationalists camp.61 But it was too early to judge whether
Roosevelt would foilow through on his pledge of international cooperation and. while there
was universal gratitude for the line taken by Secretary Hull. there was also a sense of
foreboding about his influence in the cabinet. Lindsay feared Hull was too -diffident and
timid" to be an effective force within the Administration. and speculated that if Hull's goals
were ever to be realized, it would be *due to the President rather than to himself."bz
Hopeful yet uncertain of Roosevelt's future intentions on the debts. tariffs and the
doIIar, HMG continued to encourage the Roosevelt Administration to act in a manner
conducive to international economic cooperation. To that end Leith-Ross remained in
Washington after the MacDonald visit to carry on with discussions over the war debts with
Assistant Secretary of State. Raymond Moley. and his aide. James Warburg. It soon
became apparent, however. that the two sides were still too far apart to reach a settlement.
This led to renewed fears in London that the debts issue might seriously disrupt the upcoming economic conference, particularly as the next payment would fall due just three
days after its official opening. Taking note of this. MacDonald wrote to the Resident.
reiterating his earlier request that Roosevelt give serious consideration to a suspension of
the June 15th payment. I t would be a shame. he insisted. if "unforeseen difficulties" over
the debts were to in any way jeopardize the outcome of the conferencem MacDonald also
expressed the hope that the President would continue to support the idea of a tariff truce.
60 Lindsay to Simcn. May 4, 1933. FO 371116599.
61 Minute by Ashton-Gwatkin, May 18. 1933 FO 371/I 6605.

62 Lindsay to Vanslttart , Mar. 30,1933,FO 371/l6599.
63 MacDonald to Rooseveit, May 8,1933; FOR Papers, President's Secretary'sfile, (hereafter
clted as PSR , Box 32 London Economic Conference-
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But there was trouble brewing for the British in Washington, not only over the war
debts and trade. but also over stabilization. Indeed by early May it was clear that the
pressure from agricultural interests for currency inflation would continue. On May 12.
Roosevelt signed the Thomas Amendment to the Agricultural Adjustment Act. which gave
the President additional powers to encourage inflation. in part by further reducing the gold
content of the dollar. The possibility that the President might be persuaded to use these
powers to reduce the value of the dollar wonied the British Treasury and the Board of
Trade. This would threaten the understanding on monetary pol icy achieved earlier, greatly
increase the difficulties of securing some son of equilibrium on the international exchanges.
and cause trouble for British exporn. Nor was there any reason for optimism with respect
to the debts issue. Concerned at the growing uncertainty over the President's position on

the matter, Lindsay (one day after the Thomas Amendment became Law) asked Hull point
blank what the President's intentions were with regard to the June installment. Hull
responded by indicating that unfortunately the truculent mood of Congress remained and
that the President was still waiting for a **favourablemoment" to place the issue before the
Jkgislature. One week later the British received a further blow to their hopes for AngloAmerican economic cooperation when Moley. who was then vying for control over U.S.
economic policy with Hull, gave a speech in which he stressed the importance of domestic
recovery. belittled the importance of international trade. and cautioned against expecting too
much from the World Economic conference.^ Motey's action infuriated Hull. who was
just then preparing his first tariff reducing measures for Congress and was hopeful that the
London Conference might provide him with his first opportunity to achieve an increase in
international trade.65 in London, too, there was concern, and a growing fear that in spite of
all of HMG's efforts. the U.S. was "definitely going backward."

hh

On May 22, MacDonald received a reply to his most recent letter to Roosevelt The
64 Moley. After pp- 207-09. Moley had been hand -picked by Rooseveit to serve at
the State Department under Hull. Moley, however. did not share in Hull'sbelief in a multilateral
approach to overseas trade and instead favoured bilateralism. Mo ley also tended to stress the
need to secure domestic solutions to America's economic problems. Hull soon tired of Moley, and
following the World Economic Conference. he insisted that the President seek the latter's
resignation. See below pp.4346.
65 Hull. p. 249.
66 Minute by Wilson-Young, May 25- 1933. K) 371Il73O6.
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Resident concurred with the need to avoid difficulties concerning the debts the during the

course of the Economic Conference. But he made no mention of a suspension of the June
installment and. in the first indication that he had abandoned the idea of attempting to ask
Congress for the powen needed t o d o so. suggested instead that HMG consider making a
partial payment. perhaps in silver. as a means to placate the US. pub1ic and avoid default.

This brought a prompt

response from MacDonald, who noted that the idea of a partial

payment was in his opinion the least attractive of three possible options. the first two being
a permanent settlement or the suspension of the June 15th payment. MacDonald then
repeated his earlier call for suspension. which, he noted. would establish an attitude of
goodwill for the conference and provide British and American negotiators with time t o
reach a permanent settlement later in the year.67
But by the first week of June it had become apparent. however, that the temper of
the Congress had deteriorated. and that the strength of the economic nationalists within the
legislature would not only make it impossible for Roosevelt to secure the powers he needed
to issue a moratorium on the debt. but would also make it impossible for him to submit
Hull's tariff legislation to Congress-68 This came a s a tremendous blow to Hull. and
signaled continued difficulty in the weeks ahead for the adherents of economic
internationalism within the Administration-6s On the 4th. RooseveIt instructed Moley to
inform the State Department and the British Ambassador that he had definitely abandoned
the idea of asking the Congress for special powers to suspend the next war debt payment.
As an alternative. the President now feit that the British should make a partial payment of

ten million dolIars.?o On June 7th, Roosevelt presented this proposal to MacDonald. He
also indicated that recent legislation had made it possible for him to accept a partial payment
in silver and to apply the installment solely t o the principal.?

I

MacDonald still opposed the idea of a partial payment. At a Cabinet meeting called
on June 9, he complained that a partial payment in siIver would be "undignified" and might
67 MacDonald to Rooseveit, June 4, 1933,?SF, Box 141. London Econornrc Conference.
68 Lindsay to Simon June 4 and 7 . 1933,FO 371/I 6600.
69 Hull, 250-51. Secretary Hull received this new while on board ship en route to the conference.
A further examination of his reactlon follows in the next chapter.
70 Lindsay to Simon. June 4.1933, DBFP, 2nd Series, V. # 561.
71 Lindsay to Simon. June 7, 1933,lJ&l., # 563.
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even draw comparisons with the work of Judas. Walter Runciman, the Resident of the

British Board of Trade, was of a similar m i n d He argued for default. In Runciman's view

HMG was in no better position than it had been the previous December when the same
issues had been raised by the need to meet that month's installment. Indeed, if anything, it

now appeared as if Roosevelt's attitude was hardening and in any case Congress was just
as likely to object to a partial payment as it was to default. But Neville Chamberlain

continued to argue in favour of payment and suggested that instead of the Resident's
"partial payment", the British should offer a "token payment" of five million doliars o n the
understanding that Roosevelt provide a public assurance that he did not regard Britain as in
default. This would enable the HMG to avoid the stigma of reneging on the loan, while at
the same time ensuring that there would be no break with Roosevelt.:~
After receiving this proposal. the Resident agreed to issue a statement indicating
that the token payment meant that HMG were not in default. But he still wanted London to
pay ten million do1lam. and as a consequence, the British Cabinet met again on the 13th to
decide on what amount should be paid. Here. at the urging of MacDonald. Baldwin and
Chamberlain. the Cabinet reluctantly agreed to pay ten million dollars in si1ver.n This
cleared the way for an agreement. and the next day. the two Governments published
simultaneous notes based on these terms. The British, in their statement. described the
partial payment as "an acknowledgement of the debt pending a final settlement". while
Roosevelt declared that he had -no personal hesitation in saying that 1 do not characterize
the resultant situation as a default." The Resident also declared that he had agreed to further
talks in Washington on a final war debt settlement-74

And so. the problem of the war debts remained. in spite of all of the efforts of

HMG to come to a settlement prior to the World Economic Conference. This led to a
growing sense of frustration in London. Indeed. much of the Cabinet regarded the token
payment as unsatisfactory, and in this milieu, with continued uncertainty over American
intentions with respect to the debts. stabilization. and trade. support for Runciman's call for

default gained considerably. But fear of aiieuating Roosevelt on the eve of the Ecoaomic
72 Cab 23/76 June 9. 1933.
73 Cab 23/78June 13.193374 hndsay tD Simon. June 14, 1933,DBFP 2nd Series. iioi. Y.. # 531.
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Conference. along with the stigma of default. persuaded Chamberlain. Eden and most of

their colleagues that for the time being HMG had no choice but to continue cooperating
with the Resident. Attention would now turn toward the conference itself. and the promise
it held for an improvement in financial and trade relations, after which it was hoped. a

debt settlement might finally be achieved.

b) Cordel l Huf 1 and the World Economic Conference
On May 3 1. 19333. Hull sailed for London as chairman of the American delegation
to the World Monetary and Economic Conference scheduled to begin on June 12.1 Hull
had with him a set of instructions that he had received from Roosevelt the day before.

promising the President's "full supportn and reminding him that while the agenda for the
conference had been set forth in a report submitted by the League Preparatory Commission.
the opinions contained therein were "in no way to be considered binding upon the
American Government."2 Hull was also instructed that no member of the delegation was
to carry on any discussion of the war debts. either formally or informally. and that any
questions regarding them should be forwarded to the White House.-4 As to questions of
policy. Roosevelt indicated that there were six major issues confronting the conference: the
establishment of a tariff truce: the establishment of coordinated international monetary and

fiscal policies for the purpose of raising prices; the removal of foreign exchange
restrictions: establishing the groundwork for a new international monetary standard: the
gradual removal of barriers to international trade; and the working out of a basic agreement
for the control of production and distribution of certain basic commodities.'

The American delegation comprised

six members: Hull. the chairman: former

Governor James M. Cox of Ohio. vice-chairman: Senator Key Pittman of Nevada.
chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee; Congressman Samuel D.
McReynolds. chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee: Senator James M.
Couzens, a progressive Republican; and Ralph W. Morrison. a Texas businessman and
promiaent member of the Democratic Party. The delegation was split between those. such
1 Hull, 250.

2 Roosevelt to Hull, May 30,1933,WUS Vol. I, 1933, 620-27 The Preparatory Commission was
established under League of Nationsauspices at the Lausanne Conference a year before. It
induded representatives from the United States, and its purpose was prepare the agenda for the
World Economic Conference.
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as Hull. Cox and McReynolds. who favoured lower tariffs and sound money. and Pittman

and Couzens. who favoured high tariffs and were less orthodox on monetary policy.
Morrison's views were somewhat obscure. 5 On balance, however. it was clear that the six
did not share any settled convictions as to what United States foreign economic policy

should be. and Hull. who had had no say in the selection of the delegation. womed about
his ability to maintain discipline. These fears were well founded, for it soon became clear
that certain members of the delegation would not hesitate to disagree publicly with the
Secretary, causing Hull no end of embarrassment.

Of the sin issues listed by Roosevelt. the one that most concerned Hull involved the
removal of barriers to international trade. Hull had great hopes that progress in this area
could be achieved at the conference. In anticipation of the gathering. he had drafted a Bill
for submission to Congress that would have authorized the President to negotiate
multilateral reciprocal trade agreements without the need for formal ratification by a twothirds majority in the Senate.flThis would have allowed the Secretary considerable latitude
to negotiate trade agreements at the conference. and there is no question that armed with
this legislation. Hull fett confident that he could do just that. But at the time of Hull's

departure. the President had still to submit the bill to Congress. Hull expected the President
to do so sum. and he left Washington convinced that the bill would become law during the

early phase of the conference.'

Shonly after embarking for England. however. Hull

received the stunning news that the Resident had decided to drop his proposed legislation.

"The situation in these closing days of session is so full of dynamite." the president wired.
*that immediate adjournment is necessary." Otherwise, he explained. Congress was likely
to push through all sorts of irresponsible measures aimed at encouraging inflation. Under
5 Frank Freidel. Franklin D. 60sevelt: unchino the New D w (Boston. 1973). 461-62: and
Pratt, Cordell Hull, 38-39.
6 Hull. Memoirs, 248. The Legislationthat Hull and his advisors within the State Department had
drafted for Congress was quite similar to the ReciprocalTrade Agreements Act which Hull
s
successfuHy steered through Congress in 1934. Both bills allowed the Prestdent on h ~ own
authority to negotiate a 50% reduction in existing tariffs wlthout the need for Congressional
approvd. The 1933 proposal. however. contarned the additional proviso that any tanff reducmg
measure entered into would be subject to a veto by Congress within sixty days but would become
fully opermve if Congress did not act within that time.
7&@, 250-52.
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the circumstances, the President continued, "the tariff legislation seems not only

inadvisable, but impossib k of achievement."

*

In his memoirs. Hull notes that the Resident's message came as a "temfic blow."
which in effect swept from under him one of the prime reasons he had for going to
London? Indeed. upon arriving in Britain. Hull felt extremely bitter at the way the way h e
had been treated by the President. As he told Robert Bingham, the American Ambassador

in London, "if he had had the faintest idea that he would not be in a position to deal with
the tariff question at ...[the1 Conference. he would not have come to the conference at
all."lo For his part. Roosevelt continued to insist that Hull had full authority to negotiate
commercial treaties based on reciprocal tariff concessions but. as Hull noted later, these
admonitions were meaningless because no American Senate had ever approved a trade
treaty negotiated by the Executive that materially reduced tariffs. especially when negotiated
without prior Congressional authority. 1 1 Furthermore. as the President had public! y
announced his decision to drop the tariff legislation, and as the record of the Senate was
well-known. Hull soon found that the members of the other delegations shied away from
engaging in any serious negotiations with him on possible tariff reductions. as they were
well aware that any treaties which they signed would in all likelihood never make it through
Congrcss.l' To make matters worse, it soon became known that Moley and other
Presidential advisors had decided that some of the measures they had taken for domestic
recovery might require either an actual tariff embargo or fuII discretionary authority vested
in the President to increase tariffs.13 A11 of this. of course, stood in sharp contrast to Hull's
repeated calls for a reduction in tariffs and created a great deal of uncertainty in London as
to the President's intentions, not only among the representatives of the foreign
governments. but also among the members of the American delegation. Indeed. within two
days of his arrival Secretary Hull had concluded that there was no hope that anything
8 Roosevelt to Hull. June 7,1933.SOOF 550. SI/916.

9 Hull. 251.
10 Record of Conversation between Bingham and Hull. June 12 1933.Bingharn Dimes. Box 7
11 Hull. 252
12 Lindsay to Simon. June 21. 1933.FO3?l/l6598.
13 Hull. 252.
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tangible could be attained with respect to tariff reduction at the conference. Discouraged and
utterly disillusioned at the treatment he had been accorded, the Secretary turned down an
opportunity to serve as the chairman for one of two main committees organized for the
conference and even contemplated resignatiodJ
But whether the conference could have achieved meaningful reductions in
international tariffs, even if Hull's legislation had been passed, is an open question. By the
time the conference convened, both the British and the French Governments had become
seriously alarmed at the continued fall in the value of the American currency. and as such,
placed great emphasis on the achievement of a temporary stabilization agreement that would
have established, for the duration of the conference at least, a fixed ratio among the pound,
the franc and the dollar. That this was a major concern of the French became apparent even
before the conference was set to begin, when the Quai dTOrsay began to intimate to the
Foreign Office and the State Department their urgent desire for stabilization. 1

' Indeed. if

anything, the situation created by the precipitous fall of the dollar was more critical for the
French than it was for the British. Unlike the British. the French had insisted throughout
this period on holding the value of their currency by adherence to the gold standard, thus
making it impossible for them to adjust the value of the franc to the gyrations of the dollar.
By the end of May, the situation in Paris became so critical that the Quai dTOrsaybegan to
insist on "immediate conversations" between the British. French and American
Governments so as to address the issue.!') The British to this point had been reluctant to
contemplate a stabilization agreement. due to their concern over the war debts and their
desire to engineer a rise in commodity prices. Moreover, Whitehall also felt that the French
adherence to gold was unrealistic and that at some point Paris must agree to devalue the
franc.

17

But a s the dollar continued to fall, the Treasury too began to worry about the

difficulties depreciation might cause. particularly for British exports. Thus. by the end of
14 Bingham Diary. June 12 and 13,1933.

Bingham Papers. Box I .
15 Record of Conversation between the French Ambassador in Washington, and Secretary Hull,
DocumentsDipbmatique franws. Seties 11. 1932-1939. Vol. 29.
16 Record of Conversation between me French Ambassador and Simon, May 15,1933, FO
37t/17316
17 Cabinet Paper 131 (33):American Situation and the Monetary and Economic Conference, May

16, 1933,FO 371116605.
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May. Whitehall had become more sympathetic to French concerns than it bad been prior to
April 20J* On May 26. M a c h n a l d sent a cable to Washington which expatiated on the
impossibility of the conference making any progress on monetary agreements without a
prior understanding as to how far the United States was preparcd to let the dollar fall. As
such. the Prime Minister felt that it would be best for all concerned if the Governments of

Britain. France and the United Stated sent representatives to London to meet "apart from
the Conference" to work out some sort of temporary stabilization agreement.14J
Meanwhile. in late May and early June. the dollar continued its tumble. with the
result that stock and bond prices in the United States leapt ahead and commodity prices
soared. Roosevelt began to take the position in private that his Administration should d o
nothing to stop this trend: higher commodity prices at home were well wonh the risk of
instability in the foreign exchanges abroad20 T h e Resident. therefore. was in no hurry to
stabilize the dollar. and appears to have been somewhat annoyed by MacDonald's cable.
But this was not the impression given to the French o r the British at the time. Indeed.
shortly after he had received the Rime Minister's message. the President informed
Whitehall that he had decided to go along with MacDonald's suggestion and would arrange
to send representatives from the U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve Board to England to
engage in separate discussions on temporary stabilization with their British and French
counterparts.?l The President then asked O.M.W. Sprague. George Hamson and James
Warburg to go to London to enter into these negotiations.22 At the same time. Kenneth
Bewley. the Treasury official attached to the British Embassy in Washington. was told that
the United States would do what it could to keep the dollar from fluctuating for the time
being. although it would not be possible for the Americans to say anything definitive as yet
18 April 20, was the day that Roosevett took the dollar off the gold standard.

19 Moley, Seven Years, 216; and Drumrnond

The Floatincj Pound, 150-57.

20 Schlesinger. The Comina of the New Deal, 214,

21 Drurnmond. The Fioatina PoundL154.It should be noted that these three individuals were not
officially part of the American delegation to the Economic Conference, and that the tnparhte talks
that they engaged in with the British and the French ran were regarded as separate from the

conference itself.
22 0.
M.W. Sprague sewed as an advisor to the Treasury Department, George Harrison was
Governor of the Federal ReserveBank of New York, and James Warburg was afinancial advisor at
the State Department, sent to London in the same capacrty.
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about their future monetary policy.2-t In early June. the State Department issued a
statement that reinforced the impression that the President concurred with the British and
French desires for immediate stabilization. The "most pressing problem in connection with
the Conference". noted the Department, 3 s that created by the present fluctuation in the
value of various currencies.' On June 1 1. one d a y prior to the opening of the conference.
the New York Times reported that &/wto stabilization was among the "first aimswfor the
Administration.24 All of this was wetcome news to the British and the French. But i t
belied the truth. The Resident, in fact, had little interest in a temporary stabilization
agreement and had sent the Treasury representatives to London in the hope that the talks
themselves would produce sufficient stability in the exchange markets so as to allow the
conference to proceed. Indeed. he gave his Treasury representatives no written instructions
for the conference and told the leader of the delegation, O.M.W. Sprague. to shun a
stabilization agreement "like the plague."35
By midJune, it was clear that the President had abandoned his commitment to an

early stabilization of the dollar and had decided instead to concentrate on the domestic
aspects of his recovery program. Unfortunately, neither Hull nor any other member of the
official U.S. delegation to the conference was informed of this shift in the Roosevelt's
position. The -official" U.S. delegation (which did not include the Treasury
Representatives)had sailed to London under the erroneous impression that the Resident
Given the
still stood by his earlier support for the immediate stabilization of currencies.?.~~
strong French and British desire for such a move. the prospects for progress at the World
Economic Conference were bleak to say the least, and it would not be long before the
23 Bewky to Treasury. May 30. 1933. F0W1Il6605.
24 FRUS Vol- 1. 1933. 555; and New York Times. June 11. 1933.
25 Drummond. The float in^ Pound,754; and Moley. After Seven Years. 21 6.
26 tt is important to note that the talks on temporary stabilization were not part of the formal agenda
of the conference and in fact involved only three of the over sixty Governments represented in
London (the Bnhish. French and American). As such. the discussions on temporary stabilization.
although they had a direct beanng on the activrties of t h e conference. were not considered as
being part of the official agenda. but were regarded in stead as separate negotiations. This meant
that the representatives sent from the Treasury and Federal Reserve Board. dthough they
accompanied Hull, were not technically speaking part of the "official" U S . delegation to the
conference. Hull had no control over their activnies and was not in fact authorized to take a direct
part in the negotiationsover temporary stabilii-on.
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serious divisions between the Resident's policies and the wishes of the British and French
Government's would make themselves known.
in keeping with these rather inauspicious beginnings. the conference itself got off to

a fiery start on June 12 when MacDonald. a s chairman, made the mistake (in American
eyes) of alluding to the British desire for a reduction in the war debts in his opening

address. MacDonald's actions flew in the face of an understanding reached between the

British and the Americans earlier in which both sides agreed to refrain from mentioning the
war debts at the conference. In his memoirs. Hull tends to gloss over this incident. noting
that in spite of the dismay the R i m e Minister's remarks caused among the American

representatives. both he and the members of his delegation decided it would be best to
ignore this transgression and get on with the conference27 But contrary to Hull's later
assertions, MacDonald's remarks greatly upset a number of the American representatives
and brought protests from Bullitt the next day.28 Furthermore. Bingham reported that in

the wake of the Prime Minister's statement, the atmosphere in London deteriorated rapidly,
leading to harsh words between British and American representatives. and causing a
majority of both groups to question the wisdom of carrying on. Bingham feared that the
injection of the war debts issue into the opening proceedings might have wrecked the
conference and was greatly relieved when the simultaneous release of the British and
American notes on the war debts (which had been under negotiation in Washington) cleared
the air and altowed the conference to continue.29
Following MacDonald's remarks. a good share of the first week of the conference
was taken

up by speeches from the leading representatives of the various delegations

present. Edouard Daladier. the head of the French delegation. argued in favour of
immediate stabilization and, not surprisingly, called on those powers who had left the gold
standard to return to it as the first step towards a durable economic settlement.-'(? On June
27 Hull. 256.
28 Bingham Diary. June 13, 1933,Bingharn Papers, Box 1. The ubiquitous William Bullitt attended
the conference as Chief Executive Office to the American delegation29 Bingham to Roosevett. June 16, 1933, PSF Box 141, iondon Economic Conference.
30 Minutes of Monetary and Economic Conference, week ending June 17. 1933. FO 37Vf 7306.
Daladier also hintedthat he would support the American call forthe establishment of public works
programs to alleviate some of the hardship caused by the depression.
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14. Neville Chamberlain addressed the conference and outlined the main aims of British

economic policy. these included: a rise in wholesale commodity prices. the reduction of
excessive tariffs. the resumption of international lending. and support for public works
programs. if they were adopted according to each government's national interests.
Chamberlain also favoured long term stabilization and called for an eventual return to the
gold standard at times and parities to be determined separately by each country. Finally, the
Chancellor also insisted that a final settlement of reparations and war debts. although not
withip the scope of the conference, was essential in the long run3 I

Hut t had been scheduled to address t h e conference on June 13. the day before
Chamberlain spoke. But owing to fatigue. and to some last minute changes to his remarks
by the President. Hull had to postpone his opening remarks until the 14th. which
unfortunately for the Secretary. led to widespread speculation in the press that Hull had
delayed his remarks as a rebuke to MacDonald for his allusion to the taboo topic of the war
debts. - 2In his speech. Hull endorsed the British and French calls for monetary stability.
noting that the "vexing problem of a permanent international monetary standard was an
issue which must be addressed- But Hull saved his most potent remarks for a renewed
attack on economic nationalism. no doubt still thinking of the setbacks he had recently
received at the hands of Moley and others in Washington. Here. the Secretary. in

diplomatic obeisance to the New Dealers at home. conceded t h ~itt was possible for a nation
-to

moderate" the effects of the depression. as t6e Roosevelt Administration had done. by

sound domestic measures. But in the long run it was impossible for individual states to lift
themselves out of such a severe economic Misis by domestic measures done. It was time,
he insisted. for the world to recognize that economic nationalism was a "discredited
policy" that must be turned aside in favour of international economic cooperation.
Accordingly. Hull called for an immediate reduction in excessive trade barriers. This would
relieve the suffering of *the millions of unemployed world-widew by supplementing
-efficient home markets- with capacious foreign 0ne.33
31 Minutes of Monetary and Economic Conference, week ending June 17. 1933, FO 371117306.
32 Pratt, Corddl Hull, 45.
3 3 m 45-6; Hull, 256-5'.
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Taken together. the positions of the French. British and American delegations
indicate that there were some areas of general agreement between the three main parties at
the conference. They all agreed. for example. on the need to raise prices and endorsed the
principle of public works. All t h m delegations also made pronouncements on the benefits
that could be accrued by a reduction in international trade barriers. But there was little
agreement on the means to achieve these ends. Furthermore, the Europeans remained
unimpressed by Hull's denunciation of economic nationalism as well as his
pronouncements on trade. It was universally recognized, in fact. that Hull's repeated
demands for the lowering of tariffs had had little effect on U.S. trade policy. The high
American tariffs remained. And with Roosevelt refusing to sponsor Hull's trade
legislation. there was little that Hull could offer in tariff concessions and no indication that
the Resident or Congress would change their position any time soon.

In any case. both the British and the French felt that there

was

little point in

discussing trade proposals until the thorny question of the stabilization was worked out.
This meant that progress on all other matters would have to await the outcome of the
parallel tripartite negotiations on the temporary stabilizatior! of currencies.

14

Hull had

shown little interest in these discussions and had granted Cox the chief responsibility for
keeping in touch with the American Treasury delegation and lor dealing with monetary
matters associated with the conference3 By June 16. Chamberlain. Bonnet and Cox had
reached a temporary accord on stabilization calling on each government and central bank to
limit fluctuations in their currencies for the duration of the conference. Although not

directly involved in these negotiations, Hull cabled this news to the Resident. noting that
the Treasury experts in London had proposed a rate of four dollars to the pound with a
three percent margin of variation. But Rwsevelt, true to his earlier assertions, preferred to
34 Tyrrell to Foreign Office. June 22. 1933, FO3?l/ 17037.
35 It should be noted here that prior to the conference. it had been determined that the work of
the gathering would be divided into two main committees: one on economic affairs and the other
on monetary and financial affars.Hull had wanted to serve as charman of the economic commtttee
(which would deal with the issue of tariffs)but decided to turn down the chamanship after hrs tanff
legislation had been dropped- At this point, Cox indicated a desire to serve as chairman of the
monetary committee to which Hull and the other leading delegations agreed. This placed Cox In a
position to become involved not onfy in the discussions over permanent stabilization (which fell
within the mandate of the official delegation). but also over temporary stabilization. the detals of
which were handled by Sprague, Hanison and Warburg.
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avoid even a tentative commitment and, in response to Hull's message. cabled London with
the view that "too much importance is attached to exchange stability and banker influenced
Cabinets." Hull was thus advised to avoid temporary agreements and work instead towards
a -larger and more permanent pmgram.y" As to the pound-dollar rate. Roosevelt insisted
that should it become necessary to peg the dollar to sterling (which he still hoped to avoid).
he would prefer to see it at a rate of $4.20 to the pound. He also made no secret of the fact
that he was disappointed in the work of Sprague and Cox.-?'
By the 18th. the Resident's reservations, which had not yet been made public.

began to leak out. It was widely speculated in the press that Roosevelt intended to reject the
plan drawn up Chamberlain. Bonnet and Cox. Taking note of this. Cox feared that the
United States would be charged with backing down on its earlier commitment to temporary
stabilization. Furthermore, the continued slide of the dollar. coupled with the Resident's
lack of initiative to do anything to stop it, made it obvious that this was indeed true.

Anticipating an angry foreign reaction, the American representatives in London abandoned
their attempts to obtain a temporary monetary agreement and concentrated instead on
working to explain the President's position to the British and the French28 On June 19.

Hull himsetf went to see MacDonald. Here, he informed the British Prime Minister that
due to domestic pressure in the United States it seemed doubtful that a temporary

stabilization of currencies could be achieved. MacDonald was incensed by this news.
particularly as it had been his understanding from his previous conversations at the White
House that Roosevelt favoured temporary stabilization a s a first step towards world

recovery. I t would be impossible to make progress on whole host of economic issues.
including trade. until the wild fluctuations in the dollar stopped. Hull concurred with this.
and agreed that progress towards the removal of trade restrictions depended to a large
extent upon an agreement for currency stabilization. but it was d e a r that the Resident had
rejected the idea for the time beiq.39

36 Roosevelt to Hull. June 20, 1933.FRUS Vol. 1. 1933.650.
37 Drummond The Floatina Pound, 164.
38 McCulloch, Economic Di~lomacy,73.
39 Cab 29/142 June 19. 1933.
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That this was indeed the case became "officialw three days later, when the State
Department issued a press release noting that while the U S . would regard a temporary
stabilization agreement to be "untimely*. it nevertheless supported stabilization in the long
t e r m 9 Both b n d o n and Paris. however, refused to accept this rather oblique rejection of
temporary stabilization. and shortly thereafter. MacDonald decided to reopen discussions

on the matter with the American delegation in London. On June 27. MacDonald bluntly
informed the U.S. representatives that the difficulties over stabilization were causing great
difficulties in Europe and would probably result in the collapse of the conference. Indeed.
in MacDonald's view. and in the view of "practically every important representative who
came to see him.* Roosevelt's actions with respect to the dollar now threatened to bring
about a grave financial crisis on the Continent. especially among the nations that had
remained on gold91 Chamberlain agreed. observing that the continued decline in the value
of the dollar had already resulted in a drive against the gold currencies. There was a real
possibility that this might ultimately force a number of European countries off the gold
standard92 When that happened. there would be "complete chaos. stagnation of trade. and
possibly grave political disorders and social unrest [on the Continentl."43 MacDonald then
inquired as to whether it would not be possible for the United States to *'n~ovesomewhat
farther" toward establishing a fixed rate for the dollar. This would secure equilibrium in the

European currency situation. restore confidence. and make it possible for the conference to
proceed with some hope for progress in other areas, such as international trade.It was immediately apparent. however. that MacDonald's plea had done nothing to

alter the American position. It may have been possible for the two sides reach an accord on
long term monetary policy. but a temporary stabilization agreement was another matter.
There was n o indication that the U.S. delegation had any intention of responding to the
40 Hull to Phillips. June 22. 1933."MonetaryStabilirationL32. SDDF 550.51.

Minutes of the twelfth meeting of the United Kingdom delegatron to the World Economic
Conference, June 27. 1933 Tt72/18I0 A.
42 TWOdays later.in fact, the dollar hit the unprecedented low of W.42 to the Pound.
43 Minutes of the twelfth meeting of the United Kingdom delegation to the Worid Economc
Conference. June 27. 1 933 TI 72/18lOA.
41
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American delegation had no authority to deal with this subject.45 Hull then reiterated what

he had told MacDonald privately

-- that

the matter was regarded in America as one

involving *internal political considerations of the first magnitude," and that while the
American delegation regarded the question with the most intense and sympathetic interest.
they were unable to say anything more.*The

Secretary then asked whether the conference

might press on with negoti ations for a long term program of trade liberalization in the event
that the "stabilization question might solve itself." Scoffing at such a notion. the British
delegates reminded Hull that the currency question could not be brushed aside so easily. In
fact. it "constituted one of the greatest bamers to the resumption of international trade.'
Progress on trade could only occur after the fear of what might happen as a result of
excessive speculation on the currency market had been removed. At the very least. a
declaration of some sort should be made to bring an end to speculation and establish
stability in the markets.47
The seriousness of the situation now prompted Hull to act. and following this
meeting the Secretary broke with his instructions and decided to meet with MacDonald.
Bonnet and a number of representatives from the European countries to discuss the impasse
caused by the devaluation of the dollar. At these discussions. the Europeans confirmed
what the British had stated earlier. Stabilization must occur before any progress could be
made on trade o r other matters. Moreover. recent pressures on the European currencies
caused by the fall of the dollar were threatening to bring chaos and unrest to the Continent.
In a shift away from his previous position. Hull now agreed to work with MacDonald and
Bonnet in support of a *counter-speculation scheme." which involved the circulation of a
45 This comment reflected Roosevek's instructions, but was not exactly true. In fact. a number of

the members of the official delegation, such as Hull. were kept fully abreast of the discussions
between the Treasury officials and their European counterparts. Moreover. Governor Cox. as the
official head of the Monetary Committee for the London Conference, soon became involved with
the discussions on temporary stabilization even though these talks were supposed to be
"independent" of the official proceedings. On this see Herbert Feis. 1933: Charactefs in Crisis
(Boston. 1966). 179-87.
46Minute.s of the twelfth meeting of the United Kingdom delegaon to the World Economic
Conference. June 27, 1933 T I 7211810 A.
47
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declaration drawn up by Bonnet calling for stability in the exchange markets. The latter. it

was hoped, might bring an end to the excessive speculation and wild fluctuations that had

so plagued the international currency exchange98

Hull immediately informed Rwsevelt of his decision to support the "counterspeculation scheme". noting that the " p l d standard situation" had become "very acute"
and could no longer be ignored. There were indications, in fact, that Holland. France.
Switzerland and Belgium would all be forced off gold as early as the following week if the

This had brought the Wodd Economic
situation on the international exchange continued.~'~
Conference to the brink of collapse. and had produced a crisis atmosphere in London -- a
crisis atmosphere made all the more intense by the continued fall of the dollar, which
closed at W.40to the pound on June 28 and dropped another two cents the next day.
At this point. however, and before Bonnet had drawn up his draft declaration on

excessive speculation. the attention of the conference began to shift to a new figure who
arrived in London. That figure was Raymond Moley, who had been sent to England as a
personal representative of the President to assess the situation and report back to the White
House-50 Roosevelt also sent Moley to London because he wanted to make sure that

Sprague and the other members of the American Treasury delegation understood his
reluctance to enter into a temporary stabilization agreement31 These decisions were
confi~rmedin a dramatic meeting between Moley and Roosevelt. which took place on the
Schooner hherjuck while the President was on a sailing holiday off the coast of New
England. Moiey had flown from Washington to Massachusetts and from there had traveled
on a US. naval destroyer in order to catch up with the President's schooner3 The press

had a field day with this. and it was soon being reported that Moley was being sent to
London to deliver an -important message" from the Resident aimed at breaking the
currency stabilization deadlock. Much to Hull's displeasure. it was also being rumored that
48 Drummond, The floatina

Pound, 167; and Moley, After Seven Years 244-45.

49 Feis, CharacWs in C r i e , 207-08.
50 Presdential Press Conference, June 16, 1933,Nixon. FDR and Foreian Affairs, 240.
51 Moley, After Seven Years, 230-31.
52 Pratt. Cordell Hull, 50-51. Not surprisingly, Secretary Hull was extremely upset at these reports
and was none too pleased at the notion of Moley turning up in London (Hull. 259-60).
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the Resident had lost faith in the Secrrtary and that Moley was coming to London to '*take
chargewof the American delegation3
Moley arrived o n June 27. The precise nature of his mission has never been entirely
clear. He was not appointed as a delegate and had no instructions. except to avoid
stabilization. The dramatic aura surrounding his mission to London. however, soon led the
British and the French to assume that Moley was sent to break the impasse on the
currencies and to supersede Hull. Moley denied this publicly, but in private he frequently
referred to Hull as "the old man". and in a conversation with Bingham. Moley even went
s o far as to insist that part of the reason he had been sent to London was to straighten out
the American delegation34 Whatever his mandate. Moley wasted no time in asserting
himself. He began by insisting that Hull exclude Warburg and Cox from any further
negotiations on stabilization. Hull was also informed that from this point Moley and
S p r a p e would carry on the counter-speculation discussions that MacDonald. Hull and
Bonnet had initiated.

-25 Hull

found this exceedingly humiliating and complained again to

Bingham about his ill treatment by Roosevelt.sh In the meantime. both MacDonald and
Bonnet began to look to Moley for a breakthrough on stabilization and. in spite of the
Resident's instructions to the contrary. Moley soon found himself deeply involved in the
discussions over the counter-speculation scheme. By June 30. after lengthy discussions.
the three men had drawn up a satisfactory *counter-speculation" declaration. which Moley
agreed to send to the President. 5The declaration, i n Moley's words. was -wholly innocuous" and did not commit
any of the Governments involved to anything but efforts to calm the currency markets.sn It
called on each of the governments whose currencies were not on the gold standard to adopt
appropriate measures to 'limit exchange speculation,,,." It also stated that each government
53 New York Times, June 24. 1933.
54 Bmgham Diary, June 29,

1933.Bingham Papers. Box 1.

55 Drummond The Roatincl Pound, 167.
56 Bingham Diary. July 8, 1933. Bingham Papers Box 1.
s7 Conclusions of 18th Meeting of the United Kingdom Delegation to the World Economic
Conference. July 2. 1933, T172f1810 A .
58 Bingham Diary. June 30.t 933.Bingham Papers. Box 1.
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which was a party to the declaration would agree to "ask its central bank to cooperate with
the central banks of t h e other signatory governments in limiting speculation in the
exchanges and when the time comes in reestablishing a general international gold
standard."s9

Neither Moley o r Chamberlain felt such pronouncements committed their

governments in any way to a fixed rate of exchange and both seemed convinced that
Roosevelt would have no difficulty accepting the declaration.

"0

But the President was not pleased. and h e promptly sent Hull a message that
rejected Moley's declaration on several grounds. Roosevelt insisted that he knew of -no
appropriate means to limit e x c h a n p speculation by government action" and maintained that

h e could not assent to any private action "which might morally obligate our government
now or later to approve the expon of gold from the United States." Moreover. exchange
stabilization would not create "permanent stability". first because government budgets
might remain unbalanced and second because "any fixed formula for stabilization by
agreement must necessarily be artificial and speculative." The Resident. therefore, refused
to agree to any stabilization proposal. no matter how mild. even if this meant that France o r
Britain wouId seek to break up the conference-61
This reply reached London on July I. Moley. in high spirits the evening before.
was greatly disappointed by the Resident's response and immediately sought out Hull for
assistance and advice on how best to break the news to the British and the French. Hull had
no quick answer

- other than to suggest that the Assistant-Secretary '-get back home" as he

had "no business over here in the first place.'' h2

Bingham and Cox were also

disappointed. They both felt that the counter-speculation statement was important because
it would mark "some achievement" by the conference and would not in any way tie the
President's hands o r interfere with his domestic program.
Moley. in spite of Hull's admonitions. then began to search for a means to soften
the President's rejection of the declaration. Before he could d o so, however, Roosevelt sent
59 Hull to Phillips, July 1. 1933. Monetary Stabil-kationl63, SDDF 550.St.

60 Conclusions of 18th Meeting of the United Kingdom Delegationto the World Economic
Conference. July 2 1933, T17211810 A.
61 Roosevelt to Phillips July 3 . FRUS Vol. I.. 1933,673-74.
62 Hull. 261.
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a second message to London

-- his so-called "bombshell message."

52

This cable not only

made it clear that he utterly rejected any and all efforts aimed at temporary stabilization, but
it also publicly condemned the conference for allowing so much of its time and energy to be
spent on such a -purely artificial and temporary expedient." Instead, Rwsevelt urged the
conference to turn away from the search for a stabilization accord and focus its attention
instead on efforts to balance budgets, service debts, and restore international trade, after
which the permanent stabilization of all currencies might then be attained."-3
Roosevelt's "bombshellw made it clear that he was deeply imitated with the British
and the French for putting what he felt was undue pressure on him over stabilization. It is
also likely that Moley was a target of the cable, for Rwsevelt was no doubt annoyed at the
fact that his special envoy had ignored his instructions and gone ahead with discussions on
temporary stabilization. It is also likely that the Resident felt that Moley had been
outwitted by the French and the British into discussing stabilization. in pan as as a means
to handicap his efforts to raise American commodity prices.fd
In any case. the chief beneficiary of the President's discomfiture with Moley was
Hull. who was delighted to see his arch rival's wings clipped. Indeed, from the moment of
the Resident's rejection of the stabilization declaration. Hull seems to have gained in
stature. Roosevelt, for example, gave Hull the responsibility to decide if the his statement
should be released from Washington. as a White House document. or from London. as an
official press release of the American delegation. Incensed at the treatment he had received
at the hands of Moley in London. Hull chose the latter. no doubt in part out of a desire to
see Moley humiliated. The Resident's message was thus released to the press on the
morning of July 2 - 6 5

In London, the response of the French and British delegations to Roosevelt's
bombshell was one of shock and anger. In a meeting of the British delegation called in the
wake of the Resident's pronouncements, MacDoadd indicated that there was no doubt that
as a result of the Resident's message, the conference was in danger of collapsing. At the
63 Floosevekto Hull. July 2 1933.FRUS Vol. 1. 1933. 673-74; RoosevekTo Hull. July 2, 1933.
PSF, Box 141, London Economic Conference.
64 McCulloch Economic Diolomacv, 79.
6!5 Hull, 261-62
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same gathering. Neville Chamberlain remarked that the President had chosen to reject the
stabilization agreement in language "which could not fail to give deep offense to almost
every other delegation at the conference. Its tone." he continued. "was arrogant and it
lectured the Conference in a manner and in circumstances which were hardly believable."
Chamberlain went on to say that it seemed that the Resident still refused to recognize that
the fall in the dollar had any connection with or influence on anyone outside of the United
States. Indeed. from the substance of the message. it was clear that what the President
really wanted was for the delegations in London to "get on with their Conference and leave

If this was the case. Chamberlain could not see how the powers
his dollar al~ne."~fi
represented could agree to any proposals with respect to monetary policy. stabilization. the
removal of trade barriers. and so on. so long as they were faced with the possibility of
further depreciation of the American currency. Chamberlain, therefore, was of the opinion
that the conference might as well adjourn as he could see little possibility of progress.()That the conference should come to an abrupt end was a view held even more
strongly by the French. who condemned Roosevelt's message in no uncertain terms.
Indeed, almost immediately after the release of the President's statement, the French began
to lobby the other delegations of the conference for adjournment -- with the blame for its
failure being placed squarely on Roosevelt. Spokesmen for the other gold bloc countries
echoed this sentiment. and it soon looked as if the conference would collapse.
On Juiy 4, Hull was informed that the Steering Committee for the conference,
comprised of the chief delegates from the sixteen leading countries would meet at 6:00p.m.
that day and that it was likely that a majority of the Committee would recommend
adjournment on the basis that the President's message had rendered further discussions
useless.68 Fearfui of the damage such a move would inf'lict upon Roosevelt's reputation.
Hull decided that he must do what he could to stop this effort by convincing the leading
members of the committee that it was in their best interest to carry o n Y This would not be
66 Conclusions of the nineteenth meeting of the World Economic Conference. July 3. 1933.
T17211810A.
67&
Lt
68 Hull. 262.
69
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an easy task. At the meeting. in a speech that echoed the sentiments of many of the

delegates. MacDonald lashed out at Roosevelt. noting that the President's actions had
brought the conference to a "practical end." This left the Steering Committee no choice but
to recommend that the conference adjourn pending a change in the President's position on
currencies. Hull. for his part. was astonished at MacDonald's bitter tone. and in an effort
to ameliorate the situation, the Secretary confronted the British Prime Minister with a
number of direct questions as to exactly which currency matters would have to be cleared

up before the conference could be reconvened. Fortunately for Hull, MacDonaId was
unable to give a satisfactory answer. which allowed Hull the opportunity to suggest that the
Steering Committee recess s o as to give the delegates more time to consider the merits of
carrying on. Much to the Secretary's surprise. he was supported in this motion by Neville
Chamberlain, who rose from his chair to say that Hull "was right" and that it would be
best to defer the final decision until the morning of the 6th.This motion was carried.

'0

Hull was delighted at this initial success. But it was still far from certain that the
conference would continue, and when the Steering Committee met again on Thursday. July
6. the chances of preventing adjournment (with its implicit condemnation of Roosevelt)

were not much better than they had been two days earlier. The French delegation had
continued its lobbying effort and claimed to have secured the endorsement in favour of
adjournment of forty of the sixty-four delegations attending. In a desperate attempt to
thwart French designs. Hull addressed the committee for twenty minutes. arguing
passionately against adjournment. which. he insisted. would amount to seizing upon a
comparatively minor incident to cover up For the failure of the conference to deal with the
world's major economic problems. Much to Hull's satisfaction. it soon became apparent
that he had gained the support of the Canadian Prime Minister, R. B. Bennett, of the
Swedish delegation and. most importantly. of Neville Chamberlain. Even MacDonald
seemed to soften his position under the sway of Hull's arguments. After two hours of
arguing. the Committee agreed that the conference should continue, and it was u n i v e r d y
acclaimed that Hull's persuasive speech that turned the tide.'!

m.

Hull was thus given the

70
It should be noted here that Hull also received strong support from the Swedisb
delegation.
71 Bingham Diary. July 12 t 933.Bingham Papers. Box 1.
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credit for saving the conference and shielding President Roosevelt from a stinging public

rebuke. Hull's stature as a statesman e p w accordingly. "He really did a magnificent job".
wrote Bingham later. and he emerged as the "great figure of the Conference." "2
Thanks to Hull, then, the conference continued, but to Little practical purpose. Some
technical items were discussed. such as production and marketing agreements. and Senator
Pittman succeeded in obtaining what became known as the -London Silver Agreement."
which raised the price of silver. a key commodity in Pittman's home state of Nevada.
However. little else of significance was accomplished. On July 2 1. for instance. Hull
introduced a plan that called for an extension of the tariff truce and further multilateral
negotiations for the reduction in trade barriers. But with American tariffs at an all time high.
and with no agreement on the currency question. there was little chance that his proposals
would be adopted.73 By the end of July. it was clear that the conference was headed
nowhere. and that it would fail to make any significant contribution to a world economic
r e c o v e r y 3 On July 27. therefore, the decision was finally made to adjourn.
Before leaving London. Hull received a message of congratulations on his conduct
at the conference from the President. Hull returned to the United States to find his

reputation intact and his position in the Administration strengthened. Moley was soon to
Ieave the State Department, and in a meeting at Hyde Park. the Resident continued to
praise Hull's work. Roosevelt also exonerated Hull and castigated the Europeans in a
statement he released to the press, where he insisted that the failure of the conference was
directly attributable to the '-rotten deal" and bad press meted out by the participants from
London and the Continent-7s In light of the great difficulties that Hull had had with the
President since his departure for London two months before, all of this must have been
extremely gratifying. But it would not erase the tragic consequences which. in Hull's view.
7 2 ~, and
- McCulloch. Economic Di~lomacy,81.
73 The idea that a tanff truce should be adopted for the duration of the conference was developed
over the Spring and was formally adopted on May 12th 1933 ( Freidel, Launchrna the New Deal,

388).
74 McCultoch, Economic Diolomacv, 81 ; Pratt, Cordell Hull. 66-68.

75 Transcript of Press Conference Number 40, August 5. 1933, from: The Corn~letePresidentia)
Press Conferences of Franklin D. Roosevelt, compiled by Jonathan Daniels, Vds. 1-2 1933,
(New York. 1972).
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came as a result of the failure of the conference. The first of these was economic. where the
Secretary remained convinced that the failure of the conference had greatly retarded a world

economic recovery. The second was political. where in Hull's estimation the collapse of the
conference had played right into the hands of the dictators who. unfortunately. had
occupied "front row seats" at the spectacular battle of words on display in London between
Britain. the United States and France. All of this, he noted later. gave great hope to the
fascist leaders. and encouraged them to rearm and to strive for economic self sufficiency in
preparation for war.76 Most tragically of all, however. was the damage wrought to AngloAmerican relations. for "the wound" left by the collapse of the conference. "took a long
time to heal.'77 Moreover, in London, as in Paris and the other European capitals, the
failure of the conference was universally attributed to Roosevelt and there is no question
that the acrimony generated by the former's behavior represented a significant setback to
the hopes and aspirations of the British to establish closer and better relations with the
newly-established Democratic Administration. Indeed. at the Foreign Office. Roosevelt's
first and much publicized entry into the field of foreign affairs was characterized as

"

a

fiasco." In Downing Street. MacDonald remained extremely bitter at the harm that he felt
Roosevelt had done. not only with respect to transatlantic relations. but also to the Rime
Minister's domestic political position. which he feared had been utterly destroyed by the
shattering of the conference3 Thus. the World Monetary and Economic Conference.
which began in a spirit of hope. ended in mutual distrust and recrimination. It was an
inauspicious beginning for the start of what many hoped would be a new era in AngloAmerican cooperation. and it would have important ramifications for the future.

76 Hull. 268-69.

7 7 m 378.
78 Minute by

Osbome. August 24. 1933. FO 371/I66121Hull. 265.
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Eden. Hull, and the Geneva Disarmament Conference 1932-1933
While the proceedings of the World Economic Conference drew to their somewhat

ignominious close. the attention of the international community turned to another equally
significant though no less difficult gathering: the Geneva Disarmament Conference. The
decision to hold arms limitation talks in 1B2-33 stemmed from Article 8 of the Covenant

of the League of Nations which called on its members "to recognize that the maintenance of
peace requires the reduction of national armaments to the lowest point consistent with
national safety.'* I By 1925. the League had established a preparatory commission to look
into the problem of disarmament and to prepare for an eventual conference. The preparatory
commission would meet six times over the course of the next seven years before the formal
arms limitation talks would get underway in Geneva, making the preparations for the

Disarmament Conference some of the longest in the history of dip lomatic gatherin&

The

longawaited conference finally began its formal proceedings o n February 2. 1932. with
representatives from sixty countries being present. including the United States. Not unlike
the opening days of the World Economic Conference in London a year later. the opening
sessions of the Geneva Disarmament Talks were accompanied by professions of great hope
and promise for the future. Yet, in spite of all the preparatory work that had gone into
ensuring the conference would be a success. a number of serious obstacles remained.
Foremost among these was the question of how to reconcile the French demand for
security with the German demand for equality in national armed strength.
Since the end of the First World War. the French had been obsessed with the
possibility that the Germans might one day seek revenge for that conflict. Unable to secure
strong military commitments from either the United States or Great Britain. the French, as
-

-

-

~alterA
s Historv of the Leaaue of Nations p. 48 London. 1950.
2 Christopher HaJI, Bntain. America and Arms Control. 1921-37 ( New York. 1987) . 118;For
general surveys of the Geneva Disarmament Conference see:m;Avon. Chapters II and 111:
Patrick Kyba Covenants Wrthout Swords: Public O~inionand British Defence Policv. 19% -1933
((Waterloo, ON), 1983; P.J. Noel-Baker, The First World Disarmament Conference and Whv it
Farlet$ (Oxford 1979);Pratt Cordell Hull, Chapter 4: and WaRers, Leaaue of Nations, chapters 41
and 44.
3 AJ-P.Tayfor, Enalish History. IQ?&l945(London. 1976) 365-66.
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an alternative. had sought military preponderance over Germany. This they had achieved
by maintaining their own armed forces, and by the rigid enforcement of the military clauses
of the Treaty of Versailles. which severely restricted Germany's military capability. Of
course the military aspects of this policy stood in sharp contradiction to Article 8 of the
Covenant. which called on all the Great Powers to disarm. They were also unpopular with
a large section of the British and American public. who in the wake of the First Wodd War.
continued to believe that the mere possession of arms was a primary cause of warf The
Germans. on the other hand, demanded equality of armaments, which. in the years leading
up to the Disarmament Conference. they argued should be achieved by the disarmament of
the other European powers.

5

This was a position which placed German diplomacy much

more in line with general public opinion. especially in Britain and the United States where
the German demands seemed justified. But the fear of German militarism moted in the
French psyche was not something that could be brushed aside easily. The French
consistently argued that there could be -no disarmament without security." meaning that
there would be no French disarmament without significant pledges of military support from
either the British o r the Americans o r both3 In 1925, Austen Chamberlain responded to
French fears by signing the Treaty of Locarno. which. in so far as the British were
concerned. met the French demand for security. At roughly the same time. the Americans
also commj tted themselves to the establishment of political and economic stability on the
Continent by instigating the Dawes P l a n .

For a time, it Iooked a s if a genuine

rapprochement between France and Germany might be possible. particularly as Augustine
--

--

-

Me views of the 6ntish and American publictowards disarmament see: Kyba, Covenants
Wrthout sword^; and W.S. Cole. Roosevelt and the Isolationists. 1932-1945 (London. 1983).
5 It should be noted here, that this demand was later modified by the Nazis and other extreme
German nationalist to include the right of Germany to rearm up to the level of the other powers
should the latter fail to disarm.

4 For

6 Hall. Arms Control, 120-21.

7The Dawes Plan provided for a reorganizationof the German Reichtmk under Allied
superwion. Germany was also to receive a loan of 800 mtllion gold marks and her reparations
payments set for five years at one milliin gold marks per year, and thereafter set at 2 5 million gold
marks per year. For more on this and the negaation of the Locarno Treaty see: B.3.C.
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Briand. the French Foreign Minister, and Gustav Stresemann. his German counterpart.
had both committed themselves to the fulfillment of this goal. But in any case, the

establishment of a new system of European security and stability. based on the Dawes Plan
and the Locarno Treaty. had led the to a widespread feeling in both London and
Washington that the French no longer had any reason not to disarm. Indeed. in the view of
most British and American policy-makers, k n c h disarmament =presented the thecritical
next step in the overall pacification of Europe. which would in turn clear the way for an
improvement in Franco-German relations and ultimately remove the need for further
military commitments to France.
But by the time that the Geneva Disarmament Conference began, both Briand and
Stresemann were gone. and the key question as to how to induce France to disarm became
complicated by the rise of German militarism and the election of a new and far more
conservative French Government. This became all too clear when the head of the French
delegation, Andre Tardieu, opened the conference by proposing a plan that in essence was
designed to maintain the status quo ante. France would insist upon strong measures to
ensure her security. including the creation of an international police force (composed
primarily of the armed forces of victorious powers in World War I). compulsory arbitration
for all disputes. and the instigation of automatic sanctions against any state defined as an
aggressor by the League. Moreover. the French made no mention of the German demand
for equality. instead insisting that Germany must remain strictly bound by the limitations
imposed by the Treaty of Versailles. Needless to say. the French plan was strongly
opposed by the British delegation, and it left a strong impression that France had put
forward these proposals not with any hope that they might be camed out. but rather as
justification for her determination to retain her own armaments and make no concessions to

Germany.This was an ill omen. and from this point on. the chances for a successful
conclusion to the conference dectined steadily with no power willing to take the lead or
address the fundamental issue of how to reconcile French and German demands3
Eden, as he notes in his memoirs, watched the opening months of the conference
with dismay. frustrated that the parties involved -choked themselves with mi nuteiy detailed
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discussions about the size of aeroplanes or the tonnage of ships" without due regard for the
overall direction or purpose of the conference.'J Here the British delegates were as guilty as
any of the other parties. prefemng to lose themselves in the proceedings of the technical
discussions rather than address the general issue of overall disarmament. This may have
been a reflection of the somewhat ambivalent position of the Cabinet where the question of
further British disarmament was opposed by an influential bloc of key ministers. who felt
that Britain had already taken considerable steps towards disarmament and that as such it

was time for the other major powers to take the lead in this field.10 The British delegation.

therefore. left for the conference at Geneva with "somewhat nebulous instructions upon the
critical questions" and steadfastly refused to undertake the leadership of the conference.1 I
The result was deadlock. which the American President. Herbert Hoover. attempted to

break in late June after months of frustration over the lack of progress. Hoover proposed a
comprehensive plan that called for across the board cuts in air. land and naval forces by a
third. In London, the Hoover plan was publicly welcomed. But in private,Whitehall.
although anxious for American cooperation. received the plan with great misgiving. The
Admiralty had strong reservations and refused to support the naval aspects of the proposal.
On July 7. therefore. the British put forward a comprehensive set of proposals of their own

designed to build on thwe aspects of the Hoover Plan that the Government could accept.

12

But by this time. neither the Hoover Plan nor the British counter proposals had the force to
bteak down the fundamental differences which had arisen between France and Germany
over security versus equality. As a result, in midJuly the German representative to the

talks informed Geneva that his country was withdrawing from the conference and would
boycott its proceedings until the principle of equality of rights had been recognized.

13

At this point. Eden was not a member of the British delegation to the conference.
and hence, had little direct influence on the nature of the proceedings. Nevertheless, he was
9 Avon. 24.

10 Peters, Anthony Eden. 27-28.
11 A-C. Temperfy. The Whis~erin~
Gallery of Euro~e(London1939). 174.
12 Hall, Arms Control, 126-28; DBFP, 2nd Series Vol. Ill Appendix VI.
13 Declaration read by Hen Nadolny to the General Commission of the Disarmament Conference.
Juty 22 1932 DBFP 2nd Series Vol. Ill. No. 270: Avon. 25.
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interested in disarmament and was concerned about the possibility that the conference might
collapse in the face of the German action. By October, as Parliamentary Under Secretary at
the Foreign Office. Eden had concluded that British policy had to take account of certain
"unpleasant realities." The first of these was that the western powers needed to recognize
the German claim for equality of rights. Failure to do so would be counter-productive. as it
was widely held that should the other European powers not disarm. Germany would press

ahead with rearmament even if this meant contravening the military clauxs of Versailles.
The Geneva talks. therefore, represented the last hope for general European disarmament.
The second unpleasant reality concerned what the collapse of the arms limitation talks
would mean for the future of Eumpe and the world. Eden feared that should the Geneva
talks fail. the result would be a renewed Franco-German arms race. leading to instability
and perhaps even war. Moreover, the collapse of the conference would represent a severe
blow to the League at a critical moment in its history. This would render unlikely any
further US. involvement in questions of international security, and an American retreat
from even this limited internationalism might make progress in Anglo-American economic
relations all the more difficult. 14
Eden articulated these concerns in a memorandum that he submitted to Simon in
October 1932. In light of his fears. he implored the Foreign Secretary to do all he could to
save the conference.15 The first problem that had to be confronted was how to get
Germany back to the negotiating table. This had become all the more urgent due to the
increasingly turbulent naturr of German domestic politics, for the fall of 1932 had brought
with it the fall of the Papen Government, the rise of von Schleicher. and the polarization of
the Reichstag between the communists on the one hand, and the Nazis on the other. Eden
hoped that success in Geneva might reverse this dangerous trend towards extremism in
Germany and shortly after he had presented his memorandum to Simon, he was pleased to
learn that the British and French delegations to the conference had finally agreed to address
the long standing German demand for equality. In early November. the French put forward
a proposal which implied that Paris was now willing to consider =pnting Germany equality
Anthonv Eden, 32-33.
15 Eden to Baldwin, October 20, 1
93ZBaldwin Papers. Vol. 118; DBFP 11. Ill, Appendix I,
'Foreign Office MemorandaRespecting Germany's Claim to Equality of Rights"
14 Peters.
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of status within certain limitations, while Simon. after much prodding from both Eden and

Vansittart. proposed in the House of Commons on November 10 that the British
Government was now willing to accept that the disarmament sections of Versailles be
replaced by a disarmament agreement in which Germany would eventually gain equality of
statusJh These proposals were enough to bring the Germans back into direct discussions
on disarmament with the British. French. Italian, and American representatives at Geneva.

On December 1 I. these Powers decided to grant Germany equality of rights *'in a system
which would provide security for all natiow."l'

As a consequence. the Germans agreed to

return to the negotiating table: two days later the conference reconvened only to adjourn for
Christmas until January 3 1. 1933.18

T h e year 1933 would of course bring a number of new players onto the
international scene. including Franklin Roosevelt. Cordell Hull and Adolf Hi tler. It would
also be the year in which the young Eden would gain international recognition for his
increasingly prominent role in the Geneva disarmament talks. The decision to send Eden to
Geneva stemmed from MacDonald's conclusion that the British delegation at the

Disarmament Conference was handicapped by the lack of a permanent delegate who did not
have to divide his time between responsibilities at home with those at Geneva. It was also a
reflection of Simon's growing isolation within the Cabinet and the increasing tendency
among some leaders of the National Government, such as Baldwin and MacDonald. to by-

pass the Foreign Secretary and rely more on such figures as Eden and Vansittart for advice
in international affairsJ9 It was aIso widely understood that Simon was very tired and in
need of a rest. The result was that from early 1933 onwards. the bulk of Simon's Geneva
work was delegated to Eden.
16 House of Commons Debates, 5th Ser., Vol. 270, columns 545-8, 10 Now 1932; Hall,Arms
Control, 130;Peters, Anthonv Eden, 31;S. Roskilt, Hankev. Man of Secrets. Val. Ill. 1931-t963(
New York. 1974), 58-62
17 David Dutton. Simon: A Political Biouraohv of Sir John Simon, (London 1992). 164.
18 Simon to Vansittart, 1 1 Dec. 1933,DBFP 2nd Series Vol. 1V. H20.
19 On this see: B.J.C. Mckercher. 'Old Diplomacy and New: The Foreign Office and Foreign
Policy, 1919-1 939'. in M-L Dockrill and B. J.C. McKercher. eds. Diblomacy and World Power:
Studies in British Foreian Policv. 1890-1951, (Cambridge, 1995) 25-26.
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Eden left for Geneva o n January 17. 1933. with instructions to propose a
"programme of work" which would enable the conference to embody in a convention the
proposals made by various delegations since the opening of the arms limitation talks a year
earlier. Eden was also informed that he should focus his attention o n qualitative
disarmament and maintain the principle agreed to in December of equality of status for
Germany under any eventual agreement.?o Upon his arrival on the continent. however.
Eden found that the rise of Nazism in Gennan, which would soon culminate in the
establishment of the Hitler regime. had placed the French in a very apprehensive state of
mind.21

Under these circumstances, the French put forward a plan calling for the

dismantling of European longservice professional armies, (meaning of course the
destruction of the Rrichrwehr) as well as the creation of an internationai force at the
disposal of the League. an item which they had proposed before. T h e French also
continued to link security closely with a commitment to impose automatic sanctions against
an aggressor under Article 16 of the Covenant-22 Well aware of the renewed emphasis of
militarism in Germany. Eden sympathized with French fears. But he also knew that the
most recent French proposals would be unacceptable to both London and Berlin a s the
British Cabinet would not agree to automatic sanctions in the case of aggression. while the
German Government was bound to oppose any proposal that would result in the
dismantling of the Rrichrwehr. In response to these difficulties. Eden did his best to move
the conference forward by privately urging the French to reduce their security demands and
by making various proposals. particularly with respect to air disarmament. that he hoped

would encourage further agreement in other ateas.3

By the end of February. however. it was clear that no breakthrough was in sight.
T h e French and the Germans were as far apart a s ever, and the mood of pessimism a t
Geneva was so pervasive that Eden soon came to the conclusion that something drastic had

20 Avon. 28; DBFP 2nd Series Vol. IV #278; and Peters. Anthonv Eden, 3 2
21 Adotf Hier was appointed Chancellor of Gennany by President von Hindenburg on Jan. 30,
1933. DBFP 2nd SM-es Vol- 1V. @80-

22This was the so called Paul-Boncour Plan of January 1933.
23 Peters.
32-33.
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to be done if the Disarmament Conference was to be s a v e d 7 On February 22. Eden wrote
to Baldwin proposing that the time had come for the British to draw up a formal draft

convention that would be complete in all its details and would include limitations on men
and material. This proposal would then be presented to the conference for acceptance.
making it possible for the question of French security to be discussed in terms of reality.25
The result was the drawing up of the su-called "MacDonald Plan". which was prepared in
Geneva at the end of February 1933 by Eden. Sir Alexander Cadogan. a senior Foreign

Office orf?cial and Chief Adviser to the British Delegation, Sir William Malkin, Legal
Adviser to the Foreign Office. and Major-General Temperley. Military Adviser to the
British Delegation.
On March 2, Eden rushed back to London to present his proposai to Simon and
MacDonald. both of whom agreed to present the plan immediately to the Cabinet
Committee on Disarmament. T o Eden's relief, the committee concurred with the Under
Secretary 's view that something radical had to be done if the conference was to avoid
collapse, and shortly after hearing the proposal, the Cabinet agreed to send MacDonald and
Simon to Geneva in an effort to give new life to the conference. There was

no decision yet.

however. on whether or not the two men should present Eden's draft convention to the
conference. This merely remained an option. which might be pursued once the Prime
Minister and Foreign Secretary had had the opportunity to assess the situation-26

On March 10. MacDonald and Simon left for Geneva. via Paris. where they held
preliminary discussions on the British draft convention with Daladier. now the French
Premier. and his Foreign Minister. Joseph Paul-Boncour. T h e prospects for French

support forEden's convention did not look good. Daladier and Paul-Boncour began these
discussions by insisting that while France remained profoundly attached to peace. she had
to consider the changes which had occurred over the course of the last few months in
24 Cartton, Anthonv Eden, 37-38.
25 Avon.Facina the Dictators, 31.

6 32-33:
~ Peters. Anthonv Eden, 35; DBFP 2nd Series Vol. IV. # 285.This decision was also
prompted by the widespread conviction that in the very near future, Arthur Henderson. the
President of the conference, was likely to present a set of proposals involving acceptance of
sanctions against any party disregardingits commitments under a disarmament agreement. an
idea that was viewed with a distinct lack of enthusiasm by most members of the British Cabinet.
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forces under the guise of auxiliary police, for example, meant that Germany now actually
possessed more men under arms than France. This radically altered the position of France
vis 2 vis the disarmament talks and meant that France would onIy proceed with the
discussions on materiel (in which France still possessed considerable superiority) after the
question of manpower was sufficiently settled. German behavior had also seriously
alarmed the French government and public. with the result that French desires for adequate
guarantees of security were if anything strengthened.27
MacDonald responded to these concerns by admitting that in view of the latest
German moves, perhaps it was not the time to attempt a major new initiative in Geneva. In
London. the Cabinet concurred: it now looked a s if Eden's efforts would come to nothing.
But once in Geneva, MacDonald changed his mind, overrode the Cabinet's advice. and
decided to present the draft convention to the conference. There is no question that the
Prime Minister was influenced in part by Eden, who insisted that the failure to present the

proposal would be tantamount to an admission of failure and would probably result in the
collapse of the conference.^^

The British Draft Convention was presented to the conference on March 16, 1933.
and as Eden notes in his memoirs. it marked a revolutionary departure from previous
initiatives. For the first time, the conference was presented with a proposal complete in
every detail. including actual figures for the men and aircraft that would be allotted each

country, as well as limitations on mobile guns by caliber and tanks by weight. Germany
was to be allowed a short term service army of 200.000 men. equal to that of the French

27 DBFP 2nd Series Vol. IV, # 290.
28 Avon, 33-34; We should also note herethat once in Geneva, MacDonafd received an invrtation
from Mussolini to go to Rome to engage in four-power conversations wtth Italy. France and
Germany. It is possible to speculate. therefore,that his decision to launch the MacDonald Plan,
may also have been influenced by a desire to keep the conference going pending the results of
his conversations in Rome. The Rome Conversations resulted in the signing of the *Four Power
Pa& in June 1933, a largely meaningless documentthat in Eden's view did little more than
distract the attention of the European Powers at a criticaljuncture in the Geneva Disarmament
Talks- See Peters, Anthonv Eden, 35-36 and Avon, 3536-
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army at h o m e P a n d she could look forward to equality in arms within a period of five
years. Supervision of the terms of the treaty was to be entrusted to a Permanent
Disarmament Commission. which would shoulder the responsibility for ensuring
compliance. The Plan also attempted to satisfy the German demand for equality by

including a provision stipulating that the new convention should take the place of the
disarmament obligations of the treaty of Versailles. At the same time. Part I of the plan.
labeled "Security" sought to give France something of the additional guarantees she
required. The British proposed that the Pact of Paris form the basis of the new agreement.
Signatories of the Pact. which had been promoted by the U.S. Secretary of State. Frank
Kellogg. in 1928, had agreed to consult one another in the event of an actual or threatened
act of international aggression. They were also caf led upon to determine the means of
preventing a threatened violation of the Pact or fixing responsibility for it if it occurred.

This would ensure U.S. involvement in any consultation that would take place after an act
o l aggression and, at the very least. would offer France the potential of collective action

(with American acquiescence though not necessarily involvement) should a violation take

The plan was indeed a patchwork of policies advocated at one time or another by
the various delegations at Geneva and its in itial reception was favourable. Within a week.

in fact. the conference had decided to accept the draft convention as the basis for further
discussion. It then adjourned for one month to enable each delegation to consider what
amendments, if any, it wished to propose. Eden would later argue that the decision to
adjourn so soon after the presentation of the draft convention was a grave mistake that
29 Here it should be noted that under this proposal. the French would be allotted 200.000 troops

for metropolitan France and an additional 200,000troops for service overseas, meaning that the
French would possess an army twice the size of ~ m a n y rifsthe overseas fores were counted.
30 It is important to note that the terms of the Pact of Paris did not commit the United States to do
more than consult wrth the other powers involved. There was no commitment to collective d o n .
Hence, Part 1 of the MacDonaJd Plan, which stated that 'in the event of a vrolation or threatened
violation of the Kellogg-Briand Pact" a conference must be held to decide what steps should be
taken and to determine the responsibility for the breach, was carefully worded so as to leave open
?he extent of US. involvement By calling on the
to take 'steps" , however, it was clear
that more than mere cunsuttation was expected and there is no question that Eden had designed
thisdause in the firm hope that the United States would not only take part in determiningwhat
action might be taken. but might also agree to act in the same capactty herself. See: Waiters.
League of Nations, 54243; and Peters, Anthonv Eden, 34.
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deprived the conference of the momentum which accompanied the initial reading of the
proposal .3 1

In the meantime, the Rwsevelt Administration had assumed power in Washington.
With the new administration came renewed hope in Europe that the United States would
seek greater involvement in wodd affairs and would pursue policies which would bring her
closer to formal cooperation with the League32 Hull supported this idea. and over time. he
hoped he would be able to educate the American public into accepting a greater role for the
United States abroad. Hull was also a strong supporter of disarmament. not only for

security reasons. but also because of his belief that large military expenditures would
thwart the economic recovery of post-war Europe. Indeed. the economic aspects of
disarmament were very important to both Roosevelt and Hull, since they each adhered to
the notion that the depravity caused by policies of economic nationalism were another cause
of war. These beliefs, coupled with Hull's desire to open up the British and European
markets to American trade via agreements reached at the forthcoming London Economic
Conference. encouraged the new Administration to seek limited cooperation with the
British and to look with favour upon Eden's efforts to break the deadlock at G e n e v a 3
They also led Roosevelt, who was anxious to see the Disarmament Talks -get movingw. to
indicate to Lindsay shortly after the announcement of the MacDonald Plan that he was
-quite inclinedw to support it. in April, therefore, expectations in London over the
possibility of American backing for the initiative began to increase. with Eden in panicular
hoping that American support would make it possible for him to bridge the gap between
France and Germany.-34 But in spite of Rooseveit's initiai outward enthusiasm for the
pmposal, it soon became clear that both the Resident and Hull would pursue a much more

cautious line. Hull may have sympathized with Eden's ultimate objective. but he worried
that the security provisions under Part i of the plan implied more than mere consultation.
Indeed. the Secretary feared that to agree in advance to consuIt with the other powers to
31 Avon, 35.
32 Muffat Diary. March 17, 1933,Moffat Papers.
33 HowardJablon, Crossroadsof Decision: The State Department and Foreian Policv. 1933-37,
(Lexington KY, 1983). 71-72
34 See Peters, Anthonv Men, 36-37
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determine which party to a dispute should be labeled the aggressor might in the end see the
United States "not as an associate but a s an actual member of the peace-enforcing
machinery." This. Hull believed, was clearly unacceptable in the current U.S. political
climate. -35
Hull's instructions to the U.S. delegation in Geneva reflected his caution. In the
wake of the MacDonald Plan. Hugh Gibson. the chief U.S. negotiator. was informed that
he should avoid making any commitments while the implications of Part I were studied in

Washington. At the same time. however. Gibson was also instructed to make sure that the
British did not feel as if the United States were "unsympathetic or working against them."
-36

Over the course of the next few weeks. the State Department and White House

determined that while the United States could offer general support For Parts I1 to V of the
draft convention. it could not agree to sign a treaty embracing Pan 1. On April 25. this
message was given to MacDonald. who was visiting the President in Washington chiefly
over economic matters. Instead. the Resident (with Hull's concurrence) suggested that he
issue a unilateral declaration to the effect that in the event of a breach of the Paris Pact. the
United States would "undertake to refrain from any action tending to defeat the collective
effort" which the League chose to take against an aggressor. Rooseveit also insisted,

however. that he would issue such a declaration only under the following two conditions: if
the European powers at Geneva concluded a genuine disarmament agreement: and if the
American Government concurred with t h e i r j ~ d ~ g n e that
n t the penalized party was guilty of

aggression27 In Hull's eyes the President's offer represented a major change in American
foreign policy. particularly with respect to traditional U.S. rights to trade with belligerent
nations and to maintain the freedom of the seas, This meant in effect that if the other
powers were to impose sanctions against a nation that they deemed an aggressor. the
United States would do nothing to interfere with such sanctions, if she agreed with the

35 FRUS Vol. I. 1933.66-67. Here we should note that the Democratic Platform of 1933 stated
that Roosevett and Hull had promised not to go beyond mere consultation in their commitments

overseas.
XFRUS Voi. 1. 1933, 66.
37DBFP 2nd Series Vol. V, # 86; and Patrick J. Hearden. Roosevett Confronts Hitler, (Dekalb. IL
l987), 55-56.
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determination of the conference as to the guilty party.38 Ironically. the decision to follow

such a policy came from the State Department conviction that one of the primary reasons
that the British refused to offer France further pledges of security stemmed from the fear
that to d o so might complicate British relations with the United States. particularly in the
matter of neutral rights. Hence. the shift in U.S. policy on trading with belligerent powers
was an indirect attempt to encourage the British to adopt a more forward policy with respect

to French security. while leaving the U.S. out of the equation.39 Hull also hoped that such
a move would encourage subsequent British cooperation at the London Economic
Conference, where a s noted. the Secretary hoped to make major gains in opening up the
world's trading system.

40

In the isolationist climate of the 20s and 30s such a statement may have represented
a significant advance on the part of the United States towards the maintenance of peace. but

there is no question that it fell far short of the positive commitment sought by Eden.
Indeed. from late April onwards. Eden grew more and more exasperated by American
behavior in Geneva. where he frequently complained of a total lack of American support
for his initiative. If anything. the position taken by the United States with respect to the
security provisions of the MacDonald Plan indicated to Eden and to other members of the

Foreign Office that the United States was still averse to any positive form of international
commitment and might even go so far as to obstruct those sections of the disarmament
convention that sought automatic obligations on the pan of the signatory powen vis a vis
collective action against an ag4rrfess0r-41

In the meantime. while MacDonald and Roosevelt were meeting in Washington. in
Geneva the conference had reconvened to begin its first formal reading of the MacDonald
Plan. A major obstacle emerged when the Germans began to demand a series of
amendments to the draft that wouid permit Germany to acquire any type of weapon held by
38 Hull, 227-28.
39 Memorandum of Disarmament and Securrty, PSF,Box 130. Disarmament Conference. As
Eden'spolicy was based in part on the need to secure a greater US. commitment to France.this
determination represented the very antithesis of what he hoped to achieve through American
adherence to the MacDonafd Plan.
40 Jablon, Crossfoads, 7 2
41 DBFP 2nd Series Vol. V , #
's 93 and 119: Peters, Anthonv Eden, 37.
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the other states under the convention. In short, Germany wanted the right to possess arms
previously banned to her under the provisions of the Versailles Treaty. Germany also

continued to insist that the other European states should disarm. and if they refused. that
she should be allowed t o rearm immediately. By mid-May, the situation regarding
Germany had become so serious that there were fears that Hitler would now doom the
conference by announcing his intention to rearm in a speech he was scheduled to give to the
Reichstag on May 17. In an effort to prevent this. Hull and Norman Davis. the head of the
U.S. delegation to Geneva. urged the Resident to do something to "take the wind out of

Hiller's sails."

42

Roosevelt responded on May 16 by issuing a message to the Heads of

State of each nation represented at Geneva, urging support for the MacDonald Plan and the
elimination of all offensive weapons. while warning that if any nation should seek to
obstruct these great efforts. "the Civilized World will know where the responsibility

l ies."43
It is not clear whether Roosevelt's address had any effect on Hitler. but in his

speech the following day. the Furhrer's tone was moderate: and three days later Germany
announced that she too would accept the British draft as the basis fora further disarmament
convention.++Thisdid much to remove the tension which had been mounting in Geneva
over the recent German demands. In this more relaxed milieu, Hull authorized Davis to
issue a comprehensive statement on U.S. disarmament policy to the Geneva Conference. In
this statement, which was issued on May 22. Davis reaffirmed U.S. support for the
disarmament proposals in the MacDonald Plan. but there was no shift in the U.S. position
on security. The Administration would adhere to the line intimated to MacDonald in his
meetings with Roosevelt a month earlier. The U.S. would agree to consult. and would d o
nothing to interfere with sanctions imposed on an a g g m s o r by the international community
on the condition that she concurred with the judgment that the penalized party was guilty.-I-'

42 Davis to RooseveR, FRUSVOI. 1 1933. 145; Hull. -27-

Nations Represented at the London and Geneva Conferences,
Nixon. FDR and WorfdAffairs, 126-28.
44 Hall, A n s Control, 138: WattLeague of Nations 546-7.
45 FRUS 1933, Vol. 1.154-58.
43 Roosevdt to the Heads of
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Publicly. both the British and the French welcomed Davis's declaration. But
privately there was great disappointment, particulady over the fact that the U.S. would
continue to hold itself aloof from the deliberations for determining the aggressor. would
demand the right t o form a wholly independent opinion and, even if it agreed as to the
judgment of the guilty party. would intervene only in a negative s e n s e 9 Taken together.
the British concluded that the 'security" offered by the United States was "inadequate to
enable France to move very far from her present position:'

making Eden's task of finding a

compromise between the French and the Germans all the more difficult. if not

With the American position established, the Foreign Office concluded that the
probability of any agreed measure of disarmament being concluded at Geneva was
extremely rernote.4* Moreover, the conference once again faced the prospect of an
impending deadline which threatened to cut off further discussions. The London Economic
Conference was scheduled to open on June 12, and as most of the leading delegates to the
talks in Geneva would be required to go to London for the proceedings. it seemed logical to
adjourn the Disarmament Talks until the fall. Eden hoped that the Economic Conference
might provide an opportunity for private discussions on disarmament between the various
Heads of Governments involved, inducing each of them to make some sacrifice for the
sake of an agreernent.49

From June 10 onwards. in fact. Eden advocated direct

discussions among the great powers a s perhaps the best means to achieve an agreement.
Even after the failure of the London Economic Cooference (where there was no pro,oress
made on any economic o r political front) he continued to press for further direct talks- As a
result. the Cabinet decided that Arthur Henderson. a former British Foreign Secretary who
had been appointed by the League to serve as Resident of the Geneva Disarmament

Conference. should visit the European capitals over the course of the summer for further
46 QBFP 2nd

Series, Vol. V. # 170.

47 M. Throughout this process, Eden errter&ained
great hopes that a stronger American

commihnent to the security of Europe might be all that was needed to convince the French that it
was safe forthem to pursue an arms agreement wrth Germany.
48 Memorandum entitled T h e Disarmament Conference in extremis', May 29,1933, DBFP 2nd
Series VoL v.. # 179.
49 Eden Memorandum of Disarmament,June 15th. 1933.Cab. 27/509.
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private conversations in the hope of eliminating some of the points of disagreement among
the Great Powers. 50

By September, however, Hendenon had made no progress. Moreover. it was now
clear that should the upcoming October session of the Geneva Disarmament Talks fail.
Gemany would proceed to rearm. The western powers thus faced a serious dilemma.
Germany's moral right to rearm. if the other major powers would not disarm. had been
widely accepted in the period before the Nazis came to power. Hence, there was very little
chance that Britain and France would use force to maintain the disarmament section of
Versailles. Under these circumstances, any reasonable agreement seemed better than none,
for the alternative was uncontrolled German rearmament3 I In light of these stark choices.
the British and French decided to hold direct negotiations with American representatives in
Paris in a last attempt to reach an accord between these three powers. The three
Governments could then present the Germans with a unified proposal when the
Disarmament Conference reconvened in October.5z In approaching the Paris discussions.
both London and Washington determined that the key to a successful outcome lay not with
the Germans. but with the French. Paris must agree to disarm. Without French
disarmament there could be no agreement; and without an agreement, there was no chance
of limiting the German armed forces. As for the French demand for security. Roosevelt
pushed the idea of *thorough and constant inspection" of German compliance with the
terms of the treaty under the authority of the Permanent Disarmament Commission as a
reasonable and viable alternative3 But the French, alarmed at German behavior under
Hitler. were not satisfied with such proposals and now demanded important modifications
of the MacDonald Plan. They suggested that while maintaining the obligation to disarm,
and so to reach a state of eventual equality with Germany. the process by which this result
50 R-rd
43

of Canversation between Eden and Henderson, July 24. 1933. Cab. 271509;Avon.

51 Walters. League of Nations, 548.
52 Memorandum by Eden, July 24.1933, Cab 27/509:Avon. 44; Rooseveltto Davis. August 22

1933.Davis Papers, Box 51, correspondence wrth Franklin Roosevelt.
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was to be reached should be extended to eight years instead of five. Moreover. the French
argued that it should be divided into two four-year stages. In the first stage, there should be
no actual reduction. and no increase in German armaments. At the same time. a Permanent
Disarmament Commission (which was called for by the terms of Eden's convention)
should undertake its obligations to prove itself capable of investigating and controlling the
arms existing in all signatory states, including Germany. If it was clear that Germany had
adhered to the conditions of the first trial period. she would then gradually be allowed to
acquire the same weapons as France in the second trial period.%
German acquiescence to a proposal that would put off her demand for equality for
at least another eight yean was extremely unlikely and, as such. both Eden and Hull did

their best to modify the French position on the trial period. But they were unsuccessful.
and after prolonged discussions, the substance of the French proposals was finally
accepted by the British and American Governments. On October 14. when the conference
re-opened in Geneva, they were piaced before the conference by Simon, who still held out
hope that they might be accepted as the basis for an agreement with Germany. Minutes
later. however. a telegram amved from Berlin announcing the German intention to
withdraw from the conference. Later the same day. Hitler also announced Germany's
intention to leave the League3 In Geneva. there was shock and anger over Hitler's
moves. although a number of delegates expressed the conviction that in spite of this set-

back the conference should carry on. But the German moves rendered further discussion an

exercise in futility. and for all intents and purposes. the Geneva Disarmament Talks were

dead-

***
Germany's withdrawal from the conference effectively ended any serious hope of

Eumpean disarmament The Conference itself limped along for another eight months. but
all sense of purpose had departed from its subsequent proceedings and in June 1934. the

54 Watters, Leaaue of Nations 549. Avon, 44: Memorandum by Eden. Sept 19. 1933. DBFP 2nd

Series Vol. V # 399.
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"sham". as Eden now called it. finally came to an end36 in the meantime. in the wake of
the G e m a n withdrawal, Hull decided that the time had come for the U.S. to pull away
from Europe. The flurry of diplomatic activity in late September between the British.
French and American delegations in Geneva had created the strong impression among the
American public that the three powers were acting in concert. Such a possibility was

extremely unpopular with the average American, and shortly after the German withdrawal.
there was a backlash against further U.S. cooperation with Europe in the isolationist
press37 There were also a number of high officials within the State Department who
remained suspicious of London's motives. They viewed the recent arms negotiations as an
attempt by the British to drag the United States into commitments she did not need or want.
and as a consequence. Hull was advised to remain on his g u a r d 9 T o a certain extent.
Hull shared in these anxieties about the "duplicitywof British diplomacy, and this. coupled
with the negative reaction in the press. led the Secretary to conclude that he had better issue

a statement clarifying the American position on disarmament. On October 17. 1933,just
three days after the German withdrawal. Hull issued a press release aimed at proclaiming
the aloofness of the United States from European political matters. The statement insisted
that while the United States would welcome any further progress on disarmament. it was
now

up to the Europeans to decide whether or not such progress was possible. since the

U.S. had no wish to play any further active role in the proceedings. Moreover. in an effort
to quell any speculation that the United States had been acting throughout the conference in
concert with the British. Hull stated categorically that the United States was in no way

56 Avon, 47. It should be noted that in February 1934, Eden undertook a mission to Paris, Berlin

and Rome in a last desperate effort to try and get Germany to return to the conference, but his
efforts were to no avail. It was during the course of this visit that Men met Hitlerfor the first time,
whom he found surprisingly charming. Eden also learned at thts point that the Germans were
determined to build an army of 300.000 men as well as an air force mughly 30% of the size of the
combined strength of her neighbours. (Peters, Anthonv Eden, 44-48).
57 Moffat Diary, Oct 14. 15, &I6, 1933, in Nancy H. Hooker ed.. The Moffat Pamrs. Selections
from the Di~lornaticJournals of Jav Pierremnt Moffat 1919-1943 (Cambridge Mass., 1956). Here
we should note that Secretary HuIt himseif contributed to this controversy by alluding to Hitler's
action as a 'break-up of our team play."a comment which was immediately interpreted by the
isolationist press in the United States as proof that the US. was working in dose collaboration with
the Brrtish.
58 Moffat Diary, Oct 16, 1933: M o f W Papers; Phillips Diary. October 16. 1933. Phiilips Papers.
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politically aligned with any European power and had no desire to become so in the

All of this represented a further blow to Anglo-American relations. The Geneva
Conference had been an important medium of cooperation between the British and
American Governments, especially at a time when economic relations between the two
states had been deteriorating. The collapse of the conference and the American decision to
withdraw from further direct participation meant that even limited cooperation would no
longer be possible. Tied to Whitehall's disappointment over the failure of the London
Economic Conference. a s well a s the disappointment over the U.S. response to the
security provisions contained in the MacDonald Plan. Hull's statement led most British
policy-makers to conclude that the Americans were reverting to a policy of strict
isolationism. It would be best to count on little or nothing from the United States in the
event of a crisis. To a large extent such an assessment was correct. This was a great
disappointment to Eden. who from the outset of his involvement in the Geneva talks had
hoped that a clear American commitment to the maintenance of European peace might make
the French more inclined to accept some measure of German rearmament. and hence.
render the possibility of a settlement much more likely. It was also a disappointment to Hull
who. after having led the fight within the new Administration for greater U.S. involvement
overseas, had felt compelled by American isolationist sentiment to draw away fmm active

participation in the effort to solve the issue of European security.
The year 1933, then, had not brought with it a new era of cooperation between
London and Washington. On the contrary. the collapse of both the London and Geneva
Conferences left a legacy of bitterness in both capitals which would have a profound effect
on the relations between the two countries in the years to come. Perhaps the sentiments of
Vansittart expressed at the close of the year over what to expect in the future from AngloAmerican relations were correct. "We should expect nothing to come from the transadantic
dationship for the next five years", he penned; for as far as he could see, relations with the
United States were as good as that unreliable country will o r can allow them to be."hO
"

- -

59 Moffat Diary, Oct 17,1933, Hooker, The Moffat Pagers; and FHUS Vol. 1 1933,2n.
60 Minute by Vansittart, Dec- 15, 1933, Fm?lM 6612

2. Recourse to Recriminations, 1933- 1934
2a) The Leith-Ross Talks and the War Debts
As the year I934 approached, both Eden and Hull continued to be frustrated by the

lack of Anglo-American cooperation at the London and Geneva conferences and the
inability of the two sides to settle the major outstanding political. economic and security
issues which stood in the way of better relations. Eden. for example. found the American
decision to pull away from direct participation in the discusions on European disarmament

deeply disturbing. He also regarded the stated American position on security -- that "the
policy of the United States is to keep out of war. but to help in every way to discourage and
prevent warg*--as little more than a contradiction in terms which would do nothing to deter
Hitler or the Japanese. I By February 1934. in fact. Eden had come to the conclusion that
there was little or no chance that the Geneva Disarmament Talks would produce a lasting
settlement and he placed much of the blame for this squarely on American shoulders2 Hull
was also discouraged by the lack of progress in AngleAmerican relations. In his memoirs.
Hull attributes much of this to the acrimony generated by the collapse of the two
conferences. which. he notes. rekindled latent American suspicions about British duplicity.
It was widely assumed in Washington, for example, that both Chamberlain and MacDonald
harbored anti-American sentiments2 At the same time, Hull did not care for either Simon.
who was suspected of being pmjapanese, or Lindsay, who tended to confine his contacts
with Americans to a "restricted set of the highest society. most of whom opposed the
Roosevelt Administration."-r

Nevertheless, both Eden and Hull still held out hope that the

new year would produce better relations. Yet as subsequent events will show. they would
be sadly disappointed.

The first issue which had to be resolved in order to place transatlantic relations on a
better footing was of course the war debts. As noted earlier. the decision to reopen the
1 Avon,

92

2 Eden to Simon, February 18. 1934, Simon Papers, FOi800.
3 Hull, 379.
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discussions on the war debts in the fall of 1933 came in June of the same year. when it was
decided to suspend these negotiations pending the outcome of the World Economic
Conference. The renewed discussions were set to begin on October 5. But even before
Leith-Ross set foot on American soii expectations about the likelihood of the two sides
reaching an agreement started to Tali. Acccrding to a report issued by the British Embassy

in Washington at the end of September, Rwsevelt continued to be preoccupied with US.
domestic politics and the need to produce firm evidence of economic recovery before
Congrw reassembled in January 1934. Moreover, the rise in commodity prices which had

coincided with the London Conference had ended. As a result. the President faced renewed
discontent in the agricultural community. This meant that pursuing policies which would
encourage inflation remained a political necessity for the Resident. Thus. the p s i bili ty of
a satisfactory outcome from the Leith-Ross talks seemed unlikely at best. T o make matters
worse. both the Congress and the public continued to oppose any radical revision of the
war debts. and viewed the British desire for cancellation as little more than a bold attempt to
transfer a just European debt onto the shoulders of the American taxpayer. Given the
President's keen poiitical instincts, and his fixation on domestic economic matters. it hardly
seems surprising that just days before these discussions were to begin one senior British
official concluded that it would require "enormous courage- on the part of the President to
take the initiative in this matter3

In London, meanwhile, Whitehall's attitude towards the war debts issue was
perhaps best reflected in the views of Sir Warren Fisher. Permanent Secretary to the
Treasury. Fisher regarded American poticy on the debt as *shamelessly immoral" and, like
many of his colleagues. he favoured the immediate cancellation. or. at the very least. a
radical reduction in Britain's obligations. Chamberlain supported this view .6 Lei th-Ross
was therefore advised first to seek the outright cancellation of the debt. and. if this was not

possible, a settlement based on far more reasonable terms. One such scheme was the so5 McCulloch, Economic Di~lomacv,91-92: Osboume to Simon. Sept 24-33. DBFP 2nd Senes
Vol. v..
# 588. On the domestic political aspects of the war debts issue see Cole. Roosevelt and the
Isolationist5 Chapter 7.
6 McCulloch, Economic Oiolomacv, 92
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called Warburg Plan. which had been first proposed in May by American Financier. James
Warburg. Warburg placed the total British war debt, excluding interest. at a figure of
roughly 2.2 Billion dollars. On this basis. the British Treasu~ycalculated annual payments
of approximately twenty million dollars. a figure which reflected what Great Britain herself
could reasonably hope to collect from French and Dominion war debts.

On October 4. Leith-Ross arrived in Washington where, after a brief meeting with
Hull (who would not become directly involved in the debt negotiations), he went on to
meet Dean Acheson. the Under-Secretary to the American Treasury and the chief American

negotiator for the war debts discussions.~From their preliminary conversations it became
clear to Leith-Ross that Acheson was not in sympathy with Roosevelt's inflationary
policies. that he was much more sympathetic to the British position on the war debts. and.

as such, more inclined to be flexible.8 After it became clear that the cancellation of the debt
was not possible. Leith-Ross put forward two proposals for a possible settlement. The
first, based on the Warburg Plan, envisaged the scaling down of the original debt by
eliminating all interest. and by reducing the principal owed by applying the interest paid
thus far against it. The balance due would then be repaid by an accumulating sinking fund.
or trustee account. which would be established in the United States with British capital.
This fund would receive annual British contributions which would in turn be invested in

U.S. Government bonds at a rate of 3 112%. The fund would continue to accrue interest
until (roughly fifty years later) the nominal value of the government bonds held in the
account equaled the amount of the debts. The second scheme involved repayment by equal
annuities over a fifty year period, with the original debt being drastically reduced by the
deduction of the value of munitions expended by the British during the war. leaving a
balance due of roughly 724 million dollars. In both schemes the British called for a three
year moratorium on all payments and. in addition. insisted that the rates of interest must not
exceed those extended to any other principal debtor powerP Acheson cleariy hoped a
7 Memorandum of conversation between Hull. Lindsay and Leith-Ross, October 4.1933, Hull
Papers. 8ox 29.
8 Lerth-Ross. Monev Talks, 175.
9 Memorandum on British Debt Policy, Lindsay to Weltesley. October 12. 1933,DBFP 2nd Series
Vol. V.. f590.
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permanent settlement might be achieved and indicated that he himself was not opposed to
the idea that the debt might be scaled down by the deduction of the value of munitions or
that the British should receive equal treatment in terms of interest rates. He was also
optimistic that the President might be persuaded to accept the Warburg Plan and agreed to
meet with Roosevelt as soon as possible to convey the British proposals to hi rn.i 0
Five days later. Acheson reported the text of the British proposals to the

U.S.

Cabinet and urged his colleagues to accept a settlement based on either scheme. Hull
supported him. but in the process the Secretary indicated that he favoured the idea of using
the difficulties over the debt as a "club" to force the British to give the U.S. some
reasonable trade concessions. Much to Acheson's annoyance. Hull's tirade against British
trade practices had the opposite effect of the one intended and seemed if anything to harden
the positions of his colleagues on the debts issue. I

I

It soon became cleat that the President

would reject both British schemes. The Warburg Plan. he indicated. was unacceptable
because it required America to remit the interest due to her but to pay interest on what she
received. The American public would view this as a fraud. Moreover. the President might
agree to cancel the interest on the debt and apply all back payments against it. but h e could
not accept any remission of capital and therefore could not accept the proposed deduction of
the value of munitions. Indeed, it would be useless to ask Congress to accept either

proposal. 1 2 Great Britain had always been a hard bargainer. and at this stage he suggested
it would be far better to hold out for much more favorable terms. Acheson should therefore

remain firm with the British and indicate that the utmost the President could d o was to
reduce the capital debt to 2.26 billion dollars and to spread the payments due in equal
annuities over fifty years. This would mean provision of payments of approximately JO
million dollars annually. an amount which the President said it would be nonsense to say
the British could not pay.

13

10 Lelth-Ross, Monev Talks
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Acheson presented Leith-Ross with the President's views on October 1 7 . W ~ i t h Ross was greatly disappointed, noting that Roosevelt did not seem to realize the efforts the
British Government had made o r the "evil effects" of payment. Leith-Ross also noted that it
seemed unfair that the Resident should dismiss the Warburg Plan, an American proposal,

so lightly.1-i It was now clear that the basicdifference between the two sides was that the
British Government would not consider a settlement higher than $20 million dollars per
year. while Roosevelt insisted on twice that amount. For the remainder of October the two
sides continued t o talk, but no further progress was forthcoming and by the end of the
month it was clear that a stalemate had been reached. 16
In the meantime, Roosevelt continued to pursue his inflationary policies. On
October 22, the White House announced a new plan to raise commodity prices based o n
the theories of Rofessor George Warren. Warren's plans involved the purchase of gold on
the open market in an effort to raise its value. Such a policy. Warren insisted. would have

-

the secondary effect of raising the price of commodities, a key element in Roosevelt's
domestic recovery policy.

1

Leith-Ross dismissed this idea as naive "madness," and noted

that the Resident's behavior on gold had created a great deal of confusion which made
further negotiations on the war debt more difficult. By November. Leith-Ross concluded
that the President was not really interested in a permanent settlement and h e therefore
recommended that the British Cabinet seek a temporary solution and meet to consider

making another token payment along the lines of what had been done the previous June.18

On November 2. the Cabinet reluctantly agreed. 19 Shortly thereafter. the President decided
to accept a British token payment of 7 112 million dollars, rather than the 10miilion as had

14 Lindsay

to Simon Oct 17,1933, bid.

15 Lindsay to Simon, Oct 18. 1933. DBFP 2nd Series Vol. V.. f i g 3
16 Memorandum of Conversation between Hull, Lindsay and Le~th-Ross,October 27. 1933. Hull
Papers,
17 McCulIoch, Economic Di~brnacy,95 and Schlesinger, New Deai. 238.
78 Certh-Ross, Monev Talks, 176.
19 Cab 2377,59(33)6, Nov. 2 1933.
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been paid the previous June20 He also accepted the proposal for an exchange of notes
between Lindsay and Hull which would s m e to cover the failure of the two governments
to come to an agreement21 On November 6 this exchange took place as planned. The

British once again indicated that the token payment was made -in acknowledgement of the
debt pending a final settlement." while at the same time stating that HMG were "greatly
disappointed that it has not been possible during the recent negotiations to reach an
agreement for a final settlement.'*22

T h e following day. Roosevelt issued his own

declaration on the debts. T h e Resident tao had his regrets, but he insisted that the talks had
been worthwhile if only to make clear "the great difficulty. if not impossibility of reaching
sound conclusions" on the debts -in the face of the unprecedented state of world economic
and financial conditions." The talks therefore would be adjourned until such time as the
world economic situation improved. In the meantime. the British had agreed to make a
further token payment a s tangible acknowledgement of their responsibilities. In light of
this. the President had no hesitation in saying, as he had the previous June. that he did not
regard the British Government a s in default.2-l
Following the President's declaration, Leith-Ross returned to London to report to
the Cabinet o n his discussions and to give his views of the political and economic situation
in the United States. In his report, Leith-Ross remained very pessimistic that a settlement of
the debt question could be reached in the near future. The best that HMG could do was to
continue token payments for some time in the hope that American opinion would eventually
become accustomed to payment on this scaie, T h e President himself seemed an astute
politician. but his abilities in financid and economic matters were "somewhat limited.*
Leith-Ross also characterized Roosevelt as a "bad judge of advisers." who tended to treat
criticism as distoyaIty. All in all the Resident seemed to have *no settled convictions" and
20 In the same conversation, Roosevett also informed kith-Ross that he was becoming annoyed
by implications in the British Press that a war debt settlement was up to him and. in an interview
wRh Leith-Ross, he insisted that such reporb were incorrect and wuld only serve to embanass
him with Congress kith-Ross to Fisher. Now 1. 1933,OBFP 2nd Series Vof .. V.. # 598.
21
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22 Memorandum of Conversation between Hull and Lindsay, Nov. 6.1933, Hull papers, Box 29.
23 Statement by Roosevett on the British War Debt. NOV.7. 1933. Nixon. FDR and Foreiun
Affairs, Vol. I.
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often handled serious issues with surprising levity. He had treated Leith-Ross with a good
deal of respect. and did not seem unfriendly to Great Britain. but was perhaps solely
interested in domestic US. politics. 2-1

In London such views were hardly likely to encourage confidence for further
Anglo-American cooperation. Indeed. British policy at this point seemed to be moving in
the opposite direction. The tariff tmce agreed to before the Wodd Economic Conference.
and valued so highly by Hull. was one of the first victims of this shift. It could no longer
be justified in the eyes of British public opinion and in Runcirnan's view should be

canceled forthwith. The Cabinet agreed. Moreover. the Treasury. which like Leith-Ross.
had been highly critical of the Roosevelt's financial policies, continued to refuse to discuss
stabilization with the Americans even though this subject had been broached in Washington
during the course of the Leith-Ross negotiations.zs Nor was the Board of Trade likely to
seek further economic or political ties with Washington. Even the Foreign Office was

becoming alarmed at the general tone of the new administration, which it was feared might
be no better in its approach to relations with London than the previous one. These fears

were heightened by the resignation of Dean Acheson from the U.S. Treasury following the

collapse of the Leith-Ross discussions. The Foreign Office regarded Acheson as proBritish and there was disappointment over his decision to resign. Acheson had also given
Lindsay a startling report on the atmosphere of the White House. which in the former's
view. was steeped

in -almost unbelievable irresponsibility," especially over financial

matten. Moreover. Acheson described Roosevelt's entourage as being animated mainly by
hatreds. particularly of France and Wall Street. But Great Britain too had come in for its
share of criticism. The chief Anglo-phobes were William Bullitt. who had just been
appointed Ambassador to Russia, and Louis Howe,both of whom were relentless in their
efforts to instill mistrust of KMG in the President3 Acheson was of course a conservative

in financial matters, and therefore hardly likely to concur with the President's current

24 Cab 23/77.66(31)1, Nov. 29. 1933.
25 McCulloch, Economic Di~lomacv,98.
26 Lindsay to Simon. Nov. 15. 1933 F037111660.
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inflationary policies. But this did not seem to lessen the impact of his observations. which
aroused a good deal of concern at the Foreign Off1ce.27

Overall. though. Whitehall still clung to the hope that relations with Washington
might improve. particularly as the war debts issue no longer seemed so much of a problem.
The expedient of token payments appeared to have been accepted. Indeed. according to
Lindsay. the issuance of the recent partial payment had occasioned little comment in the
American press. Perhaps the deadlock which had been reached during the course of the
Leith-Ross discussions had been a blessing. for the token payment of 15 million dollars per
year seemed a comfortable viu media between the demands of Congress and the ignominy
of default. How long this situation could hold, Lindsay refused to speculate, but he hardly
expected any change to be forthcoming from his side of the Atlantic. unless the "dynamic
personality of the President produces some surprises." in the meantime, there seemed little
else HMG could do except await further developments. and hope that the future would
produce a Congress more amenable to British concerns.

27

28

w.

28 Lindsay b Simon. Dec. 27. 1933.DBFP 2nd Series Vol. V. #603.

2b) T h e Johnson Act.
The hopes of HMG that the war debts issue would somehow be settled were soon
to receive a serious blow. for on January I 1. 1934. Senator Hiram Johnson of California.

an arch isolationist. introduced a Bill in the U.S. Senate aimed at prohibiting private
American loans to foreign governments in whole or ~ a n i a default
l
of their debts to the
United States. 1 Under the terms of this legislation. no distinction was made between those
governments (such as the French Govemment). which had failed to make any payments on
their war debts since the lifting of the Hoover moratorium in 193 1. and those governments
(such as the British Govemment). which had tried to avoid the stigma of default by
making partial o r token payments. London considered this a egave insult. particularly as the
Resident. on two previous occasions, had issued a statement expressing the opinion that
he did not regard the British as being in default.?
This contradiction. between the attempts by the White House to reach a negotiated
settlement of the debt question. and the clear desire of the isolationists in Congress to force
the Administration into accepting nothing less than full repayment. embarrassed both
Roosevelt and Hull. But Johnson's efforts had received a good deal of popular support
and. a s a consequence. neither figure had had much to say on the subject in public. In

private, however. both men sought an amendment to the legislation which would have
granted Roosevelt the discretionary authority h e needed to determine when there was a
default. and hence when the Bill should go into effect. This would have allowed the
President to exempt Great Britain from its terms, and rendered the possibility for further
negotiations on the question of the war debts much more likely. Hull was also alarmed at
the effects the legislation would have on the countries of South America. most of whom
were in default to private bondholders in the United States. Hull had great hopes of
1 For a further discussion of Johnson and his views on the war debts see Cole. Roosevelt and the

Isolationists, Chapter 72 As noted above. following the token payments of June and December 15. 1933.the President
issued a statement affirming that he did not regard the Brrtish Govemment in default of their
obligation. See supra pp.27 & 69.
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improving trade relations with South America. He wanted the language of the Bill altered to
include only those governments which had defaulted on debts owed directly to the United
States Government. Hull also wanted the legislation to permit the newly established
Export-Import Bank to offer d i t s to the Soviet Union. -'

Johnson yielded to the Administration over the latter two concerns. but he refused
to grant Roosevelt the discretionary power he wanted. He also refused to make any
distinction between those countries which had made partial payments on their debts. such

as Great Britain. and those which had clearly defaulted and had paid nothing. Roosevelt.
not wanting a confrontation with the Congress over an issue that still inflamed the hearts of
many Americans. chose not to object to Johnson's demands. On February 2, 1934.the Bill
passed the Senate in its amended form. without dissent9
Lindsay was incensed at this. and on February 5, before the Bill moved on to the
House of Representatives. he called on Hull to register his objections and to see if he could
convince Hull to moderate its terms. Britain, he insisted, had gone to great lengths to keep
the question of the debts open and to seek a negotiated settlement. If ail these efforts were
to be ignored. and HMG were to be "dubbed by Congress as defaulters just a s if those
efforts had never been made. the utmost resentment would be aroused in Great B r i t a i n 3
He was sure. in fact, that the end result would be default, Hull tried to avoid the issue by
noting that their was some doubt a s to whether the Bill applied to the war debts.', But
Lindsay scoffed at such a suggestion and insisted that -to the ordinary man" the language

of the Bill indicated plainly that the Bill was intended to cover war debts.- Alarmed at the
vehemence of Lindsay's protests, Hull a p e d to ask the Foreign Affairs Committee of the
House to suspend any immediate action on the Bill so as to give the Secretary time to
confer with the President on the matter.8

3 @&J
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Following this interview, Hull went t o see Roosevelt. Here he informed the
Resident of the likelihood that the British would refuse all further payments in the event
that Johnson's legislation should become law. Arguing that this would solve nothing. and
that it would be a further blow to A n g b A m e r i c a n relations. Hull suggested that the
Administration offer the debtor governments a three year moratorium on all capital
payments, In return each government would be expected to meet its interest payments by
issuing to the U.S. Government short term negotiable bonds? This would allow time for a
business recovery, which. in the long rtin. might make it possible for the debtors to meet
their entire obIigations.io But Roosevelt was not interested in Hull's ideas. The debts
question was simply too politically charged for him to suggest such a plan to C o n g m s .
Moreover. as Lindsay later noted. the passage of the Johnson Bill offered him the
opportunity to relieve himself of the responsibility of carrying single-handed the whole
burden of the debt situation. It was far easier. and safer politically. to d o nothing. One
could a1ways lay the blame for any consequences on the Congress. 1 1
In the meantime. London kept up its protests. At the Foreign Office it was generally
held that the U.S. had placed itself "definitely in the wrong" by pursuing this legislation.
and would place itself further in the wrong if it allowed the Bill to become law.12 As such.
!.indsay was

infcrmed that any further approach by the U.S. Government o n the Johnson

Bill should be met with the line that "substantial damage" has already been done by the
passage of the legislation in the Senate. Washington was also to be informed that the
British were not prepared to continue interim payments on the debts if HMG was to be
labeled a defaulter and that -we are quite indifferent' over the prospect that British
Government securities will be made illegal alter the passage of this legislation as there is
*no prospect of our desiring to raise new loans in the United S t a t e 0 3

9 Memorandum by Hull. March 5. 1934, Hull Papers, Box 29.
10 Hull. 382
11 Lindsay to Simon. April 24. f 934. FO 371/17568.
12 Simon to Lindsay. February 7th,1933,DBFP 2nd Series Val.. VI-. # 567.
'3m.
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Roosevelt. however. remained unmoved.14 On April 4. the House of
Representatives passed the legislation, and ten days later, the Resident signed it into law.
Lindsay. as expected. was furious. But he still counseled his Government against default
as the existence of a n unsettled debt would, in his words, -always be a source of mischief
in Anglo-American relations..' It would be worthwhile. therefore. to meet the next payment
pending the arrival of a time when both governments would be able to consider a war debt
settlement "in a realistic spirit."

15

T o default now would be to risk further "bad blood"

between the United States and Britain, and this, he concluded, would be inadvisable,
especially at a time when HMG was faced with growing difficulties in the international
arena. Lindsay's views received some sympathy at the Foreign Office. Eden. for example.
who had taken very little part in the debate over the debts issue. concurred with the notion
that it would be worthwhile to make one final effort at a settlement-16 But in general the
passage of the Johnson Act had rendered a shift in attitude in London. The consensus now
was that HMG had little choice but to cancel outright all further payments. Indeed. the
token payments that had been made in the past were issued to Washington only on receipt
of the President's personal assurance that he did not regard the British Government in
default. The Johnson Act made a mockery of these arrangements. and would make it
impossible for the Resident to issue any similar statement in the future. There was no
point. therefore, in making any more partial payments. especially as the British public
would not support the idea. On April 30, these views were cabled to Lindsay in
Washington. There would be no more payments. and as to Lindsay's fears about the
deterioration in relations which might stem from this decision, there was little that HMG
could do. In any case. "such trouble as there may be is forced upon us by [the! impotence
of the Resident and the obstinacy of Conbgess."17
in spite of the clear stand now taken in London against further payment. Lindsay
continued to try to persuade both the White House and Whitehall to come to some s o n of
14 Phillips to Moore, Mar. 21, 1934. Moore Papers Box 8. FDR

Library.

15 Lindsay to Simon. Aprit24. 1934. DBFP. 2nd Series Vol.. VI-. # 575.
16 Eden minute. April 27. 1934, F0371117658.
17 Simon to

Lindsay, April 30, 1934, FOB71 17568.
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arrangement. In mid-May. he spoke along these lines to the Resident. But Roosevelt. after
expressing his desire for friendly relations with the British, refused to consider further
talks. Instead. he suggested that HMG make another token payment. without any exchange
of notes. This. he insisted, would make a very great impression on US. public opinion.
Lindsay passed this suggestion on to London. But it had little effect either at the Foreign
Office. the Treasury, or the Board of Trade. The decision to default was now irrevocable.
and at the end of the month Chamberlain prepared a memorandum which would be
presented to the United States on the date the next installment came due. 18
In the meantime. the President himself decided that the time had come for him to
address the issue in Congress. 19 On June 1, the Resident reiterated that the war debts had
no relation whatsoever to reparations payments and that each debtor country was free to
discuss the matter with the United States at any time. He then reminded the Allies of the
"sacredness" of their obligations. noting that the final power on America's war debts
policies lay with the Congress, which, he promised, would be kept informed of any new
developments.

20

Following this address. the American Treasury presented HMG with a

bill for 262 million dollars. the total amount due for the two installments required in 1933.
and the the first in 1934.
On June 12. the British Government responded to the American Treasury's request
by presenting the State Department with the note previously prepared by Chamberlain.
Here. the latter noted that "recent legislation" in the United States had rendered token
payments no longer possible. leaving HMG no choice but to suspend further payment
pending the final revision of the debt settlement "Deeply as they regret the circumstances
which have forced them to take such a decision.' the note went on. "HMG feel that they
could not assume the responsibility of adopting a course which would revive the whole
system of inter-governmental debt p a y r n e n t ~This
. ~ would -recreate the conditions which
existed prior to the wodd crisis and were in large measure responsible for it," it would
also -throw a bombshell into the European arena-. and render further world wide economic
DBFP 2nd Series Vot.. V1. # 594.
19 It should be noted here Vlat the President had promised to speak to Congress on the issue
during his State of the Union Address of January, 193420 Cole. Roosevett and the Isolationis& 93-94.
18 Simon to Lindsay. May 30.1934,
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recovery impossible.tl Thus, the die was cast in favour of default and despite the British
offer to discuss a final settlement, no hrther payments or discussions ever took place.

21 Simon to Lindsay. May 30.1934. DBFP 2nd Series VoL, VI, # 594.

2c) Naval Talks, the Amau Statement. and Renewed Troubles in the Far East
By May of 1934, then, it seemed clear to many officials in London that the
prospects for a significant improvement in Anglo-American relations under the Roosevelt
Administration were a chimera hardly worth pursuing. Indeed. the passage of the Johnson
Act seemed to many British statesmen little more than a "deliberate slap (in the face1 by the
Administration to Great Britain." all of which created a great deal of hostility towards
American economic policy in Parliament. the Treasury,and elsewhere in the Government. I
Both Eden and Hull were disturbed by this. and from time to time each of them would
attempt to ameliorate this unfortunate situation by publicly calling for better relations2 But
for the most part. these efforts were in vain. for the difficulties over economic issues.
coupled with the frustration over American behavior a t the Geneva Disarmament Talks. left
a legacy of bitterness which would soon begin to manifest itself in areas outside the realm
of Anglo-American economic relations. Nowhere was this more apparent than in the
preparatory negotiations leading to the 1936 London Naval Conference. Here the
suspicion. frustration, and mistrust which characterized the attitudes of a good many
officials on both sides of the Atlantic came very close to bringing about an open breach
between London and Washington at the very time when there were ominous signs of
trouble brewing in Europe and the Far East.

The London Naval Conference of 1936 was part of a series of conferences on
Naval disarmament held in the inter-war years. The first. and most important. was the
Washington Conference held in 1922-232 This conference established a ratio for capital
ship tonnage for Great Britain. the United States. Japan. France and Italy set at 55-3-1.751 Davis to Roosevelt, Nov. 9,1934, PSF Box 142, London Naval Conference.
2 In the Spring of 1934, for exampie, Men stressed the importance of good relations witb
Washington in a debate in the House of Commons. (Avon, 87).
3 For a further examination of ?heWashington Conference see: Thomas Buckley. The United
ates and the Washinan Naval Conference. 1921-1922 (Kmxville. Tn.. 1970);Roger
Dingman, Powq in the Pacific: The Oriains of Naval Arms Limitation. 1914-1 922 (Chicago, 1976);
Hall, Arms Control, Chapter 1 ;and Stephen Roskill, Naval Policy between the Wars. Volume I,
(London t 976).
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1.75 respectively. It also called for a ten year holiday on capital ship construction. and the

maintenance of the status auo with respect to naval bases and fortifications in the Pacific.

The naval treaty was to last ten years. following which it would remain in force subject to
the right of any of the contracting parties to termination upon two years notice.
Complementing the treaty on naval disarmament were two other agreements: the Four
Power Pact and the Nine Power Treaty. which were signed in Washington at the same
time. The Four Power Pact guaranteed the insular rights of Great Britain. the United States.
France and Japan in the Pacific region. and called on the signatory powers to consult in the
event that their rights should be threatened. As a corollary to the Four Power Treaty. the
Angldapanese Alliance. which had long been opposed by the United States. came to an
end. The Nine Power Treaty was designed to reduce great power competition in China by
guaranteeing her territorial and administrative independence and by reiterating the principle
of the "Open Door." In total, then. the Washington Conference resulted in the
establishment of an elaborate system of security which was designed to reduce tensions and
maintain the peace in the Far East3

There were. however, some questions which the Washington Naval Treaty failed to
address. The agreements on Naval limitation. for example. covered only ships over ten
thousand tons and did not include any limitations on cruisers. destroyers and submarines.
In 1927. U.S. Resident Coolidge. interested in controlling both armaments and budgets.
sought to correct this oversight by inviting the world's major sea powers to convene once
again. this time to discuss limitations on smaller vessels. These talks opened in Geneva in
June 192'7. but they failed, largely because of bitter Anglo-American disagreements over
the size and number of cruisers allotted to each power. Here the Americans. womed about
the potential Japanese threat to American interests in Asia, demanded twenty-five large

cruisers. while the British. seeking to protect their overseas commerce and sprawling
empire. demanded seventy smaller ones. Unable to agree, the conference broke up amid
mutual recriminations less than three months after it had opened. Indeed, so intense was the

hostility generated by this failure that it would take three years before the issue could be
4 Charles L Mowat, 8rrtain &tween the Wars. 1918-1940 (London. 1964), 115-116. G.M.

Gathome-Hardy, A Short HiStorv of f ntemational Affairq 1920-1939 (London. 1952). 63-65.
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settled satisfactorily to both powers3 This came in January 1930. where at a new
conference convened in London, the Great Powers a p e d to apply the ratio established in

1922 for British. American and Japanese capital ships to cruisers as well. Additional
restrictions were also placed on destroyers, submarines and aircraft carriers. 6 The London
Conference also decided that a further conference on naval disarmament wouId be held in
1935. to frame a new treaty prior to the termination of the 1930 London agreement which

was set to expire on December 3 1. 1936. Thus. the preparations for the London Naval
Conference of 1936 differed from the previous naval discussions in that the date and the
agenda of the impending conference were fixed by treaty. so that governmental attention
was focused upon the conference long in advance. indeed. the opening of preliminary

negotiations in preparation for the 1936 Conference were scheduled to begin in October

1934- 7
The American position with respect to the upcoming talks reflected the two-fold
desire on the pan of the Roosevelt Administration for disarmament and the maintenance of
American superiority over the Japanese fleet. As such, both Roosevelt and Hull sought a
simple platform based on the continuation of the ratio system with a possible reduction in
over all tonnages of between a quarter and a fifth. Failing a reduction, the two men
preferred the maintenance of the status auo and were flatly opposed to any increase in navai
strength, particularly on the part of the Japanese. Indeed. this issue became all the more
critical early in 1934 when the Administration learned that Japan had achieved approximate
parity with the U

S Navy simply by virtue of the fact that the Japanese had built up to their

treaty limits. while the Americans had not. Roosevelt. in an effon to restore American
superiority. obtained Conb0ressional approval for a major new building program in January
1934 which would raise the U.S. Navy to treaty strength. This had involved considerable

effort o n the part of Hull and others within the Administration and if anything it made both

5 David Dimbleby and David Reynolds, An Ocean A~art:The relations hi^ between Bntan and
America in the Twentieth Century(New York, 1988), 89-91- For further detals on the 1927
Geneva naval discussions and its aftermath see: B.J.C. McKercher, The Second Baldwin
Government and the United States. 19241929 (New York. 1984).
6 Dimbleby and Reynolds, An Ocean Aoaft, 92.
7 ~ a l lArms
.
Control, 143.
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the Resident and the Secretary all the more determined to hold Japan to current treaty
levels in the upcoming negotiations.8
While the United States was formulating a policy based on maintaining its own
superiority over Japan. opinion in Tokyo was running in exactly the opposite direction.
Indeed, by 1934 it was clear that the Japanese Government was becoming increasingly
dominated by militarists who were opposed to the restrictions imposed on Japan under the
Washington system and sought equal status for her among the world's Great Powers. As
such. it was widely anticipated that Japan, like Germany in Geneva. would demand
-equality of armaments" in the up coming naval conference and would settle for nothing
less than either parity with the United States and Britain. or should this not be possible. an
end to the treaty system?
The British position with respect to the up coming naval talks was rendered all the
more complicated by the new strategic and political realities that Great Britain faced both in

Europe and in Asia, Here, the deterioration of the situation in the Far East, which came as a
result of the Manchurian Crisis of 1931-33. coupled with the final collapse of the Geneva
Disarmament Talks in June, led to widespread fears that Britain might one day find herself
canfrontc-c! ivith a

I-KCJ fra~itx z :

in opposite comers of the world for which she was ill

prepared.10 These fears were heightened by the release of the so called a-AmauStatement"

in April 1934. This declaration was issued by the Japanese in response to a League
sponsored effort to assist China with her national reconstruction following the close of her
hostilities with Japan over Manchuria. The international community hoped that such
assistance would not only tesult in an improvement in the Chinese economy, but would
also serve to render further Japanese aggression in China much more difficult. This effort
was extremely unpopular in Japan and in response to it Ejii Amau, a spokesman for the
Japanese Foreign Office. issued a declaration stating Japan's special responsibilities in Asia
8 Hull, 286-89, 379; Dorothy Borg. The United States and the Far Eastern Crisis of 1933-38,
(Cambridge Mass-), 1964,102
9 Borg. Far EasternCrisiS,102; Hall Arms Contro!, 144-45.

0 On Me deepening crisis posed by Mis two-front threat to Brifish interests see et a/: Hall. Arms
146-47:
G. Peden. British Re-armament and the Treasunr. 1932-1939, (Edinburgh,
1979),106-21; N. Gibbs, Grand Strateav. VoJ. I, (London, 1972). 400-01:D.C- Watt
Personalitiesand Policies (London, 196!5), 83-99.
&ntrpl.
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and her strong opposition to international technical or financial assistance to China. Amau
also indicated that Japan, if necessary, would act alone to protect these *special
responsibilities." a move which most observers interpreted as a veiled threat of renewed
Japanese aggression in China should the West seek greater involvement in Chinese internal

In Washington. the Amau statement brought widespread consternation and four
days dter its release Hull issued a statement condemning the Japanese move.12 The British
also issued a note denouncing the declaration, but behind the scenes the reaction in London

was quite different. Here. in fact. Neville Chamberlain, Sir Warren Fisher. and other
influential members of the Government, began to advocate detente with Japan as a means
of eliminating the strategic threat posed by Tokyo to British interests in Asia. 1.3 This shift
in approach towards the Japanese stemmed from a number of factors. In Be first place. the
deterioration of the situation both in Europe and in Asia had led to serious concerns in
Whitehall about the possibility of Britain facing a two-front war against Germany and
Japan. By late 1933,these concerns were serious enough to lead to the establishment of a
special committee called the Defence RequirementsCommittee (DRC).which was set up by
the Committee of Imperial Defence (CID) to examine the worst deficiencies in Britain's
existing defence structure and to make recommendations as to how to redress them. The

DRC was comprised of the three Chiefs of Staff. the permanent heads of the Foreign Office
and the Treasury, (Vansittart and Fisher respectively) and the Cabinet Secretary. Sir
Maurice Hankey. who acted as Chairman.14 The establishment of the DRC marked a
significant turning point in British defence policy, for the deliberations of the Committee
would spark an intense debate within the British Government as to how to meet the
.

-

mrg, Far Eastern Cnscs, 57-80. For a further examination of the Amau Crisis see Borg, &
em Crisis, Chapter 1112 FRUS, Japan 1931-194l,
Vol. I, 233 -32;Hull, 279-80.
13 For a closer examination of this policy. especiallyfrom the British and Japanese perspectives
see; Ann Trotter, 'TentativeSteps for an Anglo-Japanese Rapprochement in 1934'. in Modem
an Studies ,
8 I1 ( 1974), 59-83.
14 Watt Personalitiesand Policie~,
86; David French, The British Wav in Wafare. 1688-2000
(London, 1990) 186-87. The three Chiefsof Staff at the time were: Admiral Sir. Ernle Chatfield, Air
Chief Marshal Sir Edward Ellington, and Field Marshal Sir Edward Montgomery-Massingbed.
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challenges posed to British security in Europe and Asia.15 In November 1933. when the

DRC held its first meeting. imperial defence poiicy was based on the assumption that Japan
represented a egeater threat to British interests than Germany. M But by March 1934. when
the DRC issued its first report to the Cabinet. this order had been reversed. Germany was
now thought to be the "ultimate potential enemy." and given the long term potential of
German capabilities. especially in the air. the DRC recommended that British air
rearmament be given top priority in the future. 17 It also recommended the establishment of

an expeditionary force of five divisions backed up by fourteen territorial divisions. This
would bolster the resolve of France and the lesser European powers to resist German
expansion. it would also mean that in the event of a war with Germany, the British would
possess a force capable of depriving Germany of airfields and bases in the Low Countries

from which she could attack the British Isles.

Of course. the decision to re-orient British strategy on the basis that Germany posed
a greater threat than Japan was something of a revolution, which would have enormous

implications for British policy in the Far East. Britain had limited resources, and by placing
Germany ahead of Japan, the DRC had established a clear priority for the allocation of
funds. Moreover. in a move of equal significance. the Committee also determined (under
the heavy influence of Fisher and the Treasury) that it wouid be impossible for HMG to
rearm successfully against more than one potential enemy. This meant. in effect. that there
would be scant funds for the defence of the Far East and although the report noted that it
15 For a more thorough examination of the DRC and rts role in British foreign and defence policy
see: W.K. Mark, The Ultimate Enemv: British lntelliaenceand Nazi Gemanv, 1933-1939 (London.

1985).
16 The focus on the need to defend the Empire against Japan was sparked in part by the 1931-33
Manchurian Crisis. which. among other things. had led the COS to recommend in March.1932,
Military installations in Singapore,
that the Ten Year Rule be abandoned and that work on
which had been suspended in the mid-1920's. be resumed. (French. The Bntish Way in Warfare.
187).
It should be noted here that Vansittart played a decisive role in Me decision to recognize
Germany as the most serious threat to British security. It should also be noted that German
rearmamentwas expected to take five years, hencethe DRC based most of its calculations on
filling the deficiencies in Britain'sdefence structure within this time frame. ( Mark, The Ultimate
Enemy, 30-1). For more on VansittarYs influential
role in the DRC proceedingssee: C.Morrisey
and M.A. Ramsay. 'Giving a Lead in the Right Direction: Sir Robert Vansittart and the Defence
Requirements Sub-Cornmittee', DS.6. 1. (March. 1995) 39-60-
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would be wise to complete the Singapore base. it concluded by insisting that the best means
to establish security for the Empire in the Pacific lay in a rapprochement with Japan. 18

The deliberations which had led to these determinations had not been easy. and it is
important to note that not everyone within the DRC was happy with these conclusions.~9
The Committee. for exampie. had been unable to come to a decision on naval matters. and
serious divisions remained a s to how to respond to the Japanese threat, which in spite of
the concerns about Germany. represented a more immediate problem.20

in response to

this dilemma, the First Sea Lord, Admiral Sir Ernle Chatfield, issued a memorandum in the
same month as the DRC issued its report which advocated that Great Britain adopt a
modified Two Power Naval Standard by building a fleet equal to the combined strength of
Japan plus the strongest European naval power.21 Chatfield based this proposal on the
critical assumption that the Japanese and European fleets would remain at prescribed levels.
The problem with this assumption was that it required close cooperation with the United

States. for any increase in the size of the American fleet vis ii vis that of the British would
no doubt prompt the Japanese to build in reply. as Tokyo was determined to maintain the
parity it had achieved between its own and the American navies. Hence. any increase in the
American fleet would ultimately reduce the British margin over Japan. Chatfield's
proposals, therefore, could only work with American concurrence. and as such the R n t
Sea Lord remained a staunch supporter of closer ties with Washington. But in light of
previous American opposition to British naval expansion and Roosevelt's strong
opposition to any alteration in the ratio system. such a task would not be easy. 22 Reflecting
on this. and on the inconsistencies of American foreign policy, Vansittart cautioned against
relying too much on the potential of American support in determining British defence

18 French, The BritishWav in Warfare 18819 Records of the DRC. 12th meeting Fa. 26. 1934. Cab 161109.

20 Recordsof the DRC, 3rd meeting Dec. 4.1933. Cab 16il09.
21 Memorandum by the first Sea Lord. March 14,1934, ADM 1 1612999. It should be noted that
Chatfield'sproposals included a provision d i n g for the construction of seventy cruisers, the very
figure which was abandoned in 1927 in the face of American opposition.
22 Hall, Arms Control, 149.
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policy. In fact. by the time Chatfield had finished his report. the DRC had concluded that it
would be unwise to consider the United States as a factor in British defence planning.23
Furthermore. naval rearmament was expensive. and given the financial constraints
under which Britain must operate due to the weakened state of her economy, there was
considerable opposition to Chatfield's proposals in the Treasury. Chamverlain. in fact.
totally rejected Chadield's strategic outlook. In his view. the DRC was correct in assuming
that Gemany posed the most serious threat to British interests. I t was also correct in its
conclusion that HMG could not afford to rearm against two adversaries simultaneously.
Indeed. from h i s perspective, the entire program recommended by the DRC was too
expensive and would have to be reworked. In light of this, Chamberlain advocated an
even stronpr emphasis on air rearmament than chat proposed in the DRC's initial report.

He also insisted that the Government abandon the idea of the proposed expeditionary
force. and. in sharp contrast to Chatfield. recommended a reduction in the size of the Royal
Navy and a rapprochement with Japan as a more efficient and inexpensive alternative to
naval expansion."
To this point, Eden had taken little part in the defence debate. But Chamberlain's
call for a reduction in the size of the Royal Navy and detente with Japan rankled a number

of leading British policy-makers. including Hankey, who argued that a reduction in the size
of the fleet was incompatible with Great Britain's global interests. Eden was sympathetic to
this view. and in June i934, when it became clear that the Geneva Disarmament Talks

were dead. he supported Hankey's attempt to counter Chamberlain's Euro-centric vision of
defence by demanding an increase in Naval expenditure.25 At the same time, however,
Eden also made it dear that he a p e d with Chamberlain's emphasis on the need to expand
the Royal Air Force. Overall then, Eden. like many of his Foreign Office colleagues, fell

somewhere in the middle between the Treasury position in favour of detente with Japan and
the Admiralty position in favour of naval rearmament. Eden also remained a strong
supporter of Anglo-American cooperation and felt uncomfortable with the notion of a
23 Morrisey and Ramsay, 'Vansittartand the DRC', 5 2
24 McCulIoch, Economic Dbbmacv, 120-21, Peden,British Rearmament and the Treaswy, 88.
- .
25 Ann Trotter, &itan and East Asia 1933-1937 (Camhrkige, 1975) ,90.
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rapprochement with Tokyo o n the grounds that it might cause further animosity between
London and Washingon.26
But both Fisher and Chambertain continued to scoff a t the latter notion27 They
argued that better relations with Japan were a necessity due to the German menace which
should not be sacrificed merely because of possible American objections. particularly as the
United States was "inherently unreliable*' and would no doubt let Britain down in the event
that war did break o u t 2 8 T h e Government had n o choice therefore but to eliminate o r
reduce tensions in the Far East. This would require that HMG should demonstrate to Japan
her independence from the United States. It also meant that London should avoid any
activity vis a vis the upcoming Naval Conference which might be construed by Japan as
Anglo-Saxon collaboration against her29 Chamberlain and Fisher. then, formed the
nucleus of a group within the British Government which would continue to press for an
understanding with Japan as an alternative to a significant expansion of the Royal Navy.
even at the expense of good relations with the United States. -30

By May. however, the Cabinet had come to accept the need for some form of naval
rearmament. and as a compromise between the Treasury position in favour of detente with
Japan. aod the Admiralty position in favour of large scale rearmament and cooperation with
the United States. the Foreign Office. put forward a third alternative. Here. Sir Robert

Craigie, head of the American Division and the chief spokesman for the Government in the
naval discussions. suggested that Britain pursue a "middle course" in the upcoming naval
negotiations by attempting t o act as a mediator between the Japanese,who were expected to
reject the ratio system. and Americans who were expected to defend it. This might make it
possible for HMG to achieve some measure of naval expansion with Japanese a n d
26 ~ames,
Anthonv Eden, 122
27 Watt,Personalities, 86.
28 McCulloch. Economic Di~lomacy
,121. K Feiiing. The Life of Neville Chamberiain (London

19479, 253.
29 Bingham to Davis, May 2 1934, PSF Box 32,Great Britam 1933-36.

30 Here they were supported by the Chief of the imperial Genera SW, who told Me Secretary to
the -net
that he Would rather fight the Americans than anybody else!" imperial Defence
Annual Review, letter from Hankey to Chamberlain, Oct 30,1933, Cab 211369, quoted from Hall,
Arms Control, 145.
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American concurrence. although. as Eden and Vansittart cautioned. there was a risk in such
a policy of alienating both sidesf I In a n effort to avoid the latter possibility, the Foreign
OCfice recommended that the Admiralty seek clarification of the American and Japanese
positions before October. when the three parties were scheduled to begin preliminary
conversations in preparation for the opening of the formal Conference in 1935. The
Cabinet agreed, and on May 18 invitations for discussions on the matter were issued to
both the American and Japanese Governments.-32

The British invitation was quickly accepted by the United States and in late June.
Nonnan Davis. who was appointed by Roosevelt to assume responsibility for the talks.
proceeded to London from Geneva accompanied by two technical advisors. As expected.
Davis began these conversations by stating the American desire to maintain existing treaty
ratios. with the possibility of an eventual reduction in overall tonnage33 But Craigie
quickly countered Davis's recommendations by stressing the fact that in 1930. when the
two powers last met to work out the terms of the London Agreement. "England and

America faced a single problem. namely. the Japanese." This situation still held for the
Americans, but for the British. conditions had fundamentally altered. Indeed, Britain was
now confronted with an acute problem in Europe as well as in the Far East. If England
could count o n American help in the Pacific she might feel quite differently. But all
indications pointed to the fact that American policy in the region remained "uncertain." As
such. Britain must be prepared to meet the problem of dealing with the Japanese alone and
this meant that HMG would require important modifications t o the London Treaty.
including a large increase in the number of British cruisers and d e s t r o y e r s 3
Given the previous American opposition to such a policy. it is not surprising that
Davis was taken aback by the British position. Indeed, in a letter to Hull shortly after this
interview. Davis reported that the British stance was totally unacceptable. and that in light
of this. he had come to the conclusion that -it would serve no useful purpose" to continue

31 Hall.ArmsContro1, 750.
3 2 u 151.

.

33 Borg Far Eastern Cnsis, 103.
34 Davis to Roosevelt and Hull. June 27. 1934. PSF Box 18 London Naval Conference.
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the discussions if the British persisted in this vein. 35 Thus the Anglo-American

preliminary talks had rapidly come t o a standstill, and although Davis remained in London
for another four weeks. no progress was m a d e 3
The Japanese also accepted the British invitation for preliminary talks, though they
indicated that. due to the need to make the necessary preparations. they would prefer to
defer such discussions until October, just prior to the opening of formal negotiations. In the
meantime. Tokyo decided to send Captain Shosuke Shimomura to Washington and London
to discuss the issues which were likely to arise a t the conference27 In these talks,
Shimomura confirmed the worst fears of both London and Washington by intimating that
the naval status QUO was indeed unacceptable in Tokyo and that Japan intended to insist on
her right for equal status.
[n London, the end of preliminary conversations with their somewhat uncertain
outcome. revived the debate over naval policy within the British Government. The Foreign
Office continued to advocate the adoption of a middle position, and in addition suggested
that the Royal Navy seek increasing cooperation with the French. The Admiralty still
pressed for rearmament.38 Meanwhile, Chamberlain and the T reasury renewed their calls
for a rapprochement with Japan and indicated in blunt terms that the Treasury was not
prepared to support a policy of defence on two ironts. Instead, Chamberlain insisted that all
thought of sending a fleet to the Far East to contain o r defeat the Japanese fleet in battle
must be dropped and in an effort to drive home this demand he began to advocate a
reduction in the Adrniralty's budget Near the end of the summer, Chamberlain was greatly
encouraged in his views when he learned that the Foreign Office had rrceived a telegram

from the British Ambassador in Tokyo which quoted the Japanese Minister of Foreign
Affairs as stating that Japan was most anxious to maintain the friendliest relations with
Great Britain and would be only to happy to conclude a non-aggression pact with London.
39 Equally

encouraging was a press report from Tokyo which suggested that the Japanese

35 Davis to Hull, June 25,1934, FRUS Vol. 1, 1934.
36 Borg, Far EasternCnsis,
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plans for the up- coming naval conversations included a proposal for the fixing of total
tonnage allotments within which each nation would be free. subject to certain limits of size.

to build whatever type of vessel it deemed necessary. Here was a framework which might
allow for the expansion of the cruiser fleet so desired by the British Admiralty, while at the
same time limiting the overall size of the Japanese N a v y 9
Chamberlain responded to this news by writing up a detailed memorandum on the
desirability of concluding non-aggression pact with the Japanese which he eventually
intended to present to the Cabinet Here,he reiterated his view that due to the limitations of
Britain's financial and military resources. it was essential that the Government not be
confronted simultaneously with a hostile Germany and an unfriendly Japan. One of these
potential enemies would have to be eliminated and as all the evidence indicated that it would
be far easier and simpler to come to an agreement with Japan than it would with Germany.

an approach to the Japanese should be undertaken "at o n c e 3 l Indeed. given Japan's
anxieties about having "Russia on her flank it seemed to Chamberlain that Japan would
"gladly see any accession of security in other directions." As to American concerns.
Chamberlain insisted that Britain should not be frightened out of the proposed nonaggression pact by any fear of American objection and he had this to say about recent
trends in American foreign policy:

American representatives lay stress in private upon the immense advantages which
would accrue to the world if we only worked together. In pursuance of this
admirable sentiment they invite u s to disclose our b d without disclosing their
own. When we have laid all our cards on the tab[e they shake their heads sadly and
express their regretful conviction that Congress will have nothing to d o with us
uniess we can make an offer that will suit them better. Congress (and in particular
the Senate) are the Mr. Jorkins of American representatives.42
Given this Lamentable situation. Chamberlain could see no reason why Britain
should not follow her own interests, particularly as in this respect she would only be
following the American example. Moreover. while h e acknowledged that any
40 Chamberlain to Simon. Sept 1. 1934, OBFP 2nd Senes Vol. Xlll # 14.

Chamberlain on the Naval Conferenceand dations with Japan, Sept 1,
1934, DBFP2nd Series, Vol Xlll # 14.
42 fbib. Mr.Jorkins was a character out of Dickens'snovel David Co~oerfidd
, who was frequently
cited as being unmovable by his partner. Mr. Spenlow.
41 Draft memorandum by
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understanding with Japan which might involve British acquiescence in the scrapping of the
Washington ratio would be particularly distasteful to America. he could foresee no
reasonable basis for U.S. objections, Britain was only trying to secure her nationai and
imperial safety. and not, as the Americans so often proposed, attempting to gain a
preferential position for henelf in the Far East -4-3
Chamberlain therefore recommended that HMG propose a non-aggression pact with
Tokyo which would guarantee the integrity of China and the protection of British interests
in Asia in exchange for British recognition of Manchuk0.M Furthermore. Chamberlain aIso
modified his earlier opposition to naval expansion by suggesting that the proposal for a
non-aggression pact might also be used to Britain's advantage in the up-coming Naval
conversations. Here he argued that any tacit agreement with the United States to oppose
parity for Japan would be a colossal error, since London would be granting the Americans
a concession for which Washington would offer nothing in return. The Japanese on the

other hand might be willing to grant tangible concessions to London in exchange for an
agreement. such as the dropping of their demand for parity. This would clear the way for a
new naval treaty based on qualitative limits (separate limits based on classes of vessels),
which would permit a modest expansion of the Royal Navy. especially in its fleet of

cruisersf 5
The increasing vehemence with which Chamberlain pressed his argument in favour
of detente with Japan did not go unnoticed at the Foreign Office. In the Far Eastern
Department, For example. doubts were expressed about the willingness and ability of the
Tokyo Government to hold to any agreernent.46 Eden and Vansittart also expressed
concerns about the potential harm which might result in British relations with China.

4 3 M .Refemng to the Royal Navy's position in !he Far East, Chambertain remarked somewhat
causticallythat as Japan was America's only possiblefoe, it suited the United States very w e l to
have some other country (ie. the U-K-)tr, keep the claws of the animal well clipped, especially if
she herself has nothing to pay for the service.(DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XllI # 14).
44 Richard A- Harrison, 'A Neutralization Plan for the Pacific: Roosevelt and Anglo-American
Cooperation. 1934- 1937' , PHR, S7(1988). 47-72
45

w.

46 Minute by Charles Orde, Head of

Far Eastern Department, Sept . 4 . 1934, FOWtIF6189.
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Russia. and the United S t a t e s 9 Nevertheless, on September 25. the Cabinet agreed to
consider Chamberlain's proposals and as a preliminary step authorized the British
Ambassador in Tokyo to sound out the Japanese Govemment on the possibility of the two
sides concluding a oon-aggression pact. In the meantime, the case for closer cooperation
with the United States in the Far East received a boost from an article written by Lord

Lothian appearing in The Round T d k . , an influential journal which carried some weight
among British policy-rnakers.48 In this article. Lothian argued that the only effective
deterrent against Japanese aggression in Asia was for the British and Americans to act in
concert. Responding to Lothian's concerns. Vansittart suggested that Lothian himself
should make a visit to Washington, and in early October the latter did so, meeting with the
President on the 10th. In this conversation, Lothian tried his best to explain Britain's
dilemma to Rwsevelt, and in addition sought to ascertain the U.S. view on the possibility
of closer Anglo-American cooperation in the Far East. But the results of the discussion
were disappointing. The Resident flatly rejected any suggestion of an Anglo-American
Alliance in the Pacific and insisted that any understanding between the two states in the
region would simply have t o rest o n "the fundamental identity of their interests and

Six days after Lothian's conversations with the President the preliminary Naval
Talks between Japan. Great Britain and the United States opened in London. Here
Whitehall insisted that ail discussions should be conducted on a bilateral basis, so that the
representatives of no more than two nations were allowed to attend any one meeting.-ioAt
the State Department, this procedure was deeply resented and it contributed to a widespread
feeling among Hull and his advisors that the British were trying to engineer a deal with the

47 Vansittart to

Simon. Aug. 29. 1934. F0371lA7659: Trotter. m - nand the Far East. 98-9.
107-08. Lbrd Lothian (n& Philip Ken) .served as Private
Secretary to Uoyd George. lW6-I92t. was appointed Secretary to the RhodesTrust in 1925,
and held a minor position in the National Government between 1931-1932 He was also the first
editor of the Round Table,and had been a consistent advocate of dose ties between tondon
and Washington. (Mowat, Britain between the Wars, 14).
49 Memomdurn of Conversation between Lothian and Rooseveft, Oct 10.1934. DBFP 2nd
Series Vol. XIll# 27.
Borg, Far Eastern
106.
48 Trotter.-
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Japanese behind their backs3 in some respects these suspicions were correct. for by this
point the Ministerial Committee in charge of overseeing the British disarmament
negotiations had decided that if the Americans and the Japanese could not come to an
understanding over the issue of parity, that the British in response should pursue the
-middle position." This would involve recognition by all the parties of the right to equal
status, qualitative limits of new construction, and the separate and voluntary declaration by
each power of its building plans. It was hoped that the recognition of the principle of equal
status might be enough to satisfy the Japanese demand for parity, while the qualitative

limits would satisfy the American call for some form of naval disarmament.
It soon became clear that London's apprehension about the inability of the

Americans and the Japanese to come to terms were correct. for there had been no change in
the stance of either government. Moreover, it was also readily apparent that the Japanese
were now fully prepared to exercise their right to terminate their adherence to the
Washington Naval Treaty by giving formal notification of their intent to do so on 29
December. 52 The chances of the two sides negotiating a new treaty. then. seemed slim at
best and as such Britain now faced the very real possibiIity that the talks would fail. This

would represent a severe blow to British foreign and defence policy as it was widely
anticipated that the net result of such a failure would be a renewed naval arms race between
the Japanese and the Americans. This would not only make it impossible for the British to
pursue any sort of detente with Japan, as had been recommended by the Treasury and the
DRC. but would also make it increasingly difficult for the Government to timit defence
spending and maintain the priorities established by latter's report. In an effort to stave off
such an event, the Cabinet decided to go ahead and place the terms of the middle course

51

108.

52 Under the terms of the Washington Naval Treaty. Japan was requiredto give her notificationof
her intention to abrogate the treaty two years in advance. As these agreements were set to expire
on December 31,1936. this meant that she had to so sometime before the close of December
1934. Furthermore, under the tenns of the Treaty Japan was required to give her notifim-on to
the American Government which as host of the 1922-23 conversations,was charged wrth the
responsibility for notifying the other signatory powers.
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before the Japanese. backed up by a secret renewed offer for the conclusion of a possible
non-aggression pact33

In early November, Simon iaforrned Davis. the Chief of the U.S. delegation to the
Naval Talks. of his government's intentions. noting that in the absence of an American
alliance it would now be necessary for Britain to try and act as a mediator and to attempt a
compromise between the Americans and the Japanese. Simon also intimated that this might
entail pursuing an accommodation with Japan that would require an increase in the
Japanese ratio but he made no mention of the possibility of a non-aggression p a c t 3 Davis
made no objections to this, for the most part because of his firm belief that the Japanese
would reject any compromise and that as such the net result of the British effort would be
that the latter would fall in line with the United States. But in Washington there was a great
deal of apprehension and suspicion. Hull opposed the British moves. in pan because he
felt that it indicated weakness in the Western camp. and in pan because of his firm belief
that it was essential that the Japanese be held up in the public eye as the pariah who were
responsible for any breakdown in the talks. This would assist Hull in his effort to educate
the American public towards greater international cooperation. 55 Prolonged discussions
between London and Tokyo would only serve to confuse the issue. Hull also feared that
Great Britain and Japan might actually reach an agreement. which would isolate the United
States in the Pacific and increase the possibility of Japanese aggression in the r e g i o n 3
On 7 November. the British proposals for a compromise were put to the Japanese

representatives in London, while at the same time, and unbeknownst to the Americans. the
British Ambassador in Tokyo went ahead with Chamberlain's suggestion and inquired
whether Japan would consider a non-aggression pact in return for a naval agreement
meeting Britain's r e q u i r e r n e n t ~ . ~Later
~ on the same day however. word of the British
approach to the Japanese in T o b o was leaked to the British press in London. American
suspicions about British duplicity now exploded into anger. Hull. for example. seriously
53 Borg, FarEastemCnSlS, 109.
54 Davis to Roosevelt, Oct 31,PSF Box 8, bndon Naval Conference. 1934.

55 Moffat diary. Nov. 17,1934.
56 Hull to Davis Nov. 21. 1934. FRUS Vol. I 1934,353-55.
57 Waf!, Personalities and Policies, 94-99.
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considered pulling the American delegation out of London. before, as he noted. the British
and the Japanese concluded a political pact "right under our very eyes..*ss Hull also opened

up an attack against the British in the American press. On November 20. he called in his
longtime friend and New York Times correspondent Arthur Krock, to inform him of his
deep frustration with Simon and with the "failure of Great Britain to range herself on the
naval disarmament question decisively with us against Japan."s9 As expected. Hull's
frustration received ample coverage in Krock's column of the following d a y 9 Roosevelt.
who was equally upset with the British flirtation with Japan, responded in a similar
fashion. Through the Tirnrs of Lntuinn. he warned the British not to abandon cooperation
with the United States for the mirage of an aemement with Japan. He also wrote to Davis
indicating that the latter should "impress upon Simon and a few other Tories.,.the simple
fact that if Great Britain is even suspected of preferring to play ball with Japan to playing
with us. I shall be compelled in the interest of American security. ro approach public
sentiment in Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa in a definite effort to make
these Dominions understand ...that their future security is linked with us in the United

There is no question that the vehemence of the American response to the British
approach to Tokyo gave pause to some members of the British Cabinet. and aroused fears
among Eden, Simon, MacDonald and other British officials about the possibility of an open
breach with Washington. These same officials also expressed concern about the
willingness of Japan to hold to an agreement, and hence the debate over the merits of the
58 Hull to Davis Nov. 21,1934, FRUS Vol. 1 , 1934,355; Moffat Diary, November 22.1937.
59 S. E Pek, Race to Pearl Harbor: The Failure of the Second London Naval Conference and the
Onset of World War If (Cambridge. Mass.,1974) 142 Hull in fact held Simon personally
responsible for the British position at the London Naval Talks and by this point had clearly had had
enough of him. Hull did not, however, inform his Sta?eDepartment colleagues of his referenceto
the British Foreign Secretary in his interview with Krock. In subsequent conversations. both
Moffat and Phillips expressed regret at the reference to Simon in Krock's piece. to which Hull
concurred. (Moffat Diary, Nov. 21. 1934, Moffat Papers; Phillips Diary, Nov.. 21. 1934. Phillips
Papers).
60 Hull also passed a copy of the subsequent article on to Rwsevelt, noting ?hat he feItthat it was
time that things be 'brought to a head with our British friends in London...."( Hull to Roosevelt,
Now 26. 1934. PSF, Box 142 London Naval Conference).
61 Rooseveit to Davis. Nov. 9. 1934. PSF Box 142 London Naval Conference.
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policy continued. In the end. however, it was the Japanese themselves who brought about
the collapse of the "middle coursew and the proposed non-aggression pact,

for o n

November 19th the Japanese politely rejected the British proposals.fi2 This weakened the
resolve of the pro-Japanese elements within the British Cabinet, and under the weight of
the criticisms expressed by Eden and others, even Chamberlain himself began to admit that

perhaps Japan could not be trusted and that for the time being it might be better for Britain
and the US. to take a common stand.63 Davis confirmed this shift in attitude when he
reported from London that the group within the Cabinet that had -favoured playing ball
with Japan, and who were supported by commercial interests seeking trade advantages.
have apparently been losing ground." Moreover, Davis also insisted that there was a
growing realization in London that Great Britain could not rely on Japan to protect her
interests in the Far East, that to conclude an agreement with Japan would only serve to
place HMG at her mercy, and that if the Dominions cannot look to Great Britain for
protection they will inevitably look to the United States. Davis was now confident that
Britain would ultimately return to a policy based on cooperation with the United States.64
In Washington. Hull did all he could to reinforce this sentiment by insisting that
Davis inform the British that the Japanese desire to terminate the Washington Naval Treaty
symbolized Japan's determination to destroy the entire system of interdependent
agreements which had been negotiated to maintain the peace in Asia. Hull advised that all
further conversations of substance with the Japanese in London should cease and that the
British and American delegations in London should work together to ensure that the
Japanese returned home "empty handed." This would place the onus for the collapse of the
talks squarely upon the Japanese which would not only reinforce the high moral position of
the Western Powers. but might also serve to drive the Japanese leaders to reconsider their
decision to terminate their adherence to the Washington Treaty.65 Hull also recommended
that the British and American delegations drag out their discussions with the Japanese until
62 Harrison, 'Neutralization'. 57.
61 Davisto FDR. Nov. 27.1934. PSF Box 18. On the shift in Chamberlam'sattitude see also

Richard Hanison. ' Neutralization'.
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December 19 or 20 in an effort to ensure that the final session of the London meetings
be held as close as p s ible to the day (December 29) when Japan was scheduled to
formally denounce the Washington Naval Treaty. This would make it clear to the public
that the collapse of the talks was due to the actions of the Japanese. 66
In London. meanwhile, both Simon and MacDonald countered Hull's arguments by
insisting that pinning the blame for the collapse of the London talks on the Japanese would
have no appreciable effect on the Tokyo Government and that sending the Japanese
representatives home empty handed would only result in their being acclaimed as heroes
who had rid Japan of the hated ratio systern.67 After considerable discussion, however.
Whitehall finally accepted Hull's recommendations. and agreed that the British and the
Americans should work in concert to ensure that the blame for the collapse of the talks fell
on the Japanese. On December 19. then, the three delegations met for the first time in a
tripartite session to close the official negotiations. No date was set for their resumption.fi*
As expected. on December 29. the official notifications of Japan's abrogation of the
Washington Treaty were delivered to the British and American Governments. Under the
terns of Article XXIII of that agreement. naval limitation would come to an end on
December 3 1. 1936.
Thus by the end of 1934 it appeared that HMG had decided to opt for cooperation
with the United States rather than the pursuit of a rapprochement with Japan. This was
welcome news for both Eden and Hull. But the British determination to drop all thought of
an understanding with the Japanese did not necessarily mean that relations with
Washington would improve, for as Davis made clear towards the close of the 1934 Naval
discussions. the decision of the British Cabinet to drop detente with Japan. came -not
because of any increase in friendly sentiment towards the United States, but rather because
of doubts [about 1 the Japanese themselves."69 The collapse of the Washington system.

then. forced Britain to pursue cooperation with America in the Pacific out of sheer political
66 Hull to Davis Dec. 15,1934. FRUS J a m . 1931-1941 Vol.. I, 271-72.
67 Borg, Far Eastern Crisis, 11t .
68 Notes of a Meeting between Representativesof the United Kingdom. United States. and
Japan. Dec. 19. 1934. DBFP 2nd Series Vot. Xlll # 95.
69 Davis to Roosevett Nov. 6.1934. PSF Box 18. London Naval Conference.
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and military necessity. This HMG would continue to do for the remainder of the 1930's
with great tenacity and anguish, though with little success. until the Japanese themselves

forced the American hand by washing the waters of Pearl Harbor with blood.

2d) Codell HUHand the Reciwocal Trade Aoreements Act, 1934

1934. then. had not been a good year for Anglo-American relations. and as has
been noted, a number of issues contributed to the deterioration of the transatlantic
relationship in the first eighteen months of the Roosevelt Administration. These included
the collapse of the London Economic Conference, the failure to reach a settlement of the
war debts. the acrimony generated by t h e passage of the Johnson Act. and finally. the
suspicion and mistrust generated by Great Britain's flirtation with Japan. Indeed. viewed
from London. the record of the new administration in the field of foreign &fain was hardly
one to inspire confidence. In general. the Administration was regarded as 3mreliable." and
Roosevelt as mercurial. 1 Moreover, given the tremendous difficulties that even Hull. as
Secretary of State. had had in trying to assert his authority over the direction of the
Administration's policies abroad, it is hardly surprising that Whitehall held out little hope

for the emergence of any coherent and consistent foreign policy initiative from Washington
as the year drew to a close.
There was. however, one area of foreign policy which began to show some
promise of success in 1934: Hull's attempt to gain the Resident's support for his program
of free trade. As noted in the first chapter, Hull had long been an advocate for the reduction
of international trade bamen. As a Congressman. and later in his brief term in the Senate.
Hull had consistently opposed the high tariff rates imposed by the Republican Congresses
in 1909. 1922, and 1930. It came as no surprise. therefore, that one of Hull's highest
priorities as Secretary of State was to immediately embark upon a program of trade
liberalization by which the U.S. could set an example to the world2 Almost immediately
after assuming office. Hull authorized the State Department to draw up legislation aimed at

granting the Resident the authority to negotiate trade agreements. It had been Hull's hope
that this legislation would be passed in time for him to use it as a bargaining chip at the
World Economic Conference. But the pressures for domestic economic measures had

1 Osborne to Simon, 27 Aug., 1933,FO 371/I 6612.
2 Pratt Cordell HuIlJ 07.
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proven too much for Roosevelt, and on the eve of the London Conference. the President.
as noted earlier, informed Hull that his cherished legislation would have to be withdrawn.
Hull was bitterly disappointed by this. But this did not mean that he would give up
the fight for trade liberalization. Following the London Conference, Hull continued to urge
the President to adopt measures aimed at reducing the high U.S. tariffs and at promoting
the expansion of international commerce. By November, Hull had managed to gain the
President's support for the establishment of the Interdepartmental Committee on
Commercial Policy. which would look into ways the United States might expand her
overseas trade. Shortly thereafter, Hull also gained Roosevelt's consent for the introduction
of a resolution calling for the lowering of trade barriers at the forth-coming Seventh

f nternational Conference of American States held in Montevideo in December. Hull
represented the United States at this conference, where he quickly established a reputation
as a firm but fair-minded diplomat. Hull worked assiduously to win over the Latin
American States to support his ideas on trade. In the process, he insisted that the days of
heavy-handed American conduct in Latin America were over. and to prove it. he signed a
non-intervention declaration which held that no American nation had the right to intervene
in the affairs of another..' This even-handed conduct soon paid off. His resolution calling
for a reduction in trade barriers passed unanimously and by the time the conference had
closed. Hull had received a great deaI of praise from the Latin American representatives.4
Hull returned home triumphant, declaring that a new era in hemispheric relations
had been born based on what would subsequently be called the "Good Neighbor Policy."
Indeed. Hull's achievements at Montevideo represented a significant personal victory
which stood in sharp contrast to the humiliations h e had suffered during the course of the
London Economic Conference.5 Hull's prestige, both at home and abroad, improved, and
as a result, Roosevelt began to Iook again with favour on the idea of legislation promoting

freer trade. Hull jumped at this opportunity, and by February t 934. he had authorized the
Committee on Commercial Policy to draw up a new Bill encompassing his ideas. Hull's
3 Getlman. Secret Affairs, 51.
4 Pratt, Cordell Hull, 108-9. See also LC. Gardener, Economic A-of
(Madison Wisc. 1964).
5 GeHman, Secret Affairs, 53.
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experience at the World Economic Conference, however, had convinced him that a
multilateral approach to tariff reduction was no longer feasible." As a consequence. the
1934 legislation differed from the 1933 Bill in that it sought to establish a system of
bilateral agreements by which the United States would seek reciprocal reductions in the
duties on specific commodities with other interested governments. These reductions would
then be generalized by the application of the most-favoured-nation principle. with the result
that the reduction accorded to a commodity imported from one country with which the
United States had concluded an agreement. would then be accorded to the same commodity
when imported from other countries. Hull also insisted that the power to make these
agreements must rest with the Resident alone. without the necessity of submitting them to
the Senate for approval.7 The amount of reduction authorized was based on the SmoothHawley Tariff, passed by Congress in 1930. Under Hull's Bill, the President would be
granted the power to decrease or increase the Smoot-HawIey rates by as much as 50 per
cent in return for adequate trade concessions from another country.

On March 2. 1934. Roosevelt announced his support for Hull's legislation. which.
as noted, was called the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act. In urging its passage. the

President stressed that the powers it granted the executive were necessary because other
countries (such as Great Britain) were using reciprocal agreements to enlarge their
international trade and there was a danger of the United States being excluded from foreign
markets if she did not pursue the same policy. To back up his claim. Roosevelt cited the
tremendous drop in U.S. exports, which in 1933 alone had fallen to a mere 52 per cent of
the 1929 volume.^ He also made it plain that he regarded the legislation as part of his
emergency economic program particularly because a -full and permanent domestic
recovery" would not be possible without the revival of international trade9

6 Hull. 356.

7 Pratt, Cordell Hull, 30% 10.Under the "most-favoured-nation principle" (MNF) a tanff concession
made to one country must be extended to all other nations who adhere to the same nondiscriminatory practices. On the establishment and use of the MNF see: Robert Gilpin, The
Political Ecunomv of International Relations, (Princeton, 1987).
8 McCulloch. Economic Di~lornacv.124; and Hull, 357.
9 Hull Memoirs, 357.
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Following the Resident's endorsement of the Bill. Hull made an appearance before
the House Ways and Means Committee. Here he echoed Rooseveit's allusion to the
emergency character of the Bill by emphasizing that the legislation was an integral part of
the President's overall effort to alleviate the economic effects of the world crisis. Huli
insisted. therefore. that the legislation was an "emergency remedy" designed to deal with

.*

a dangerous and threatening emergency situation" which called for exceptionai measures. 10
He also stressed that the Administration did not intend to use the Act as a means to seek an
immediate across the board cut in tariffs. It was a negotiating toof through which the
government would seek to better U.S. commercial reIations.ll Roosevelt and Hull
designed these comments as a means of trying t o draw attention away from the
internationalist implications of the legislation. In doing so. they hoped to secure its passage
without drawing fire from the leading isolationists in Congress. But here they were only
partially successfuf .

The Bill passed the House without too much difficulty at the end of March. but it
received a good deal of opposition in the Senate where the isolationists. under the
leadership of Senators Borah and Johnson. opposed it. 12 The result was that while the
legislation was under discussion by the Senate Finance Committee in April. two
amendments were attached to it. The first called for hearings of interested parties before a
trade agreement could be negotiated: the second limited the scope of the legislation to three
years. after which it would have to be renewed by Congress. These amendments were
enough to undermine the opposition of a good many moderate Republicans and. with the
suppon of most Democratic Senators. the legislation was passed by the Senate on June 4.
1934. On the 12th. the Resident signed it into law. with an elated Secretary Hull looking

on.

13

Following the passage of the Trade Agreements Act, Roosevelt and Hull quickly
established the necessary governmental apparatus to run the program within the State
10. Lindsay to

Simon. May 11. 1934. FO 371/l?589.
11 HUH, 358-59.
12 Cole, Raoseveft and the Isolationists, 102-03.
13 Hull. 357.
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Department. On June 27. the President established the Committee for Reciprocity
Information to hear public representations on trade in accordance with the Senate
amendments. On the foltowing day. Roosevelt established the Committee on Trade
Aboreements. which was formed to administer the program. These committees consisted of
members from the Departments of State. Commerce and AgricuIture. as well as
representat ives from the National Recovery Administration (NFtA ), the Tariff Commission
and the newly created Office of the Special Advisor on Foreign Trade. Assistant Secretary
of State. Francis Sayre, became head of the Committee on Trade Agreements. while at
Hull's urging, Roosevelt appointed Henry Grady as the Secretary's special advisor on
trade. Following the establishment of the machinery necessary to run the program. the
Committee on Trade Agreements soon began to survey the foreign trade field to see which
countries offered the best prospects for negotiations. Under its aegis, a number of *country
sub-committees" were formed to study the trade patterns with a specific nation and to
ascertain which exports or imports might receive lower duties and the effects that such
reductions might have on the domestic U.S. rnarket.14
One such committee was the -British Empire Committee". which was set up shortly

after the passage of the Trade Agreements Act. to look into the prospects for a possible
Anglo-American trade agreement. Hull was anxious to open trade negotiations with Great
Britain for a number of reasons. In the first place. Hull considered Great Britain the
worid's Omtesttrading nation and felt that the latter's cooperation was vital to the future of

his program. Moreover. for Hull's act to succeed at home. he had to ensure that surplus
American agricultural products found additional markets abroad and, in the early 1930Ts,
the U.K. represented the last remaining food importer of any size.15 Hull's hopes for
future Anglo-American collaboration on trade were complicated, however, by the existence

of the Ottawa system of imperial preference. which since the summer of 1932. had granted
preferential treatment to exporters from within the Empire. Of course, from the British
perspective. the establishment of the Ottawa system had been rendered necessary by the
instigation of the high U.S. tariffs under Smoot-Hawley. But Hull refused to recognize
--

- -

14Ibld. 366-67.
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this. He despised the Ottawa agreements. saw them as the very antithesis of his reciprocal
trade program and claimed, incorrectly, that 40 % of American trade with Great Britain had
been adversely affected by these unfair practices.

16

Hull was determined to break up the

Ottawa System through the conclusion of an Anglo-American trade agreement, which, in
his view. would not only serve to benefit both the British and American economies. but
would also serve as example for the rest of the world to follow.
Over the summer and fall of 1934. Hull and Sayre had numerous conversations
with British Ambassador Lindsay about the possibility of Britain and the United States
pursuing trade negotiations. Lindsay favoured the idea. but in London the reaction was far
less encouraging. Indeed, although the Foreign Office regarded the passage of the
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act as an important development. there was skepticism as to
its effects in practice and no expectation that its passage would result in an improvement in

Anglo-American economic relations. In fact. given the recent difficui ties over war debts
and other issues. there were many officials in the Foreign Office. Board of Trade and the
Treasury who feared that the Resident's new trade agreement powen would be used as a
means to cut into British markets. This was especially true in South America where the
competition between British and American traders was intense. In general. London viewed
the passage of the Bill with a good deal of antipathy. There was even some suspicion that
the Act might be used to raise. rather than lower. the already high American tariffs.

I

- Both

Hull and Roosevelt were aware of these sentiments, yet in spite of Hull's consistent
expressions to rhe contrary. there was no expectation in London that the passage of the Bill
would lead to better transatlantic commercial relations in the near future.
In any case. the focus of Hull's attention in the months immediately following the
passage of the Trade A,wements Act was South America where the Secretary, following

on the successful inauguration of the *Good Neighbor Policyo* at the Montevideo
Conference. vigorously campaigned for an improvement in US.-Latin American relations.
Hull pursued these negotiations with a good deal of zeal. but in spite of his enthusiasm. the
trade agreements program, which would become the central focus of Hull's foreign policy
25.
17 Memorandum by D.V.
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for the remainder of the decade. made only modest progress in the latter half of 1934.
Much of this was due to a bitter and sometimes personal dispute between George Peek and
Hull. Peek was an economic nationalist who opposed the main tenets of Hull's pro,ararn.
including reciprocity, the most favoured nation principle, and across the board tariff
reductions. Peek was a champion of American agriculture: he argued that best way to
expand American trade abroad was for the U.S. to conclude a series of bilateral commercial
agreements on a quid pro quo basis without any adherence to the most-favoured-nation
principle.16

in this way, Peek hoped to expand the foreign sale of American farm

surpluses even if the tactics used did nothing to expand the overall volume of world trade.
Peek's ideas were an anathema to Hull, but in March 1934, Roosevelt appointed Peek to
serve as his Special Advisor on Foreign Trade and as the head of the new l y-created Export-

Import Bank. which had been set up to foster an increase in American exports. Privately,
Roosevelt insisted that Peek's appointment was mere "window dressing-*. designed to
maintain the support of the midwestem farm community for the Administration's upcoming trade legislation.

19

But shortly after the passage of the Reciprocal Trade

Agreement Act it became clear that Peek would actively seek to promote his own vision of
how the Administration should approach trade policy and that in so doing he would urge
the Resident to

him full control over future trade negotiations. stripping the State

Department and other interested agencies of any real voice in foreign commerce.2o Hull
was infuriated by Peek's activities. and soon found himself locked in a desperate struggle

with him over the leadership of the Administration's trade policy. Initially. Rooxvelt
seemed unperturbed by this. But once it became clear that he might lose Hull in the
process. the Resident's support for Peek faded. Hull was too valuable a political asset for
him to risk Hull's resignation.21 At the time. however. Hull remained largely unaware of
this, and so the dispute with Peek dragged on into 1935.22 In the meantime. the acrimony
18 A. Offner, American A ~mase
rnent: Unite
d
(Cambridge, Mass.), 99-100; Hull, 370-71 .
19 Phillips Diary, Dec. 11. 1933,Phillips Papers. Houghton library.
20 Hull. 370-71.
27 Gellman, Secret Affairs, 96.
2 2 ~ 151.
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generated between Peek and Hull seriously distracted the Secretary's attention and rendered
progress on the conclusion of trade agreements much more difficult in months immediately

following the passage of the legislation.
Hull 's efforts to expand American overseas trade, therefore, had made only modest
progress by the end of 1934. and this. coupled with the President's refusal to dismiss
Peek, led to concern at the State Department about the future of the trade agreements
program. Indeed. the consensus at the Department at the close of the year was that new
agreements with the British Commonwealth or Europe must be reached soon if the program
was to survive. In light of this. Hull's efforts to "crack open the British oystero*and secure
a trade agreement with London would continue23

23 KirnbaJl, W-. 'Lend Lease and the Open Door. the Temptation of 8ritish Opulence. 193742.
PSQ 86(IWl), 232-259.

3. The Collapse of the European Order, 1935
As was noted in the last chapter. the differences between London and Washington
over naval policy and the best means to confront the problem of Japanese expansionism in
Asia had created a great deal of animosity in Washington. Hull. for example. had little

sympathy for the British flirtation with Japan and. although he was greatly relieved at the
close of 1934 that this dalliance appeared to be at an end, his suspicions about what he saw
as the duplicity of Simon, MacDonald and a number of other leading British officials
rernained.1 Hull was also frustrated by the lack of interest in Whitehall for his trade
agreements program. From his perspective it seemed that the sentiments in favour of an
improvement in Anglo-American relations were far more genuine in Washington than they
were in London3 T o a certain extent this was true. London was indeed reluctant to go
"chasing after the Americans" for the simple reason that most of the efforts that had been
expended in this direction over war debts, stabilization, arms limitation. and other issues
had thus far resulted in failure.-'
The year 1935, however, would usher in a number of dramatic events in Europe
which would ultimately force HMG to reconsider its relations with Washington and
significantly enhance Eden's arguments in favour of closer ties - particularly with respect
to Hull's demand for trade talks. It would also bring about a restructuring of the National
Government - including the dismissal of Simon as Foreign Secretary and the promotion of
Eden into the Cabinet - which would render the possibility of an improvement in the
transatlantic relationship far more likely. The first of the major crises which would confront
Whitehall came in March. when Hitler announced that Germany was engaged in a major
arms build-up that ran directly counter to the limitations imposed on her by Versailles. The

second crisis came in October. when Mussolini unleashed a war of conquest against the
independent state of Abyssinia - in spite of the clear and unequivocal opposition of the
League to such a move. Both Eden and Hull saw these actions a s an open attack on the
1 P. Hearden, Roosevelt Confronts Hitfer ( Dekafb, II.,

l987), 77;Hull, 378-82
2 Moffat to Grew, Dec. 29, 1934, Moffat Papers, Vol. 5.
3 Atherton to Bingham. Feb. 5. 1935. Bingham Papers, Box 14.
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postwar system of international order and the rule of law -- symbolized by Versailles and

collective security

-- that could not go unchallenged.

Eden would attempt to counter the

German threat by advocating the establishment of united diplomatic front between Great
Britain. France and Italy. This. he hoped. would not only convince Hitler that Germany
was isolated politically. but would also lead him to conclude that it would be in her best
interests to give up the drive for military power and concentrate instead on the peaceful
settlement of her grievances. Eden fot lowed much the same tactic later in the year with
Mussolini. Here. however, he used the League, rather than traditional diplomacy. as the
instrument to ostracize Italy. For the most part, Hull concurred with Eden's ideas. In fact.
Hull's policies with respect to Germany and Italy mirrored the former's. Hull too. for
example. sought the isolation of Germany. particularly in an economic sense. This might

make it plain to the German people that their best hope for future prosperity lay not in arms
and autarky. but rather in pacific behavior and the reintegration of Germany into the new
world economic system which Huli hoped to establish through his economic program. Hull
also sought to make it plain to Mussolini that the United States stood with the League in
disapproving his activities in East Africa But there was no concerted attempt to coordinate
the policies of the two Anglo-Saxon powers and in the long run neither of their efforts to
subdue the dictators was very successful. This was in part due to Hitier's lack of interest in
peace or free trade. and in part due to the defiance of Mussolini. whose invasion of
Abyssinia destroyed all immediate hope for a united Anglo-French-Italian front to the
German problem.
Throughout 1935. then. both Eden and Hull found their governments on the
defensive: fearful that war might break out at any moment and frustrated by their inability
to bring about a peaceful change in the behavior of what Hull like to call the "bandit
nations."4 This fear and frustration wouId not lead to any immediate o r dramatic change in
the relationship between the two powers. But it would encourage the two men to keep
trying. and would ultimately strengthen their arguments in favour of closer AngloAmerican ties.
X * *
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3a) Eden. Stresa and the Search for a European Settlement. Januarv - June 1935
While Hull concentrated his attention on the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act, and
while the Governments of the United States. Great Britain and Japan wrestled with the
shifting balance of power in the Far East, Eden's attention was riveted firmly on Europe
and the risks posed to Continental stability created by Hitler's Germany. As noted earlier.
throughout 1933, and during the first half of 1934, Eden had worked hard to reach a
negotiated settlement with Germany which would circumscribe her military power in a
manner acceptable to France. This effort had failed, largely due to a breakdown in AngloFrench relations over the French demands for additional guarantees of security. By the
summer of 15%

then, in the wake of the failed disarmament talks, the Cabinet decided to

adopt a number of significant changes in British Defence Policy. including the decision to
identify Germany as Britain's ultimate potential enemy as well as the decision to strengthen
Britain's air defenses by adding forty-four squadrons to the Royal Air Force. Eden
supported these measures. But this did not mean that he had entirely given up all hope of
reaching a settlement with Germany. Indeed. like many of his colleagues. Eden still
regarded Germany as relatively weak and isolated and felt that by supporting what he called
a policy of "firmness" and by seeking renewed solidarity with France and Italy.

it

might

still be possible to reach a settlement with the Nazi Regime3 Of course. the first obstacle
which had to be overcome if such a policy were to succeed would be the removal of
Franco-Italian rivalry in the Eastern Mediterranean. But here the British received
unexpected help from Hitler's Austrian Nazis. who by their murder of the Austrian
Chancellor Englebert Dollfuss in July of 1934, forced Musolini to recognize the threat that
a resurgent Germany posed to Italian aspirations in central and Southeastern Europe. Under
these circumstances, Mussolini's attitude toward France began to change and, from the
summer of 1934 onwards. both the French and the Italians began to view the idea of a
rapprochement with favour.
5 Conversation between Aubrey Leo Kennedy and Eden, Apr. 7, 1935, A.L Kennedy Journal.
As noted earlier, the DRC recommendedthat the Cabinet base Brih'sh defence &mates on the
assumpbon that Germany would not be preparedfor a major confrontation with Great Britain until
1939. In the meantime. British commitmentsto continental security would continue to be guided
by the Treaty of Locarno and the desire to seek solidarity with France and Italy. (McCulloch.
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Eden welcomed this shift in the attitude of the Mediterranean powers. Moreover.

although he was still in a junior position in the Government and not as yet a member of the
Cabinet. he would find himself increasingly at the centre of London's efforts to reach a
settlement with Germany based on Anglo-French-Italian diplomatic cooperation.6 The
latter possibility received a further boost on January 7. 1935. when Italy and France
formally put aside their differences by concluding two agreements which appeared to mark
the start of a new FranceItalian rapprochement.7 The first agreement settled a number of
outstanding territorial disputes between the two countries in Africa. It also called on both
signatories to cooperate in arms control. The second agreement called for the maintenance
of the integrity of Austria. Here. in the wake of the Doltfuss murder, Paris and Rome
agreed to consult one another in the event of any threat to Austrian security. They also
proposed a convention for signature by Austria and her neighbors to guarantee reciprocal

non-intervention. In return for this tacit anti-German ailiance. Italy renounced her claim for
the control of Tunis, and in a fateful move, set her sights instead on the hitherto Frenchsupported Abyssinian Empire.s
Meanwhile. the British Cabinet decided that in order to avoid the same scenario
which had befallen the previous efforts to reach an arms agreement. Britain's first priority

must be the establishment of a common diplomatic front with France before any approach
was made to Germany. This view was strongly supported by Eden. who remained
cautiously optimistic that an arms limitation agreement might be possible in the New Year-']

On January 3 1. 1935. conversations to this end were opened with the French in London
and, after three days of discussion, an agreement was reached as to how the two powers
6 It is importantto stress here that as of yet neither Eden nor any one else in the Cabinet
contemplated further British military commitment to France or any other region of the continent.
Locarno was as far as the British Cabinet was willing to go in this regard. It is aIso importantto note
that at this point the Cabinet had no wish to *encirclemGermany and that as such the cooperation
sought with Italy and France was designed more to cajole Germany into an agreement rather than
threaten her.
7 Aster, Eden, 31. Franco-Italiandifferenceswere long standing and involved disputes over naval
matters as we11 as difficulties emerging from conflicting interests in South Eastern Europe, North
Africa and the fastem Mediterranean.
8 Hall, Arms Control, 172: It should be noted that the proposed convention wrth Austria was often
referred to as "theCentral Pact"
9 CampbellJohnson. Sir Anthonv Eden, 98.
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might proceed. On February 3. the substance of this understanding was revealed in a joint
communiqui. In it HMG made plain their satidaction with the recent Franco-Italian
rapprochement. and their desire to collaborate with the French and the Italians "in a spirit of
mutual trust.,.and peace." The communiqu6 then went on to propose the specifics of a
general settlement with Germany. including: the conclusion of mutual assistance pacts in
Eastern Europe aimed a t securing the independence of Austria (which would not involve
Great Britain. other than in the role of honest broker). an arms limitation agreement to
replace Pan V of the Treaty of Versailles, an "air pact* involving a pledge of mutual
assistance in the event of an unprovoked air attack on any of the Locarno signatories. and
finally, Germany's return to the League.10
Hitler responded to the Anglo-French communiquk by inviting British
representatives to Berlin for a direct exchange of views. so too did the Russians. the Poles
and the Czechs. On March 4. MacDonald decided to send Simon and Eden to Berlin. with
Eden then going on to Moscow, Warsaw and Prague.

11

But on the following day, Hitler

suddenly postponed the visit in response to the release of a British White Paper on
Defence. This paper drew attention to German rearmament and the general feeling of
insecurity which had been generated because of it. Due to these concerns. the paper
proposed a modest increase in expenditures for the modernization of the army and the
navy. and. in addition. dectared that it would expedite the previously announced increases

in the strength of the Royal Air force.12 Hitler took strong exception to these measures.
and in two separate announcements issued on March 9 and 16 respectively. he publicly
declared the existence of a German Air Force and his intention to re-introduce conscription
with the object of building a peace-time army of 550.000 men.

Hitler had now openly repudiated the military clauses of Versailles. Both the French

and the Italians condemned this move and. in the wake of Hitler's actions. it was generally
assumed on the Continent that the British would cancel the proposed visit.

13

But just two

10 Anglo-French Conversations. Feb. 1-3, 1935, OBFP 2nd Series. vol, XII. # 400:and Aster.
Eden. 31.
11 lbid. 31; Awn, 125-26.
1 2 u 127.
13 iong diary, March 20 & 22 1935, Branridge Long Papers, Eox 4-
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days after the second of Hitler's so-called "Saturday surprises" the British Cabinet

endorsed a note drafted by Simon which, after denouncing Hitler's moves, inquired
whether the proposed visit to Berlin would still be welcomed by the Germans.I4 Moreover.
this note was delivered to the German Government without prior consultation with either
Paris or Rome. which infuriated both.

15

Simon later defended this decision on the

grounds that prior consultation with the French and the Italians would have led to
demands for the outright condemnation of the whole process of German remiiitarization.
This would have shattered any hope for an agreement. which the Cabinet was still
determined to pursue. In any case. Hitler was delighted at the British response and quickly
indicated his willingness to go ahead with the discussions.l~
There is little evidence to suggest whether Eden endorsed Simon's view that
consuitation with the French and Italians would have destroyed all hope for an agreement
with Germany: but two days after the delivery of the British note to Berlin. the task of
explaining the British decision to go ahead with the visit fell to Eden. He was to proceed to
Paris to reassure the French and 1talian Governments that Britain intended to go no further
in Berlin than the exploratory talks. Once in Paris, Eden held a series of trilateral meetings
with representatives from both the French and Italian Governments. During these talks.
Eden continued to stress the exploratory nature of the British mission to Berlin. He also
learned that the French had lodged an official protest against the German action in Geneva
and that the League had responded by calling for a n extraordinary session to hear the
French complaint. T o prepare for this session. which was scheduled for mid-April. the
three parties amwedto meet again, in Stresa, to consider a draft resolution being prepared

by the French condemning Germany's action for adoption by the League Council.

14 Cab 23/81.

1'

March 18, 1935.
15 In a conversation with Mian Foreign Minister Suvich, American Ambassador to Italy.
Breckinridge Long recorded this frustration and noted Suvich's opinion that England had 'broken
its united front between Italy, Franceand England vis a vis Germany' by taking this unilateral action
and by sending this communication direct to Berth. (Long diary, March 20, 1935, Beckinridge
Long Papers).
16 Peters,Anthonv Eden, 87.
17 Clerk to Simon. March 23, 1935. DBFP 2nd Series Vol. Xll. #642
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Following the Paris meetings. Eden joined Simon in Berlin for discussions with
Hitler and other members of the Nazi Regime. These talks took place on March 25 and 26.
In his memoirs, Eden notes that Hitler, unlike the man he had met a year before. now
appeared -negative and shifty" and conspicuously hostile to the proposals contained in the
London communiqu6. I 8 Hitler rejected the call for a series of pacts of mutual assistance in
Eastern Europe. would commit himself to nothing with respect to Austrian independence,
and said that he would discuss the proposed Air Pact only on the condition these talks not
be (inked to naval discussions and other issues outlined in the London CommuniqutL He

also insisted that Germany would return to the League only after the return of her former
colonies. 1 9
Hitler's attitude greatly discouraged both Simon and Eden. There seemed little or no
room for an agreement on any of the issues that the two men had come to discuss. Only on
the question of naval armaments did Hitfer appear to show a more responsive frame of
mind. Simon had long had an interest in learning more about Germany's naval plans. and
he quickly jumped at this opportunity, suggesting to the Fpuhrerthat it might be worthwhile
for Britain and Germany to hold a general naval conference in the near future. Simon even
proposed that preliminary naval discussions might take place in London soon. Hitler
agreed, but not before indicating that Germany must be allowed to construct a Navy
comprised of 35 per cent of the total strength of Great Britain's, a demand which at the time
Simon insisted was unacceptable.~o
Aside from the vague promise of future naval conversations. then. the mission to
Berlin had clearly been a failure. Moreover. it had been a failure achieved at the risk of
alienating both Italy and France. Eden was well aware of this, and the experience seems to
have strengthened his convictions about the need for diplomatic solidarity among Great

Britain. France and Italy in the pursuit of a general settlement with Gerrnany2l But the
Berlin conversations had left Eden with a profound sense of pessimism about the

18 Avon.

138-

19 Notes of Anglo-German Conv-ons,

March 25-26, 1935, DBFP ,2nd Series Vol., XI1 f 651.

20 Dutton, Simon. 199-200.
21 Conversation between A - L Kennedy and Eden, Apr.7, 1935, Aubrey Leo Kennedy Journal.
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possibility of such a settlement. Hitler seemed to have little interest in returning to the
League, and his demands about the return of the former German colonies in exchange for
such a move clearly womed Eden. It would be "highly undesirableq. he wrote. "to
establish a precedent that a bribe should be offered to any nation...to induce it to take its
proper place as a good European at Geneva." As to the future policy of HMG. Eden
insisted that in light of the difficulty in achieving a settlement with Germany, it might be
that the Government had only one course of action left:
to join with those Powers who are members of the League of Nations in reaffirming our faith in that institution and our determination to uphold the principles
of the Covenanr It may be that the spectacle of the Great Powers of the League
reaffirming their intention to collaborate more closely than ever is not only the sole
means of bringing home to Germany that the inevitable effect of persisting in her
present policy will be to consolidate against her all those nations which belleve in
[the] collective system, but will also tend to give confidence to those less powerful
nations which through fear of Germany's growing strength might otherwise be
drawn into her orbit.22
After penning this memorandum, Eden went on to Moscow where his discussions
centered on the proposed East-European Pact and the USSR's position vis a vis collective
security. The Soviets had joined the League in 1934, shortly after Germany's withdrawal.
This move was welcomed by the British left as a sign that the Russians were increasingly
interested in cooperating with the collective system. But due to lingering suspicions in
London especially among the higher ranks of the Tory party about the long-range intentions

of the Soviet regime. Eden was instructed not to speak too openly about British intentions
with respect to such issues as naval disarmament. Rather. he was to confine himself to
questions concerning the Russian view of the possible establishment of a system of mutual
assistant pacts in Eastern E u r o p e 3 Eden soon discovered. however. that the feelings of
mistrust and suspicion so prevalent in London were also shared by the Soviets. He
therefore took some time to explain British policy to StaIin. Litinov and other members of
the Soviet Government and, in so doing, felt that he had laid a solid foundation upon which

future AngleSoviet cooperation could be built24 Eden also learned that Stalin viewed the
22 men to Simon, March 28,1935, DBFP 2nd Series Voi-, XII. rOt 656.
23 Peters, Anthonv Eden, 91.
24 Aster, Eden, 33.
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establishment of a system of mutual assistant pacts for Eastern Europe with favour. The

two men were thus able to release a joint Anglo-Soviet communiqui, which not only
endorsed this idea in principle. but also indicated that there was no conflict of interest
between the British and Soviet Governments *on any of the main areas of international
pol icy."z-i

From, Moscow, Eden traveled on to Warsaw and Prague, where he was told that
Poland was not interested in signing a mutual assistant pact for Eastern Europe. Such an
agreement, Poland feared, might antagonize one or both of her giant neighbors. Poland
might. however. agree to sign a multilateral pact of non-aggression under which some but
not necessarily all of the signatories would be bound by an agreement of mutual
assistance.2h Following these discussions. Eden moved on to Prague. the last stop in his
tour. Here, Eden found the Czech Foreign Minister, Benes. entirely in favour of the
proposed mutual assistance pact. 27 Benes also stressed the need to include Russia in any

such arrangement and insisted that it was essential that some declaration should issue from
the up-coming Stresa meeting which endorsed the idea of a security arrangement for
Eastern Europe. Without it. he continued. Russia might make an agreement with Germany
at the expense of others. leaving Poland and Czechoslovakia vulnerable to German
ambitions3
Eden found himself in agreement with much of what Benes had to say. particularly
with respect to the need for solidarity among the western powen at the upcoming Stresa

Conference. Eden then flew home to London. En mute, however, his plane flew into a
violent snowstorm and was forced to make an emergency landing in Cologne. The stress of
the flight left Eden severely exhausted and, upon examination by a German physician, he
received the alarming news that he may have suffered a mild heart attack3

Eden

25 Avon, 152-60.
26 Record of Anglo-Polish Conversations, April 2-3,1935, DBFP 2nd Series VoL XI 1 # 689.
27 Record of Angb-Czech Conversation. April 4,1935, DBFP. 2nd Series Vol. XI1 # 693.
28m29 According to Robert Rhodes J a m s this was a false diagnosis, and would not be the first time
145-46.
that Eden was ill-served by his doctors See: James.
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proceeded home by train and boat whereupon his own physicians recommended that he
take six weeks rest.

As a consequence of this unfortunate episode, Eden was restricted to issuing a

written repon about his discussions on the Continent to the Cabinet and would be unable to
attend the Stresa Conference.30 This was regrettable. for in the wake of the Berlin
conversations. Eden's attitude towards the problem of European security was undergoing a
reassessment. Indeed. the growing evidence of German rearmament, coupled with the
unfavourable impression left by Hitler at their most recent meetings. seems to have
convinced Eden that the Nazi demands were no longer within the bounds of reason, and
probably marked the beginning of a campaign to increase German influence in Eastern and
Central Europe21

In light of this. Eden concluded that the only means to contain

Germany and limit her military build-up was for Britain to abandon her role as an honest
broker and to stand firm with the French and the ItaIians. even at the expense of good
Anglo-German relations. Eden insisted. therefore. that the Western Powers must adopt a
common front at Stresa and should and seek an agreement about Continental security
irrespective of the attitude of Berlin. This would isolate the Germans on the continent
and encourage the smaller Continental states to resist the temptation of falling into the
German orbit. Eden even suggested that KMG might consider making additional military
commitments to France in the event that her existing obligations under Locarno proved
insufficient to ensure the peace.-32

These ideas were presented to the Cabinet in a written statement on April 7. But
Eden's views were unpopular. and the report received little suppon.3-l

Simon. for

example, refused to consider any policy which even hinted at expanding the British military
commitments to the Continent. He also insisted that since Germany was "determined to go
30 Here there was some regret at the choice of MacDonald to replace Eden- MacDonald had not
been well for some time and Chamberlain feared that he was in no position to represent Great
Bntain at such an important gathering. See Dutton,Sirnon. 20231 Peters, Anthonv Eden, 99-100. Indeed. A.L Kennedy following a discussion with Eden over
his recent visit to Berlin noted that Eden seemed *almost rabidly anti-German"after his meeting
with Hitler. Kennedy Diary, April 8th, 1935. A - L Kennedy Papers.
32 Notes of a Statement by the Lord Privy Seal to the Cabinet, Apr. 7. 1935, DBFP 2nd Series
Vol.. XII. # 701.
33 James, Anthonv Eden, 146.
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her own course in rearmament," and did not fear isolation. there was no point in trying to
bully or cajole her into a system of collective security. ladeed. to pursue Eden's
suggestions for a closer alignment of the western powers would be to risk replicating the
situation that existed in 1914 by driving Europe into two armed camps. Simon stmngly
favoured keeping the door to Germany open and still hoped that some s o n of agreement.
particularly in areas of mutual interest to both Germany and England. might yet be
possible. He wished to continue to explore the possibility of an Anglo-German naval
agreement first mooted in Bedin, and, in addition. felt that the idea of an air pact should
also be kept on the t a b l e 3 The Cabinet agreed, and Eden's suggestion that Britain actively
pursue Germany's isolation by aligning herself more closely with France and Italy at Stresa
was therefore rejected. Instead.

HMG would continue to act in the role of honest broker:

maintaining the confidence of Italy and France, while keeping Germany in play.
At the Stresa Conference. then. which took place between April 1 1- 13. both Simon
and MacDonaId declined to endorse any suggestion of a European security agreement being
established without German participation. 35 They also refused to discuss any measures
that went beyond the A n g b F r e n c h CommuniquC of February 3. and for the most part.
limited themselves to merely supporting the French resolution which called on the League
to condemn Germany's unilateral repudiation of Versaiiks-3fi
Without a firm commitment on the part of the British to enhance their commitments
to France and Italy, and with Simon seeking further bilateral discussions with the
Germans. particularly over naval matters, the so-called "Stresa Front" was little more than a
facade. This became clear almost immediately, for while Britain followed the conference by
inviting the Germans to discuss naval matters in London. (which would culminate in the
signing of the Anglo-German Naval Agreement on 18June, L933. France would pursue a
policy which would move her in the opposite direction: signing the Franco-Soviet Pact of
mutual assistance on 2 M a y 3
34 Dutton. Simon, 201-02.

35 Peters, Anthonv Eden, 98-99.
36 Pownall Diary, April 11, 1935,in Brian Bond. ed.. Chief of Staff. the Dianes of heutenant
General Sir Henrv Pawnall, Vol.. One. 1933-194Q(London, 1972).
37Hal, Arms Control, 175-76, Dutton Simon, 206-07.
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Eden. resting in Trent Park. had not been a party to these developments. but it is
clear that he was disappointed that Simon had not heeded his advice and adopted a more
resolute line at Stresa. Indeed, shortly after the conference closed Eden recorded his
frustration with Simon in his diary when he noted that the latter seemed uncertain as to
which way to take British policy.38 Eden was not alone in these sentiments. An increasing
number of officials in Whitehall had begun to complain about the lack of direction provided
by Simon. There were also serious concerns about the health of MacDonald who.
according to Chamberlain. was no longer capable of "decision or clear thought."^‘^

By

mid May. when Eden had returned to work. there was considerable pressure for the
reconstruction of the National Government. By June, MacDonald had agreed to step down
to allow Eden's mentor. Stanley Baldwin. to become Prime Minister. For a time, Eden
entertained hopes that he might become the next Foreign Secretary. He had, after all.
gained a considerable international reputation. But politics. his youth and his very
reputation mitigated against him. Eden had received considerable criticism in the German

and Italian Press. There were fears that this might place a strain on relations with these two
powers. Under pressure from Chamberlain and other senior members of the Cabinet,
Baldwin decided to appoint **thesafe" if uninspiring. Sir Samuel Hoare.40 Nevertheless.
Baldwin remained determined to keep Eden at the Foreign Office and following his
decision to ask Hoare to serve as Foreign Secretary. he informed Eden that he intended to
appoint him Minister for League of Nations Affairs with a seat in the Cabinet. Eden,
although disappointed. accepted this somewhat cumbersome arrangement after receiving an
assurance from Baldwin that it would make Eden's future claim to the post of Foreign
Secretary almost undisputable.4 I

Of course, Simon's absence from the Foreign Office, removed one of the chief
obstacles standing in the way of Eden's hopes for a more resolute policy vis ii vis
Germany. hdeed. with a seat in the Cabinet, and with the cooperation of Sir Samuel
38 Avon87.
39 Chamberlain Diary, April 8, 1935. NC Papers.
40 Aster, EdenL34:James, Anthonv Eden, 148.
41 Peters, Anthonv Eden,103.
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Hoarse, Eden might now reasonably expect that his arguments in favour of solidarity with
France and Italy and the adoption of a more firm line with Germany might finally receive a

fair hearing. But by the time that Eden had finally received his long coveted seat in the
Cabinet, a new crisis would emerge in Europe over Abyssinia which would not only render
the pursuance of such a policy impossible. but would also deeply affect both the future of

Europe and the career of the newly appointed Minister for League of Nations affairs.

3 b ) Cordell HulL the Saturdav Surmises. and the Reciprocal Trade A~reernentsAct,
Januarv-June 1935

The difficulties surrounding Eden and Simon's attempts to bring about a general
settlement with Germany did not go unnoticed in Washington. Indeed. Hitler's unilateral
repudiation of the arms provisions of the Treaty of Versaiiles also violated the separate
American Peace Treaty with Germany and led to real concern among some American
officials in Washington and elsewhere that Europe had now embarked along a path which
must ultimately lead to war.1 Roosevelt viewed these developments with alarm. but
refused to issue an official protest over the German action. even after receiving a message

from Simon in which the latter indicated the "immense value" which would stem from such
a protest.2

The general consensus a t the White House was perhaps best reflected in a

remark made by Norman Davis. who in a letter to the Resident insisted that "both sides"
were to blame for the present predicament and that until the European situation became

more clarified the United States should "make no move."-' As such. Washington made no
effort to back up Simon's attempts at negotiation with the Nazi regime and confined itself
to a remark approved by the President and issued by the State Department on the eve of

Eden and Simon's departure for Berlin which stated that the American Government was
following the European situation closely and which reiterated her sincere desire that all
countries live up to existing treaties.4 Roosevelt. then. contemplated no immediate action
in response to the breach of the 1921 Treaty. and remained committed to the policy of noninterference in European political questioos, which the State Department had first
enunciated in October 1933.5
Rwsevelt's caution no doubt stemmed in part from domestic U.S. politics, where
the forces of isolationism had found renewed expression in the proceedings of the Nye
Commission. and in the defeat of the Administration's campaign to secure American
tong Diary, March 20, 1935, Breckenridge Long Papers,Box 4.
2 Simon to Lindsay, March 20,1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol, Xll, # 620.
3 Davis to Roosevelt, March 22, 1935, PSF Box 130,Disarmament Conference.
4 Hull. Memoirs243.
5 Offner, American A~~easement,
114.
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membership in the World Court, which had come as a severe blow to Hull and other
internationalists in the State Department and elsewhere.6 But the President's reticence to
give further support to Simon also stemmed from his deep seated mistmst of the British

Foreign Secretary and his growing suspicion that London was not really sincere in its
efforts to seek a limitation of the world's armaments.? These suspicions multiplied when
the Stresa Conference failed to produce anything more than empty gestures and were even

further enhanced by the conclusion of the Anglo-German Naval Accord which in effect
ended Germany's isolation and gave sanction to her unilateral repudiation of Versailles.8

Hull shared many of Roosevelt's apprehensions. (includinghis mistrust of Simon ).
but the Secretary's response to Hider's unilateral declarations of rearmament was centered
more on economic questions. Hull was convinced that a large part of the failure to achieve
disarmament and general political stability in Europe was attributable to economic
discontent. On Apri 1 6, he issued a press release in which he argued that the best way for

Europe to achieve political stability was for each of the countries of the region to adopt *a
sound and comprehensive econom ic promgyamme"which would restore international trade
and reduce unemployment.9 This response stemmed in part from Hull's desire to expand
the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act. but it was also a reflection of his frustration over
the inability of the Administration to make any headway in its political relations with
Europe. where the recent defeat of the World Court initiative at the hands of the isolationist

6 McCulloch, @mnomic Diplomacy, 14447; Offner, American A ~ w m e n tt 08-1
,
10- The Nye
Commission was established by the American Senate in order to investigate the manufacture and
sale of arms.But under Senator Nye'sdirection, the Committee soon embarked on an endeavor
to prove that the United States had been drawn into the First World War by American Bankers and
munitions manufacturerswho sought to pmfrt from the conflict In his memoirs, Hull condemns the
Nye Committee and insists that it is doubtful that any Congressional Committee has ever had a
more unfortunate effect on American foreign refaons, particularly with respect to relations with
the British, who were suspected of complicrty in the alleged attempt by American big business to
draw the US. into the war. (Hull. 398-404)7 Roosevek to Hull. March 9, 1935. Roosevelt Papers. ?SF Box 144.
8 Hearden. Rodsevelt Confronts Hitler, 77;Offner, American A~-~ease~ent,l21-22;
Long Diary,
April 10. 1935, Long Papers. Box 4.
9 Memorandum of Press Conference called by Secretary Hull, March 22,1935. SDDF
862.20t808.
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had made clear that the only avenue left for progress in US.- European relations lay in the
economic sphere. 10

In the case of Germany, however, any such proegess would not be easy. Indeed
Hull, like Eden. had had his share of difficulties with t h e Germans over the course of
1934-35 and soon found himself becoming increasingly exasperated at German behavior.
particularly over economic matters. Under the leadership of Dr. Hjalmar Schacht. Hitler's
Minister of Economics. for example, the Nazi's pursued policies that stood in sharp
contrast to Hull's. Hitler's rearmament program depended to a large extent on Germany's
ability to purchase raw materials from abroad. This required foreign currency. In an effort
to improve Germany's balance of trade. Schacht instituted an exchange control program
which was designed to force other countries to buy as much from Germany as they sold.

Under this scheme. Schacht made sure that the amount of Reichsmarks released to pay for
imports from any given nation would correspond with the quantity of merchandise
purchased by that particular country.

I I

Moreover. Schacht soon made it clear that

Germany would embark on a policy which treated various national omups of creditors
differently on the basis of the particular balance of trade between Germany and each
respective country. Thus Schacht granted p~ferentialtreatment to crediton coming from
countries which agreed to buy additional imports from Germany. Schacht had also
instigated a system of bilateral barter in German trade which was based on the use of a
special kind of currency called aski marks. Here. instead of paying for essential imports
with regular Reichsmarks, which could be converted into goold and thereby used to obtain
other currencies such as dollars or pounds for the purchase of American or British goods.
Schacht hoped to pay for essential raw materials and foodstuffs with aski marks. These had
no gold value and could only be used to buy specific German products. In 1934 Schacht
took his new currency to South America, where he launched a major trade offensive.
-

- --

--

-

10 Hull had long favoured ~merican
Membership in the World Court and had inserted a plank in

the 1932 Democratic platform calling on the US. to join the body. As he notes in his memoirs. Hull
saw the court as a valid medium for maintainingwoM adherence to international treaties. which
Japan had shattered in 1931 and which Hider and Mussoliniwould soon violate. Hull was gravely
disappointed at the defeat of the measure. which he says rendered another 'heavy blownto the
Adminimon's
efforts at international cooperation- (Hull. 387-89).
11 Hearden. RooseveR Confronts HitIer, 60-61. Schacht was also President of the German
Reichshnk, and hence in a strong m - o n to dominate German economic policy.
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offering the Latin American states large slices of the German market for their surplus
commodities on the condition that they accept the aski marks for the purchase of German
goods. This effort was highly successful. Brazil, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay all signed
bilateral accords with the Germans with the result that between 1934and 1936, German
exports to Latin America more than doubled.12
Hull was incensed at German financial and commercial policy, and he refused to
consider the German request for the renegotiation of the existing commercial treaty set to
expire in the fall of l m5 until Germany gave up her discriminatory practices. 13 Hull was
also gravely alarmed at the German penetration of the South American market. which he
viewed as a direct attack on the "Good Neighbor Policy" and his efforts to expand regional
commerce. Indeed, by 1935. German policies seemed to pose a threat to the entire pro,oram
of trade liberalization and there is no question that part of Hull's response to Hitler's
Saturday Surprises stemmed from his desire to counter Germany economic policy. In the

first half of 1935, therefore. HuIt did his best to isolate Germany economically by refusing
to negotiate a new trade agreement with her. and by attempting to secure a significant
expansion of the trade agreements program. This led him to focus his attention in the
spring of 1935 on Europe and especially the United Kingdom as areas of possible trade
negotiation. By March. Hull had already coacluded a trade agreement with Belgium. and
had attempted to secure greater U.S. cooperation with the economic machinery of the
League by sending Oscar Ryder, a member of the United States Tariff Commission, to
Geneva to sit as the American representative on a new committee established by the League
to look into clearing agreements14 But the main focus of Hull's attention for an
improvement in U.S. trade relations with Europe remained centered o n Great Britain.
1 2 m 68-69.
13 In 1923, Germany had signed a Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Consular Rights with the
United States which became effective in 1925 and was set to expire after ten years. Under the
terms af this treaty each party was guaranteed most-favaured-nation status.In 1934-35, Schacht
wanted to negotiate a new treaty based on bilateral agreements and without adherenceto the rn-fn principle, something which Hull refused to do. (Offner. American Ameasement, 934).
14 McCull&. Economic Di~lomacv,lS(t51. Here we should note ?hatthe League tended to
sympathize with Hull's views on trade l i b e r a l i i o n , and that in these deliberations the League
concluded that clearing agreements, by which one country's exchange reserves were atlocated to
pay for imports from another were indeed harmful 16 internationaltrade.
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Following the Geneva discussions, Ryder was instructed to go to London to explain Hull's
program to the British and to see if there were possible -unds

for the opening of Anglo-

American trade negotiations. 15

Thus Hull's fmtration over German economic polices tended to innease his desire
for an Anglo-American trade agreement. It also meant that Hull remained vehemently
opposed to any economic activity on the part of the British which might set a bad example
to the Germans and hence encourage them to persist in their bilateral commercial policies.

Hull became incensed, for example, when he learned in June 1934, that London had
reached an understanding with Berlin over the discharge of German interest payments due
to British holders of Dawes and Young BondsM In the wake of Hitler's "Saturday
Surprises," then. Hull stepped up his effort. both in public and private. to convince HMG
to embrace his program of freer trade. Hull's crusade in this regard greatly impressed

Lindsay.!'

In mid-April. he wrote to Vansittart. where he took note of Hull's interest in

Anglo-American trade and his dogged courage and determination to convince his
countrymen on the need for a relaxation of trade barriers. Lindsay felt sure that Hull's
views must be shared by London. He therefore suggested that it might be a good idea for

HMG - to lend a little power to Hull's elbow" and to encourage these "glimmerings of
common sense" in the land of -ultra high tariffs," by having Chamberlain o r Runciman
speak publicly in support of Hull's policies.l8 At the Foreign Office. the American
Department was sympathetic to Lindsay's pleas, but as Vansittart pointed out in a letter to
the Treasury on the matter, there were a number of "weighty reasons" which hindered the
British from further economic cooperation with the Americans. These included, - 1 )
currency instability: 2) the high tariffs of the United States -- which Mr. Hull affects to
ignore; 3) Imperial Preference and 4) the ghost of war debts."

19

Indeed, at both the

Treasury and the Board of Trade there was a good deal of apprehension that any public
announcement in support of Hull's policies might only serve to embarrass HMG, as such a
1s

u.

16 Hearden. Roosevelt Confronts Hitler,

58-9.

17 Drurnmond, The Roatinp Pound. 37-8.
18 Lindsay to Vansittart, April 11, 1935. FOB71 18760.
19 Vansittart to Fisher. April 12 1935. FO 371118760.
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move might lead to an invitation by the Americans to open trade talks, which in all
likelihood would fail. The general consensus then, was that it would not be possible to take
up Lindsay' s suggestion because "there were too many outstanding issues at present to
risk opening negotiations with the U S . on a trade agreement."

20

tt was against this somewhat pessimistic background that Oscar Ryder arrived in
London to sound out the British on the possibility of future trade negotiations. These talks
began on May 22. when Ryder met with Leith-Ross and a number of official from the
Board of Trade. Not surprisingly, little progress was made, and although Ryder felt the
discussions had been useful. the only concrete suggestion which emerged from the talks
was a British recommendation that Ryder get in touch with Owen Chalkley, the British
Commercial counselor in Washington. should he wish to pursue the matter further.?!
While Ryder pursued the possibility of a trade agreement with the British in
London. the State Department was also trying to improve AngleAmerican financial
relations by seeing if the two governments might be able to reach an understanding on
currency stabilization. But after a series of somewhat tentative inquiries as to the British
view of the idea, it soon became clear that both Chamberlain. Leith-Ross and other
members of the British financial community had not forgotten the events of July 1933 and
remained skeptical of Roosevelt's commitment to stabilization.22 Chamberiain. therefore.
rejected the American overtures and refused to even consider the possibility of an exchange
of information of the two governments' equalization funds, leaving Lindsay to remark that
he feared it would be "many a long day" before London would hear anything more from

the Americans on the issue.=

Whitehall's indifference to the State Department's economic overtures no doubt
frustrated Hull. who now began to suspect a complete lack of interest on the part of the

20

w-

21 Memorandum on conversations with Oscar Ryder, FO WlJl87S9.
22 This was the month in which Roosevelt sent his so-called 'Bombsh Ji messagento the London

Economic Conference rejecting any immediate plan to come to a stabilization agreement with the
and the other European powers- See Chapter 1 b above.
23 McCulloch. Economic Ao~easernea151-54;Lindsay to Leith-Ross. March 29. 1935.
T I 8811 16.
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British for an improvement in AngleAmerican relations.2J Hull attributed part of this to
the attitude of Foreign Secretary Simon, who had proved to be a -frequent source of
annoyance" to the Americans and was very unpopular in Washington.25 Nor did Hull
expect much more from other leading m e m b e ~of the British Cabinet, such as MacDonald,
Baldwin and Chamberlain. all of whom he had long suspected of being openly hostile to
the United States3 Thus Hull's efforts to secure British support for his trade agreements
program had made little headway by the spring of 1935 and neither the Secretary nor
Roosevelt seemed to hold out much hope for any immediate improvement in AngloAmerican relations. Of course. from the British perspective. the latent anti- British
sentiments contained in such provisions as the Johnson Act, coupled with Roosevelt's
erratic behavior at the London Economic Conference, did little to encourage HMG to seek
further economic arrangements with Washington. Indeed, it was clear that until there was a
change in attitude on the part of both the British Treasury and the Board of Trade. there
was little chance that Hull would make any progress in his effort to open trade negotiations.

This was a great disappointment to the Secretary. particularly as he felt that Britain. as the
traditional home of free trade, was his most likely ally in what he called his "crusade for
economic sanity."2'

24 Hull, Memoirs

379.

25 Ibid; and Moffat Diary, May, 31. 1934. Moffat Papers, Vol. 35, Houghton Library.
26 Phillips Diary. Oct. 11. 1934. Phillips Papers, Houghton Library.
27 Hu11.518.

3c) Eden, Hull and the Crisis over Abvssinia, 1935
By mid 1935. then. there had been no significant improvement in Anglo-American

relations. Secretary Hull's efforts to arouse the interests of the British Government in his
trade agreements program had gone nowhere: while at the same time. Eden's early attempts
to secure a greater measure of American suppon for French security in conjunction with an
arms limitation agreement had brought nothing but further protestations of Washington's
indifference to European affairs. There had been some small progress with respect to
AngleAmerican naval relations. But as noted, this stemmed more from the intransigence of
the Japanese, who by their rejection of the so called "middle course.' had left the British
with few options but to follow the American lead in the upcoming Naval Conference. In
short. the two sides remained as far apart as ever, and with no progress on any of the
outstanding economic or political issues which had plagued the relationship between the
two powen since the onset of the Roosevelt Administration, expectations for change w e n
close to nil. In the summer of 1935, however. a new crisis would emerge in Europe over
Italo-Abyssinian relations which would strengthen the hand of those individuals in London
such as Eden. who had long argued in favour of closer ties between London and
Washington. It would also present Eden

- as the newly appointed Minister for League

Affairs -- with a challenge of the first order. a challenge which, in the long run. would not
only have a profound effect on his career, but also on the future of Europe and indeed the
world as a whole.

The crisis over Abyssinia, which would preoccupy the world's attention for most
of 1935 and 1936. began in a far flung oasis called Wal Wal in Southeastern Ethiopia.
where troops under the control of Italy and Abyssinia clashed on December 5, 1934. The
Italians. who held colonies to the north and south of Abyssinia in Eritrea and Somalia. had
long had an interest in this region and under the fascist ambitions of Mussolini plans were
laid as early as 1932 for a possible invasion of the country. The "Wal Wal" incident
provided Mussolini with the pretext he needed for this action and over the course of the
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next ten months the Italian dictator noisily assembled his forces in preparation for a
campaign set to coincide with the onset of the dry season in the fall of 1935.1
In the month's immediately following the incident, however. Mussolini's intentions
were unclear, and in London the initial recommendation of the Foreign Office was that Italy
and Abyssinia seek a resolution of their differences through arbitration. without recourse to
the League of Nations. The chief proponent of this course of action was Simon, who
feared that the involvement of the League would merely serve to internationalize a local
boundary dispute. provoke Italian resentment, and render a quiet settlement of the issue
much more difficult.2 There was also widespread concern that the controversy not become
an issue between London and Rome, particularly at a time when HMG was seeking

solidarity with ltaly and France in her dealings with Germany.-' Under Simon's guidance
then. Whitehall's overall approach to the dispute was cautious. Britain would seek detente
between Italy and Abyssinia and would encourage both sides to seek a peaceful solution to
their differences through arbitration without allowing the present good relations between
London and Rome to be adversely affected9 For the moment. therefore. London
recommended that the League not become involved but defer a request made by the
Ethiopian Emperor. Haiie Selassie. to look into the matter until the results of the arbitration
were known.
Eden supported these measures and in fact was instrumental in getting Mussolini to
agree to sit at the negotiating table. But he was also concerned about the long term
consequences o f Italy's actions and, in a minute on the subject written at the end of
January. he recommended that HMG maintain a 'Turn front towards the Italians about this
1 For a more detailed analysisof the RabAbyssinianWar and its international repercussionssee et
al: G.W. Bas, Test Case: Itaiv. Ethio~ia
and the Leaaue of Nations (Stanford, 1976) and idem
The Comina of the Italo-Ethio~ian
War (CambridgeMass.,1967); Brice Harris, The United States
md the halo-Ethiooian Crisis (Stanford 1964); T. Verich Eurooean Powers and the Ethicmian War
[Salisbury, N.C.), 1980: F.P Walters, A Histon, of the League of Nations, (Oxford, 1965); and D.
Waley, British Public O~inionand the AbySSinian War. 1935-6, (London. 1975).
2 Barton to Simon, Dec. 13,1934, DBFP 2nd SeriesVol., XIV. # 47.
3 See supra pp. 101-20. Vansittart was particularly concerned not to drive Italy into the German
-P4 Barton to Simon, Dec. 1O, 1934. DBFP 2nd Series Vol,, XIV # 41:and Peters. Anthonv Eden,

-.
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incident," lest it become a forerunner of others3 Eden's concerns were soon heightened by
Rome's reluctance to initiate the arbitration process, and by reports which suggested that
Mussolini was preparing nothing less than a full scale invasion of Abyssinia9 By the end
of February, Eden began to take cognizance of this, noting that he found it hard to believe
that Italian ambitions were limited to "a few wells." Eden therefore recommended that
Whitehalt issue a "pretty strong hintw to the Italians that HMG would not view the
dismemberment of Ethiopia with indifference and a s a consequence of his
recommendations a note was dispatched to Rome expressing Britain's concern at the recent
build-up of Italian forces in the region.7
Even at this early stage, it was clear that Eden's approach to the crisis differed
somewhat from both Simon and Vansittart whose fear of driving Mussolini into the arms of
Hitler led them to repeatedly stress the need for Britain not to alienate Italy in the pursuit of
a resolution to the Abyssinian problem.8 Eden was much more willing to pressure
Mussolini. and frequently urged the Government to adopt a tougher line. Furthermore, as a

firm supporter of the League and coltective security. Eden was quite willing to advocate
League involvement, and insisted that in any case it was indispensable that Mussolini
understand that HMG had every intention of standing by the Covenant.',

Simon's

emphasis on quiet balance of power diplomacy and direct negotiation, therefore, ran
counter to Eden's support for the League and collective security and it would not be long

5 Drummond to Simon. Jan.26.1935. DBFP 2nd Series VoI.. XIV # 138 footnote 5. minute by

Eden, Jan.30, 1935.
6 Drummond to Simon Feb. 16. 1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XIV # 160.
7 Minute by Vansittart, Feb. 25, 1935, DBFP 2nd Series VoI., XIV, # 175, Footnote 4. Minute by
Eden.
8 For a review of Sir R. Vansmart's views on the Italo-Abyssinian crisis see: Aaron L Goldman. 'Sir
Robert V a n s M s Search for Italian Coopemtion against Hitler, 1933-36'.JCH . ix (1974): and
Mikhael L Roi, ' 'A Completely Immoral and Cowardly Attitude":The British Foreign Office,
American Neutrality and the Hoare-Lad Plan', CJH. 29(August, 1994).
9 Avon, 200, It should be noted here that Men'swillingness to get tough with Mussolini did not
necessarily mean that he was opposed to granting Italy concessions in an effort to resolve the
crisis- But as a firm a d m e for the League, Eden was well aware of the need for genuine
compromise, and felt that it was imperativethat any brokered settIement of the dispute must be
sanctioned by the League.
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before Eden would find himself at odds with his superior over the best means to handle the
dispute.
This divergence of views became quite clear during the Stresa Conference where.
a s noted earlier. representatives from Britain. France and Italy met in order to discuss
Hitler's repudiation of the military clauses of the tmaty of Versailles. Both Simon and
MacDonald were scheduled to attend the conference, a s was Mussolini. but Eden. for
reasons of ill health, was not. Nevertheless, Eden had great hopes that progress on the
Abyssinian question could be made at Stresa. and in the days leading up to the conference
he urged Simon to bring up the issue during his meetings with Mussolini and to warn the

Italian dictator about the consequences of a military attack in Africa. According to Eden.
Simon promised that he would indeed speak to Mussolini about the problem, and indicated
that he was taking an Abyssinian expert with him from the Foreign Office in order to
engage the Italians in substantial discussions on the matter.10 But once in Stresa, Simon
failed to fulfill this pledge and neither the Foreign Secretary nor MacDonald said anything
to Mussolini about Britain's growing concerns for the region, no doubt out of fear of
alienating the Italians at the very time when Britain was hoping to establish a united front
with respect to Germany. 1 I This came as a great disappointment to Eden who felt that

Simon continually underestimated British influence with Mussolini. and argued that
pressure from Whitehall over Abyssinia would not in fact alter Mussolini's desire for
solidarity with Britain on the continent.12
Shortly after the Stresa meetings, HMG received another ominous signal that war
might be in the offing in East Africa when the Italian Ambassador in London. Dino Grandi.
intimated to Simon that Mussolini was contemplating a' forward policy of the most serious
dimensions." Simon responded to this less than covert remark about Mussolini's intentions
by making references to British public opinion and the criticism which would be expressed

if

"

a great power like Italy were engaged in aggressive action against a state like

10 Avon. 179.
11 Dutton, Simon. 20212 Drummond to Simon. Jan. 26. t 935. DBFP 2nd Series VoL. XIV # 138. footnote 5. minute by

Eden, Jan.30, 1935;& idem # 258. Vansittart to Simon. May 13, 1935, footnote 5. minute by
Eden.
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Abyssinia."l3 Eden. upon reading Simon's account of this conversation. was appalled at
the weakness of the Foreign Secretary's statement, in part because he viewed Grandi's

remarks as constituting little more than a diplomatically phrased demand for a free hand in
the region and in part because of the fact that the Foreign Secretary made n o mention of the
League and Britain's commitment to it. T o Eden this was a critical omission. since in the
event that Italy did indeed attack Abyssinia, Britain, under her pledge to the Covenant.
would have little choice but to stand in opposition to Italy. 1-1
By mid May it was clear that Mussdini was indeed contemplating military action in
Abyssinia for the coming dry season. which would commence in September or October.
This brought a sense of crisis to the issue, and on May 15, a Cabinet meeting was called to
discuss what lines of policy HMG should pursue in response. Simon continued to oppose
any British sponsored action directed against Italy at the League. which he argued, would
merely result in an Italian withdrawal from Geneva, leaving her free to possibly link-up
with Germany. 1s Hence. he recommended no change in British policy. The best means to
settle the dispute was through direct negotiations. backed up by quiet warnings to Italy
about the dangers of pursuing her existing policyJ6 Eden, on the other hand, felt that it
was imperative that Britain's commitment to the League be made clear to the Italians. He
urged that the Cabinet now grant him the necessary authority to raise the issue at the next
meeting of the League Council. scheduled for May 20. This would enable the League to act
before September and the onset of the dry season. Eden hoped that League involvement
would at the very least indicate the seriousness with which Great Britain and other
Governments viewed the crisis and might even serve to deter Mussolini from taking further
action. Given Eden's concerns, and the widespread popularity of the League among the
British public. the Cabinet decided to heed Eden's advice and aIlow the Lord Privy Seal to
travel to Geneva with the authority to insist that the League d o what it could to bring the
issue to a close before September. The Cabinet also decided to recall British Ambassador
13 Simon to Drurnmond, May 3,1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol., XIV # 244.
14 Avon, 204.

15 Memorandum for the Cabinet on the Mo-Ethiopian Situation by Simon, May 1 1.1935. DBFP
2nd Series Vol-. XIV # 253'6llJ@*
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Drummond to register Britain's displeasure with Rome and to try and ascertain the full

*)

scope of Italy's intentions. 17 In the meantime, Simon's efforts at encouraging direct
negotiations between the two parties would continue. and the lines of communication with
Mussolini would remain open in the hope that an amicable settlement might somehow be
achieved. [

*

With the Cabinet's backing, and with the support of the French Foreign Minister.
Pierre Laval. Eden managed to secure a number of concessions from the Italians in
Geneva. These included a proposal by which Rome a g ~ tod accept arbitration for all Itale
Abyssinian incidents since November 1934: and another in which Rome agreed that the
arbitration process must be monitored by the League and reviewed automatically by the
League Council in September. In the interim, both sides also agreed not to resort to force of
arms.19 Thus by the end of May Eden had managed to secure League involvement in the
crisis. but his hope that this move would render a change in attitude on the part of
Mussolini was short lived. Indeed, in the weeks immediately following the May session of
the Council. it soon became apparent that Mussolini's acceptance of the League resolution
put fonvard by Eden was merely a stalling tactic, and that the Duce was quite intent to
begin military operations in the fall20 At the Foreign Office. Vansittart now began to
assert that Eden's policy of strong action against Italy at Geneva was a mistake which in the

end might result in the destruction of the League and an alliance between Italy and
Germany. As such, Vansittart recommended that Italy be "bought off" by an exchange of
temtory -- the s o called "Zeila scheme" - by which Britain would offer landlocked
Abyssinia access to the sea and the port of Zeila in British Somaliland in exchange for the
cession of Abyssinian temtory in the Ogaden Province to Italy.21 On June 16. Vansittart
put these proposals before Sir Samuel Hoare, the newly appointed F o r e i g Secretary who

If

Avon. 205.

18 Cab 27 (35) May 15,1935. Cab 23/8t.

19 Patterson to Simon. May 23.35, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XIV # 287.
20 Memorandum of Conversation between Collier and Mussolini. June 5. 1935. DBFP 2nd Series
Vol. XIV. # 297.
21 Minute by Vansittart June 8. 1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XIV # 304.
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thereupon discussed them with E d e n 3 Eden. for his part. remained skeptical that the plan
would work. but agreed to support the scheme in Cabinet and to undertake a mission to
Rome to present the proposals to the Italians if Drummond indicated that there was a
reasonable chance that Mussolini would indeed accept the offer33 Much to Eden's
surprise. the response from Rome was affirmative, and on 21 June Eden set off for

While in the Italian capital, Eden had two meetings with Mussolini. during the

course of which no progress was made toward a settlement. Indeed. Mussolini rejected the
British proposals with utter contempt, and reiterated his threat to settle the matter by
force25 Simply put. the Zeila scheme did not go far enough to satisfy the Italian dictator
and. if anything, merely served to reinforce his suspicion that the real motive behind British

policy was to acquire colonial influence in Ethiopia for herself. while denying it to Italy.zf1
The failure of Eden's mission removed all doubts about the nature of Mussolini's intentions
and forced the British Cabinet to consider what course of action it should take in the event
that Italy invaded Abyssinia. In a Cabinet meeting held on July 3. Eden stressed the
seriousness of the situation by noting that such a move would not only involve a breach of
the Treaty of 1906 which affirmed Abyssinia a s an independent state but would also
constitute an open violation of the Covenant of the League. teaving its members no choice
but to fulfill their obligations under Article X W ,or, in Eden's words -accept the collapse
-

-

-

22 Note by Vansittart for Hoare, June 16, 1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XIV, # 308; & Viscount
Templewood, (Sir S.Hoare) Nine Troubled Years (London. 1954). 155. There is no question that
Vansittart realized that there were risks in the Zeila scheme, particularly with respect to Brrtish
public opinion, which at the moment stood fully behind the League and collecthe security. He
understood. therefore. that his Government must proceed in this matter with extreme caution and
should do all it could to avoid rankling domecsit
opinion. But his concerns about the breakdown of
what he termed the "Stresa ententem. and the long term consequences for the balance af power
in Europe if the the estrangement of Italy from the western camp became permanent, led him to
conclude that it was in HMG's best interests to reach a settlement of the Abyssinian dispute with
Italy as soon as possible. (Roi, 'Immoral Attihde', 33540; 350-51).
23 Avon, 221.
24 Cab 33 (35) June 19, 1935, Cat, 23182
25 There has been a great deal of speculation as to the tenor of these meetings. Eden. for his
part, has insistedthat his disctlssions with Mussolini were cordial, but other reports have
characterized the discussions as a 'disaster" animated by extreme dislike. See Avon. 322-29:
Peters, Anthonv Eden, 122;and Cartton, Anthonv Eden, 48-9,
26 Goldman. ' Mian Cooperation against Hitler', 118 17.
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of the only organization through which collective security might be made to work77 An
Italian attack on Abyssinia, then, represented nothing less than a "test casewfor the League,
which would compel it to act. In all likelihood, this would mean the imposition of military
and/or economic sanctions against Italy. Such a move would constitute a serious escalation
of the crisis, with unknown consequences, and as such the Cabinet decided to establish a
Subcommittee of the CID to consider the implications of sanctions from the point of view
of HMG. 28

On the surface, the establishment of the Sanctions Subcommittee would appear to
represent a victory for Eden. who still maintained that the best way for HMG to contain
Mussolinibsambitions was through the mobilization of opinion in Geneva. But the Cabinet
was still deeply divided an the issue. Both Hoare and Chamberlain. for example. may have
agreed with Eden's assessment that the Abyssinian dispute had now become nothing less
than a **testcase" for the future of the League, but this did not necessarily mean that they
approved of his desire to seek a solution in Geneva. Indeed. both men regarded the
prospects for a resolution of the crisis via the League as extremely unlikely. Hence. they
prefemd a great power solution, preferably before the issue became too closely tied to the
machinery of the League. This view was also endorsed by Drummond who telegraphed
from Rome that increased pressure on Mussolini via the League was unlikely to alter his
behavior.29 [n the wake of the July 3 meeting therefore. both Hoare and Chamberiain
advocated that HMG by-pass Geneva altogether and seek a compromise solution to the
crisis through direct Anglo-French-Italian negotiation. On July 5. Hoare intimated to Eden
his desire to call a meeting of the signatories of the 1906Tripartite Agreement on Abyssinia

in a effort to achieve a settlement acceptable to all three powers. Eden agreed to this. but

27 Avon, 238.The 1906 Tripartite Pact on Ethiopiawas signed by Great Brrtain, France and m y .
By its t e n s the three signatories agreed to recognize the independenceof Ethiopia (Abyssinia)
and in addition pledged not to interferewith her sovereignty. Nevertheless, the treaty also
established spheres of influence for the three powers by which Italy secured colonial holdings in
Eritreaand ltalian Sornaliland.
28 Cab 35 (35) July 3.1935, Cab 23/82
29 Dmrnond to Hoare. July 2 1935. DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XIV # 339.
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on!y on the condition that any solution amved at be acceptable not only to the three powers.
but also to Abyssinia and the League. 30
By early July. it was clear that Hoare's approach to the Abyssinian problem was
not unlike that of Simon. Both preferred quiet diplomacy and direct negotiation over
League action. and both placed great hopes on the possibility that the French might be

induced to lend considerable weight to the effort to pressure Mussolini into agreeing to a
compromise solution. But unlike Simon. Hoare also sought the help of the United States
in his efforts to pressure Mussolini, and in a move to gain American support for his
policies. Hoare began a series of meetings with U.S.Ambassador Bingham in early July
aimed at trying to persuade the United States Government "to impress upon Mussolini the
inevitable tragedy which would result from his making war on Abyssinia."3

1

As noted earlier, by May 1935, when the Abyssinian crisis began to take centre

stage in the British Cabinet. Anglo-American relations had reached a low ebb. Both
Roosevelt and Hull. for example, found themselves discouraged by the behavior of Simon
at Stresa and were suspicious about the sincerity of HMG to seek a genuine arms
agreement with Germany. In addition, Hull's initial attempts to open economic discussions
with Whitehall had failed to elicit much interest in London. As such. neither the President
nor Hull held out much promise for an improvement in Anglo-American relations as the
summer of 1935 approached, In London. the Foreign Office was well aware of these
sentiments, so much s o that some officials within the American Department be,oan to
express concern about the widespread impression in Washington that HMG remained
"blatantly negative in all matters relating to the U . S A " 3 2 But the crisis over Abyssinia,
coupled with emergence of the newly constructed National Government under Prime
30 Peters. Anthonv Eden,124-25; Feiling, The Life of Neville Chamberlain (London. 1947). 26465. It should be noted that in the earfystages of the crisis, Chamberlain supported Eden's efforts
at Geneva but remained guarded over the prospectsaf League success- Chamberlain was willing
to support the League, but only on the important condition that France do the same. Indeed.
Chamberlain saw the French attitude as the key to the whole crisis and insisted throughout that
264-275.
the ideal way to end it would be for the French and the British to act in concert. See
31 8ingham Diary, July 9, 1935, Bingharn Papers. Box 1.
32 Minute by R. Cragie, April 10 1935, -71
18759.
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Minister Stanley Baldwin, would bring about a subtle shift in this persistently negative
attitude. Indeed. as the Abyssinian dispute intensified. so too did the desire of HMG to
seek better relations with the Americans.33

The first indication that there might be a shift in the attitude in London towards
greater cooperation with the United States came in late May 1935, when Baldwin reflected

in a widely reported speech that he had always believed that the "greatest security against

...

war in any part of the world would be the close collaboration of the British Empire with
the United States of America." Baldwin acknowledged that for reasons of -practical

politics" it was impossible for the United States to take part in collective security at the
present moment, yet he insisted that this situation could not last and indicated that he looked
forward to the future when the peace of the world would be guaranteed by just such a
union24 Eden echoed these sentiments in a speech given the next day. -Friendship with the

United States." he insisted. "is of the first importance. It exists today. and it will grow: and
everything that we can d o to promote that friendship will be readily and eagerly done."

3s

Moreover, in a move designed to encourage cooperation between the League and America
at a time when he was engaged in his first effort to secure League involvement in the
Abyssinian crisis. Eden also noted that there was "nothing incompatible between
friendship with the United States and membership in the League of Nations36 On the
same day. Eden also intimated his faith in the League to Hugh Wilson. the American
Ambassador to Switzerland and Official U.S. Observer at the League of Nations. The
latter. Eden noted. remained the "best vehicle" for settling European problems. indeed,
%gorous action on the part of the Council with respect to Italy-..might have a beneficial

33 The subtle shift in the British attitude towards the United States was noted in a letter from Jay
Pienepont Moffat to Noman Davis in early May. Here Moffat, recording his observations on a
recent conversation he had had with Watton Butteworth. noted the latter's observation that
although the British were still bier towards the United States over U.S. monetary and economic

policy, they were beginning to feel themselves 'menaced from without" and as such would
'endeavor to conciliatethe United States,preferringto have what they call ' a man with one leg
ratherthan no man at all.'" (Moffatto Davis, May 7,1935, Davis Papers Box 41).
34 London Times, May 28.1935.8.
35 New Yurk Times, May 29,1935.1.
36
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effect in demonstrating to Germany that the League intended to act in the case of a
delinquency and was not merely a body merely intent on punishing Germany alone.37
In Washington. Hull was greatly encouraged by these overt references to the need
for greater AnglmAmerican friendship. He had been disturbed by Hitler's "Saturday
surprises" and felt that MussoliniTsintentions with respect to Abyssinia constituted a threat
to world p e a c e 3 Under the circumstances, even the mere appearance of AngleAmerican
solidarity might serve as a subtle warning to the dictators. In the wake of the comments
made by Baldwin and Eden, Hull quickly decided that he must *-meet them halfway."
Shortly thereafter. he issued a press release welcoming their remarks. stating that he was
happy to reciprocate these sentiments in full.39 The reorganization of the National
Government also pleased Hull. who was more than happy to see Hoare replace Simon as
Foreign Secretary and equally content to see Eden enter the Cabinet as the Minister for
League of Nations Affairs. Indeed, it now appeared that the prospects for a better working
arrangement with Great Britain had brightened considerably.

40

To this point. however. there had been no formal discussions on the Abyssinian
problem between the two Governments. This was due in part to the somewhat slow
response of HMG to the question in the months immediately following the Wal Wal
incident. There was also considerable reluctance on the part of the Roosevelt
Administration to get involved. Isolationist sentiments were running high, particularly now
that Europe seemed to be teetering towards war, In the Spring of 1935, for example, there
were growing calls from Congress and the public for the passage of a neutrality bill which
would ensure that the United States did not become involved in any foreign wars. Hull, as
will be noted. opposed this legislation as an infringement of the prerogative of the executive
to conduct foreign policy. But both he and the President were somewhat intimidated by the
intensity of the isolationists cause. and as a consequence. there was little desire among high
37 Wlson to HUB. May 29.1935. Hugh Wilson Papers. Box 3.H. Hoover PresidentialLibrary, West
Branch Iowa, quoted from M.L Roi, 'A Carridorfor C a m e . The Hoare-Lava Plan. Aooeasement
and the British Foreian Office'sPerception of Analo-American Coomrzrb'on (unpublished MA
thesis, Queens Universrty, Kingston, Ont, ) 24, footnote 20.
38 Grew to Moffat, April 22.1936, Moffat Papers, vol. 10,
39 Lindsay to Simon. June 7. 1935, FOB71 18760.
4Hull, 384-85.
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officialdom in Washington to become em broiled in the early rnachi nations of the A bysssian
dispute. Hull may have deplored Musolini's behavior and had every desire to lend a hand
to any international effort to maintain world order. but at this stage he felt it would be better
for the U.S. to stand aside and leave the halo-Ethiopian problem in the hands of the
League31 Hence. in the wake of the Wal Wal incident. Washington remained determined
to hold itself aloof from the crisis and it would not be until the first week of July that
Lindsay and Hull would engage in a conversation on the issue.42
The inspiration for this conversation came not from London, however, but from
Addis Ababa. the capital of Abyssinia. where the American Minister reported a request by

Haile Selassie for American assistance in securing a means by which Italy's observance of
her responsibilities as a signatory of the Kellogg Pact might be assured.4-3 Hull had
prepared a very careful response to this request, which in essence was negative. But before
dispatching it to Addis Ababa, Hull called in the British Ambassador to ascertain his
opinion. Lindsay, for his part. made n o objection, and noted that he could see no reason
why Hull's note should not be sent+

But in London, there was disappointment. for the

text of the note as well as the tenor of the conversation which Hull had had with Lindsay
indicated quite clearly that the United States had little interest in becoming involved in the
dispute. 45 For Hoare, this came as no surprise. Indeed, in a letter to Lord Wigram, the
King's Secretary. Hoare noted that the Ethiopian appeal to the United States had met with
^the response which might be expected from that country. whose eyes are now more than

ever turned inward to its own problems."4fi

41 Pfatt Cordell Hull, 198.
42 Offner, American A o w m e n t , 125.

43 Hull, 419.
44 Record of Conversation between Hul and Undsay , July 5, 1935, Hull Papers Box 29.

46

Lindsay to Hoare. July 5. 1935. DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XIV. # 345.
Hoare to Wigram, July 12 1935.FO 8001295.
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Nevertheless, Hoare remained determined to see if it might be possible for him to
enlist American help in his efforts to persuade Mussolini to back down97 Shortly after
Lindsay's conversation with Hull, therefore. Hoare spoke with U.S. Ambassador
Bingham, noting the seriousness of the Abyssinian problem and his own determination "to
make every possible effort to prevent the outbreak of this war." In this regard. the Foreign

Secretary indicated that he had already asked the French to bring pressure to bear on
Mussolini. He now wished to enquire about the possibility that the Americans might make
a similar effort. Bingham refused to answer this question. But three days later, Hull. in

what would appear to be an echo to Hoare's plea for assistance. called in the ltalian
Ambassador to inform him that the United States was deeply interested in the preservation
of peace and "those international arrangements designed to affect the solution of
controversies by peaceable means."4s Hull then cabled the substance of this conversation
to both London and Paris and issued a public statement in which he reasserted American
faith in the Pact of Paris.
Not surprisingly, Hoare was quite pleased with Hull's actions. and in a
conversation with Bingham on July 16 he asked the Ambassador to convey his gratitude to
the Secretary for the statements he had made. Hoare also reiterated his interest in eliciting
American help in pressuring Mussoiini and asked if the American Ambassador in Rome.
Breckinridge Long, might convey a clear warning to Mussolini of the the danger of his
Abyssinian ambitions9 Ever cautious, Hull took no action for the moment. however. and
no warning was issued in Rome.
Meanwhile, in London, Hoare turned once again to the need to secure French
cooperation and in a series of Cabinet meetings held on 22 and 24 July. the Foreign
Secretary insisted that HMG must d o ail it could to get the two Governments to agree on a
47 There is some dispute as to

how seriously Hoare pursued cooperation with the United States
Baer, for example, insists that Mare, like many of his other Cabinet ~0lleagueS
placed little if any
faith in American cooperation. But Roi insists that until well into the fall of 1935. Hoare remained
cautiously optimistic that it might in fact be possibleto obtain American cooperation
in HMG's
101-02 & Roi, Corridorfor Camels,
efforts to bring Mussolini to his senses. See: Baer, Test
73-74.
48 Hull. 420.
49 Bingharn Diary, July 16,1935, Bingham Pagers, Box 1 ;9 Mare to Lindsay, July 16,1935,
DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XIV # 369.
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policy for averting w a r 9 But French support remained uncertain and Hoare's policies
were now complicated by the June 27 results of the "Peace Ballotn which showed

overwheiming support among the British populace for the League of Nations and collective
security.51 This placed the Foreign Secretary in a difficult position, for relations with Italy
had been steadily deteriorating. and there was a growing fear among some members of the
Government that the imposition of sanctions at the League might lead Mussolini to attack

British positions in the Eastern Mediterranean. As a consequence. Hoare was all the more
reluctant to see the League get involved, although for political reason he was unable to say
this publicly. Eden, on the other hand. saw the results of the Peace Ballot as confirmation
of his view that the proper course of action was for the Government to throw its weight

behind the League and in the wake of the vote he reiterated his long held view that Britain
should base her policies vis ih vis Abyssinia on a firm commitment to Geneva. This would
require that HMG make clear her intention to uphold her commitment to the Covenant. not
onIy to the Italians, but also to the French, who, as a result, would have little choice but to
follow the British lead in the rnatter.52

By mid August. it looked a s if Eden would finally have the opportunity to put his
ideas to the test, for on the 18th of that month. a tripartite meeting had been arranged in

Paris between representatives of Britain, France and Italy in order to discuss the
Abyssinian problem. Here it fell to Eden to represent the British Government. and in the
days leading up to the conference Eden did his best to convince his colleagues that it would
be in HMG best interests to warn the Italian delegation of the likelihood of League action

in the event of an Italian attack on Abyssinia3 But within the Cabinet, there remained a
great deal of reluctance to support a policy based on adherence to the League and the
imposition of sanctions. This was particularly true among the Service Ministers, who
argued that Britain was in no way prepared for war and should do "everything possible

...

.

50 Cab 39 (35) , July 22 1985.Cab 23183:& Cab 40 (35) July 24.1935 Cab 23/82

5l for an analysis of how the results of the Peace Wfot effected British policy see: N. Thompson.
The Anti-AS-s
(Oxford, 1971), 70-74; & D. WaIey, -sh Public O~inionand the
Abyssinian War. 1
(London, 1975). Chapter 1.
52 Avon, 242-43.
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to avoid precipitating hostilities with Italy ..."particularly in view of the uncertainty of
French s u p p o r t 9

Prior to the Paris meetings, therefore, Eden was advised by Vansittart and the
Chiefs of Staff to remain cautious and to avoid taking a strong line.55 This frustrated
Eden. who in a conversation with Aubrey Leo Kennedy, the Diplomatic Editor for the

Tirne.~ of London. noted his disagreement with this assessment. Indeed. in this
conversation, which took place on the eve of his departure for France, Eden insisted that
the Paris conversations were probably "the last chance of an amicable solution" and that
subsequent to a failure of these meetings the League machinery must take charge.
Moreover. Eden also dismissed the fears of the Chiefs of Staff and insisted there was no
chance at present that Mussolini would -run amuck in the Mediterranean." The bellicose
moves of the Italian fleet and Admiralty were in his view mere window dressing designed
to impress London. Far more dangerous, in fact, was the danger posed to the League by
Mussolini's inability to see that Britain took her obligations under the covenant seriously.
for if, a s a result of the crisis, the League itself collapsed, then the British capacity to
cooperate in Europe would be seriously impaired. with untold consequences for European
securi ty.56
In any case, due to the reservations of the Cabinet and the Chiefs of Staff. Eden's
meetings with the French in midAugust were handicapped from the outset. Eden was
unable to give Laval any assurance of British military support in the event that sanctions
led to war with Italy. This rendered the French very reluctant to commit themselves to
unequivocal support for the Covenant and as such Eden was unable to convince Laval to
harden his position with Mussolini.

French policy therefore continued to drift.

Furthermore, the Italian representatives in Paris were well aware of the vacillation in the
54 Letter from Chatfield to Vansittart, Aug. 8. 1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XIV # 431.

55 Vansittart to Hoare. Aug. 9,1935, D8FP 2nd Series Vol. XIV # 434.
56 Memorandum on Conversation with Anthony Eden. Aug. 13. 1935. A - L Kennedy Papers.
118. In this conversation. Eden also intimated his hope that Mussolini, under pressure from Great
Britain and the League. would back down at the last minute as he did in the Corfu Crisis of 1923.
Eden even noted that he has been reading up on the Corfu incident in preparation for the Pans
meetings and informed Kennedy that anything The Times could do to impress Mussolini of the
seriousness of Britain's commitmentto the League would be greatly appreciated.
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British and French camps and. as a consequence. they rejected all attempts at a negotiated
settlement. Mussolini, for his part, indicated that he now saw little option but to destroy the
"Abyssinian menace." and on 18 August the tripartite discussions collapsed in utter

Following the tripartite meetings in Paris, Eden returned to London where in an
atmosphere of increasing tension he held a series of meetings about the Abyssinian dispute
with a number of leading British political figures. It was now clear, in the wake of the
Peace Ballot. that there was strong public support for the Covenant and the League. A
consensus had therefore formed around the view that if the League chose to impose
sanctions, Britain would have no choice but to follow suit. even if this led to war with
Italy3 8
This possibility led Hoare to once again consider the United States. Hoare had kept

in close contact with Bingham. and in early August he intimated to the Ambassador that an
Italian attack on Abyssinia would most likely lead to sanctions. Hoare wanted to know how
the Americans might respond to this. and to the possibility of an Anglo-Italian war.

59

As

noted, Hull had every desire to be helpful, and on August 12, Hoare received an
encouraging telegram from Lindsay which reported that Washington was willing to exert its
moral influence on the question and would support as far as possible any appeal for help
from HMG.60 One week later. both Hoare and Eden were further encouraged by the news
that Mussolini had received a personal message from Hull. on behalf of the President.

which implored the Italian dictator to reach a peaceful solution to the crisis over

5' Eden to Hoare, Aug. 18, 1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol., XIV # 465.
58 Record of Conversation between Hoare, Eden, and Churchill, Aug. 21, 1935, from Martin
Gilbert, Winston S. Churchill Vol. V. Cornmion Vol. 2 (Boston, 1981); Barnes. J: and Nicholson,
0,eds The Leo Amerv Diark! 1929-1 945 (London 1988), 330-31; Peters, Anthonv Eden,
127. It should be noted that the MtM public's support for the League and for sanctions against
an aggressor did not necessarily mean that there was widespread support for military action. The
public favoured sanctions,especially economic sanctions, and very often overlooked the
possibilitythat the imposition of sanctions might lead to the very thing which above all else it

wished to avoid: war.
59 Conversation between Hoare and Bingham, Jufy 29,1935, Bingham Diaries, Box 1.
60 Lindsay to Hoare. August 1 2 1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XIV # 438.
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Abyssinia.61 On August 21. Hoare told a meeting of ministers that he had kept in close
touch with the Americans on the Abyssinian question and that U.S. participation in limited
economic sanctions did not appear inconceivable. Hoare had even instructed the Foreign
Olfice draw up a list of the most helpful measures Washington might take in the event that

sanctions went ahead. This "wish list" included the hope that the Americans would agree to
refuse or discourage the export of war materials to the aggressor, to refuse the grant of any
financial facilities. to refrain from insistence on full neutral rights. to refrain from issuing a
declaration of neutrality and to accord all facilities to the nations imposing sanctions.fi2
But as noted previously. the question of the American response to the imposition
sanctions was complicated by U.S. domestic politics and the growing demand by the
isolationists in Congress for a neutrality bill designed to keep the United States out of
foreign entanglements. This legislation had its origins in the proceedings of the Nye
Commission. which had been established by the Senate to investigate the manufacture and
sale of arms. By the spring of 1935 the Nye Committee had extended its mandate to include
the sponsorship of a neutrality bill. Initially. both Roosevel t and Hull had opposed this
legislation, and in the spring of 1935Hull worked hard to kill it33 But the growing fear of
a possible war breaking out in Europe in the wake of Hitler's repudiation of Venailles in
March, and the increasing concerns over Mussolini's determination to seize Abyssinia.
made Congress all the more determined to proceed. By June. it was clear that in spite of the

Administration's opposition, Congress would indeed press on with the bill. As a
consequence. Hull shifted his tactics away from trying to kill the legislation and
concentrated instead on redrafting the Bill in a form more acceptable to the
Administration.fi4 Hull wanted the President to be invested with the authority to impose the
legislation unequally, In this way, Roosevelt would be able to punish an aggressor and

Here it should be noted that Eden was
informed of the American message to Mussolini at the close of his tripartite meetings in Paris.
Here. after receiving the substance of Roosevett's note, Eden conveyed his appreciation. and
noted his hope that in spite of the breakdown of the Paris negotiations that there was still a
chance that Rome might alter its program.
62 Roi, Corridor for Camd~,
59.
63 Memorandum by Hull, PSF. Box 18, Neutrality. 1935.
64 Memorandum on Neutrality Bill by H. Feis. Sept 4. 1935. Feis Papers, Box 124.
61 Hull to RooseveR. August 19, 1935, PSF Box 41, Italy.
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suppon the victim. But Congress would have none of this. and insisted that the provisions
of the bill must apply equally to both parties in a conflict. Hull opposed this, and over the
course of July and August he did his best to alter the proposed legislation in a manner more
acceptable to both the State Department and the White House. But this effort failed. The
best the Administration could do was to limit the term of the Legislation to six months. This
meant that it would have to come up for renewal in February, 1936.65 On August 21, the

bill passed the Senate. on the Urd. the House. Shortly thereafter. the Resident sought
Hull's opinion on his signing the bill into law. Hull regarded the legislation as an invasion
of the constitutional and traditional power of the Executive to conduct foreign policy. But
in spite of this, he was unable to recommend that the Resident withhold his approval. To
do so would be to provoke an open conflict with Congress. This might have dire
consequences for the Administration, especially at at time when the tide of isolationism was
growing in the country at large.h6

In London. the Foreign Office watched the neutrality debate with considerable
interest. On the day the neutrality bill cleared the Congress. Francis Osborne. the acting
Charge d9Affairin Washington noted with some regret that the *present wave of anxiety
sweeping Congress" and its resolve "to keep out of any war at any cost" had paralyzed the
President's influence and forced him to abandon his fight for discretionary powers as
advocated by the State Department.67 Moreover. the fact that the Legislation said nothing
about the embargo of non-military material and essential raw materials such as oil. led to
great concern in Whitehall about the efficacy of any potential League sanctions. Hoare
feared that the Bill might render League action futile.68 Given these concerns, Hoare
would continue to converse with officials at the American Embassy in London about what

~Hull,4t&t4;Cole.R
msevelt and the Isolationists, 173-77.
66 Hull, 413-14.
67 Osborne to Hoare, August 23,1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XIV # 488.
68 Note prepared by N- Sargent for S. Hoare entitled Ekonomic Pressures on IWX , August 26,
1935, 08FP 2nd Series Vol. XIV # 496 & Hoare to Drummod, August 31,7 935, Hoare Papers,
FO 8001295,
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actions the United States Government might be prepared to take and the need for American
cooperation in limiting Italy's ability to wage a successful war in East Africa.69
In the meantime both Eden and the Foreign Secretary were now distracted by the
more pressing need to prepare for the British stance at the upcoming meeting of the League

Council scheduled for September. As has been noted, it was now clear that the British
public would demand that Britain play its pan in Geneva and in the days leading up to the
opening of the conference the Cabinet wrestled with the need to adopt a settled policy on
the key issue of sanctions. But even at this late date there remained great reluctance to face
this issue squarely. particularly because of the fear that the imposition of sanctions might
lead to an Anglo4 talian conflict. As such, Eden was once again cautioned that HMG
should take no initiative on the question of sanctions without first securing the support of
France. Eden. for his part, agreed with the assumption that French support for economic
and military action against Italy was crucial. but h e resented the fact that once again the
Cabinet had surrendered the initiative on this question to France and felt that it would be far
better for HMG to take the lead and in effect force the Erench to fall in line. '(1
In any case. Eden made no progress with the French in preparation for the Council
meetings and it would not be until 10 September. when Hoare arrived in Paris. that the
French position on the Abyssinian dispute finalIy became clear. Here in a meeting held
between Hoare and Laval on the eve of Hoare's address to the League assembly. Laval
agreed to moral condemnation of Italy, backed up by a possible trade embargo on war
materials. But Laval insisted that French support for Britain in Geneva would only be
given on the condition that war between Italy and the United Kingdom must be avoided and
as a consequence both Hoare and the Chiefs of Staff continued to urge that HMG must

proceed with great caution over the question of the imposition of sanctions.7 1
Given these views. Hoare's speech to the League Assembly. which was quite
outspoken in its strong and unequivocal support f o r the League, must have come a s
69 Record of Conversations between Hoare and Atherton. Aug. 20, 1935, DBFP 2nd Series.Vol.

XIV # 478: & Record of Conversation between Hoare and Bingham. Sept. 25, 1935, Bingham
Diaries
70 Avon, 255-57.
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something of a shock for Eden and some other members of the Government. But Hoare 's
remarks did not indicate a change in his o r the Government's cautious position and in fact
the speech was carefully designed to achieve a number of specific aims. The first was to
attempt to tighten the Anglo-French front, and here there is no question that Hoare's
reference to Britain's commitment to "the maintenance of the covenant in its entirety" was
designed to reassure the h n c h Government that Britain appreciated the dangers posed in
Europe by Germany and that her support of the Covenant was not limited to Africa. The
second aim was to apply more pressure on Mussolini in the hope that the facade of AngloFrench resolution in the matter might force the Italians to back down. Equally important
was the speech's appeal to British and international public opinion which for the most part

fully supponed the League and expected HMG to do the same."'

Hoare also made

references to the economic causes of war, stemming from such factors as the unequal
distribution of raw materials around the world. These remarks were not only designed to
reassure Mussolini that Italy need not go to war to gain access to Ethiopia's riches. they
were also directed to appeal to Hull who had long insisted that economic frustration was
one of the root causes of international conflict.73
In essence. then. Hoare's speech was part of a concerted effort to rally world
opinion, secure French support, and isolate Mussolini in the hope that a settlement could be
reached prior to the outbreak of hostilities. It was also designed to convince world opinion
that Britain had exhausted her efforts to get the League to settle the dispute before HMG
resorted to other more traditional means. In this w ay Hoare still hoped that the issue of
sanctions might be avoided and in spite of the public impression that HMG had now turned
over the dispute to the League. private conversations with the Italians continued. In the
meantime. Eden was instructed to use his influence at the League to see to it that proposals
for a settlement were drawn up immediately. As a result. the so called "Committee of five"
(of which Eden was a member) drew up a report which was subsequently submitted to the
two parties. Abyssinia accepted the Committee's recommendations. but Italy rejected them
with the result that all hopes for a resolution of the question prior to the outbreak of
72 Peters. AnthonvEdCn,
131.

73 McCulloch, Economic Di~lornacy,169. The economic aspects of Hoare's speech and his
subsequent efforts to appeal to Hull's economic sensibilities will be discussed in the next chapter.
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hostilities were d a s h e d 3 On October 3, Italian mechanized forces attacked Abyssinia.
Shortly thereafter, the League Council adopted a resolution, which was inspired by Eden.
condemning the Italian move and labeling Italy the aggressor in violation of her obligations
to the Covenant. For the first time in its history, the League had no choice but to apply
sanctions.
Hoare's desperate attempts to achieve a settlement before the actual outbreak of
hostilities had thus faiIed. Sanctions were now inevitable, and in the weeks following the
invasion. Eden emerged as the principal force behind the implementation of this policy.

Here. driven by his own belief that Mussolini would back down under pressure. and by his
conviction that the Italian threat to Britain's position in the eastern Mediterranean was
minimal. Eden pushed hard for a series of actions designed to make ltaly feel the sting of
the League's w r a t h 3 By October 19, the League had introduced a number of measures
intended to impair Italy's ability to wage war. including a ban on all loans and credits to
Rome; an arms embargo; an international boycott of Italian goods; and an embargo on
rubber. tin. aluminum. manganese. nickel and several other items. The ban on credit and
arms went into effect immediately, while the latter two sanctions were eventually scheduled
to begin on 18November. after which a ban on other items including oil and steel would be
considered.76 The latter two sanctions represented a considerable threat to Mussolini's
ability to wage war. for ltaly was a net importer of oil. and the imposition of these two
sanctions would seriously disrupt her economy. Eden was quite pleased with this work,
but in London the speed and intensity with which the Minister for League Nfairs pursued
the imposition of sanctions rankled isolationists at home and aroused some criticism among

the more cautious members of the Cabinet that he was proceeding too far too fast. Indeed.
as of mid-October, the Cabinet had still not decided on which sanctions, if any, Britain

would support. Vansittart was especially annoyed at this and in a minute on the subject he
noted that Eden's instructions were to discuss no sanctions until HMG was sure of French
74 Roi, Conidor for Camels

W65.
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recommendations on the implementation of sanctions against ltaly to t h e League Council. Eden
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support. "Now." he lamented. HMG was "in the thick of sanctions* with no assurance of
material support from anyone, least of all the French.77

By this point. in fact. there were renewed fears that Mussolini might indeed attack
British positions in the Eastern Mediterranean

- fears which were heightened by Eden's

very public role in taking over the leadership of the issue in Geneva and the subsequent
charge by Mussolini that the quarrel over Abyssinia was really one between Great Britain
and Italy. T o make matters worse. there had been no indication that the French would
support Britain militarily if war did in fact break out. Indeed, in his last statement on the
matter, Laval had made it quite clear that France would throw its weight behind sanctions
only on the condition that war with Italy was avoided. As a result. on October 16, Eden
was informed by the Cabinet that there should be no further discussions of sanctions in
Geneva beyond the measures already adopted until Laval's reservation on French military
support was withdrawn. Much to the Cabinet's relief. this was accomplished two days later
when a dispatch amved from Paris which indicated a reversal of Laval's previous stand.
But the reluctance of the Cabinet to engage in a further discussions on sanctions at Geneva
continued and as a consequence British policy with respect to Abyssinia remained
uncertain. It was at this point that Baldwin decided that it was time to call an election.
which was subsequently scheduled for November 14. In its campaign, the Government
(inspired by the results of the Peace Ballot) ran on a platform which included strong
support for the League. Yet in spite of the clear impression given the public that HMG
was deeply committed to the Covenant. the reticence of the Cabinet to impose further
measure on Italy remained, and it would not be until the end of November that the Cabinet
would once again discuss the critical issue of sanctions. '8

In the meantime, while the Government was engaged in electioneering, the process
of trying to reach a settlement through direct Anglo-French-Italian negotiations continued.
This was inspired in part by the Italian Foreign Office which, even after to outbreak of
hostiiities. continued to intimate its wiIIingness to discuss a resolution of the crisis based on

an Italian mandate over the Non-Amharic areas of Abyssinia It was also inspired by the
77 Minute by Vansittart, Oct- 14,1935, DBFP 2nd Series, W- XV. # 77
78 Peters, Anthonv Eden. 134-36.
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French, who were eager to pursue any overture from Rome which might offer the hope of
a compromise solution. In late October, then, Whitehall decided to send Maurice Petemn,

the head of the Western Department at the Foreign Office. to Paris to discuss the latest
overtures from Rome and the French reaction to them. These talks took place on 25 and 26
October. but no progress was made and the discussions once again ended in deadlock.'',

Following the 14 November elections, the Cabinet's attention once again turned to
the question of Abyssinia and the need to reach a consensus on further sanctions. By this
time. the Committee of Eighteen of the League (which was responsible for overseeing the
sanctions policy) had recommended that oil. coal, steel and iron be added to the list of
materials to be embargoed. In Geneva, a vote of the Committee on the matter was
scheduled for 29 November, in London and Paris. however. there was widespread
concern that the imposition of an oil embargo would be tantamount to a declaration of war
and that Mussolini would respond accordingly. Taking stock of this possibility. Hankey. in
his capacity as chairman of the Defence Requirements Committee, noted that the risks

involved in imposing an oil embargo were in his view too great to justify such a move.

HMG still had no firm assurances of French support; her defences in the Far East were
incomplete and would in fact be left *~poweriess"
if Britain had to concentrate her forces in
the Mediterranean. Furthermore. even if Great Britain were to emerge from the conflict
victorious. she would render Italy a permanent enemy. and the costs. both financial and
material, would seriously set back the re-conditioning of Britain's defences, leaving her all
the more vulnerable in both Europe and Asia. in light of these concerns. Hankey urged
extreme caution and implored the Cabinet to examine the overall military and political
consequences of the proposed oil embargo before any policy was determinedW Vansittart
agreed with Hankey's assessment and as such continued to urge the Foreip Secretary to
avoid a confrontation with Italy by corning to terms with Rome before the proposed League
action on oil. 8 1 Heeding Vansittart's advice, Hoare once again instructed Maurice Peterson
79 Avon. 285-86.
80 Memorandum for the Prime Minister by Hankey, Nov. 25.1 935.Hankey Papers. 8/33. Italy and

Abyssinia
81 Vanslttart to Eden and Hoare, Now, 24, 1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XV # 257.
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to return to Paris in a further effort to reach a settlement acceptable to both London and
Paris which would then be presented to Rome and Addis Ababa. Eden made no objection
to this plan and prior to Peterson's departure, met with him in order to draft his
instructions. Peterson was informed that HMG would be willing to accept a settlement
based on the Committee of Five's report from September with the possible addition of
putting Adowa and Adigrat "into the scale lor Italy.-?On 25 November. Peterson. who was now in Paris for discussions with M. St.
Quentin, his counterpart at the Quay d'Orsay, wired that the two men had achieved what
appeared to be a settlement acceptable to all the parties involved. But the terms Peterson had
negotiated included significant expansion of the temtory to be ceded to Italy as proposed by
Eden. In light of this. Eden remained cautious, and in reviewing the proposals he once
again stressed the need to secure the agreement of the League Council before any scheme
was put into place.

83

Vansittart. however. was much more enthusiastic. He argued that it

would be best for HMG to welcome the scheme as -the best we can hope for."*4 Hoare
was inclined to agree with the Permanent Under Secretary. and in an effort to gain time to
explore the proposals further, he readily agreed to Laval's request to postpone the oil
debate in Geneva until 12 December. Hoare also agreed to a French request to meet with
Lava1 to discuss the Abyssinian problem in eariy December, and made arrangements to
secure an appointment with him in Paris while he was err route to a holiday vacation in
SwitzerIand.85
In Whitehall, the proposal to delay the League discussion on oil in order to give the
Foreign Secretary more time to discuss the issue with the French met with no concerted
objections. Indeed, while the Cabinet agreed that HMG must be prepared to support a
League embargo of oil if and when it was applied, there were still those members who
hoped that this step could somehow be avoided. In fact, the Cabinet soon agreed to
authorize an even longer delay than the one already proposed if the prospects for a
82 Avon, 291.
83 Minute by Eden, Nov. 26,1935, DBFP 2nd Series VoL XV # 254.
84 Minute by VanNov, 26,1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XV # 254.
85 Templewood, Nine Troubled Years, 177-78.
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negotiated settlement appeared reasonable.86 But this did not necessarily mean that
Whitehall expected Hoare to negotiate final terms while he was in Paris. Indeed, viewed
from the long term. the visit appeared little more than part of the continuing effort to "bring
Mussolini to heelw which had gone on since August, and in spite of the Cabinet's
instructions for the Foreign Secretary to "press on by every useful means" with discussions
aimed at achieving a possible peaceful settlement, there was little expectation that the talks
would be successful or that the sanctioning of oil, when it came couid be avoided.*T
The possibility of an oil embargo led to renewed concerns in London about the
position of the United States. especially in regard to her willingness to cooperate in the
imposition of this sanction. Indeed, following the outbreak of hostilities in early October,
Whitehall had done what it could to encourage American cooperation with the League by
keeping Bingham informed of the its activities and by intimating a guarded willingness to
consider further discussions on commercial ties.*g On 15October. Hoare even went so far
as to address, via radio, the annual American Women's Conference on Current Problems in
New York. which had gathered to discuss "Better Relations Through Sounder Trade..."
Hull delivered the opening address to this conference, and in an echo to Hull's familiar call
for the lowering of trade barriers Hoare referred to his Geneva speech and the need for a
more equitable distribution of raw materiais. Hoare also complimented Hull's efforts
towards securing greater world wide trade and concurred with him on the need to lower
trade bamers.89 Not surprisingly, Hull was quite pleased at Hoare's remarks, which were
interpreted by the State Department as indicating a possible shift in London's attitude on
trade talks.')Q

86 Pownall Diary, Dec. 2, 1935. Bond. The Oiariesof Sir Henrv Pownal!, 90.
87
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89 Text of Hoare Speech, Oct 15, 1935, FO 371M8771.
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assessment of the situation was only partMly correct. Whitehall was in fact interested in improving
economic relations with the Americans, but there was still a great deal of skepticism that this could
be accomplished and it was widely assumed that the first overtures would have to cume from
Washington. For a further discussion of this see the next chapter.
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In the meantime. the Resident. with Hull's support, had issued a proclamation
declaring a US. embargo on arms, ammunition and implements of war as stipulated by the
Neutrality Law passed at the end of August.91 This proclamation was released on 5
October, well in advance of the League's decision to impose sanctions on Italy. Hull had
insisted on this timing so as to make clear to the isolationists at home that Washington's
policies were in no way determined by the deliberations in G e n e v a 9 in London, the news
of the American embargo was welcomed. particularly as it was widely assumed that these
measures would be far more damaging to italy, who had the capital to buy arms, than they
would to Abyssinia. which was much poorer. In light of this. Hoare informed the Cabinet
on October9 that he found the American attitude towards the Abyssinian crisis *particularly
satisfactory." He was optimistic that the United States would try to co-operate as far as
possible with the British Government in denying war supplies to italy.93 Indeed, the
imposition of League sanctions. including a ban on certain exports of raw materials. had
led Roosevelt to express an interest in applying similar measures from Washington.
Uncertain as to whether he had the authority to extend the U.S. embargo to include vital
raw materials. Roosevelt wrote Hull with a request for the State Department's opinion on

the matter94 But Hull's answer was negative. In the Secretary's view such a move would

require additional legislation.~sThis placed the Administration in a serious dilemma for
neither Roosevelt nor Hull wished to do anything which might impair the efforts of the
League. Thus when it became clear that the League was intent on adding oil to the list of
items under embargo. the Resident. in the absence of any real power to stop the flow of
American oil to Italy, issued a 'moral embargo" as an alternative. Here both Roosevelt and
Hull called on U.S. companies. including oil producers. to refrain from shipping oil and

91 Statement by Roosevelt on the Arms Embargo, Oct, 5,1935. Nixon.

FDR and Foreian Affairs,

I 6,
92 Pratt, Cordell Hull, 200-01 : Feis Diary, Oct 4 & 12, 1935,Feis Papers Box 124.
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94 Nixon, FDR and Foreian Affairs, 17.
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- again in the full knowledge that such a measure (if

carried out) would be far more damaging to industrial Italy than it would to Abyssinia '6

It was too early to tell if the President's moral embargo would be effective. but in
London Hoare's optimism over possible American cooperation began to wane. In a
conversation on the matter with Ivan Maisky. the Soviet Ambassador in London. for
example. Hoare expressed grave doubts about the extent of American cooperation and
indicated that he himself did not think that Roosevelt would be able to reduce the flow of

American oil to Italy. 97 This view was echoed by Lindsay, who in a dispatch to Hoare at
the beginning of December indicated that it would be overly optimistic for HMG to suppose
that the imposition of the moral embargo and other "extra-legal" methods taken by the
Administration would result in any significant reduction in U.S. exports of oil.98 indeed.
American oil exports over the course of October and November had in fact increased, and
given the lack of Residential authority to stop them there was no reason to suppose that the
imposition of an embargo on oil in Geneva would alter American behavior9
With the prospect of American shipments of oil rendering the League embargo
futile, and with the fear of war breaking out as consequence of the Leapue's stated aim of
imposing just such a sanction. Hoare's doubts about the wisdom of pursuing such a policy
continued.loo in fact. by December, when he was ready to leave for Paris to discuss the
matter with Laval. his determination to avoid the imposition of an oil embargo had if

96 Hull, 434-35. In his memoirs. Eden notes that he welcomed these moves and that he did his

best to urge the Foreign Office to encourage them-(Awn, 283-84).
97 Hoare to Chilston, Nov. 6, 1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XV # 193.
98 Lindsay to Hoare, Nov. 18,1935 FO 371118772, & Lindsay to Hoare,Dec. 5, 1935, DBFP 2nd
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99 Hoare to Lindsay. Nov. 27 & Dec. 4,1935. DBFP 2nd Series Vol- XV. Y 268 & 301; Roi.
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100 Reflectingon the mood of Hoare a month later. Thomas Jones. the Deputy Secretaryto the
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anything increased.101 This placed the Secretary once again in a position some distance
from Eden, who did not share Hoare's anxieties about the consequences of such a move.
This split between the two men over the efficacy of an oil embargo is clear from the tenor
of two conversations they held just prior to Hoare's departure for France. For while Eden
continued to support the Foreign Secretary's efforts at reaching a negotiated settlement he
also continued to insist that should these efforts fail, an oil embargo must follow. Indeed in
Eden's view the very credibility of the League depended on it. Moreover. Eden still insisted
that the dangers of war with Italy were remote and as such remained convinced that the
imposition of an oil embargo would not lead to an Anglo-Italian conflict.102 Hoare.
however. was unmoved by these arguments and departed for France with the conviction
that the imposition of an oil embargo might very well lead to the opening of hostilities with
Italy. Here there is no question that he was greatly influenced by Vansittart, Hankey and

other key members of the Government who were gravely alarmed at the direction of British
policy and feared that in the event of war Britain would get no help from France and thus
would stand virtually alone in using her military power to uphold the principles of the

Possessed by a sense of deep foreboding, then. Hoare and Vansittart arrived in

Paris on December 7 to be met by Laval who made no secret of France's reluctance and
lack of preparedness to engage in a war with Italy. In light of this, Vansittart insisted that it
would be "suicidal" for Britain to proceed with the proposed oil embargo and he thus
worked diligently while in Paris to see to it that an agreement based on the earlier PetersonSt. Quentin proposals be achieved.lm Laval. who shared Vansittan's reluctance to

101 Here we should note that over the course of late November and early December the British
Chiefs of Staff had been engaged in a concerted effort to gain firm assurances of French support
in the event of a war & Italy. Little was accomplished however, and by mid December the COS
had concluded that " the situation as regards the military cooperation of France is at the present
time profoundly unsatisfactory." (COS minutes, 159tb meeting. Dec. 13. 1935, quoted from
Arthur Marder, The Royal Navy and the Ethiopian Crisis, 193536'.AHR, 75 (1970) Vol. 1. 13271356.
102 Chamberlainto his sister, Ida, Dec. 8,1935, Chamberlain Papers, 18111941.
103 L R . Pratt, East of Malta West of Suez: Britain'sMediterranean Crisis, 1936-1939
(Cambridge, 1975). 22-27; Rcskill, Man of Secrets, 189-91.
104 Minute by Vansittart, Dec. 6. 1935. DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XV # 323.
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embargo oil. thereupon produced a plan which in the opinion of one official at the British
Embassy, was so favourable to Mussolini that it was almost certain that he would accept

it.105 The result was the so-called Hoare-Laval Plan. under which Italy was to be given
not only the substance of the Peterson-St. Quentin proposals but also ceded three additional
provinces totaling more than 60,000 square miles. plus a large zone of economic expansion
in Southern Abyssinia.lofi This proposal was agreed to by Hoare, who thereupon
forwarded it to the Cabinet in London while he proceeded to Switzerland on holiday.
In London the Cabinet's initial response to the plan was positive. and although
Eden expressed reservations and noted that some of the features of the proposals might be
distasteful to the Lpague and its members, he nevertheless supported the scheme. 107 In a
conversation about this meeting with Piers Dixon. years later. Eden insisted that he in fact
abhorred the proposals and would have condemned them in Cabinet but for his loyalty to
Hoare. who at the time was regarded as a great statesman.1oH [n any case. on the evening

of 9 December, the terms of the plan were leaked to the French Press, to be passed on to
London and the world the next day. In Britain and elsewhere there was a storm of protest.
made all the more bitter in the United Kingdom by the fact that the Government had just
won an election on a platform based on support for the League. which in the eyes of most.
had been betrayed by the secret machinations of the British and French Foreign

1% Letter from Oliver Haivey, Pans Embassy, to Paul Ernrys-Evans (MP for South Derbyshire),
December 13. 1935. Harvey Papers. Bntish Museum. London.
106 Peters. Anthonv EdenJ42- 43.
107 Cab 52 (35)Decernber 9, 1935, Cab 23182.
108 Conversation between Eden and Piers Dixon, June 3, 1944, Piers Dixon Papers. a private
collection held in the possession of Pierson Dixon. London. This view is supported by a
conversation held between A . L Kennedy and junior official from the Foreign Office which took
place in July 1936. Here. reacting to the final lifting of sanctions against Italy, Kennedy noted that
Eden expressed frustration at the fact that he did not have a free hand in the Cabinet: that he
hadn't liked the Hoare-Lava proposalsfrom the start; and that if he had had his way he (Eden)
would *have gone right through with ~ o n s . A
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Ministen.109 Indeed, the widespread condemnation of the plan shook the very foundations
of the Government causing it to not only drop the proposals but also to insist on Hoare's
resignation. which followed on December 18.1 10 Eden. however, largely escaped from the
wrath of the public, no doubt due to his firm reputation as a supporter of the League and

because of the fortunate circumstance that he himself had not been a party to the Paris
discussions. It was no surprise, therefore, that Eden upon his return from Geneva, where
he had been sent by the Cabinet to to disassociate HMG's from the Hoare-Lava1 debacle.
would be asked by Baldwin to assume the post of Foreign Secretary. Indeed. given the
great loss of prestige the Government had suffered as a result of the Hoare-Laval crisis the
choice of Eden was an astute political move.\ I I Eden's appointment was widely acclaimed
in the British and international press as heralding "a sharp turn for both Britain and the

League" which promised to give "new lifewto the Covenant."lI? But in private the story
was not quite so celebratory. In fact. Eden. who had made no secret of his wish to become

Foreign Secretary in a conversation with Baldwin six months before. now accepted the
y
post with some reservation. noting in his memoin that he was succeeding to a -*wretched1

disordedy heritage."

1 I-?

Certainly there was no question that the new Foreign Secretary faced considerable

challenges ahead. particularly in light of the poor state of relations with France and the
intransigence of Mussolini. There also remained the question of Germany, and the need to
achieve an agreement with Hitler before his rearmament program rendered the Reich so
strong that she lost all interest in a negotiated settlement of her grievances and turned
instead to force or intimidation as the most expedient means to achieve her aims. To make
109 Mowat, Britsun between the Wars 559. Harold Nicholson, commenting on the Hoare-Laval
proposals in his diary notes that there was great indignation in the House of Commons over the
proposals and consternation that after all the fuss over Abyssinia "we should be giving M y more
for breaking the Covenant than we offered her for keeping it." (Nicholson diary. Dec. 10. 1935, in
Nigel Nicholson, ed., Harold Nicholson Diaries. Vol, I (tondon 1966). p. 224. For a more detailed
examination of the public reaction to the HoafeLaval Crisis see: Waley, British Public Opinion,
Chapter 11.
110 Peters, Anthonv Eden, 146-7.
111 Broad, Sir Anthonv Eden, 63.
112 New York Times. Oecember 24,1935.1- In a similar vein, the New Statman described
Baldwin's appointment of Eden as the former's "ChristmasPresent to the Nation."
113 Avon. 316.
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matters worse, relations with the United States. which had improved ever so slightly in the

fall of 1935. had been seriously set back by the release of the Hoare-Lava1 plan. Indeed. to
most Americans. the latter represented nothing less than the worst form of British duplicity.

and in the wake of this debacle their tendency towards isolationism if anything increased.
Eden. therefore. took up the reins of responsibility with a heavy burden on his shoulders. a
burden which, as will be noted, would become all the more ponderous in the coming new
year.

Part 11: Seeking Closer Ties, 1936- 1938
4. Reassessing the Relationship. 1936
The appointment of Anthony Eden as Foreign Secretary marked the beginning of a
new period in Anglo-American relations. a period in which both Eden and Hull would
attempt to overcome the considerable obstacles standing in the way of cooperation and seek
closer ties. Eden was instrumental in leading to this shift in policies and from the outset of
his tenure as head of the Foreign Office there is considerable evidence to support the idea
that the new Foreign Secretary was determined to do what he could to improve AngloAmerican relations. Eden pursued this goal out of the conviction that one of the primary
objectives of the Western democracies must be to show solidarity in the face of adversity.
He also firmly believed that in the event of war it would be vital for Britain and France to
have obtained the economic backing of the United States. It was absolutely essential.
therefore, for HMG to d o what it could to meet Hull's demands for an improvement in
trade relations. This is not to say that Eden was a blind Amerophile. or that his expectations
lor cooperation from the United States w e n not tempered by the realization that the pursuit
of such an aim would be difficult. But unlike many of his contemporaries. such as
Chamberlain and Vansittart, who had all but given up o n the idea that the United States
might move away from strict isolationism and once again play her pan in world affairs.
Eden remained hopeful that a change in attitude on the part of the Americans was possible.
Calculations of American military and economic power, therefore. were never far
from Eden's mind when he pursued his policies. Still. it is rarely asserted that Eden had an
American policy and although recent scholarship has paid considerable attention to the
dispute which arose between Eden and Chamberlain over the Roosevelt peace initiative of
January 1938. a careful study of Eden's views on British relations with the United States
during his first tenure as Foreign Secretary has yet to be comp1eted.l

Yet there is n o

1 Some of the better works which address Eden's polices with respect to the United States
include: Peters, Anthonv Eden ;Malcolm Murfett. Fool Proof Relations: The Search for AnatoAmerican Naval Coooeration Ourina the Chamberiain Years 1937-1940 (Singapore, 1984);
Reynolds, Analo-American Alliance, 16-23; and Ovendale, Ab~easementand the Enalish
Sbeakincl World, 115-1 6. Both Reynolds and Ovendale tend to play down t h e differences
between Men and Chamberfain over American poky, while Murfett and Peters suggest that the
rift between the two men over relationswith the Roosevelt Administration was significant.
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question that Eden remained remarkably consistent in desire "to draw the United States
back into the main c u m n t of European politics*"2 He seems to have been sustained in his
determination to achieve this aim by his strong belief that it was possible for the British to
-educatew the American public, to convince both leaderand layman alike that it was in their
best interests to follow the British lead in foreign affairs. Professor D.C. Watt calls this
classic "English pan-Angld3axonisrn,* a notion which he claims was based on the
identification of British and American aims and "the naive assumption that British
leadership would be welcome and acceptable [in America l..."3

Furthermore, Watt insists

that Eden. like Churchill. equated the identification of Anglo-American aims with the
achievement of universal peace: greatly exaggerating the

*-

influence of a united Anglo-

American opinion a s a deterrent against the use of force to upset the world sruruv qiio.."

4

Throughout his tenure as Foreign Secretary, from December 1935 to February
1938. Eden did his best never to appear overtly negative when responding to any sort of

American initiative, whether it came from Resident Roosevelt or Secretary Hull. The object
here was "American goodwill." and as will be noted in the forthcoming chapters.
throughout Eden's first 18 months as Foreign Secretary, in what might be called the first
phase of his American policy, this meant applying pressure on the Board of Trade and
within the Cabinet to accept Hull's call for the opening of trade negotiations with
Washington.

5

cooperation with the Americans in the 1936 London Naval Talks. and

support for an oil embargo against Italy over her assault on Abyssinia. It also meant that
Eden tended not to dismiss out of hand the many and rather unusual initiatives which
emanated from the White House in 1936. such as Roosevelt's plan for the neutralization of
the Pacific, his offer to have the British and American War Departments exchange their
2 Avon. p. 87.
3 D-C.Watt. Personalities and Policies: Studies in the Formulationof 8ntish Foreian Policv in the
Twentieth Century, (London. 1965). p. 45. See also idem., SucceedinclJohn Bull. America in
Britain's Place 1900-1975, (London 1984). Wm the exception of Eden's assumption about
British leadership, Hull shared in this view about the possibility of educating the America public
towards greater involvementoverseas.
4 l$lg-

5 FO 371119834 A2505/890/45; FO 374 /I9835 A1302/1293145- As the records of the Foreign
Office make clear, Eden was a strong supporter ofthis initiative, more for political than economic
reasons. See also: Drumrnond and Hillmer, Nermtiatina Freer Trade; and Kottmann. Reciorocity.
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plans for industrial mobilization. o r his calls for an intemational peace conference.()
Nevertheless, 1936 and the first half of M37,remained a period in which the greater part
of Eden's attention was still riveted on Europe and the quest for a Western Pact. It would
not be until the latter half of 1937- with the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war and Eden's
disillusionment over detente with Mussolini - that Eden shifted to the second phase of his
policy with respect to the United States. a phase in which he would move from a policy of
merely trying to secure American goodwill to one of seeking outright collaboration
between Britain and the United States in world affairs.

4a) Eden as Forei o,n Secretan: Abvssinia and the Rhineland, Januarv -Julv 1936

Eden's appointment as Foreign Minister stemmed not only from his long experience
and expertise in the field of foreign affairs, but also from political considerations. Eden's
reputation a s a champion of the League made him a real asset to the Government. His
appointment, then, was part of a calculated move on the part of Baldwin to restore the
prestige of his government and stem the tide of protest which had welled up both in Britain
and abroad in reaction to the Hoare-Lava1 proposals. Indeed. support for the League among
the British public was at an all time high in 1935. and given this fact. one of Eden's first
tasks in the wake of the Hoare-Lava1 crisis was to re-establish Great Britain's credibility as

a firm supporter of the League and unquestioned champion of collective security.'

One

obvious means of doing so would have been for the newly appointed Foreign Secretary to
press hard in Geneva for the immediate imposition of the proposed oil embargo against
Italy. Certainly. a number of the smaller but important states, such as Romania, would
6 Harold L Ickes, The Secret Diaw of Harold lck-

Vol, I!. (New York. 1954) 7:Lindsay to FO. Oct.
24, 1936, F.O. 371/19842; & Record of Conversation between Phipps and Dodd in Berlin, Nov.
6.,1936,FO 371I1 9842. In 1936 and 1937. Roosevelt frequently mooted the idea of some sort

of international conference to settle the world's political and economic woes. For Fden's
response to Roosevelt's many initiativessee the work of Richard A- Harrison, such as ' A
Presidential Demarche: Franklin D. Rooseveh's Personal Diplomacy and Great m n , 1936-37'.
&Summer. (1981) 245-72: idem. 'A Neutralization Plan for the Pacific: Roosevelt and AngloAmefiCooperation. 1934-3T, PHR, 57 (Feb.1988). 47-72; idem 'Testing the Water: A Secret
Probetowards Anglo-American Military Cooperation in 1936,' IHR.VII, 2, (1985) 214-34.
7 Men's appointment was also calculated to shore up support for the Government among
conservative back benchers who were severely shaken by the Hoare-Laval crisis. for as Harold
Macmillan notes in his memoirs, the younger members of the party 'had more faith in Eden than in
any other member of the Government[H. Macmillan, . Winds ofChancre, (London 1966). 4521.
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have supported this move and by this point had indicated their willingness to follow the

British lead in this matter.% But in London the Cabinet remained divided over the issue, In
fact, a number of key members of the Government , including Chamberlain. Vansittart and
the service ministers, continued to oppose the imposition of an oil sanction, particularly
because there still remained serious doubts about the willingness of the other League
members to stand with Britain in the event that war with Italy was the resuIt.9 The most
significant factor in this calculation was the position taken by the French. who. following
the debacle created by the publication of the Paris proposals, indicated quite clearly that
they had no wish to even discuss the matter any further.lo Given these circumstances. it
should come as no surprise that one of the Cabinet's first moves following the decision to
ask Secretary Hoare to resign was to instruct Eden to seek an immediate postponement of
the discussion of an oil embargo at the League. 1 I Eden supported this decision. noting in a
meeting with the Dominion High Commissioners at the end of December that he felt **for
the moment at any rate," that it was "desirable to pause and take stock" of the situation
before proceeding to further measures. I 2
This still left open the question as to how to handle the British electorate, and the
widespread belief that the Hoare-Lava1 proposals represented a betrayal of Baldwin's
election promises in support of the League. Indeed, given the strength of feeling o n the
matter. it was imperative that the Government d o all it could to persuade the British public
that HMG was still committed to the Covenant - even though the Cabinet remained divided
as to how it should be applied. A good share of this task fell to Eden. On January 17. for
8 Eden to Hoare, Dec.9,1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XV # 344.
9 Extractfrom Cabinet Minutes, Cab 23/89& cab 23908, Appendix Ill a) & b), DBFP 2nd Series

VoL xv
10 Chamberlain diary, Dec. 15,1935, Chamberlain Papers 2/23A; & Thomas to Eden. Dec. 26.
1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XV # 414. Here we should note that in a telegram issued to Eden
from the Park Embassy in late December.Thomas informed Eden that the French Foreign Office
no longer supported the notion of an oil embargo against Italy and was content 'to leave M y
strictly alone,"allowing the current sanctions to take their course.
11 Cab 52-55 (35).9-17 Dec., 1935, Cab 23/82:Cab 56(35), Cab 23908.
32 DO 114/66. Eden also reiterated this opinion in a private conversation with Geoffrey Dawson.
intimating to him that for the moment he thought it was time to *goslow" in bringing pressure to
bear on Mussolini. [Dawson diary, Jan- 2 1936. Quoted from M-Cowling,The lrn~actof Hitler,
(London. 197QJ031.
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example. in his first public address as Foreign Secretary, Eden reassured an audience in his
home constituency of Warwick and Learnington that the British people "shall always be
found arrayed on the side of the collective system against any Government or people who
seek by a return to power politics to break up the peace....* Eden also reiterated his faith in
the League. and the latter's ability "to bring home to any aggressor that peaceful negotiation
was the only way to remove discontents." But in a veiIed reference to HMG's recent
frustrations over the vacillations of the French support for sanctions against Italy. he also
insisted that: Tollective security will not be won easily. I t will require work. and
unremitting work. and it will require sacrifices from all those who are cooperating to
achieve it". for it was ultimately dependent upon the -extent to which all members of the
League. in accordance with their relative capacities. are preparcd to play their pan."]-' In an
editorial which followed the next day, The Times applauded Eden's support for the League
and reported that "in tone and substance" his remarks mirrored the prevailing mood in the
public exactly. Eden. it continued. offered the British public -no heroics-" or "gestures,"
but rather "a settled foundation of sober and rational principle upon which alone a
consistent foreign policy can be developed with security, efficacy and hope." This was all
to the good. for -to profess the League as the mainspring of action is what every British
Government since the war has done, and Mr. Eden starts again from that profession."

14

Judging from the comments issued by The Times editorial. it seems clear that
Eden's association in the public mind with the League and with the principle of collective
security remained as strong as ever. But in private. Eden's support for the Lea,oue was not
nearly so monolithic. He understood its limitations, and realized full well. as his former
mentor Austen Chamberlain had taught him, that Great Britain's support for the Covenant
could not extend to any and all conflicts which might thrust themselves upon the world.
But this is not to say that Eden had rejected the League as an instrument which could be
used to establish the security of Western Europe. On the contrary, Eden firmly believed in
collective action. but only when it served his country's best interests. The Abyssinian
dispute provided just such a case. Indeed, to Eden, it furnished the perfect opportunity to
13 The Times. Jan. 18, 1936. 8.
14 Editorialin The 7imes. Jan.18, 1936.
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show the Germans and the Japanese that collective security under British leadership could
work and it was for this reason that h e fought so consistently for League involvement in
this crisis. Eden's faith in collective action, however. set him apart from many of his
colleagues. Vansittart and a number of other high offkials at the Foreign Ofice, for
example. believed in maintaining the balance of power in Europe and the wider world. This

required first and foremost the reconciliation of Italy and the maintenance of good relations
with the United States over how to respond to the Japanese threat in the Pacific.1-i
Chamberlain and officials at the Treasury favoured accommodation -- what would later be
called appeasement -- through bilateral negotiation (as evidenced by the attempt to reach a
settlement with Japan in 1934) accompanied by deterrent rearmament. Chamberlain
remained vary of the League, and rejected the notion of balance of power politics because
of his fear that this would simply divide Europe into two armed camps - as had been the
case in 1914- He had also given up on the notion of a multilateral solutions since every
major conference since 1933 had failed. There were. of course, areas of agreement that
Eden. Vansittan and Chamberlain shared. but Eden's strong faith in the ability of collective
action to work in the case of Abyssinia clearly set him apart from most of his
contemporaries.
Nevertheless, Eden was willing to go along with the wishes of his colleaguesand
postpone the decision on oil. Some historians have attacked Eden for this. arguing that it
proves that he had no settled convictions.lfi Others have insisted that this shows that the
secalled dual policy - public support for collective action proceeding simultaneousIy with
back door diplomacy - adopted by the Cabinet under Hoare lived on under Eden.17 The
latter point is most certainly true. But this writer would argue that these comments reflect a
somewhat superficial understanding of Eden's relationship with the League. Eden never
placed the interests of his country behind those of the collective will in Geneva. To him. the
15 For further analysis of Vansittart'sstrategic outIook see: 6.
J.C- McKercher. 'The Last Old
Diplomat: Sir Robert Vansittart and the Verities of Mtish Foreign Policy, 1 903-1WO',DS,6, 1(
March 1995); and idem, 'Old Diplomacyand New: The Foreign Office and Foreign Policy. 1919.
1939', in M.L Dockrill and 8.J.C. McKercher eds. Oi~lornacvand World Power: Studies in 8ntish
Foreian Policv. 1890-1951, (Cambridge, 1995)16 This is the view implied throughout David Cartton'sbiography of Eden.
17m.T& Case, 186-87.
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Covenant was a means to an end, not an end in itself, and he was perfectly willing t o
pursue all avenues of diplomacy in the interest of preserving peace. In light of this, Eden's

willingness to go along with the decision to postpone the oil embargo should not be
interpreted as indicating a lack of principle. Eden was also under considerable pressure
from the Cabinet and, given his reputation for loyalty and the adherence to the party line. it
hardly seems surprising that in his first weeks in office he should concur with the decision
to delay taking any further action in Geneva.

18

Moreover, delay on the question of an oil

embargo was further encouraged by the fact that the Italian campaign in East Africa had
recently bogged down and by the need to establish what the position of the United States
would be in the event that the League did in fact decide to impose such a sanction. 19
Indeed. a s noted earlier, the question of what the United States would do in the
event that the League pressed ahead with the oil embargo had been a concern in both
London and Geneva from the moment the Committee of Eighteen first breached the subject
in November. By the time Eden became Foreign Secretary, interest in the American
position on the matter was heightened by the fact that the Roosevelt Administration was
facing a critical vote on the matter soon, as the current neutrality law would be up for
18There remains a good deal of historical debate as to Eden's standing within the Cabinet. In his
memoirs Eden himself implies that he was not always free to pursue his policies unimpeded.
stressing for example that upon assuming office he was distinctly aware '...that my appointment
was not welcome to all my elders in the Cabinet. where there was already no lack of former Foreign
Secretaries and other aspirants to office." In his biography of Eden. David Cartton (who. as noted.
exhibits a certain harshnesstowards the former) dismisses this claim. noting that ?he broad
conduct of foreign policy remained firmly in Eden's hands." But Cartton's view is by no means
universal. George Baer notesthat Simon, Chamberlain, and Halifax all treated M e n with some
wariness, while D.C. Watt insists that Eden was in fact intimidatedby Vansittart. Certainty Eden's
clash with Sir Wmen Fisherover the latter's insistence that he, as head of the avil senrice, should
have the rigM to review all ambassadorial appointments, as well as the tendency of other members
of the Cabinet to read and amend Foreign Office dispatches, suggests that Eden, upon assuming
office, was not necessarily the master of his own house. So too do the subsequent and often
bitter disagreements he had with the Chiefs of Staff and Chamberlain over British policy vis a vis
ItaIy, where Eden's call for "showing some tooth" in the Mediterraneanwas more or less ignored.
On Eden's position within the Cabinet see: Cartton. Anthonv Eden, 71-73; Baer. Test CaseJ 8687: Peters,Anthonu Eden, 165-67: Jmes,Anthonv Eden, 156-62: and Watt, D.C. 'Foreign
Secretariesas Diplomats,' in Roger Bullen ed.. The Foreian M c e 1782-1982 (New Yok, 1984).
On Eden's disagreementswith the Chiefs of Staff and Chamberlain over Anglo-Italian relations
see below p. 169 & p. 235.
19 In earfyJanuary, there was even speculation among some military observersthat thatthe war in
Abyssinia had reached a stalemate, and that the M a n s would be unable to achieve any sort of
decisive victory before the spring rains rendered further progress impossible. (Baer. Test &set
185-86).
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renewal by Congress at the end of February 1936. Eden. for his part, still held out some
hope that the new law would be amended in such a way as to allow the Administration to
place an embargo on critical raw materials such a s oil. But in any case, until the U.S.
position on the matter was clear, and the critical problem of securing the commitment of the
French Government to an oil embargo was solved. Eden preferred to put off the decision
on oi1.20 In mid January, therefore, Eden recommended that HMG support the
establishment of a committee of experts under the auspices of the League to look into the
effectiveness of an oiI embargo by League members, particularly in relation to -the
intentions of non-member states.":!

I

In Washington, meanwhile, the debate over the new neutrality legislation had
intensified. Late in 1935. Secretary Hull had hoped that Congress would grant the
Resident the power to discriminate between belligerents in imposing an arms embargo; the
discretion to determine if and when to put the embargo into effect: and the power to restrict
trade with any state at war to normal peacetime levels. The State Department also supported
a measure aimed at forbidding

U.S. loans to belligerents. These moves were designed with

the Ethiopian conflict very much in mind, and there is no question that the Administration's
version of the Bill clearly favoured A b y s s i n i a 2 By 1936. however. opposition in the
Senate to granting the President the d i m t i o n to apply the arms embargo only against an
aggressor rendered the pursuit of this aim an exercise in futility and it was dropped from
the Bill proposed by the Administration. Hull still hoped that Congress could be persuaded
to =orant the latter two powers to the President, and in an effort to secure their passage. he
appeared before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee no less than sin times in the
opening two weeks of its deliberations on the legislation in January.23

But in spite of

20 Indeed, in a conversation with French Foreign Minister Randin at the beginning of February,

Eden indicated his own wish that any discussion on the oil embargo in Geneva be prolonged, so
as to allow time for the American podon to become clear. Notes on the 1936 US. Neutrality
Policy, February 8, 1936, Feis Papers, Abyssinia File Box 124.
21 Note by M e n on the extension of economic sanctions in the ftalo-Ethiopian dispute. Jan.9,
1936, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XV.. # 442
23 Extractsfrom Hearings before the Committee on Foreign Relations. US. Senate, 74th
Congress, reported to tbe Foreign Office,FO 371119827; & Feis diaries, Jan-Feb. 1936. Feis
Papers. Box 124.
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these efforts, it s w o became apparent that even these more moderate measures would be
too much for the Congress, and the State Department's version of the legislation was cast
aside in favour of a joint resolution which simply extended the life of the current legislation
to May 1, 1937.
This measure was passed by the House on February 17, and by the Senate the
following day. Three amendments were appended to the new legislation. however. The
first. (supported by the State Department) banned US. loans to belligerent governments:
the second. directed the President to extend the mandatory arms embargo required by the
law to any new belligerent entering a war, so that should England have become involved in
a war with Italy over Abyssinia, for example. the arms embargo would extend to her as
well, and the third. exempted any American republic from the terms of the law should it
become involved in a war with a non-American s t a t e 3 Hull was disappointed at the new
neutrality Bill, which he later noted did not correspond to any of his "basic desires" with
respect to neutrality-2s Lindsay too was discouraged. He regarded the defeat as a victory
for Italian pressure groups, the isolationists and American export interests. He also felt that
because 1936 was an election year. Congress wished to avoid any contentious issue and
hence had decided to merely pass the existing legislation and adjourn early26 Meanwhile,
in London. reaction at the Foreign Office was mixed. On the one hand there was relief that

the isolationists had not pushed through an even stronger measure. while at the same time
there remained a great deai of concern as to the effect that the new law would have on any
future war in which Britain might be involved - particularly in the midst of the present
crisis with Ethiopia.'?
In any case, by the third week of February, London was aware of the terms of the
new neutrality bill and the American decision, reflected in the legislation. not to restrict
24 Pratt, Cordell Hul!, 206.

25 Hull, 467.
26 Lindsay to Eden, Feb. 13,1936. -71
19826.
27 McCulloch, Eamomic Di~bmacv,178-79. Followingthe passage of the 1936 Neutrality Bill,

President Roosevelt reiterated his support for the moral embargo, but from this point on the
Administration remained largely aloof from the events proceeding in Geneva and East Africa,
although following the end of the conflict Hull remained adamant that the United States should
not grant recognition to the Mussolini's conquered territories On this see Hull, 47-74
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further the export of oil to Italy. This was of course a great blow to any prospective League
effort to stop the war by economic means -- a blow made ail the more pertinent by the
release of the report of the Committee of Experts which concluded at roughly the same time
that a decision by the Americans not to cooperate would seriously hamper any League
effort to cut off Italy from her supplies of oil.28 In light of this. both Runciman and Eyres
-Monsell once again urged the Government to oppose any call for an oil embargo, noting in
the wake of the American decision that "no sanction ought to be imposed which was not
likely to prove effective."29

Eden agreed with his colleague's assumption that the

American stance with respect to oil would indeed render any League imposed embargo
highly ineffective, but in spite of this determination, he had now come to the conclusion
that HMG should press on with its support for the measure. There were a number of
reasons for this. In the first place, Eden noted that it was now evident that the imposition of
the oil embargo represented the only significant measure, short of war. that the League still
possessed in her struggle against Italy. As such, any effort to avoid the issue, would
represent a fatal blow to the League and the pursuit of collective security which would no
doubt encourage aggression in other parts of the world. Furthermore. the risks involved in
pursuing such a policy were now greatly diminished. particularly as Mussolini's recent
difficulties in overcoming Abyssinian resistance made the possibility of an Anglo-Italian
war far less likely. In addition. the Foreign Secretary had just received a number of reports
which indicated that Mussolini's government was at present experiencing serious financial
difficulties. These would no doubt be exasperated by the need to purchase higher priced oil
from alternative sources once the embargo went into effect; hence, Eden reasoned that
while the embargo itself may not be severe enough to bring Mussolini's war machine to a
halt, it would at Least render the prosecution of the war more expensive and diffkult. It
might even make the Duce more inclined to negotiate an end to the crisis.30 But the most
important factor in considering the imposition of the oil embargo was its symbolic value,
not only at home, but also abroad, particularly in the United States where. as Eden noted.
28 Stevenson to Eden, Feb. 12, 1936, DBFP 2nd Series VoL XV. # 514.
29 Cab 23/89 see in DBFP 2nd Series Vol, XV. # 545 footnote 3.

30 Drurnmond to Eden, Feb. 20,1936. DBFP 2nd SeriesVol- XV # 534: Cab 23/83CC 1l(36)3.
Feb. 26, 1936.
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the prestige and credibility of HMG had suffered severely as a result of the disclosure of
the Hoare-Lava1Plan.3 1
Indeed, by this point it was clear that Eden was seriously concerned about the
impact of the Hoare-Lava1 crisis on both public and official opinion in the United States. In
fact. prior to the publication of the Paris proposals, both Lindsay and Eden had been
cautiously optimistic about the possibility of American cooperation vis a vis Abyssinia.
particularly with respect to the will of the Administration to secure the power to embargo oil
through the 1936 neutrality legislation. Here the attitude of Hull was a key factor.
Throughout the fall of 1935, for example, Lindsay frequently reported on Hull's
determination to do all he could to reduce U.S. exports of oil to -normal levelsn by "extralegalwmeans under the auspices of the moral embargo. He had also indicated that he was
"fairly confident" that the Administration would get its way in the up-coming neutrality
debate, and as such was hopeful that the President would be eganted the powers to extend
the U.S. arms embargo to key commodities. such as oil.32 Moreover. in a conversation
with Hull held the day before the Hoare-Lavd plan became public, the Secretary informed

the Ambassador in no uncertain terms that he himself was in favour of the League
extending the embargo to oil. When Lindsay noted that the decision to proceed with an oil
embargo was difficult. and that part of the reason the League had hesitated was due to the
uncertain attitude of the United States, Hull insisted that he could not understand why
Geneva should hesitate for a moment:
Here were nations assembled to do what they could in the cause of peace. Were
they to 'lie down and die' without making an effort at the first difficulty? In his
opinion 'they should sweep right ahead at once.' If it became clear that outside
Powers by their action or inaction were defeating the League then it would also be
clear that 'they were crucifying peace33
Comments such as these bolstered Lindsay's optimism. and led him to conclude on the eve
of the Hoare-Laval crisis that both the Resident and the Secretary were anxious to curtail
the war in Abyssinia. Lindsay in fact insisted that both Roosevelt and Hull deeply resented
31 Eden to Clerk, Feb. 26, 1936. DBFP 2nd Series VoL XV, # 545 footnote. 3.
32 Lindsay to Hoare, Dec. 5. 1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XV, # 306 & Lindsay to Eden Dec. 8,
1935,J&!#s 332 & 333. As noted in the previous Chapter. the 1935 Neutrality Law was set to
expire on February 29, 1936.
33 Lindsay to Men,Dec. 8.1936, DBfP 2nd Series Vol- XV # 332
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the ltalian action. which in their view had imperiled the world economic recovery. incited
Japan to new aggressiveness, and hampered international trade and the negotiation of trade
agreements which "are so near to Mr. Hull's heart." As such. Lindsay interpreted Hull's

remarks as an indication that if the League imposed an oil embargo the "United States will
not be very far behind."

-34

But Lindsay's confidence in American cooperation with the League was soon
shattered by the publication of the Hoare-Laval Plan. which was universally condemned in
the United States as an "international disgrace" and a staggering defeat of the League of
Nations.-ts Indeed. in a dispatch sent to the Foreign Office shortly after the publication of
the proposals, Lindsay noted that opposition to the plan was -unanimous, complete and
unequivocal." It was "everywhere taken for granted" he continued. "that there is n o more
any question of an oil embargon and he was thus "unable to forecast what Congress will
do in regard to the neutrality legislation."

36

In fact. the Hoare-Lava1 disclosures had a

profound impact on the neutrality debate and were a potent factor in the defeat of the
Administration's version of the Bi11.37
These reports disturbed Eden, who, as noted, took over the reins of the Foreign
Office under the firm conviction that HMG must make a serious effort to improve AngloAmerican relations. As such, Eden concluded that the recent determination of the Congress
to reject cooperation in favour of rigid isolation if anything made it all the more imperative
that HMG should pmceed with the oil embargo, which as Lindsay noted would "do more

than anything else" to restore the prestige of HMG and the League and to influence
American opinion in favour of the collective peace system3 That Eden agreed with this
assumption was made very clear in a conversation he had with the French Ambassador a
short time later. Here. after listening to M. Corbin express the conviction that there was
little point in going ahead with the embargo in light of the American decision not to sanction
34 Lindsay to Eden, Dec. 8, 1936, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XV # 333.
35 Lindsay to Hoare, Dec. 17.1935, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XV # 387.
36
37 Lindsay to Eden, Feb. 21,1936, DBFP 2nd Series Vol.., XV, # 535;Quincy Wright to Arthur
Sweetzer,January 29, 1936, Sweetzer Papers, Library of Congress.
38 Lindsay to Eden. Feb.21.1936, DBFP 2nd Series Vol... XV. # 535.
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oil, Eden countered that perhaps his colleague had not placed the matter in true perspective.
for it was aiways possible for the League to say:
'Though we do not control world supplies of oil we do control a
considerable part of them, and we will do what we can by placing an embargo upon
oil to make the war more expensive for Italy.' Such an attitude would. amongst
other results, certainly produce a good reaction in the United States. If I might
speak frankly to the Ambassador I thought that one of the most unfortunate effects
of the Paris proposals in December was the reaction produced on world opinion,
and more particularly on United States opinion. If we took a long view we must
both of us realize the importance to our countries of United States goodwill. What
would have been our position today if we had not had goodwill. and ultimately the
active support of the United States in the war years [?I 39
In light of these views. Eden argued in the Cabinet that he should be granted the power to

press for the imposition of an oil embargo in Geneva, and that he should endeavor to
secure its application "at as early a date as other members of the Committee of Eighteen
would agree to." The Cabinet concurred, though on the condition that "the Secretary of
State should as far as possible avoid taking the lead in this matte? and that "it should be left
to his discretion to carry out the policy of the Government with as little publicity to himself
as possible."

40

.

On March 2, then Eden returned to Geneva, where he once again tried to secure
the cooperation of the French in private before engaging in the deliberations of the League.
Here, however, it was immediately apparent that the French continued to be deeply uneasy
about the prospects of an oil embargo. This was due to a number of factors. including
France's preoccupation with European security, her need to avoid any further deterioration

in relations with Italy. and the conviction that the imposition of further sanctions would
only result in a decision by Italy to leave the League and renounce her obligations under the
Locarno agreement91 The latter point was now of particular concern. as the French had

recently received reports that the Germans were in fact contemplating making some move
39 Eden to Sir G. Clerk. Feb. 26.1936.

# Y15. Here we should note that French Foreign
Minister Flandin was so struck by Eden's emphasis on the need to to keep the sympathy of
American opinion that he cabled his ambassador in Washington, asking if in factthere was some
development there that had caused the British to take such as resolute stand.
40 Cab 1l(36) 1 March 26, 1936 cab 23/89.As noted earlier, the Committee of Eighteen was the
body responsible for the development of sanctions policy at the League of Nations.
41 ln fact Flandin had run for office campaigning on a platform in which he call for the rebuilding of
"thedamn against Germany-"On this see Baer, Test Case, 221.
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into the Rhineland. As such, French Foreign Minister Flandin suggested a delay on the
question of oil so as to allow for a further attempt at mediation. He also indicated that his
government was prepared to support the imposition of the oil sanction only on the
condition that Great Britain offered France further guarantees of her commitments under
Locamo. including a clear indication that HMG would "be ready to support France even
alone in the defence of the demilitarized zone."42 Eden responded to Handin's request for a
delay by agreeing to postpone the decision on oil for forty-eight hours. so that the
Committee of Thirteen (which was responsible for the overall direction of League policy on
the Abyssinian problem) could issue calls for a cease-fire and for the immediate opening of
negotiations between the two parties. But Eden also stressed that if these efforts were
unsuccessful. and it was clear that the appeal was going nowhere. that the question of
further sanctions must then be reopened by the Committee of Eighteen. As to France's
desire for a link between support for the oil embargo and further guarantees on the
Rhineland, Eden noted that he could say nothing without consulting the Cabinet. which he
promised he would do "at the earliest possible moment."

43

Based on these conversations, Randin assumed that he had an understanding with
Eden that there would be no discussion of the oil embargo during the course of the meeting
held by the Committee of Eighteen held on March 2. Indeed. in response to a direct
question by Flandin, Eden indicated his hope that it would

be necessary to bring up the

subject of oil at the forthcoming meeting, as ^it would be best to arrange matters privately

in advance and not to have any difficulties in public.*u

In accordance with this

understanding, Handin opened the sanctions meeting with the recommendation that the
committee adjourn before considering the question of further measures. This would allow a
short time for the Committee of Thirteen to issue a fresh and urgent appeal for peace. But
for reasons that are still not entirely clear, Eden suddenly altered his earlier position and
announced to a somewhat shocked delegation that Great Britain was now in favour of
42 Cowling,Immct, 103; Eden

to Foreign mice, March 3 & 4,1936,DBFP 2nd Senes Vol. XVI.

#' s 3,103 1, & 20; and R.A.C. Parker, 'Great Britain. France and the Ethiopian Crisis'. EHR, 89
(1974) 43 Baer, Test Case, 223;& Eden to Foreign Office,March 4,1936,DBFP 2nd Series Vol., XVI #

20.
44 Record of Anglo-French Conversations, March 2
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imposing an oil embargo on Italyf 5 In fact. Eden insisted that the appeal procedure (which
he had no objection to) need not cause any undue delay in the discussions on oi1, and he

-

wished to go on record as being in favour of the early application of such a sanction if the
other principle and supplying states who were members of the League were prepared to do

Eden's sudden announcement, which stood in sharp contrast to the impression he
had given the French delegation just a few hours earlier, angered Handin. and left the other
members of the Committee in a state of confusion as they had had no advance warning of it

and hence had had no time to prepare position papers on the matter37 It also stood in
sharp contrast to the instructions he had received from the Cabinet in London advising him
to take no initiative over oil. This left some of Eden's colleagues to conclude that Eden had
been carried away by the sanctionist atmosphere in Geneva and by his coterie of advisors
who in the view of some of the senior members of the Cabinet were too young and

inexperienced to be handling such an important endeavor.48 in a Cabinet meeting called a
few days later. Eden undertook to explain his sudden action by insisting that the situation in

Geneva was different from what it had been when he had first received his instructions.
His discussions with other the members of the Committee. he noted. had led him to
conclude that something had to be said about the League's intentions on the subject of
sanctions. To ignore the issue would be to further damage the reputation of HMG and the
League in the eyes U.S. and World public opinion, and would lead Italy "to assume that

the subject had been dropped.-

49

Eden then noted that it had eventually been decided in

Geneva that if the Italians and Abyssinians had not mpoaded affirmatively to Randin's
45 In the Foreign Office Minutescovering Eden's conversationswith flandin, Mr. Peterson notes
that until this point it appeared that We Secretary of State was still following the lines of the
Cabinet Conclusions [of February 261.. .' But that it Was subsequently and apparently after
telephonic communication with London that he [Eden] decided to come out in the open and
propose the oil sand-on."There is no mention in the minutes as to whom M e n may have spoken.
or any record of the contents of this conversation. See: Edmond to Foreign Office, March 2.
1936, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVI. # 3,footnote 11. See also below p. 160.
46 League of Nations. Official Journal. special supplement no. t 49. 11 12; Gibbs, Grand Strateav,
219
47 Baer, Test Case. 225.
48 Oocvments Diplomatique frzuqai3, Series 11, t 932-1939, Vol- I, No. 295.
49 Cab 15(36) 1. March 5, 1936, Cab 23/89.
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appeal by 10 March. the Committee of Eighteen would meet immediately thereafter in
order to make a final decision on an oil embargo and to determine when and how this
measure should be applied.so
It would appear then, that by March, Eden had come around to the view that the
oniy way to redeem the policy of collective security and to restore the prestige of his
Government, was for him to press ahead with the embargo on oil. Eden was of course well
aware that the effectiveness of this sanction would be greatly hampered by the activities of
the U.S. oil producers, but the weight of world opinion, especially U.S. opinion, overrode
these considerations and prompted him to act. This was by design. Eden considered it
imperative that the United States maintain a friendly disposition towards HMG. Without
this. collective security was doomed and the fate of the West's ability to wage a successful
war against Germany and Italy on the continent, should war break out, would be seriously
diminished.

***
And so. it looked a s if the long anticipated oil embargo might finally come into

being, but on 7 March all concern about Abyssinia and oil suddenly and quite precipitously
faded from view when AdoIf Hitler ordered his forces to march into the Rhineland.
Hitter's action constituted a flagrant violation of the Treaty of Versailles a s well as a
flagrant violation of the Treaty of Locarno. Yet the move was not entirely unexpected.
although at the time, it caught both the Britis3 and the French Governments off guard. This
was in

part due to the preoccupation on the part of both Governments with the Abyssinian

crisis, and in part due to Hitler, whose timing for such a coup Jer main had become
impeccable.
In any case, in order to fully appreciate Eden's response to the Rhineland incident,
it is necessary to go back and examine his intentions with respect to Germany from the
outset of his becoming Foreign Secretary. Here it is important to note that the whole
question of an agreement with Germany was brought back to the forefront of the Cabinet's
attention by the release of the Third Report of the Defence Requirements Committee

(DRC), which was submitted to the Government on 21 November 1935. In the report. the
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DRC noted the many perils facing Britain in Europe. in Asia and in the Mediterranean. and
strongly advised that due to these difliculties the Government, among other things. should
seek a rapprochement with Italy. But the main focus of concern for the Chiefs of Staff
remained Germany and Japan and the t h a t that these two powers posed to British interest
both near at home and in the Empire. Due to this dual threat to international stability. the

DRC insisted that in the long term Britain had no choice but to rearm

"to

a far more

effective level." and in addition, insisted that until HMG reached that goal it would be
prudent for the Government do everything it could, in conjunction with France.

"

to

promote and maintain friendly relations with Germany."5I
Similar sentiments were echoed in the Foreign Office where officials such as Ralph
Wigram and Orme Saqrnt also argued that given the choice of choosing between a policy

of doing nothing; a policy of attempting to thwart German ambitions by encirclement
(which camed with it the very real danger of driving Europe into two armed camps): or a
policy of coming to terms with Germany: that the latter was by far the best and in fact
represented the only constructive course of action open to Europe.-5' Germany. then was
very much on the minds of the Foreign Office and the Chiefs of Staff when Eden assumed
the post of Foreign Secretary and it is not surprising that one of his first undertakings in
office should be to engage in a thorough review of HMG relations with the Reich. On
January 17. Eden circulated a memorandum entitled 'The Gerrnan Danger' to his Cabinet
colleagues. Here. he summed up German Foreign Policy as being bent on -the destruction
of the peace settlement" and the "re-establishment of Germany as the dominant power in
Europe." Eden also noted that the means by which Hitier hoped to achieve these aims were
two-fold: first. internally through the remilitarization of the German state: and second.
externally. by territorial and economic expansion -so as to absorb as far as possible all
those of the German race who are at present citizens of neighboring Statesg'and to acquire
new markets and sources of raw materials for German industry. The Foreign Secretary

then noted that the -form and direction of this expansion is the one still doubtful factor in
Germany's plans for the future." In light of these observations, Eden then drew two
51 DRC 37.Nov.21. 1936. quoted from Roskill,Man of Secrets. 192-93.

52 See, for example. Papers on a Settlement with Germany. Nov. 21. 1935. DBFP 2nd Series.
Vol. XV, Appendix I.
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conclusions. The first. was that it was "vital to hasten and complete our own rearmament."
and the second was that "whilst pursuing our rearmament, it will be well to consider
whether it is still possible to come to come to a modus vivedi

...with

Hitler...."3-1 Based

on Eden's recommendations and the report of the DRC, then, the Cabinet thus embarked
on a course which one historian claims "laid the foundation of a policy towards Germany
that in essentials was to last until the outbreak of the war,"

- rearmament and negotiation --

and over the course of the next two months the Foreign Office expended a good deal of
energy examining possible areas of agreement which might be pursued with Hitler's
Reich.-'-c
[n fact. these deliberations represented an extension of the process that had been set
in motion with the opening of the Disarmament Conference in 1932. and by the release of
the joint Anglo-French Communique of February 3 , 1935. As noted. both these efforts
failed to result in the conclusion of an overall settlement. At the root of this failure had been
the inability of the parties concerned to bring about any sort of Franco-German consensus
on the size and material requirements of their respective armed forces. In an attempt to
circumvent this problem, the British, in the Spring of 1935. had dropped their adherence to
the demand. contained in the Anglo-French Communiqui. that naval and air limitations
could only be secured a s part of a comprehensive settlement. One result of this new and
more flexible attitude had been the conclusion of the 1935 Angio-German Naval Agreement
(which =reatly upset the French), but a second result, had been the parallel negotiations for
the conclusion of a European Air P a c t 9
The dispute with Italy over Abyssinia, however had rendered any progress on the
Air Pact impossible. particularly as in the latter half of 1935. Hitler made it eminently clear
that he bad no interest in negotiating my sort of European settiement while this dispute was
53 Memorandum by Eden on 'The German Danger', Jan. 17, 1936, DBFP 2nd Senes Vol. XV #
460.
54 Andrew J. Crozier, m m e r r t and Germanv's Last Bid for Colonies (New York, f988), 131.
It was during this period that the Cabinet established, on Eden's recommendation, the Cabinet
Committeeon Germany,which was set up in order to look into policiestoward's Germany. On this
see memorandum by Eden on Policy towards Germany,Feb. 11.1936. DBFP 2nd Series Vol.
XV, f 509.
55 Peters, Anthonv Eden, 169-70.
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underway. But the renewed interest in coming to terms with Germany had given the Air

40

Pact a new lease on life, and over the course of the first two months of 1936, the Foreign
Office decided that the discussion of an Air Pact represented the best means to re-open

negotiations with Germany. By the end of February, it was clear that the Government
concurred with the Foreign Office's assessment and in consequence Eden informed his
Ambassador in Berlin. Sir E Phipps, of the Cabinet's decision. Eden also informed Phipps
that he no longer felt that the negotiation of an Air Pact must be postponed until the end of
the Abyssinian Affair as the Italian participation in the London Naval Conference indicated
that the Abyssinian conflict need not rule out the possibility of Italian cooperation in a
general European agreement36 Moreover. it would be wise to make some diplomatic
approach to Germany prior to the release of the Defence White Papers due in March. This
document called for increased expenditures on defence to counter German ambitions and it
was expected that Berlin would react negatively to it. An approach to Gemany now might
soften the blow. and render the prospects of a successful conclusion to the proposed
agreement all the more likely.5'
Thus, at the very same time that Eden was advocating that the Cabinet come out in
favour of an oil embargo against Italy. he was also preparing to reopen negotiations with
Germany over the proposed Air Pact. As usud, the sticking point in the whole process

remained the French, and their persistent requests for additional guarantees of security in
return for their cooperation abroad. The whole issue had been further complicated by the
recent and widespread speculation. in both Paris and London. that the Germans might
make a move into the Rhineland. As early as 16 January, for example, the Foreign Office

issued a memorandum declaring that the German reoccupation of the demilitarized zone
was all but inevitable- The same memorandum recommended that thought should be given

now as to
-

how HMG might secure some quid pro quo

in return for the "peaceful

disappearance" of this i s s u e 3 There was no inclination to fight for the zone and little
anticipation that a German move was imminent. By March it was hoped that the surrender
56 Eden to Phipps, Feb. 24, 1936, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XV, # 541

57
58 o
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of the Rhineland to full German sovereignty might become an integral part of an overall
settlement initiated by the conclusion of the Air P a c t 9 In Paris, though, the possibility
that the Germans might move into the Rhineland was not viewed with quite the same
complacency and, while Whitehall did not anticipate that France would fight for the zone,
the issue was not entirely clear. What was clear is that HMG certainly had no desire to do
anything which might encourage the French to do so. Eden, therefore, faced a real dilemma
when Flandin confronted him with a request for a British guarantee of the Rhineland i n
return for French support for an oil embargo against Italy. In his view, to refuse the French
request would leave his League policies in shambles: while to endorse it. would be to
commit Britain to a policy which would not only make France all the more reluctant to offer
concessions to Gemany. but might even lead to war. Under the circumstances. Eden had
little choice but to try and put off Flandin's request, without issuing an outright refusal.
Hence. when the Cabinet met to consider the matter following Eden's discussions with
Handin on March 2, the Foreign Secretary effectively stalled on the question by merely
recommending the establishment of a Cabinet committee to examine the extent of British
obligations under Locarno. In the meantime, Eden insisted that the proposed approach to
Germany over the Air Pact should go ahead immediately. This. at the very least. would
satisfy the French that HMG was doing everything in her power to render a settlement with
Germany possible and might serve to mitigate her security fears for the future.60

On March 6, then, Eden called in the German Ambassador. Herr von Hoesch, to
reciprocate the **numberof recent statements" issued by Hitler. "expressing hopes for an
improvement of international relations in Western Europe." Eden then asked the
Ambassador directly about the possibility of opening **seriousdiscussions" with the Reich
for the conclusion of' an Air Pact. Hoesch promised to forward Eden's suggestion to Berlin
immediately, but unfortunately Eden's demarchd came too late to have any significant
impact o n Hitler's intention to re-occupy the Rhineland. By noon the next day word
arrived from Berlin that "German armed military detachments had this morning entered the

public viewed the possibility of a German move
into the Rhineland as I'ie more than a move into their own 'back garden."

59 It should also be noted that most of the
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demilitarized zone."aI Meanwhile, in London, Hoesch, once again called upon Eden. to

inform the British Government ofthe German action. He also handed the Foreign Secretary
a memorandum. which not only offered an explanation as to why the German Government
felt justified in taking this step, but also offered a whole new series of measures which
Germany was prepared to take in order to ensure the pacification of Europe. These included
the establishment of a new demilitarized zone which would straddle both sides of the
Franco-Belgian frontiers with Germany. the opening of negotiations for an Air Pact. the
conclusion of a network of =year

non -aggression pacts with Germany's neighbours in

both Western and Eastern Eumpe. and Germany's eventual return to the League.flz
Hitler's memorandum was a masterpiece of diplomacy. It appealed to the British
public. who for the most part viewed the re-occupation of the Rhineland as little more than
"

going into their own back g a r d e n 3 3 It also lured the Foreign Office into a false sense of

security about the possibility of concluding a final comprehensive agreement with the
Reich. Indeed, in a conversation with the French Ambassador immediately following his
interview with Hoesch. Eden. after deploring the German action. emphasized that this
"very important memorandum would require very careful consideration by the Cabinet."
Moreover. in a move to forestall any possible military move by the French. Eden also
stressed HMG's hope that *the French Government would not do anything to render the
situation more difficult." other than to join with the British in "a steady and calm
examination of the situation between all those interested." This was a clear warning that
London had ruled out a military response and would expect the same from Paris.6-I Eden
then met with Baldwin. who fully concurred that "there would be no support in Britain for

6
1 & Phipps
~
to Eden. March 7,1936. DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVI # 33.
62 Middlemass & Barnes. Baldwin. 914; Peters Anthonv Eden, 178; & DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVI

# 4 2 Hitler's ostensible reason for reoccupying the demilitarized zone stemmed from his
objections to the France-Soviet Pact, which was ratified by the French Senate a few weeks earlierHitler regarded the conclusion of the pact as a violation of the Locarno Agreement, and hence
insisted he was justified in sending troops into the tone- For a more general discussion of the
Rhineland incident see:J-T. Emmersun, The Rhineland Crisis. March 7. 1936: A Studv in
MultilateralDi~loma~(Arnes
Iowa 1977); & Thompson, Anti-A~~easer~,
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military action by the French."fis Shortly thereafter, word came from Paris that the French
Government had agreed to assess the situation calmly and would not engage in any isolated
military activity. Nevertheless. France was still appalled at the German move and fully
expected that there should be a meeting of both the Locamo Powers and the League
Council as soon as possible in order to discuss what should be done in response to the
German coup. 66
With the receipt of this telegram, it was clear that the immediate crisis had passed
and that Whitehall's primary goal of avoiding a conflict with Germany over the issue had
been achieved. Eden was thus free to prepare a detailed memorandum on the whole
situation for the Cabinet. Here. not unlike his earlier assessment of the ' G e m a n Danger"
written at the outset of the year, Eden concluded:
The myth had been exploded that Herr Hider only repudiates treaties imposed on
Germany by force. We must be prepared for him to repudiate any treaty even if
freely negotiated ( a ) when it become inconvenient: and (b)when Germany is
sufficiently strong and the circumstances otherwise are favourable for doing so.

On the other hand owing to Germany's material strength and power of mischief in
Europe it is in our interest to conclude with her as far reaching and enduring a
settlement as possible whilst Hitler is still in the mood to do so.
In essence, then, Eden contemplated no radical reassessment of British policy towards
Germany in the wake of the Rhineland incident. and in fact was determined to engineer a
response to it which was designed to keep the possibility of a negotiated settlement with her
alive. In light of this. Eden's chief concern in the days and weeks immediately following
the Rhineland coup was not with the Germans, but rather with the French, who in their

anger and frustration over Hitler's move. might be tempted to press for the imposition of
sanctions o r other measures in an effon to get Germany to withdraw from the demilitarized
zone. Such a move was viewed with alarm in London. In Whitehall's assessment. it was
highly unlikely that Hitier would withdraw under the pressure of sanctions. Moreover. any
attempt to pressure Hitler in such a way would only serve to alienate him further and make
the possibility of a negotiated settlement all but impossible.
65 Avon ,343-44.
66 Clerk to Eden DBFP Vol. XVI. # 39.

Indeed, given Hitler's
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unstable personality. it might even result in a war. In light of these considerations. Eden
was determined to do all he could to limit the response of both the League and the Locarno

powers to the German move to a mere verbal condemnation. accompanied by a clear
indication that the door to further negotiations remained open.67
With this object in mind, then. Eden traveled to Paris to meet with the other

signatories of the Locamo powers. Here he argued in favour of pursuing what he called "a
policy of conciliation." It soon became apparent. however. that the French would refuse to
negotiate with Germany so long as her forces remained in the Rhineland. Moreover, they
insisted that the only course of action open to the Locarno powers would be to demand
nothing less than the immediate withdrawal of all German forces from the demilitarized
zone. They also made it plain that they were prepared to ask the League Council to impose
financial, economic and even military sanctions against Germany in order to secure this
object.68 When asked directly if the French Government was prepared to contemplate

military action in the event that the proposed sanctions proved ineffective. Flandin
answered in the affinnative.fi9
The French stance confirmed the worst fears of the Cabinet and led to renewed
speculation about the possibility of war breaking out as a consequence of the Rhineland
incident. This had to be avoided at all costs. As such, Eden, after returning to London to
discuss the matter with his colleagues. recommended that HMG attempt to forestall the
French drive towards sanctions by offering to the French some son of alternative to
Locarno (in the form of a general settlement). underwritten by the opening of General Staff
Talks between the two powers. This, accompanied by a clear indication that KMG was not
prepared to engage in a military operation against Germany. might be enough to persuade
the French to open negotiations with the Germans and to drop the demand for sanctions.
Eden's suggestions were accepted by the Cabinet. and over the course of the next
few days a serious attempt was made to bring the French around to the British position. By
18 March the two Governments had reached an agreement. There would be no immediate
67 Peters, Anthonv Men, 178-182
68 DBFP Val. XVI # 61 & 63.
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call for sanctions. and in addition, no stipulation that the opening of negotiations with
Germany be conditional on the evacuation of all German forces from the Rhineland. The
policy of conciliation would go ahead. In return. the British General Staff would undertake
technical discussions with its French counterpart, and the British Government would
support calls for the placement of an international police force in the demilitarized zone
pending the outcome of the proposed talks with the Gennans.7o Having secured French
cooperation. then. the League Council. under Eden's direction. confined itself to nothing
more than a verbal condemnation of Germany's actions when it finally met to consider the
matter. At the same time. the Locarno Powers also agreed to allow Eden to press on with
his earlier proposal for the opening of negotiations on a general settlement with Germany.
All Hitler had t o do was agree to listen. and to promise in the interim that he would not

increase the size of the forces he had so suddenly launched into the Rhineland.7

1

There is no question that the French acceptance of this solution to the Rhineland
crisis, and the subsequent limited action by the League, represented a significant personal
achievement for Eden. He had succeeded in bringing Paris around to London's position
without committing his Government to any significant increase in her military commitments
to France. Indeed. in Whitehall. there was little expectation that the so called "technical staff

talks" would amount to much and, in the event itself, the two parties simply offered an

exchange of information on the co-ordination of defensive measures each would take in the
event of an unprovoked German attack against the West. In the meantime however. Eden
was able to use the prospective military convenations as an effective means to bring the

French to heel. By doing so, he managed to wrestle the initiative with respect to Germany
away from Paris and place it firmly in London. where it would remain for the foreseeable
future. This was significant, for over the course of the subsequent discussions with

Germany in the wake of the Rhineland crisis, Hitler would prove to be very uncooperative.
and in fact would reject the various proposals put fotward by the Locarno Powers for the

resolution of the crisis. From this point on. however. Eden remained in effective control of

Western policy, and in spite of occasional h n c b protests at the Fiihrer's actions, he was
-

. -

70 Peters, Anthonv EdenJ 87
71 Aster. Eden. 41.
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able to insist that the policy of conciliation must continue. Over the course of April and
May. then. Eden would contemplate various proposals for bringing Germany back to the
negotiating table. These measures included colonial and economic concessions in return for
German participation in arms limitation, the establishment of a network of European
nonaggression pacts. and the submission of his secalled "questionnaire" to Hitler. through
which Eden hoped to effect Germany's return to the League and to draw forth her final
position on European security.72

***
In the meantime. while Eden pressed ahead with the policy of conciliation with
Germany, his attention returned once more to the question of Abyssinia and the possibility
that the League might wish to take further action against Italy. However. the German
occupation of the Rhineland had a profound impact on the crisis over Abyssinia and the
possibility that the League might impose an oil embargo on Italy. Eden's rejection of the
French suggestion about the possibility of using the League to impose sanctions on
Germany as a consequence of Hitler's invasion of the Rhineland. for example. further
exacerbated AngleFrench relations, and rendered the possibility of concerted action with
respect to League sanctions against Italy far less likely. By April. Flandin had made it quite
clear to Eden that the French Government and public were opposed to further sanctions
against Italy and found it difficult to support even the maintenance of the current sanctions
"if they were not found to be applicable in present circumstances to Germany also."73
Moreover. given France's preoccupation with the German threat in the wake of the
Rhineland coup there was little possibility that France would be willing to take any action in
the Mediterranean which might provoke Italian retaliation. Indeed. with the Germans now
on the Rhine. France's chief interest vis h vis Abyssinia was to end the conflict as soon as
possible so that she could get on with the far more important business of rebuilding the
Stresa Front74 For France, then, the Abyssinian question had become a dead issue. Thus.

the most that Eden could hope for from Paris in the matter were more calls for negotiation
72 On this see: Crozier. Germany%Last Bid for Coloniw and Peters. Anthonv Eden. 192-96f3 Clerk to Eden, March 23 & 30,1936, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVI., #s 159 & t 8 2
74 &err Test Case. 232-33;Robert Young. In Command of France. (CambridgeMass.
1978),t33-34.
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and reconciliation and little else. Under the circumstances. the prospects for the successful
application of collective security were dim at best.
The Rhineland crisis also gave the service chiefs an unparalleled opportunity to
press their case against the taking of further measures against Italy. Less than a week

following Hitler's bold move. for example. the chiefs of staff reported that "any question
of war with Germany while we are are at present heavily committed to the possibility of
hostilities in the Mediterranean would be thoroughly dangerous" a s "we should be
perilously exposed in the air and completely open to attack at sea."75 As such the chiefs
recommended that given even the slightest danger of a war with Germany HMG "ought at
once" to disengage herself from her responsibilities in the Mediterranean. "which have
exhausted practically the whole of our meager forces.76 Indeed the Rhineland crisis
seemed to confirm what the chiefs had been advocating for quite some time. that Britain
must recover her good relations with Italy. that she could not afford to face potential
adversaries simultaneously in Europe, the Far East and the Mediterranean. and that for the
security of Europe. Italy must be brought back into military alliance with France."By April, it has also become apparent that the Italians had turned the tide on the

field and that unless some sort of drastic action were taken immediately -- such as the
closure of the Suez Canal

-

the defeat of the Abyssinian forces must inevitably follow.

This step was considered by some of the more vehement members of the sanctionists fmnt
in the Foreign Office, and was even considered for a time by Eden, but in the end the
counsels of moderation prevailed and no attempt was made to persuade the Cabinet to adopt
such a bold and provocative rneasure.78 Devoid of a means to stop the war, and unwilling

75 Chiefs of Staff Paper. # 442, March 18. 1936. cab 27.
76 J l .

77 Third repon of the Defence RequirementsCommittee, DRC 37. Nov. 21. 1936; Cab.
Conclusions 16 March and 1 April, 1936. cab 23/83;& Marder. A.. 'The Royal Navy and the
Ethiopian Crisis of 1935-36',AHR, l(l982).See also Roskill. Man of Secrets 238-39 on need for
rapprochementwith Italy. Hankey, at the time. noted in a letter to a friend that 'our enthusiasm for
the covenant has led to our first antagonizing first Japan, second Italy, and last France without
securing any compensation." (ibid. 239).
78 Minute by Vansittart on position of sanctions and possibil'Ry of effectivelyclosing the Suez
Canal to Italian shipping, April 25,t 936. OBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVI. # 273; L R Pratt, East of
Malta, 34-
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and unable to press for an oil embargo due to the opposition of the French. the opponents
of collective security began to advocate the lifting of sanctions against Italy as the best
means to extricate HMG from the Mediterranean and fmm the strategic dilemma which the
Abyssinian crisis had wmught.79 But Eden continued to insist that the sanctions imposed
by the League had to be maintained -- to shore up public opinion at home and to keep the

pressure on Italy -- if only to prevent the imposition of untenable terms on a vanquished
Ethiopia.go Eden also continued to flirt with the possibility of imposing further sanctions.
and for a time entertained the hope that Mussolini could still be pressured into negotiating a
settlement. But by mid-April it became clear that all attempts at direct negotiations
between the two parties were pointless and that any move to press for additional sanctions

in Geneva would have led to a serious quarrel with the French. who were vehemently
opposed to the idea; it might even result in the collapse of the sanctions front in the League
as a whole. 8 1
At the April 20th meeting of the League Council. then. a consensus had been
reached that there was essentially nothing more the League could do to stop the Italian
advance in East Africa and that the League was about to suffer a disastrous defeat. There
were no calls for the intensification of sanctions, and no calls for the lifting of the current
measures either. This paralysis in essence represented a kind of compromise between the
French. who were more than wilting to write off Ethiopia. and the British. who. in a
meager effort to save face, refused to consider the lifting of sanctions until the situation in
Abyssinia became clearer. On the latter point. HMG did not have to wait long. By the end
of the month it was obvious that all organized resistance to the Italian forces would soon
cease to exist.

On May 2. Haile Selassie abandoned his country to its fate. Four days later.

Italian radio announced that the Abyssinian capital of Addis Ababa had fallen, that
-civilization had triumphed over barbarism," and that the war in Ethiopia had finally come
to an end- 82
79 Amery diary, April 25.1936. Amery. 410.
80 cab 23(36)1 April 6.1936.Cab 23183.
81 Edmond to Foreign Office, April 18, 1936, DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XVl. # 250:& Jones Diary.
April 25. 1936.Jones, A D i m with Letters 187.
82 Waiters.

~f Nations 681 .
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There is no question that the Italian victory in Abyssinia represented a severe blow

to the League and to the whole principle of collective security. It was also a blow to Eden
personally. whose faith in the League was severely shaken a s a result. Indeed. in a
discussion with Neville Chamberlain near the end of April, when it had become clear that
the League was essentially powerless and would be unable to prevent the conquest of
Abyssinia, Eden admitted the force of Chamberlain's argument that the League had "failed
to stop the war. or to protect the victim, and had thereby demonstrated the failure of
collective security as now understood.'w

In light of this, Eden began to give serious

consideration to the idea of reforming the League and rewriting the covenant.
The collapse of Abyssinia also brought about renewed discussions on the question
of sanctions and the policy which the League should endorse now that the war was
essentially over. In Geneva, at a meeting of the League Council held just days after the
Italian occupation of Addis Ababa. there were some representatives who argued in favour
of the lifting the sanctions, a s the end of the conflict had in their view rendered the
maintenance of sanctions pointless.8-I But a majority of the representatives present felt that
to lift the sanctions at once would be to expose the League to further humiliation. so a

decision was taken to postpone any discussion of the raising of sanctions until June. In the
meantime, the existing measures would remain in force.85
Eden supported this move. but the Cabinet and British public opinion remained
divided over the issue.86 Here the arguments in favour of maintaining the existing
sanctions mirrored the sentiments expressed in Geneva. Those in favour of maintaining
sanctions argued that to lift sanctions now would be an act of humiliation which would

only serve to discredit the League and render any further League influence over Italian
behavior impossible. Countering these arguments, however, was a strong body of opinion
which favoured their immediate cancellation- At the Board of Trade. for example. there was
83 Diary entry, April 27,1936, Neville Chamberlain Papers, =A.
Eden admitted the same thing
to M. Hankey, four days prior to his discussion with Chamberlain- Here, Eden confessed that
ccrllectivesecurity was 'an illusion"which had failed in the perfect case of Italy, and that it would
never work in the case of Germany. (Pownall diary, April 23,1936,Bond, Pownalt Diaries, 1 10).
848aerTest C m 282
85
86 Feis to HutI, May 20,1936. Feis Papers. Box 19.
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permanent should the sanctions continue. At the Admiralty, Chatfield began to express
concern about the strain caused by trying to maintain the Royal Navy at such a high degree
of readiness in the Mediterranean and in a somewhat bitter comment which reflected his

own view of current Government policy he asked Vansittart, whether the Foreign Office
intended "to pursue the Sanctionist front until, as h m m o n d foresees, it leads to inevitable
hostilities. the hostilities that the Chiefs of Staff have always foretold."~' Meanwhile. at the
Foreign Office, Vansittan and other omcials began to express frustration at the effect that
the continuation of sanctions was having on the conduct of foreign policy. Their main
concern centered on the possibility that the maintenance of sanctions might lead to a
permanent breach with Italy. a breach which in the long run would upset the European
balance of power and lead to an italo-German rapprochement, probably at the expense of
Austria.88 But there was also concern about the effect that the present discord with M y
was having on the policy of conciliation and pursuit of a settlement with Germany.
particularly as a consensus had formed around the view that Hitler was unlikely to accept

any sort of European settlement as long as he was still able to exploit the continuing rift in
Anglo-French relations with I t a l y P
Faced with these concerns, the momentum in favour of lifting sanctions grew
steadily. By the end of May. when it became clear that Mussolini's hold on Abyssinia was
complete, and that the Duce himself was interested in a return to normal relations and the
rebuilding of the Stresa front. the arguments in favour of dropping the sanctions became all
but irresistible.90 Chamberlain now came out in favour of dropping the sanctions at once.

But both Baldwin and Eden resisted this temptation. the former for domestic political
reasons, the latter because it was imperative that HMG not let the League -peter out in
disgrace- Eden even suggested that it might still be possible to wrench some benefit from
87 Eden to Clerk, April 29,1936. DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVI # 279. & Chatfield to Vansittart, May 4,
# 317 footnote 1.
1936,

,=

88 For more on Vansittart's view of the Gemtan threat see: M. Roi. 'From the Stresa Front to the
Triple Entente: Sir Robert Vansittart, the Abyssinian Crisis and the Containment of Germany'

6.1(March 1995).
89 Minute by Wigram, Phipps to Men, May 28,1936. DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVI #343.
90 Peters, Anthonv Eden. 201.
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this all but discredited policy through the extraction of a quid pro quo from Italy in

exchange for the lifting of sanctions. The core of this arrangement would form a general
settlement with Rome. It would be based on a solemn declaration on the pan of the Duce to
maintain an "open door" economic poky in Abyssinia, not to raise a black army from the

region. and to undertake to keep his obligations in the future.',[ After considerable
deliberation, the Cabinet somewhat reluctantly agreed to allow Eden to pursue the proposed
negotiations with Italy. but only on the condition that the Foreign Secretary prepare a

memorandum on the probable effect of maintaining sanctions for circulation to the Cabinet.

By June 10. however. it was clear that Eden's attempts at reaching an understanding with
the Italians was going nowhere and, in a Cabinet meeting called to discuss the
memorandum on sanctions which had been prepared in accordance with discussions made
on May 29, Eden admitted that he was "not optimistic" about Mussolini's willingness to

acquiesce in the proposed terms for the lifting of sanctions. In light of this. Eden
acknowledged that he himself was -veering toward the view that if sanctions were to be
removed. there was something to be said for our taking the initiative."^^
By this point, then, it seem clear that Eden agreed in principle with the removal of
sanctions. and that the only real issue of contention between him and his colleagues on the
matter was his desire to obtain a declaration of future intent on the part of Italy as
compensation. To this end the Cabinet agreed once more to put off a final decision on
sanctions. But the inability of the Government to come to a settled policy on the question
had begun to exasperate a good many members of the Government. who. as Chamberlain

d the "waiting game.*93 Chamberlain, therefore, decided that the
noted, had become t i ~ of
time had come for him to take matters into his own hands. and on the very same day that
the Cabinet authorized further procrastination. he delivered a speech to the 1900 Club in

which h e characterized the continuation of sanctions as "the very midsummer of
madness-"94

91 Cab 40(36) 5, May 29, 1936*Cab 23184;& Middlemassand Barnes, Wdwin, 938-39-

June 10, 1936, Cab 23/84.
93 The 77mes. June 11, 1936.

92 Cab 41(36)1,
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Chamberlain. as noted, had not been authorized to make such a statement and made

no attempt to consult Eden oa its content. This was deliberate, for as the Chancellor
recorded later. he felt convinced that the time had come to give the country a lead. It was
time to stop the drift in the Government's policy. and although he believed that Eden would
be '*entirely in favour of what he had to say," he knew that if he asked him. h e was "bound
to bid me not to say

it"95

Chamberlain later apologized to Eden for his actions, which

Eden apparently received with grace. But there has been a good deal of speculation as to the
extent that Eden felt aggrieved by this incursion of Chamberlain into the field of Foreign
affairs: speculation spurred on by Eden's comment in his memoirs that Chamberlain's
action came as a complete surprise "not least because his support of my arguments for
maintaining sanctions had been so consistent and

firm."96

This assessment. however.

belies the reality of the situation. for as we have seen, Chamberlain by this point had come
out firmly in favour of the lifting of sanctions and Eden's own adherence to the policy had
quite clearly begun to wane. Indeed, as early as May 8, Eden, in a conversation with the
Dominion High Commissioners. admitted that it was inevitable that at some point the
sanctions "would have to be raised," though he preferred that no action be taken until
June.']- Thus. the position of the two men over the question of removing h e sanctions was
not all that far apart, with the critical difference between them centered on the question of

tirning.')g Nevertheless. Baldwin still felt compelled to defend his Government. and in the
aftermath of Chamberlain's comments he moved swiftly to deny that the Minister spoke
for the Cabinet. But in spite of the t i m e Minister's rebuttal. the effect of Chamberlain's
comments, coming as they did from a senior member of the Government and Baldwin's
obvious successor, were both immediate and profound. Whatever support there had been
for the continuation of sanctions. or even the mere putting off of the decision on sanctions.

95 Chamberlainto his sister, Ida June 14,1936, & Chambertain diary entry, June I?, 1936, NC

18Jl & NC2i23 A.
96 Avon. 384.
97 DO 114/68, quoted from Carfton,Anthonv Men, 8498 For a further emination of this issue see: Cartton, Anthonv Eden, 83-85;
& idem, 'The

Dominions and Btitish Policy in the Abyssinian Crisis,'JICH, l(1972-73)67-69;
& James, Anthonv
Eden. 166-67.
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Chamberlain's speech that while the League of Nations should be urged to continue its
condemnation of the Italian act in Abyssinia. HMG must now be prepared to abandon
sanctions. The policy no longer served any purpose. To this the Cabinet readily agreed,
and on June 17. the Government decided to advocate the lifting of sanctions in Geneva.

Three weeks later, 49 of the 50 Nations represented at the General Assembly concurred,9~
and with this action. the long drawn out struggle between Italy and the League of Nations
over Mussolini's military adventure in East Africa finally drew to its inglorious and
ignominious close.

99 Only Abyssinia voted agJnst the measure.
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The crises over Abyssinia and the Rhineiand, then, created an atmosphere of
increased tension and uncertainty in London that reinforced Eden's conviction that the
maintenance of American goodwill was in HMG's best interests. As such, Eden was
appalled at the damage which the Hoare-Laval had wrought to Great Britain's prestige in
America and was determined to restore his Government's standing in this matter by not
only pursuing an oil embargo against Italy (at a time when most of his colleagues had
concluded that such a move would be largely ineffective). but also by seeking a large
measure of cooperation with the U.S. delegation at the proceedings of the London Naval
Conference. There is not time within the scope of the present study to examine the
proceedings of the London Conference in great detail. but it should be noted that in the
wake of the Japanese decision to renounce her adherence to the treaty limits imposed by
Washington System. (which came at the close of 1934) the efforts of the British and
American Governments to come an agreement on naval limitation with the Japanese
continued.] The ability of the three powers to come to a new agreement. however. was
severely hampered by the Japanese demand for a -common upper limito'which in essence

meant that Tokyo wanted nothing less than parity with the United States. Washington was
vehemently opposed to this. and by the time the conference formally opened, on December

9, 1935. there was little expectation that the gap between the Americans and the Japanese
could be bridged. After a few days of talks, the confennce reached an impasse, and in an
effort to break this deadlock. the British put forward various proposals. including a
compromise solution, calling for voluntarily fixed limits on new constmction and prior
notification among the naval powers of each nation's building program. On a more
ominous note, however, Cragie, who was still acting as the chief Foreign Office
spokesman on naval matters. also resurrected the idea that the West pursue some sort of
consultative or non-aggression pact with Japan as the best means of keeping the Japanese at
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the negotiating table2 Hull was opposed to this, and in a despatch to Norman Davis. on
January 8, 1936, the Secretary instructed the latter to make it clear to Eden that the United
States would not look with favour on any attempt to reach a political detente with Japan.
Furthermore, Hull also sensed that the Japanese were not really interested in arriving at any
agreement. and in light of this. the Secretary suggested that:

lf the Japanese are eventually to refuse any agreement which would not
include recognition of their right to to build to a "common upper limit". I question
the advisability of continuing to discuss ways and means of arriving at an
agreement with them as the very fact of continuing to discuss such possibilities
will, if continued beyond a reasonably short exploratory period. undoubtedly
weaken the position which we must eventually take publicly. If the conference is to
end on a note that the Japanese have made and insisted upon a demand which is
entirely unacceptable to the British and ourselves. it would seem to be desirable that
this should take place early rather than after a too long drawn out series
of attempts to amve at a conclusion which could have become evident in the early
stages of the Conference. To continue discussion in such circumstances would only
result in confusion in the public mind and may rneanw hile offer an opportunity for
the militarist element in Japan to use the news from London in a manner tending to
justify their own aims and to intensify antagonism on the part of the Japanese
people towards the United States3
Hull therefore insisted that that it would be in the best interests of both the British and
American Governments to bring matters to a head with Japan as soon as possible.
Eden agreed. and in sharp contrast to the policies advocated by Chamberlain in the
fall of 1934, the newly appointed Foreign Secretary not only sought to reassure the
Americans that there would be no attempt on the part of HMG to pursue a non-aggression
pact with the Japanese, but also that he himsekf was most anxious -to do what was possible
to maintain close and friendly relations with the United States."-r As such Eden set out at
once to inform the Japanese delegation that there could be no further discussion of parity
between Washington and Tokyo3 As expected. this brought a swift response from the
Japanese Government. On January 15, the Japanese delegation withdrew from the
2 S.E. Pelt. Race to Pearl Harbor:The Failure of the Second London Naval Conferenceand the
Onset of World War II (Cambridge. Mass. 1974). 158-64
3 Hull to Davis, Jan. 7. 1936,FRUS Vol. I.. 1936, p. 23.
Record of Conversation between Eden and Phillips. Jan. 8. 1936.DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XIII. #
615.
5 Record of a meeting between the &itish and Japanese Delegations to the London Naval
# 606: & P e k S.E ,Raceto Pearl Harbor, 163-4.
Conference. Jan, 9, 1936,
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conference. leaving the other powers free to conclude a separate treaty. which was signed
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March 25, 1936.

The cooperative spirit which Eden exhibited at the London Naval Conference did
not go unnoticed in Washington. and as a result of his efforts. Eden soon acquired a
reputation within the confines of the State Department and the White House as a "true
friend" of the United States.6 Hull was delighted at this. T o him. Eden's pro-American
sympathies stood in sharp contrast with those of his predecessor's, especially Simon.
whom Hull had come to regard with contempt With Eden at the helm. Hull regarded the
prospects for better relations with the United Kingdom as being considerably improved.7
This was significant. for Hull shared many of Eden's somewhat idealistic sentiments about
the benefits which would stem from even the mere appearance of Anglo-American
solidarity. Hull also shared in Eden's belief that it would be possible to educate the
American public towards accepting a greater role for the United States overseas. and over
the course of the Eden's first tenure in the Foreign Office. Hull too would d o what he could
to bring about a better working relationship with the British.8 in the wake of Hitler's
seizure of the Rhineland. for example. Hull suggested to Eden that London and
Washington speed up the announcement of the 1936 Naval Agreement. There was hope
that this demonstration of Anglo-American cooperation would give pause to both the
Germans and the Japanese and in addition would serve to calm tensions on the continent3
Hull. however. still refused to allow the United States to become directly involved in
European political or strategic questions and for the most part confined his efforts to
improving Anglo-American economic relations. Hull pursued this path in part because he
remained convinced that the American public would not support a more fonvard policy.
But he also did so out of the sincere belief that such an effort would greatly enhance the
prospects for peace, for as noted earlier, Hull was an internationalist of the Wilsonian
6 Davis to Hull and Roosevett. Jan. 30, 1936, PSF Box 142, London Naval Conference 1936.
7 Hull, 385. Hull in fact was so pleased by Eden's behavior at the London Naval Conference that
he arranged for a letter of thanks to be sent to the British Foreign Secretary for all of his efforts at
the close of the conference.
454).
8 Hull, however, would not have accepted Eden'sassertion that ultimately the American public
would be willing to follow British leadership on the world stage. On the see supra p.156.
9 Hull to Davis, March 9, 1936, FRUS 1936 vol. l, 86-7: Davisto Hull. March 10,l936.m 88-9.
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school. and he remained convinced that economic rivalry was one of the chief causes of
war. As a consequence, Hull tended to ignore military and strategic considerations in the
execution of his policies and made little effort to integrate his policies with American
military planners. 10 This was a flaw which set him apart from Eden, who never lost sight
of strategic matters. For Hull. however. economics remained the fundamental issue. By
1936. in fact, the crisis over Abyssinia, coupled with the increasingly aggressive behavior

of Hitler. had left Hull convinced that the strangulation of trade caused by dictators'
tendency towards autarky had created an international environment steeped in suffering.
resentment. and an economic belligerence which had brought the world to the brink of a
codagration.l1 in response to this, Hull began to speak repeatedly about the link between
trade and peace. He also redoubled his efforts to expand his trade program and establish a
new world order based on liberalized commerce and pacific conduct. This, he believed.
would ultimately lead to the economic appeasement of Germany. Italy and Japan.12

For

the time being, however, the bulk of Hull's attention remained focused on G n a t Britain,
for in his view. it was the United Kingdom. with her prestige and empire which held the
key to his success.13 In 1936,therefore, at the very moment when Eden became the newly
appointed Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. Hull decided to renew his efforts at
obtaining a trade agreement with the British.14
Getting the United Kingdom to open her markets to the U.S.. however. was a

difficult proposition. The high U.S. tariffs, established under Smoot-Hawley, had
essentially closed the American market to British imports. and in light of this. there was
strong support in the British Cabinet for the maintenance of the Ottawa System of Imperial
10 For more on this see LH. Brune, 'Considerationsof Force in Cordell Hull's Diplomacy, July 26
to November 26, 1941', DH.2(Summer 1978).
11 Memorandum from Lindsay to Eden, Feb. Sth, 1936. FO 371119835.
12 See C.A. MacDonald, The United States Britain. and Aobeasement. 1936-1939(New York,
1981)
13 Schab, 'The Anglo-American Trade Agreement', 85-86; Hearden, Roosevett Confronts Hitler.
85.
14 For a further examination of Hull's pursuit of atrade agreement with the British see: Allen,
'InternationalTrade Philosophy'; Drummond and Hillmer, Neaotiatina Freer Trade; Kottmann,
Reci~rocitv; and Schatz, The Anglo-American Trade Agreement' .
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Reference. Hull hoped to reduce the Smoot-Hawley margins through negotiation of
concessions from London. Hull also hoped that in the process be would be able to destroy
the preference system. which he loathed and viewed as perhaps the primary obstacle to the
realization of his goals. Indeed, some historians have asserted that it is an open question as
to whether Hull. in pursuing an Anglo-American trade agreement. was more interested in
promoting peace, or the mere expansion of the American overseas market. 1s Certainly,
there seems to be little doubt that Hull was quite willing to use the growing crisis in Europe

as a means to pressure the British into accepting his call for trade negotiations. 16 But this
writer would argue that Hull made no such distinctions. T o him peace and free trade were
synonymous, and he firmly believed it was impossible to achieve one without the other.
Nevertheless. whether one believes that Hull pursued his goals merely for crass
commercial reasons, or for the more lofty goal of securing a safer wortd, the fact remains
that this effort represented one of the most significant foreign policy initiatives put forward
by the Roosevelt Administration. Eden was well aware of this. and given his growing

sense of alarm at the deterioration of Great Britain's strategic position vis a vis Germany.
Italy and Japan, he felt that this was one initiative which HMG could ill afford to ignore.

***
Hull's initiative began in January 1936. just weeks after Secretary Eden assumed
office. Hull proceeded in his attempt to open up the British Market on two levels. The first.
involved the continuation of exploratory trade conversations which had begun in 1935
between Oscar Ryder of the United States Tariff Commission and Chalkley. the British

Commercial Counselor in Washington. These talks, which came in the wake of Ryder's
visit to London in May 1935. did not involve questions of policy. but were technical in
nature. involving a detailed analysis of possible tariff concessions on the part of both
parties-t' They were pursued for the sole purpose of trying to determine whether there
was sufficient grounds for opening formal Anglo-American trade ta.lks, and they ran
15 Drummond and Hillmer, Neaotiatina Freer Trade, Chapter 1.
16 See for example KimbaIl's 'Lend Lease and the Open Door'. 232-259.

17 Memorandum by J.M. Troutbeck, I8Jan. 36, FO 371/I
9834; See supra p. 1 19 on the origins

of these discussions.
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parallel to Hull's other major effort, which centered around the Secretary's attempt to get
the British Board of Trade to alter its economic policies; agree in principle with his goals;
and issue a public statement endorsing his program. Hull pursued this aim because he was
convinced that once the Board of Trade had publicly endorsed his efforts, an alteration in
British trade practices would follow. leading to the negotiation of an Anglo-American Trade
Agreement and the beginning of a new era based on trade and peace. 18 But getting the
Board of Trade to issue such a statement would not be easy. The Ministry was led by
Walter Runciman, a staunch defender of British economic policy and one of the architects
of the imperial preference system. Moreover. Hull also faced opposition from the British
Treasury, where in the wake of the failed London Economic Conference, the Johnson Act,
and the persistent problem of the war debts, both Chamberlain and Fisher remained
pessimistic about the possibility of an improvement in Anglo-American relations, whether
in the economic or political sphere. 19 Faced with these realities. Hull turned to Eden and
the Foreign Office, hoping that by playing on the pmAmerican sympathies of Eden and by
reminding the Foreign Office of the political instability in the world. he could enlist their
assistance in his efforts to pressure the Board of Trade into action.20
Hull began this effort by making it clear to both Eden and Lindsay that there was a
link between trade and peace. In numerous communications both with the British
Ambassador in Washington. and with the Foreign Office directly. Hull drove home the
message contained in his most recent slogan "..if

goods cannot cross frontiers armies

wiIl."z 1 He insisted that the -*experiencewith Italy [in Abyssinia1 should be a warning to all
of our government's dike." for in his view, the driving force behind Italy's invasion of
Ethiopia was economic discontent. This was p m f that without a revival of world trade and
other measures to alleviate the worst aspects of the world wide depression. there was a real
possibility that German military forces would soon be "on the rnarch."?l Indeed, Hull felt
that the situation in Germany had reached a critical stage. in which there existed the
18 Kottmann. Reci~rocitv.1XMl.
19 Schatz. 'Anglo-American Trade' .See atso supra Chapter 2a & 2b.
20 Lindsay to VanApril 11.35. FO 371M8TIO; Hull, 384

21 Lindsay to Eden. Jan. 22,1936. FO 371AQ835.
22 Record of Conversation between Lindsay and Hull, Jan 22, t 936, Hul Papers, Bax 30.
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"extreme danger" of her "breaking forth in a military way" unless her unemployed people
were put back to work immediately.= Hull also insisted that it was up to Great Britain and
the United States to take the lead in making sure that the world embarked on a concerted
effort to break out of the depression. But unfortunately, it appeared to Hull that "Great
Britain had not thus far cooperated in these respects," and that while the U.S. Government
was "taking its political life in its hands" to hold up and carry forward an "urgent program

for international economic recovery." the British Government had not indicated "any
interest whatever" in following along similar lines.24 Indeed, there were recent indications
that the British were moving in the opposite direction. and for Hull this was unacceptable.

As such, Eden was cautioned through Ambassador Bingharn in London that Hull was
unhappy about the current British trend to drive trade into narrow. restrictive. bilateral
channels, as was the case in the recently signed AngIeUraguayan and Anglo-Spanish trade
agreements3 These pacts. Hull insisted. might check the revival of world trade and
thwart U.S. policy under the Trade Agreements ACL Hull expressed anxiety about what he
called the *gdivergence"of policies between Britain and the United States. for if "the trade
policies of our two countries should come into conflict...."he warned, the consequence
might be that the two states would drift apart politically. "which would be a great
misfortune to the world."

26

Read from the British perspective, with the deteriorating

situation in Europe. Hull's meaning was clear: cooperate on trade or face the prospect of a
hostile American attitude toward HMGAs noted above. in these initial efforts to get the British to pay more attention to his
trade agreements program, Hull's aims were somewhat limited Hull wanted the British to
stop engaging in bilateral clearing arrangements (which ran directly counter to his
multilateral approach to trade) and in addition hoped he could get the Board of Trade to
23 Record of Conversation between Lindsay and Hull, Feb. 5, 1936, Hull Papers Box 30.
24
25 Lindsay to Eden. Jan 23,36,FO 371119634. Hull was also concerned about the example

which these agreementswere giving to the world and was particularly alarmed by the spread of
these clear agreementsto other countries, such as Germany and the Latin American states, all of
which was having a dm-mentaleffect on American Trade. (Memo on U.S. Trade Policy, April 30.
1936, Feis Papers, Box 96).
26 Record of Conversation between Eden and Atherton. Feb. 26.1936. FO 371119834.
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issue a public endorsement of his policies. The negotiation of a possible trade agreement
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would follow later, after the establishment of a more favourable atmosphere for trade
talks27 In an effort to secure his initial objectives. Hull kept up the pressure at the Foreign
Offi~ceby sending the American ChargC d' Affaim, Ray Atherton, to see Eden on a number
of occasions. Hull wanted Eden to endorse an American memorandum on trade policy
which the State Department was preparing to forward to the Board of T r a d e 3 He
instructed Atherton to *spare no effort to bring our views to the attention of Mr. Eden."

The Secretary then went on:
M y thought is that it would be best for you to seek an interview with Mr.
Eden and endeavor to obtain his interest and support without. however. burdening
him with the technical details. You might say that I have learned with a great deal of
pleasure and satisfaction of Mr. Eden's cordiality to Mr. Phillips and of the desire
which he expressed with regard to the relations of our two countries.29

Athenon followed up these instructions with a visit to Eden. in which he reiterated Hull's
concerns over recent British trade practices, and in addition noted Hull's assertion that it in
the interests of peace. it was essential for the "two great trading nations" to agree in
principle to work for the abolition of trade bamers. Athertoo then read outloud the
memorandum which the State Department had prepared on British and American trade
practices. in which special attention was drawn toward the tendency of the United
Kingdom to persist in bilateral trading practices which were inimical to Hull's efforts. The
Char& then asked Eden if it might be possible for him to have a word with Runciman on
the matter. Eden made no objection. and in fact informed Athenon that he would take up

the issue with Runciman within the next few days. Eden also noted that he appreciated
Hull's desire to improve Anglo-American relations and concurred in the Secretary's
opinion that "it was vital for the economic welfare of the world [that] we should endeavor
to accord our two views [on tradel-"30 This communication pleased Hull. but two days
later came the disturbing news that Runciman had delivered a speech in which he defended
Britain's bilateral trading practices and denounced U.S. fiscal policy. Hull was very
27 Note on Hull's trade policies by Feis, April 30,1936, Feis Papers, Box 96.
28 Minute by Eden. Feb. 26.36, FO 371119834.
29 Hull to Atherton. FRUS 1936 Vol. I-, p- 635.

30 Atherton to Hull, Feb- 26,1936, FRUS 1936 Vol-, 644.
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concerned about the tenor of these remarks. and in a despatch to Atherton. asked the
ChargC if he thought that they had come in response to Eden's promised discussion with

Runciman.31 Atherton sought the answer t o Hull's query from Eden himself. who
subsequently informed the Charge that he had not had a conversation with Runciman prior
to the speech. and due to pressing business in Geneva. was unlikely to d o so until the
following week. Eden also candidly admitted that owing to problems surrounding the
question of sanctions against Italy. "his relations with Runciman are not too easy." and. as
Atherton observed, although he did not criticize Runciman's remarks directly he was
"obviously somewhat taken aback when they were first brought to his attention."sZ
In spite of Eden's promises to see Runciman soon, the political crisis which
followed the German occupation of the Rhineland made it impossible for Eden to take up
the question of Anglo-American trade relations until April33 By this point, Hull had
decided that he would go ahead and present the formal memorandum on trade which he had
prepared in February to the British Ambassador in Washington. In this document, Hull
specifically called on the Board of Trade to issue a public declaration indicating British
willingness to act in accordance with his policies and to make plain that HMG's Ion,a run
objectives would include: **thelowering of trade barriers. the reestablishment of trade along
non-discriminatory lines, and

...support for the general priaciples embodied in our trade

agreements program." In discussing the note with Lindsay. Hull also insisted that with
various nations "feverishly rearming" and with 3 a r t hreate~ng,"now was the ti me to act.
for if steps were not taken immediately **theworld would be completely discouraged and
countries like the United States wouId lose interest in international relationships."

34

Lindsay. in his communication to the Foreign Office about this memo. indicated
that he viewed it as a personal message from Hull to Eden and therefore suggested that
Eden himself reply directly to the Secretary. Lindsay also took note of Hull's increasing
31 Hull to Atherton, Feb. 28, 1936, FRUS 1936 Vol. I., 645-46.
32 Atherton to Hull, Feb. 28,1936 FRUS 1936 Vol. 1, 646.
33 The Rhineland Crisis senred b confirm Hull's fear about the growing belligerency of Germany,
and as such, renderedthe Secretary all the more determined to press on with his efforts to get the
British to sign on to his trade agreements program. See HuU ,452-5334 Memorandum by Feis on Hull's conversationswith Lindsay, April 3,1936, Feis Papers, Box 96.
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prominence within the Administration. George Peek was now gone. and there were
-wing

indications that Rwsevelt was now "firmly behind Hull's trade policy.''35 The

latter's economic overture. therefore. had to be treated very carefully. Moreover. as Hull

himself had indicated, there was no question that the present action had an importance far
beyond the mere question of economics. For "at this moment," the Ambassador continued
the political situation in Europe is one of utmost gravity. If the worst comes to the
worst. it is quite certain that the United States will be neutral. but it is no less certain
that the character of that neutrality will be of crucial importance to HMG., and it is
clearly necessary... from now onwards, to do what ..I we] can to ensure that [that
neutrality1 ... will be of as a favorable a character as possible. In the field of
international politics very little can be done with a country so isolationist as
America*.. but it is always open to HMG. to approach America along lines of
economic policy. and here we find the Secretary of State himself making an
advance to HMG.If this advance were to meet with a negative or discouraging
response. the fact, I fear. would soon become known to the public. and would
have consequences far more than unfortunateZh
Eden and and several Foreign Office officials were quite impressed by Lindsay's
pleas. Indeed, in a conversation with Atherton on the memorandum a week later Eden
insisted that despite the pressure upon him of European matters. he had given the matter of
Anglo-American commercial relations much thought and was now glad to have the
American view in writing before him. Moreover. Eden also insisted that while "he was not
an expert on the technical side of this subject, he was fully aware of its importance and its
political implications and that it was his intention to make every effort to avoid a conflict of
trade policy between Great Britain and the United States." He also said that "he realized the
importance of an expansion of international trade as a force in the direction of peaceq and as
such promised once again to take up the matter with Runciman as soon as possible.37
By this point it was clear that the Eden had come around to the view that the Board

of Trade should go as far as possible to meet Hull's requests. In a message to Runcirnan on
the matter. Eden now insisted that it was imperative that the former bear in mind that

35 Lindsay to M e n April 2nd. 1936, FO 37111983436
37 Atherton to Hull April 7,1936, FRUS 1936 Vol. I., 655-
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a good deal more than commercial policy is at stake. and in view of the highly
critical situation in Europe at the moment.. .it is of the greatest importance not to
reject Mr. Hull's appeal out of hand. The fact is that for political reasons we cannot
afford to antagonize the United States Government at the present juncturc.38
In considering the merits of Hull's request, then, Eden and the Foreign Office insisted
above all else that the Board of Trade must cake account of the "disastrous effect that a
negative attitude on our side would have on the sentiments of the United States
Government towards us," which "in the present critical situation of the world we cannot
afford 39
But the appeals of Eden and the Foreign Offce had little effect on the Board of
Trade. Officials there characterized Hull's new link between peace and trade as "official
propagandawthe sole purpose of which was to mask American commercial interests. This

-

is "the old American story." minuted Lord Stanhope. of trying to have the best of both
worlds of which the latest instance is to propose extreme neutrality while hoping to reap
material advantages out of other people's wars." Indeed. Stanhope suggested that
perhaps the United Kingdom ought to move in the very opposite direction, extending the
benefits of Imperial Reference beyond the Empire to members of the League of Nations.
securing collective action in a time of crisis by offering collective benefits9

The

consensus at the Board of Trade. then. was that Hull's rhetoric was motivated out of
the totally unacceptable desire to transform British trade policy, and that if this in fact was
to be the form that "economic co-operation" was to take. it was difficult to see how the
British Government could do more than "couch our refusal in particularly gentle terms. "41
Over the course of May and June. a debate ensued between the Foreign Office and
the Board of Trade over how best to respond to Hull's demands. Here, the Foreign Office
continued to stress the political importance of Hull's initiative. while the Board of Trade
countered that, political implications or not. there was very little that Great Britain could do

38 Eden to Runciman, April 27, 1936, FO 371M 9834.
39 Memorandum by Troutbeck. April 27, 1936, FO 371/19834; Foreign Officeto Board of Trade.
March 19.36, FO 37111983540 Minute by Lord Stanhope, Board of Trade. FO 371M 9835.
4f Minute by William Young Board of Trade, FO 371M9835.
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to accommodate Hull since it was the high tariff policy of the United States which was

really to blame for the current state of affairs in the British and world economies. Eden, in
the meantime, did his best to keep Hull happy by issuing a interim personal reply to the
memo which Hull had given Lindsay in early April32

By mid May. and in part due to Eden's growing impatience with the slow response
of the Board of TradeT4n a compromise was worked out between the two departments in
which a polite reply to Hull's inquiries was drawn up that was flattering to Hull. but which
committed Britain to nothing. On May 26, this reply was presented to U.S.Ambassador
Bingham in London. In essence, the memorandum justified the very policies that Hull
sought to condemn by insisting that "abnormal conditionsw had forced current British
economic policy. The memorandum did point out. however. that HMG.would be prepared
to issue a statement along the lines suggested by Hull if it would be regarded by the United
States Government as "a useful contribution to the attainment of the objects sought by the

Secretary of S t a t e F u
Hull responded in the affirmative and was no doubt encouraged by a letter from
Bingham in which the latter noted the "favourable attitude" of Eden towards Hull's trade
initiative and the growing sympathy evident in London for the Secretary's economic
policiesfs On June 19. Hull issued his formal response to the British memorandum of

May 26. In it he reiterated his conviction that the issuance of a statement by the Board of
Trade in favour of his policies would be of the greatest value in increasing international
commerce and creating "new hope for a troubled world."as Meanwhile. at the Foreign
Office. Eden instructed his subordinates to draft a letter to Runciman immediately. noting

42 Memorandum by Wen. April 28.36. FO 371119834. Eden sought to reassure Hull by

indicating to the Secretary through American Ambassador Bingham that he 'sbould not draw any
pessimistic conclusionsDfrom the delay on the part of the British in respondingto Hull's
memorandum but that ... " in the long run our reply would be all the better for the length of time
spent upon it." @&).
43 Minute by Eden, May 18.36, FO 371119834.
4 4 Bingharn diary, May 26,1936, Bingham Papers, Box 1;6 Bingharn to Hull. May 26, 1936,
FRUS. 1936 Vol. I, 663-666.
45 Bingham to Hull, May 8, 1936, Bingham Papers. Box 1446 Lindsay to Eden June 19.1936. FO 371119835-
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that the sooner a statement was issued the better.47 But the Board of Trade was still
reluctant to act. The Republicans had just denounced Hull's Trade policy as part of their
Presidential campaign. and ofliciafs of the Board were concerned that as a result any
statement issued at this moment might be construed as interference in U.S. domestic
politics. At the Foreign Office. such excuses were highly suspect. prompting one official to
minute that the truth of the matter was that the Board of Trade had an "uneasy conscience
about the degree of enthusiasm with which to applaud Mr. Hull's free trade policy" and that
what they really wanted was to get out of making a statement altogether3
At this point. the proposed declaration received another blow from Chamberlain.
who was firmly opposed to making any accommodations on trade for Hull and objected to
the issuing a public declaration on the grounds that it would be incompatible with the

Treasury's efforts to secure the renewal of a series of clearing agreements with Scandinavia
and Argentina9 But Eden and the Foreign Office continued to insist that some response
to Hull's queries had to be issuedfo

and on July 15th. the long sought after statement

was finally made by Runciman in the House of Commons. I t was not an earth shattering
pronouncement, and it reflected, perhaps more than anything else, the rather lukewarm
attitude on the part of the Board of Trade for the whole enterprise. Moreover. Runciman
issued the declaration at the end of a long parliamentary speech, with the m u l t that the
statement received very little publicity. The Board of Trade was now satisfled.

But the lack

of publicity came as a tremendous disappointment to Hull.51 who by September began the
process all over again by presenting Whitehall with another memorandum. which not only
requested that the Board of Trade issue a second public endorsement of his policies, but
was also sharply critical of what Hull termed Britain's lack of leadership in the worid and

the narrowness of her trade practices.s2 Needless to say, Hull's assertions were greeted
47 lbid, Minute by Craigie.

48 Minute by Gwatkin FO July 6.36, FO 371M 9835 1936.
49 Schatz, 'Anglo-American Trade', 93- 94.
50 Minute by Gwatkin. July 6. FO 3711 19835.
51 Notes on Trade Polices. July 21. 1536. Feis Papers, Box 96. Feis reported that Hull felt that
Runciman's statement 'did not go far enoughwand that the Secretary received the news of this
'utterance" with a 'rather sourly feeling' 0.
52 Memocandurn on Trade Policy,Sept 5,1936, Feis Papers, Box 125.
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with disdain at the Board of Trade, and even some members of the Foreign Office found
them disconcerting. Vansittart, for example. characterized Hull's assertion that Britain was
taking no responsibility for leadership in world affairs as "comic." Furthermore he insisted
that the State Department was now engaged in the very thing which he feared would
happen when the Americans first called on the Board of Trade to issue the public
declaration -- an attempt to try and embarrass the HMG with it and to push the British

"from this statement into something detrimental to ourselves, not because it would suit the
world so much as because it would suit them."53 Undaunted, Hult continued to pepper
Whitehall with requests for some sort of indication that the Board of Trade endorsed his
policies. But by the end of October the Board of Trade had had enough. and the Foreign
Office was told that the Board could no longer see any useful benefit to be derived from

what is clearly "a barren corce~pondence*and that in light of this Mr. Hull must be politely
but firmIy told that this "correspondence must now cease."-'-r
In the meantime, while Hull had been engaged in his effort to get the British Board

of Trade to endorse his trade program. some progress had been made between the British
and American Treasuries over the question of currency stabilization. This issue had
languished since the collapse of the London Economic Conference in 1933. But in
September 1936,an a=geement was finally reached between Britain. France and the United
States that became known as the Tripartite Currency Agreement. This eased some of the
tension which had marred the relationship between Treasury officiais in all three capitals,
but neither Htdl or Eden had had much to do with these negotiations and in the short term
they had little effect on Hull's efforts to engineer a breakthrough on trade with the

53 Minute by Vansittart, Sept.. 19, 1936, FO 371/19834. In a conversation with Bingham on the
memorandum, Eden intimated that he thought the language in it was indeed 'very strongnbut
made no specific objection to it.
54 Letter from Mr. Overton at the Board of Trade to Mr. Troutkck at the FO. October 30,1936.
F a 7 1 19834. Eden, for his part, continued to receive these many messages from Hull with
good grace and often promised to 'look into* the Secretary's concerns Moreover, in spite of the
evident frustration at Hull's activities at the Board of Trade and among some members of the
Foreign Office, Eden gave every indim-on of his desire to improve AngleAmerican relations,
telling Ambassador Bingham for example of his person& conviction that 'in a mad world ... the
onty hope lay in cooperao
tin
between Great Britain and the US.' (8ingham Diary*October 26,
1936, Bingham Papers, Box 1).
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British35 Indeed. within weeks of its signature, the prospects for a trade agreement
received a further blow when Whitehail received the so-called "essentials list" that the State
Department had agreed to supply under the Ryder-Chalkley technical talks. Here. nearly all
the items which the Americans targeted for tariff reduction were articles that had been fixed
by Imperial Reference36 This meant that concessions on them could only be granted at the

expense of the Dominions.
In London, the Board of Trade viewed the list as a direct attack on imperial
preference. There was concern that the concessions demanded by the Americans. should
they be acted upon, would significantly harm intra-Imperial relations. and with the
prospect of war looming on the horizon. this was not acceptable37 Indeed. under the
current U.S. law, Britain's ability to acquire strategic exports was hampered by the
restrictions placed on US. loans abroad. and in the current political climate there was no
question that secure sources of strategic commodities were critical to British interests. This.
if anything. made London's dependence on the Empire all the more vital. and discouraged

many officials at the Board of Trade and the Treasury from contemplating any move. such
as the dubious notion of securing a trade agreement with the Americans. which might

weaken Imperial ties. In short, the Empire was one of the "chief bulwarks of world
peace."j8 and it was generally held that "if economic concessions to the United States can
only be bought at the expense of disunity within the Empire, the price would be too high a
one to pay."s9
At the close of 1936. then, the prospects for an AngleAmerican rapprochement on
trade seemed as remote as ever. Hull's attempts to get the British Government to alter the
thrust of her economic policies and to endorse publicly his own had failed. Indeed, even

the exploratory technical talks. which had been launched in an effort to find common

ground on tariff concessions had now reached a deadlock, as the American "essentials listw
55 For more on the Tripartite Currency Agreement see Drummond, The floatina Pound, chapters
8 & 9.
56 McCulloch, Economic Diobmacv, 226-27.
57 Minute by Troutbeck. 24 Feb. 37. F0371120659.
58 Minute by TrouUWc. FO 371120659.
59 Minute by Cragie. FO 371120659.
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was seen in London as totally unworkable. At this point, Hull had little to show for his
efforts.

He

may have been successful in convincing Eden of the importance of an

understanding on trade, but Eden was preoccupied with events in Europe and his influence

in the Cabinet was limited. Furthermore, within the Cabinet itself, there was still a tendency
to see trade and politics a s separate issues, making it more difficult for the Foreign

Secretary to convince his fellow Cabinet members that pursuing economic policies at odds
with the United States might prove detrimental to Anglo-American collaboration in the

future.

5. The Spanish Distraction and the Search for a New Relationship, 19361937.
5)
The S w i s h Distraction and the Search for a Euro~eanSettlement, June 1936 - March
1937
-

As we noted above, by the summer of 1936, Eden's attempts in the wake of the
Rhineland Crisis to come to an understanding with Germany had failed. There had been no
progress on the proposed negotiation for an Air Pact: no exchange of some sort of a quid
pro quo in return for the tacit British acceptance of the German move into the demilitarized
zone; and no response to Eden's questionnaire, through which the Foreign Secretary hoped
he might be able to secure the return of Germany to a reformed League of Nations.

1

In

short, Eden's most recent attempts to break the deadlock in Anglo-German relations had
proven no more successful than those which had been put forward in the previous two
years. By the summer of 1936, then, both his German policy and his policy vis a vis the
Abyssinian crisis lay in ruins.? It might be expected that at this point Eden would have
concluded that any further attempt to reach an understanding with Germany was pointless,
but as he informed the Cabinet in a review of the European situation in early July. HMG
had little choice but to carry on in her efforts to reach a settlement.
Indeed. with German rearmament pressing ahead, and with the League. France.
Poland and Britain, dl in a state of weakness, there was a real danger of war over some
isolated incident in the present year. Eden then pointed out:
That the objects of British policy...were first to ensure peace in the world if
possible and second to keep this country out of war. If Germany was seeking
hegemony in Europe she would not want to fight the whole of Europe at once. If
we had been strong enough and public opinion had been better instructed it might
have been possible for us to guarantee peace in Europe both east and west.

1 On this see supra

pp. 170-71.

2 Taking note of this fact, Stephen Roskill has suggested that it would have been far more

appropriate for Eden to resign from office at this point. than it was for him to do so two years later.
See Roskill. Man of Secrets. 241.
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At present, however. our defensive arrangements were inadequate and public
opinion would not support a policy of &IS kind. Consequently, it was suggested
our policy ought to be framed on the basis that we could not help Eastern Europe.
We ought, however, to resist by force any attempt against our own Empire or
Flanders.3
Given this rather gloomy scenario, Eden suggested that the best way forward was for

HMG to concentrate on the maintenance of Britain's immediate interests in Western
Europe. As such, the Foreign Secretary recommended that the Cabinet endorse a proposal
which had recently been put to him in Geneva by the Prime Ministers of Belgium and
France, calling for a meeting of the Locarno Powers in order to formulate jointly a new
and constructive set of proposals for the security of Western Europe which would then be
presented to Germany.

4 The Cabinet

agreed, and with this fateful decision came the tacit

acceptance that it was impossible for Great Britain to defend Eastern Europe and that she
must instead concentrate on the defence of the Rhine.5
The idea that the Western powers should now co-ordinate their efforts vis a vis the
negotiation of a settlement with the Reich had of course only recently become possible. as
prior to the decision to drop the sanctions against Italy. Anglo-French relations were too
strained to contemplate such a move, The decision to bring an end to sanctions, however.
coupled with the election of Leon Blum as French Prime Minister. seemed to herald a new
period of Anglo-French cooperation and as such Eden welcomed the idea of a joint
approach to Berlin with a certain alacrity.6 it would also provide the Foreign Secretary
with a badly needed boost at the very moment when he had had to undergo the somewhat
humiliating exercise of calling for the lifting of sanctions against Italy - a policy with
which he was universally associated. initially both Eden and Blum hoped that
representatives from Germany and Italy would participate in the proposed meeting. but in
the event neither the Italians nor the Germans agmed to attend. This led to some dissension
3 Cabinet Discussion of Plansfor an Agreement with Germany, July 6.1936, DBFP 2nd Series
Vol. XVI, Appendix II.
4
& PownaH diary, July 6, 1936, Bond, Pownall Diarie~,115.
5 Middlemass & Barnes, Baldwin. 958-59.
6 M e n was personally quite fond of Bum. Not only did the two men share a love of rare books.
but in Eden's estimation Blum seemed quite sincere in his strong belief in Anglo-French
cooperation and the need to secure a general European settlement (Avon. 381).
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within the British Government, and a number of calls for the postponement of the
discussions, as some officials feared that the spectre of the two dictators remaining outside
of the proceedings would only tend "to emphasize the division of Europe into two
camps.''7 But in a Cabinet meeting to discuss the matter in mid July, Eden insisted that the
conversations should go ahead. if only to show the world that "the Western democracies
had views of their own and would like to make a contribution to the European settlement."*
After a brief discussion. the Cabinet agreed. and it was thereafter arranged that
representatives of the three remaining Locarno Powers should meet in London a week later.

On 23 July then. representatives of the British. French and Belgian Governments
met to discuss what further steps might be taken in order to bring about a general European
settlement. Here the three powers. under the guidance of Eden. Blum and van Zeeland.
quickly reached a decision to issue joint invitations to Germany and Italy to attend a Five
Power Conference in order to negotiate a new agreement which would take the place of the
Locarno Treaty and to discuss other aspects of European security? Eden, lor his part,
seemed to hold out some optimism that this new approach would work. and in a
conversation held with the Italian Charge d'Affaires the following day, indicated that he
could see no reason why the proposed conference should not take place soon. 10 By the end
of the month both Rome and Berlin had accepted the invitation. But in an ominous sign of
things to come. the Foreign Office was informed that although the German Government
agreed in principie with the idea of holding the conference, it would not be ready for it until

the middle of October. This "temporizing" a s Eden called it. was not received well in
London where concerns about the sincerity of Berlin's interest in the negotiations remained
ever present in the minds of some British policy rnakers.1 I By September. new concerns

7 Conclusions of the Second Meeting of the Cabinet Committee on Foreign Policy. July 15,
1936, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVI # 454.
8-&$I
9 Record of Conversation between British French and Belgian Minister, London, July 23, 1936,

OBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVI # 476 & 477.
-

10 Eden to Ingram. July 24.1936, DBFP 2nd Series vol. XVlI # 16.
11 Avon. 390.
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arose about the possibility that the Germans might expect economic and/or colonial
concessions in return for their participation in the Five Power discussions.
These fears stemmed from a series of talks held in late August between Dr.
Schacht, the German Minister for Economics, and French Prime Minister Blum. In these
conversations. Schacht insisted that Germany was going through a period of severe
economic strain. Under the circumstances, Hitler had indicated that Bedin might demand
economic assistance and the restoration of her colonial empire (as a source for raw
materials) as a quid pro quo for attending the proposed discussions. 12 At the same time,
however. Schacht also insisted that in light of Germany's troubles. Hitler was indeed
anxious for a settlement and that if economic and other assistance were forthcoming, the
Chancellor would. in Schacht's words. "go a long way to meet French views. and would
even be prepared to discuss disarmament."t3 The frank nature of Schacht's revelations
made quite an impression on Blum who. in a subsequent conversation with Eden. indicated
that Schacht's approach seemed genuine and that he himself was very reluctant to let this
opportunity for a European settlement slip by. Eden, however. was not quite so taken with
Schacht's appeal and remained skeptical about the sincerity of Hitler's intentions. As such,
he insisted that until HMG was in a more informed position as to the attitude of the German
Government towards the issue of an overall European settlement. there could be no
concessions granted. either in the economic or colonial sphere. Furthermore. Eden
expressed astonishment at the "method of procedure" which Schacht had adopted, and
insisted that the best means to secure the true intentions of the German Government was
through the normal diplomatic chamels - all of which could best be facilitated through the

12 Foreign Office Memorandum: '8ackground to Dr. Schacht's Conversations in Paris". Sept. 23.

1936. Avon Papers, FO 9 W Reel 10, 'Germany'.Schacht told Blum that Hitler was quite
concerned about Germany's economic situation and that the Chancellor was anxious to seek an
alignment of currenciesand help *asregards raw materialsDin the form of a return of the German
colonies lost in the Versailks settlement Indeed, until Germany got this help, there was no
possibilitythat she could cooperate on the question of disarmament, since the 'rearmament
For a more detailed analysis of the
programme provided so large a volume of employment."
colonial question in AngDo-German relations see: Crozier, Germanfs Last Bid for Colonies13u.
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preparations for the Five Power Conference which Eden had hoped would take place near
the end of October.14
Meanwhile. at the Foreign Office. reports continued to come in which suggested
that the Germans were in fact in no hurry to convene the proposed conference and that.
contrary to the impression given by Schacht in Paris, Hitler was not all that enthusiastic
about the idea. By October. Vansittart began to express doubts about the possibility that
the conference would ever materialize, while other officials within the department even
went so far as to question the value of the proposed meeting. 1s Indeed. in a minute on the
issue written on I October, Ralph Wigram argued that he could see little "tangible
advantage" from the point of view of British interests to going ahead with the drive to come
to terms with Germany and he therefore suggested that HMG "leave the Germans to make
the running from now on."lfj Eden. however, refused to be discouraged by the obvious
German delaying tactics and, in response to the growing exasperation at the Foreign Office
over Berlin's behavior. he insisted that HMG must continue to press on with the attempt to
get the latter to agree to a date and an agenda for the proposed conference. But little
progress was made and soon both October and November passed without any significant
indication that the Germans were in fact prepared to go ahead with the Five Power meeting.
By December. a split had emerged between Eden and a number of his senior

Foreign mce advisors over the future course of Anglo-German relations. Both Vansittart
and Wigram. for example, had all but given up on the prospect of coming to terms with
Germany. As such, both men opposed any suggestion that HMG should offer Hitler
concessions in the economic or colonial sphere as a quid pro quo in exchange for an
agreement. todeed, in Vansittart's view, Hitler had already achieved a great deal by
securing the tacit British acceptance of the Rhineland coup. 17 Vansittart. therefore. placed
p a t emphasis on British rearmament and viewed the on- going attempts to negotiate with

Germany as merely a means of buying time while Britain gained strength militarily. In light
14 Eden to Clerk, Sept, 11, 1936; Mento Vansittart, Sept 20,1936; & Eden to DeIbos, Sept
23, 1936, DBFP 2nd Series VoL XVll #s 184.211 & 228 respectively15 Letter from Vansittart to Eden, Sept 21,1936, DBFP 2nd Seriesvol. XVII, # 22016 Minute by R, Wgram. October 1. 1936, OBW 2nd SeriesVol, XVII, # 248 footnote 317Crotier. Gemanv's Last Bid for Calanie~,181-83.
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of this. Vansittart now favoured dragging out the preparations for the Five Power
Coderence for as long as possible and was in no hurry to press Berlin to agree to a fixed
date. Eden, however. sti1I clung to the belief that it was possible to get an agreement with
the Germans. Moreover, while he remained skeptical of Schacht's methods, and refused
to be drawn into granting Germany concessions without some concrete indication of what
Germany would offer in exchange, he nevertheless found the reports indicating that the
Germans were experiencing economic difficulties encouraging. and remained hopeful that
Hitler would be forced by economic circumstances to come to terms with both Britain and
France.18 As such. Eden not only insisted that the door to a new Locarno must remain
open, but also insisted, as the year drew to a close, that HMG should keep up the pressure
on Berlin in order to force the Germans to agree to an early date for the proposed Five
Power meeting. 19
The year 1936, then, brought Europe no closer to a general settlement, and in
consequence it might be argued that "no useful purpose' could possibly be served by
looking into these protracted and ultimately unsuccessful negotiations.20 But quite apart
from what the pursuit of the Western Pact can tell us about the difficulties faced in trying to
secure an agreement with Germany, it should also be noted that the onset of these
negotiations coincided with the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War. and in fact had a
significant impact on Eden's policy towards the conflagration in Spain.
The news that civil war had broken out in Spain reached London on July 18. 1936.

In the days and weeks immediately following the outbreak of the conflict. the consensus in
Britain was that it would be best for HMG. in conjunction with the other powers. to follow

18 Minute by Eden, Oct 18. 1936 FO 371/C6681/6026/18.
19 Minute by Eden, Nov.t 6, 1936, footnote 6; Phipps to Eden. Nov. 4, 1936, DBFP 2nd Series

vot XVII, #350.
20 G.L Weinburg, The Forelan Policv of Hier's Germanv: Di~bmatic
Revolution in Eurom 19331936 (Chicago, 1WO), 274, footnote 46.
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a policy of strict non-Intervention21 This would leave it up to the Spaniards to decide their
own fate and in addition would prevent the possibility of the war spilling over into Europe
proper.22 Eden agreed with this analysis. Indeed. from the Foreign Secretary's point of
view, the Spanish Civil War, at least in its early stages, represented little more than a
dangerous and untimely distraction. which threatened to further divide Europe and might
very well serve to destroy any hope for a successful conclusion of the Five Power
Conference. From the outset of the conflict. then. Eden remained determined to "localize"
the war and to render its military and political implications for the rest of Europe as
innocuous as possible3

On the continent. however, the ideological and strategic dimensions of the conflict
made the pursuit of such a policy difficult. It was well known. for example. that the rebel
Spanish leader, General Francisco Franco. had fascist leanings which made him popular

with both Hitler and Mussolini. It was also understood that the Republican Govemment in
Madrid was favoured by Moscow. To complicate matters even further, the recently elected
'Popular Front' Government of Leon Mum had come under immediate and intense
pressure from both the French left and from her sister Government in Madrid to supply
arms and other assistance to the Republicans. As early as July 22. in fact. Blurn. with the

support of his Ministers for War and Air, took the decision to comply with the Spanish

21 For a more detailed analysis of British and American policy during the Spanish Civil War see: Jill

Edwards. The British Government and the Smnish Civil War 1936-1939 (London. 1979);
Douglas Little, 'Antibolshevism and Appeasement: Great Britain, the United States. and the
Spanish Civil War,' in D. Schmitz and R- Chdlener, eds. A o w m e n t in Eurow: A
Reassessment of US. Policies, (New York, 1990); & R.P. Traina. American Di~lorn;acv
and the
S~anish
Civil War (Bloomington, Ind,) 1968.
22 Thompson. Anti-Ao-rs,
117. Thompson notes that even the Labour Party was in favour of
this course. since it was widely assumed that so long as the Spanish borders remained sealed,
and the Spaniards were left alone to fight it out among themselves, that the Republican side
would win. For different reasons, non-Intervention was aiso popular among the more conservative
anti-communist members of the Government Here the object was to avoid doing anything to help
the legitimate Government, which a good many members viewed as essentiaily a communist
regime. On the vehemence of Anti-Communism within the British Government see: 0. Larnmm
'Fascism, Communism, and the Foreign Office, 1937-t 939,JCH, 6 (1971). 66-86; & Little,
'Antibolshevism and Appeasement', 21 -50.
23 Cab. 55(36)29, July 29, 1936, Cab 23/85; Eden to Chiiton. July 28, 1936. DBFP 2nd series
vol. XVlI, # 30;& Awn, 400-01.
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request for anns.24This move. however. was not universally supported within the French

Cabinet and three days later it was reported that the French Rime Minister had changed his
mind. and in a sudden r e v e ~ of
l policy. had instructed his Government to issue a
communiquC from Paris indicating that the French Government had unanimously decided
to suspend the export of all war material to S p a i n 3
Blum's sudden reversal of policy, coming as it did, in the wake of his visit to

London to attend the Three Power discussions for the formulation of a new Locarno, has
led to a great deal of speculation as to the role that both Eden and Baldwin may have played

in bringing about this sudden change in attitude. In the relevant volume of Documents on
British Foreign Policy, published by Her Majesty's Stationery Office in London. the

editors take note of the controversy that surrounds this issue and insist that there is -'no
evidence" in the Foreign Office Archives or in Eden's memoirs that the Spanish request for
anns was discussed by Eden. Blum. o r any other officials during the course of the French
Prime Minister's visit to London on 23 J u l y 3 A number of historians have disputed this
suggestion. however. including Professor Jill Edwards. who argues that Blurn received at
the very least three warnings while in London to the effect that HMG looked with disfavour
on the possibility of France supplying arms to Spain.27 The first. she insists. came from

Baldwin, who is reported to have informed Blurn that Britain would remain neutral and
would grant no help to France if French intervention in Spain provoked a conflict with
ftaly.28 The second came from the French journalist, Andre Gkraud, who on a visit to

Blum's hotel room. is reported to have informed the French Prime Minister of British
opposition to French support for Republican Spain. The third came from Eden, who is
attributed with having remarked after learning of Blum's intentions.

"

It's your business.

24 Edwards, Spanish Civil WarJ 6.
25 Clerk to Eden, July 25, 1936, DBFP 2nd Series Vol- XVll# 19, footnote 2
26 See OBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVII, p. xii; & idem, Clerk to Eden, July 25. 1936, # 19 footnote. 2

In his memoir's, Eden makes no mention of this issue.
27 Edwards, Spanish Civil War. 16-17.For a further examination of this issue,see:
Car!ton.Anthon~Eden. 88-89;Trains, American Diolomacy ,34;& M.D. Gallagher, 'Leon Bum

and the Spanish Civil War', &I,
6 (1971).
28 This assertion is reinforced by Cordell Hull, who notes in his memoirs that Baldwin warned Blum

that French intervention in Spain would resutt in an international crisis. (Hull ,476).
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but I beg you to be careful."29 The possibility that both Eden and Baldwin may have
pressured Blum into nversing his decision is also supported by the American documents
covering this period. including a telegram sent by the US.Ambassador to France to Hull.
in which the former reported that while in London, Eden "drew Blurn's attention to the
grave international consequences which might result from French active support of the
Madrid Government."-lQ Whatever veracity may o r may not be attributed to these
comments, it would hardly seem surprising if the two men exchanged comments on the
matter during the course of their meetings in London. And given the strong opposition in
London to French intervention in the conflict. it would seem reasonable to assume that
Blum must have been aware of the sentiments of both Eden and Baldwin on the issue. Yet
the extent of Eden's influence on Blum in this matter should not be overstated. for as we
noted earlier. the French Cabinet and public were themselves seriously divided on the
question. indeed. while in London. Blum continued to receive communications from Paris
which emphasized the strong opposition to the policy from both the right wing of his
Cabinet and from the French Chamber of Deputies. There were even some Ministers who
f e a d that if Blum pressed ahead with his decision to support the Republicans openly that
the end result would be the fail of the Government and civil war.-'[ Thus, it would appear
that the main reason that Blum decided to reverse his earlier decision came from his
concerns about the domestic reaction to such a policy, and that this, coupled with the clear
indication that London was also opposed to French suppon For Republican Spain, was
enough to tip the balance in favour of banning the export of arms.32

29 Edwards, SmnishCivil War, 16-17.
30 Strauss to Hull, July 27, 1936, FRUS 1936 Vol. 11,44749- Herbert Feis, in a memorandum on
the Spanish situation at the time also takes notes of Eden's role, -ng
that the British Foreign
Secretary, had "inthe name of the British Government,' warned Bum that French help for the
Spanish Government 'rnigtrt lead to a grave Europeancrisis becauseGermany and Italy might
decide to help the revolutionaries [as a consequence]." (Feis Memorandum, July 30. 1936. Feis
Papers, Box 96.
31 Cartton, Anthonv Eden, 88-89.
32Gallagher. 'Blurn and the Spanish Civil War', 59-63, Upon his return to Paris, Hum continued to
receive messages from London which emphasized British opposition to the export of French
Arms to Madrid. See, for example Les emements sumenus en France, p- 217.
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Meanwhile, in London, the Cabinet now faced the issue of how best to avoid

British involvement in the conflict Of immediate concern was the possibility that the duly
recognized Government of Spain might approach Whitehall with a request to purchase
arms- On July 29, Eden warned the Cabinet that in the absence of a formal embargo, there
was no legal basis for refusing such a request. Moreover, it was also readily apparent that
the imposition of an arms embargo would place HMG in an embarrassing position, as it

would require granting belligerent rights to the rebel side -- a move which would be widely
interpreted abroad as an indication of British support for Franco. Eden therefore suggested
that the best means of avoiding support for either side would be for HMG to impose what
he termed an "informal embargo." This could be effected by instructing the Service
Ministries to lay prior claim to all British armament production under the pretext of
accelerating the British rearmament pmgram.33 The Cabinet agreed, and two days later,
Eden instructed his subordinates at the Foreign Offtce to devise "some means or othei' by
which HMG could avoid supplying arms to either side in S p a i n 3 Satisfied that he had
established a framework in which the Government could adhere to a policy of noninvolvement, Eden left the day to day duties of the Foreign Office to Halifax and departed
for a well deserved holiday in Yorkshire.35

On the continent, however, the French decision to suspend arms exports to Spain
had now come under pressure from the left. where mounting evidence of German and
Italian intervention on the side of Franco had led to a public outcry on behalf of the
Republican Government in the French press, By the end of the month. Blum felt compelled
to announce that if Italy and Germany were to continue to supply arms openly to Spain.
his Government would hereafter consider itself free to act in a similar fashion3 By
August 2, the British Ambassador in Paris was reporting that the French Government's

attitude towards civil war in Spain seemed to be "shifting away" from official neutrality.
and that as a result of the dictators' actions, Blum was indeed finding it more and more
33 Cab 23/85, July 29, 1936; & Eden to Chiiton. July 28. 1936, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVII. # 30

footnote. 5.

"m-

35 A n n , 401 ; Peters, Anthonv Eden, 228-29.
36 Edwards, Smnish Civil War, 20.
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difficult to defend the policy of non-involvement within his Governmeot.3? In response to
this dilemma, and in an effort to forestall further Italian intervention in support of Franco.
the Ambassador noted that the French Govemment had decided to issue a cornmuniquC
calling upon the three principal powers concerned (Britain, France and Italy) to "agree upon
and observe certain common rules of non-intervention in the affairs of Spain."3*

in

London. Halifax welcomed this proposal, but in his reply to a French inquiry on the British
position on the matter he insisted that to be effective any such agreement must include the
signatures of the other European powers, such a s Germany, Portugal and the Soviet
Union.
Meanwhile, in Paris, the British Ambassador took it upon himself to issue a
warning to the French Govemment of the '.danger of any action which might definitely
commit the French Govemment to one side of the conflict," particularly as this would
render close cooperation between the British and the French Governments on the Spanish
crisis much more difficult.39 Strengthened by this clear indication that HMG continued to
look with disfavour on any attempt by the French to intervene in Spain. and by the fact that
London would welcome the French attempt to arrange a formal international agreement
aimed at establishing certain common rules of non intervention in the conflict. Blum was
able to ward off the more extreme elements within his own Government who favoured
open French support for the Republican cause.-+o As a consequence. the French
Government issued a further communiqui on 8 August, which announced that France was
now prepared to impose a formal embargo on the export of a r m s to Spain. and in addition
noted that the Quay d'Orsay had sent formal notes to Germany, Portugal, Belgium, Poland
and the Soviet Union calling for an apement

on non-intervention9 1 This was welcome

news in London. where by the second week in August it was clear that the British and
French Governments had reached a general consensus on the need to enshrine nonintervention in the form of an international agreement.
37 Clerk to Foreign Office,Aug. 2, t 936 DBW 2nd Series Vol,, XVll XVl I # 44.
3
8
m
39 Clerk to Foreign Office. Aug. 7, 1936, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVll #67.

40 Peters, Anthonv Eden, 22S30.
41 Clerk to Foreign Office. Aug. 8, 1936, DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XVll # 72
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The French were now most anxious to enter into detailed discussions with the
British on how to implement their proposal. But Halifax, ever wary of engaging in any
move which might serve to alienate either Berlin or Rome. was reluctant to engage in any
further conversations on the question until the views of both Germany and Italy were
k n o w n 9 This somewhat laconic response on the part of HMG to France's dramatic
action resulted in a good deal of criticism being leveled against the Government in the
British press. Eden found this unacceptable. and in a message sent to the Foreign Office
from his holiday in Yorkshire, he insisted that HMG must do everything possible to
support the French attempts to gain an agreement on non-intervention.43 On the following
day, no doubt in part because of Eden's prompting, the Foreign Office announced that
Britain and France had issued an exchange of notes agreeing in principle to the prohibition
of the export of arms to Spain, and that the two powers would undertake to enforce the ban
as soon as the other powers concerned agreed to do so.*

Shortly thereafter. Eden returned

to London, where after reviewing the situation, he promptly made the decision to announce
that Britain would apply an arms embargo to Spain without waiting for the the response of
the other powers. In a letter to Baldwin, Eden explained that he had felt it was necessary to

do this "even before we achieved international agreement in order that we might. by setting

an example, d o our best to induce others, more particularly Germany and Italy, to follow
sui t."45
By the end of the month, word came from Paris of the encouraging news that both
Italy and Germany had agreed to the French non-intervention proposals. In light of this. the
French requested that an international committee be established in London in order to
oversee the implementation of the arms embargo to Spain. Eden quickIy agreed. and
in a meeting of the Cabinet Committee on Foreign Policy held on 26 August he convinced

-

Carnbon. Aug. 4.1936. DBFP 2nd Series wl. XVll # 5 2
43 Minute of telephone conversation between Mounsey and Eden. Aug.14, 1936, DBFP 2nd
Series Vol. XVII., # 92
44 Foreign Office to Clerk, Aug. 14, 1936, DBFP 2nd Series vol. XVildY 94.
45 Avon. 403.

42 Eden (Halifax) to
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the leading members of the Government to endorse the French proposal. which would
endeavor to make sure that the flow of arms to Spain wouid stop.-t6

Meanwhile, it should be noted that the activities in London and Paris concerning the
outbreak of hostilities in Spain had not gone unnoticed on the other side of the Atlantic.
Hull's reaction to the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War mirrored his policies towards the
ItaleAbyssinian crisis.-l' Hull once again decided to pursue an independent but parallel
policy which would in effect supplement the efforts of the British and the French to isolate
the conflict. Through his ambassador in Paris, Hull had been kept fully informed of the
efforts of these two powers to seek an agreement on non-intervention. As a consequence
of the impending French announcement on the establishment of the London Committee,
Hull once again decided to issue a statement of his own which aimed at clarifying the
American position on Spain in advance of the actions of the European Powers.48 Here,
Hull's first aim was to make clear that United States would indeed adhere to a policy of
non-interference and would do all it could to stop the flow of any arms from America to
Spain. But there could be no proclamation of the Neutrality Act. since the provisions of this

law did not apply to a civil war. Thus, the Secretary, as is made plain from the statement he
issued in early August. was once again confined to the imposition of a moral embargo:
It is clear that our Neutrality [aw with respect to embargo of arms,
ammunition, and implements of war has no application in the present situation.
since that applies only in the event of war between or among nations. On the other
hand. in conformity with its well established policy of non-interference in the
internal affairs of other countries, ...this Government will of course, scnrpdousty
refrain from any interference whatsoever in the unfortunate Spanish situation. We
believe that American citizens, bothat home and abroad, are patriotically
recognizing this well recognized American policyfs
American policy vis i vis Spain, then, rested on two essential foundations - noninterference and a voluntary embargo. This was the policy which Hull would adhere to for
46 Minutes of the Cabinet Committee on Foreign Policy, August 26, 1935, Cab 2716Z
47 Far further detail on the US, reaction to the conflict see: Hull, Chapter 34; Jablon, Crossroads;

F-Taylor, The United States and the S w i s h Civil War (New Yo&, 1956). & Traina, A m e m
Di~lamacv.
48 See for example Straus to Hull, July 27. 1936; July 31. 1936; Aug. 2,1936 & Aug. 5. 1936; FRUS Vol. 11, 1936.44'46449 Hull. 478.
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the remainder of the 1936. Indeed, in Hull's view, "it would bave been unthinkable for the
United States t o pursue any other course, " particularly in light of the establishment of the
Non-Intervention Committee. which as he notes in his memoirs, had welded all Europe
around the concept of non-interference-50 Hull also shared in the British desire not to see
the war escalate into a general European conflagration, and in addition. felt strongly that

any effort on the part of the United States to ship arms to the Republican Government in
Madrid might result in some sort of naval incident which had the potential to plunge the
country into w a r 3 Moreover, although there were some officials within the State
Department who sympathized with the plight of the Spanish Government. there were an
equal number who felt that the Madrid regime was essentially dominated by communists,
and that as such. a victory for the Government would only serve to stimulate the spread of
communism in Europe32 In any case, Non-Intervention was a convenient way to avoid
becoming embroiled in what was essentially regarded as a European problem. and most of
official Washington, including the Resident, endorsed it33
Because Hull's policies kept the United States roughly in step with the those of

HMG in London, it should come as no surprise to learn that they were also welcomed at
the Foreign Office. But in spite of the fact that there was broad agreement between the two
states on the need to adhere to strict neutrality vis i vis the conflict in Spain. London made
no attempt to invite the United States to become a member of the Non-Intervention
Committee. To d o so might be to provoke a strong reaction from the American
isolationists. which could prove embanassing for the Resident and Hull and render the
pursuit of their essentially parallel but independent non-interventionist policies more
difficult. As such, Whitehall confined itself to keeping the Americans informed of HMG0s

50 Ibid , 481-82
5 1 m ,482-83.
52 Phillipsdiary. Aug.3 & 4. 1936. Phillips Papers On this see also Little, 'Antibolshevismand
Appeasement', 22- 25.
53 Moore to Roosevelt, November 27,1936. Moore Papers, Box 17-
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activities. and carefully avoided the subject of American participation in the NonIntervention Committee. SJ
Non-Intervention also met with widespread approval among the American public.
where. unlike the situation that existed with respect to the export of commodities to Italy
during the Abyssinian crisis, most of the interested business parties took it upon
themselves to honour the moral embargo to Spain. Hull was quite pleased with this. and
could note with satisfaction that throughout the opening months of the conflict the embargo
had in fact worked surprisingly well.ss But in December. a number of private American
f i m s decided to challenge the Administration's stated policy by applying to the State

Department for licenses to export arms and aircraft to the Government in Madrid. Under
current law, the Department had no choice but to issue the Licenses. Hull was away from
Washington returning by sea from the Buenos Aires Conference when he first learned of
these developments, but was kept fully abreast of them by Acting Secretary of State. R.
Walton Moore. who sent a number of reports to the Secretary by wireless. Both the
Resident and Hull were upset by these activities, which the Resident characterized as
"thoroughly unpatriotic."Sri As a consequence. the Resident called a meeting with Moore
and a number of key Congressional leaders on December 30 where it was quickly decided

that it would be necessary for the Administration to pursue Iegi slation aimed at banning the
export of arms to either side in Spain. This legislation was introduced to the Congress on

January 6. 1m7. and was signed into law by the President two days later.5'

54 Cole, RooseveR and the Isolationists,224-25. In December, 1936, the Foreign Office sought
to obtain direct US. support for an Anglo-French initiativewhich would be presented to the
German, Italian. Portuguese and Soviet Govemrnents calling for an end to shipments of arms to
Spain and immediate mediation between the two parties. Hull refused to issue direct appeals to
the Governments indicated above, but he did agree to support the initiative once it had been
announced in the press. This was done on December 10, 1936. But the Anglo-French initiative
came to nothing and the matter soon passed into obliion, For further details on this see: Hull.
489-90; Jablon Crossroads, 124-25; and the relevant diplomatic correspondence in DBFP 2nd
Serie~vol,XVII, Chapt~vII
& FRUS 1936 VOI- 11, 587-613.
55 Hull, 490.
56 Presidentid Press Conference, December 29.1936. Nixon, FOR and World Affairs, 562-64.
57 Moore to Bullitt. Dec. 29.1936.FRUS 1936 Vol. Il.618-2O; Moore to Roosevelt, January 5,
1937, PSF. Neutrality, 1937; Hull, 49(19l.
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The passage of the Spanish Embargo Act of 1937, served to solidify the
Administration's policies with respect to the war in Spain and meant in effect that there
wouId be no deviation from Hull's stated aim of non-intervention for the remainder of the
conflict -- even after it became clear, as it did in 1937, that the Italians and Germans had
intervened massively on the side of Franco.58 This is not to say that there would be no
criticism of the policy in the press and elsewhere, for as the evidence of Italian and German
involvement in the war increased, so too did the calls for a change in the policy of nonintervention. But in the end, neither Roosevelt nor Hull was prepared to contemplate any
such move.
In the meantime, while the Americans grappled with the need to establish their own
independent brand of neutrality vis 5 vis the conflict in Spain. events in Europe were
centered around the activities of the Non-Intervention Committee and its attempts to limit
the extent of Foreign involvement in the Spanish conflagration. The Non-Intervention
Committee was established in London, under British leadership. It was comprised of 26
nations. and it held its first meeting on September 9. 1936. The establishment of the
Committee marks the beginning of a period, spanning two years, in which Eden and the
Foreign Office would attempt to prevent or at the very least scale down the export of arms.
men, and material to both the Republican and Rebel forces in Spain. From its very
beginning. however. it was clear that this task would not be easy. Indeed. over the course
of the last four months of 1936, a period in which the Committee met fourteen times, the
evidence of German, Italian and Russian intervention in the conflict continued to grow.
Eden, no doubt found all of this exasperating, but in the first few months following the
establishment of the Committee. he nevertheless continued to argue that the pursuit of a
policy of intervention was the only viable option open to HMG and her European partners,
both in order to limit the scope of the war. and to keep the possibility of a European
settlement via the Five Power Conference alive. Here, in response to his critics, who
argued that non-intervention was tittle more than a farce, Eden argued:

58 Bowers to FDR, Feb. 16,1937, PSF ,Spain, Box 50. It should be noted that on May 1,1937,
the provisions of the Spanish Embargo Act banningthe exports of arms to m
*
e
s
involved in civil
strife were incorporatedinto the new neutralii law ,which was signed on the same day-
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Because some who should be firemen take a hand now and again in feeding the
flames, that is no reason why the whole fire brigade should leave their posts and
join in fanning Europe into a furnace.59
Eden also hoped that the pursuit of non-intervention would make it impossible for either
side to win a decisive victory and would in fact result in a political and military stalemate.
This, it was argued, would prevent either extreme (the communists on the left, and the
fascists on the right) from seizing power in Spain, and would ultimately lead to the
establishment of a moderate, centrist regime, untainted by Italian, German o r Russian
domination, which would directly serve British interests. 60

By November, though, Eden's faith in non-Intervention had become severely tested
by the actions of the other European powers. Of particular concern. for Eden. was the
behavior of Mussolini, whose Government was repeatedly cited as having violated the
terms of the non-intervention agreement.61 Indeed. prior to the onset of the Spanish
conflict, Eden and a number of his colleagues at the Foreign Office had held out great
hopes for the restoration of AngleItalian relations in the wake of the lifting of sanctions in
Geneva.6' But by this point it was clear that the actions of the Italian Government in Spain
would render an Anglo-Italian rapprochement much more difficult. There were strong
suspicions in Whitehall, for example, that Mussolini might try to exploit the Spanish
conflict for his own ends by trying to use the cover of intervention as a means to extend
Italian influence in the Western Mediterranean. Indeed, as early as August 24. a subcommittee of the Chiefs of Staff had expressed its apprehension about the p s i bility that
the Italians might try to establish naval bases on the Baleric Islands, in Spanish Morocco,
or even in Spain itself. This had to be avoided. first. because any such moves would
constitute an unacceptable threat to Britain's control of the straits and hence to her imperial
communications. and second. because competition with Italy for control of the
Mediterranean ran counter to the expressed desire of the Chiefs for the restoration of

59 Avon. 416.

60 Minute by Eden. Aug. 30. 1936. DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVII. # 157; Bingham to Hull. Mar. 31.
1937, PSF, Great Britain, Box 20.
61 Foreign Office Memorandum. Oct20, 1936. DBFP 2nd Series vol. XVll # 308.
62 Foreign Office to Drummond. July 11.1936. DBFP 2nd Series vol. XVI, # 438.
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In light of this. Eden

was called upon in September to issue a communiquC to the Italian Government which
stressed that while HMG desired the warmest possible relations with Italy, she nevertheless
would view any alteration in the of the st-

quo in the Western Mediterranean as a matter

of deep concern.64 Mussolini, in response. denied that he had any aspirations in the region.
and insisted that it was his most sincere desire to improve Angldtalian relations. But the
concerns in London about Mussolini's intentions continued, no doubt made all the more
menacing by the ever increasing signs of Italian intervention in Spain, by Ciano's visit to
Germany in late October. and by the announcement of the "Rome-Berlin Axis" on
November 1-65
It is important to note, however, that Mussolini's dramatic proclamation of the

"Axis" was accompanied by remarks which seemed to indicate a desire for an Anglo-Italian
understanding vis P vis the Western Mediterranean. He insisted. for example, that he
understood the mutual concern that both London and Rome shared for the region. He also
suggested that the two powers could avoid any future difficulty in the region by coming to
"a sincere, rapid and complete agreement based on the recognition of reciprocal
interests."fjh In London, Mussolini's statement brought about a good deal of discussion
about the possibility of concluding
status quo

an Anglo-Italian agreement for the maintenance of the

in the Western Mediterranean; it also led the Cabinet to respond to Mussolini's

gesture by authorizing Eden to issue a statement in the House of Commons which was
designed to reciprocate the Duce's pacific overture.67 But Eden was skeptical about the

prospects for a formal aegeement and in a minute issued the day following his statement in
the Commons he insisted that HMG should make no move towards reaching an
understanding with Itdy in the Western Mediterranean until Mussolini had provided
63 Report by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee on the Situation in the Western Mediterranean
arising from the Spanish Civil War, Aug. 24, 1936,DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVll # 126.
64 Eden to Ingram, Sept. 3, 1936, DBFP 2nd Series vol. XVll # 159.
65 Eden to Thomas. Oct 30,1936, DBFP 2nd Series # 343; Avon pp. 425-26.
66 Seton-Watson, Christopher, The Anglo-American Gentleman's Agreement of January 1937
and its Aftermath,' in W.J. Mornmsen and L Kettenacker, eds., The Fascist Chdlencle and the
Policv of A~peasement(London 1983,272).
67 317 H. C.Debates 5.s. cols. 282-3.
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London with a clearer picture of his intentions. Moreover, Eden also made it clear that his
faith in M u s s o l i ~was at a low ebb by observing:

Does anyone in the Foreign Olfice really believe that Italy's Foreign Policy will at
any time be other than opportunist? Any agreement with Italy will be kept as long as
it suits Italy. Surely nobody can now place any faith in her promises. All this is not
argument against seeking to improve Anglo-Italian relations, but against placing an
exaggerated valuation on any such improvement if and when we get it.68
Nevertheless, in the wake of Eden's admonitions as to the limited value of any
agreement with Rome. concern about Mussolini's intentions in the Western Mediterranean
continued to mount. By mid November, there were a number of officials both within the
Foreign Office and at the Admiralty who argued that it would be in WMG's best interest to
try and achieve some sort of understanding with Italy for the maintenance of the territorial
status quo.69 Eden remained skeptical about the value of any such agreement. but under
pressure from Chiefs of Staff and the Admiralty, he eventually agreed to open negotiations.
On 14 November, then, Eden sent Sir Eric Drummond, the British Ambassador in Rome, a

telegram outlining the British terms for an understanding with Italy. Here Eden insisted,
among other things. that Italy must be prepared to accept the Mediterranean smtus quo
without qualification, that she must cease all " anti-British intrigue and propaganda in the
Near East". and that she must resume effectual participation in the League of Nations. In
exchange, HMG was prepared to agree that it too would do nothing to alter the territorial
status

quo in the Mediterranean. but there was to be no question of any limitation on

British military forces in the region. nor any move toward British recognition of the Italian

conquest of Abyssinia.70 From Rome, it soon became apparent that any progress towards
the conclusion of an Angldtalian understanding would be stow. Mussoliai viewed Eden's
request that Italy return to full participation in the League. for example. as little more than a
brazen attempt to undermine Italian-German relations, which had been improving due to
their mutual interest in supporting Franco. The Duce also took exception to the British
68 Minute by Eden, Nov. 5.1936, DBFP 2nd Series vol. XVII, # 352
69 Report by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee. Nov. 9. 1936, C8049/4/I
8; & ADM 11Urn02

70 Eden to Drummond, Nov, 14,1936, DBFP 2nd Series voC XVII, # 377. Mussolini had been
demanding international recognition of his conquest of Abyssinia from the moment the League
had decided to drop its policy of sanclions- Eden found this demand particularly distasteful, and
as time wore on. the issue would become increasleaSlngfy
initating to both sides.
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refusal to recognize the Italian conquest of Abyssinia and there were serious differences
between the two states over the virtual occupation of the Baleric Islands by tmops of the
Italian Foreign Legion and by the growing number of Italian "volunteers" which had been
entering Spain. In response to this, Britain and France had urged that the London
Committee adopt a resolution extending the non-intervention agreement of Au,oust to cover
volunteers.7I But the Italians, who in fact had the greatest number of volunteers engaged

in the fi&ting in Spain, refused to cooperate, and essentially stalled on the question while
the negotiations for an Angldtalian understanding continued.7z Eden was not pleased by
these developments and on December 16 he submitted a strongly worded memorandum to
the Cabinet which urged his Government to take a firmer line with Italy over the increasing

presence of Italian military forces in Majorca and the Spanish mainland3 But the Cabinet
remained cautious. There was no support for going beyond the present effort to secure the
territorial integrity of Spain. 7 4 In the interests of protecting the territorial status quo.
therefore, and in achieving a lessening of tensions in the region, Eden agreed to overlook a
number of the outstanding issues between London and Rome and to work for an
understanding between the two powers based on "an exchange of purely general
declarations." hoping that this would lead to spontaneous acts by Italy calculated to to
produce confidence and goodwill all around3 The result was the scxalled "Gentleman's
Agreement" by which both signatories reaffirmed the compatibility of British and Italian
interest in the Mediterranean, and agreed "not to alter the stutus quo as regards national
sovereignty of territories in the Mediterranean area." There was no direct reference to Italian
intervention in Spain, but the two powers did agree -to use their best endeavors to
discourage any activities Liable to impair the good relations [between them]."

76

71 Eden to Phipps, Dec. 24, DSFP 2ND Series, Vol. XVll # 505.
72 Drummond to Foreign Office, Dec. 26. 1935. DBFP 2nd Series vol. XVll # 507.
73 Memorandum by Eden on Spain and the Baleric Islands, Dec. 16,1936 OBFP 2nd Series vol.
XVll # 471.
74 Cab 23/85.Dec. 16,1936.
75 Seaton-Watson, 'Gentleman's Agreement'. in Mommsen and Kettenacker, Fascist Challenae,

273-5.
76 Text of the Anglo-Italian Declaration, Jan. 2 1937, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVll # 530.
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Following the publication of the terms of the agreement there was talk at the

Foreign Office of a "new relationship" with Italy and a general sense of satisfaction at the
behavior of Mussolini and his Government. Taking note of this. Vansittart suggested that
HMG should now "be on the look out to follow up this success." by exploiting the further

opportunities it provided for detaching Italy from Germany.''

Eden too was pleased.

particularly with respect to the guarantees HMG had received with respect to Spain,
although he cautioned his colleagues to bear in mind that the Italians had "at least as much
to gain from this better state of affairs as we," and that as such HMG 'shall lose nothing in
Italian eyes by continuing to 'nous faire valoir.'"

78 indeed,

from Eden's perspective the

"Gentleman's Agreement" represented little more than a short term, limited detente, which
was designed to lessen tension and maintain British interests. It may also have provided
both sides with an opportunity to explore the possibility of a future long-term
rapprochement but for Eden such a development remained unlikely. The Foreign
Secretary's skepticism about Italian ambitions in the region remained, and until Mussolini
provided some tangible evidence that Italian interests in the Mediterranean were in no way
inimical to those of HMG, Eden refused to alter his opinion.79
Eden's caution was well founded. For on the very day that the signature of the
Agreement was announced. he learned that 3,000 Italian troops had landed at Cadiz. By the
end of the week. this number had grown to 8.000.80 Needless to say. Eden was less than
pleased at these developments. and in a despatch to Rome on 7 January he instructed
Drummond to inform the Italian Government forthwith of his disappointment8 1 I t was
soon apparent, however, that Mussolini was unmoved by Eden's pleas and that the scale of
Italian and German intervention in Spain had now reached such a level that the war had. in
Eden's words, *ceased to be an internal Spanish issue* and had instead become an
77 Minute by Sargent on the Anglo-Italian conversations in Rome. Jan. 1. 1937. DBFP 2nd Series
vol. XVl I # 527 footnote 5.

w.

78
79 Men to Clerk Jan. 5,1937 DBFP 2nd

Vol. XVlll # 15; Awn Diary, Monday, Jan. 4,
1937. Personal Papers of Lord Avon.
80 For estimatesof Wan troop level see: DSFP 2nd Series vol. XWlI #'s 2 & 34.
81 Eden to Drummond Jan. 7, 1937, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XVlli # 25.
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'*internationalbattleground" which would play a vital part in determining the future format
of German and Italian foreign policy.82 In light of this, Eden now urged the Cabinet to
take a hard look at the implications of an outright Nationalist victory. particularly with
respect to its effect on German ambitions in such areas as Memel. Danzig and
Czechoslovakia. Here. he cautioned his colleagues that

If German interference is not checked in Spain, there will be no chance of
moderating influences in that country checking any similar aggressive tendencies in
respect of these three danger points. It is therefore my conviction that unless we cry
a halt in Spain, we shall have trouble this year in one or other of the danger points I
have referred to. It follows that to be firm in Spain is to gain time, and to gain time
is what we want. 83
As such, Eden advocated a bold initiative envisaging not only an international
agreement on the prohibition of the dispatch of volunteers to Spain but also a
comprehensive "control schemen involving a network of frontier and sea patrols to
supervise the blockade of war materials to the Iberian Peninsula. Eden also suggested that
the Royal Navy should establish an immediate naval patrol while international agreement
was s o u g h t . ~But
~ Eden's scheme was very unpopular in the Cabinet. Hoare. now First

Lord of the Admiralty, for example. openly questioned whether it would be Britain interest
to in effect **stopGeneral Franco from winning." Indeed. in his view. that may have been
the desire of "the Parliamentary Parties of the Left; but there were others, including perhaps
some members of the Cabinet. who were very anxious that the Soviet should not win in
Spain.'%S Moreover it was widely held that a naval blockade could could not be effective
without the utilization of both the Home and Mediterranean fleets. a move which would not
only place a great strain on the navy, but would also increase the likelihood of an expansion
of the war due to some unforeseen incident on the high seas.86

Most of the Cabinet

concurred with Hoare. Eden's scheme was therefore dropped. In its place the Cabinet
decided to issue a declaration stating the intention of HMG to prohibit the flow of British
82 Cab 23/87 Jan. 8,1937.
83 Memorandum by Eden on Spain, Jan. 8.1937. DBFP 2nd Series vol. XVlli #379.
84 Peters, Anthonv Eden, 245.
85 Cab 23/87 Jan. 8,1937.
86 &)&i-
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volunteers to Spain and to ask the other powers concerned merely to follow suit.*' Eden
was bitterly disappointed, not only by this clear indication of his lack of influence on the
Cabinet. but also by the loss of this unique opportunity to show both Hitler and Mussolini
that Britain was determined to oppose the expansion of their influence in Europe and the
Meditemean.*R By February. an estimated 20,000 additional troops had been despatched
from Italy to Spain. Shortly thereafter, Mussolini even went so far as to issue a public
statement praising the efforts of his so-called volunteers in the battle for the capture of
Malagas9 This, coupled with a vitriolic anti-British propaganda campaign launched in the
Italian press, convinced Eden that the Gentleman's Agreement was in fact dead. and that it
was pointless to pursue any further understanding with the Italian dictator, whom from this
point on. Eden characterized as little more than a gangster unworthy of serious

In the meantime, Eden's efforts to reach an understanding with Germany via the
conclusion of a new Locarno continued. but here too. the Foreign Secretary was to meet
with considerable frustration. It has been noted earlier that at the end of 1m6 Eden had
hoped that the continuation of Germany's economic woes wouid ultimately force her to
seek an understanding with the western powers. Moreover, by the beginning of 1937.
Eden's interest in coming to terms with Germany were if anything reinforced by his firm
conviction that Mussolini's ambitions in the Mediterranean now precluded any meaningful
understanding between London and Rome, As such, Eden began the new year under the
strong belief that Anglo-Gerrnan negotiations represented the only viable option left open to
HMG in her efforts to achieve general European stability. Eden placed considerable

emphasis on reports emanating from his ambassador in Berlin which indicated that the
balance of political power in Berlin lay delicately balanced between the so called
"moderates* such as Dr. Schacht and the army hierarchy, and extremists within the Nazi
8 7 ~ .
88 Avon, 436.
89 Seaton-Watson. 'Gentleman's Agreement', in Mommsen and Kettenacker. Fascist Challenae,

275.
90 Minute by O'Malley on Planning for War in the Mediterranean, Mar. 4. 1937.DBFP 2nd Series
Voi, XVll I # 246; Minute by Eden, Mar. 4,1937, FO 3711 R2020; & Minute by Eden, May 10,1937
FO 371/ R2987.
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party who advocated an aggressive and expansionist foreign policy.91 lo the Cabinet.

Eden argued that London's first object must be to restrain the extremists. while giving hope
to the moderates. This. he indicated, could best be achieved by &ourpresent policy of being
firm" in areas such as Spain, but "always ready to t a l k 3 2 Eden insisted. therefore, that
the efforts to convene the five Power Conference must continue and over the course of the
First two months of the new year there was no let up in the communications to Berlin
stressing the need for the proposed meeting. But the attempts to convene the Five Power
Conference continued to be blocked by German intransigence and by mid- March it was
clear that the initiative was dead.9-3
Thus. as the winter of 193637 drew to a close, Eden was no closer to a general
European settIement than he had been when Bium first proposed a new approach to
Germany. Moreover, it was now clear that his policies vis ii vis M y and Spain had been
largely ineffective. In light of these difficulties. Eden's faith in Britain's ability to ever
come to terms with the dictators in Berlin and Rome began to wane. and the possibility of
seeking closer ties with Washington became increasingly important.

91 On this see: C.A. MacDonald. 'Economic Appeasement and the German "Moderatesoa
1937-

1939.. Pp.56(1972) 105-135.
92 Cab 1 (37)2 cab 23/87,
Jan. 13,1937.
93 Phipps to Eden. Mar. 13. 1937. DBFP, 2nd Series Vol. XVIII # 280.
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At the close of 1936, Hull's attempt to broker an AngleAmerican understanding on
trade had reached a deadlock. There had been no progress in the Ryder-Chalkley technical
discussions. and in spite of the prompting of Eden, little indication that the British Board of
Trade would come around to a more sympathetic attitude towards Hull's trade agreements
program.1 This impasse was of great concern to Hull. not only because of its potential
impact on the progress of his trade initiative, but also because of his growing fear that the
inability of the world's leading democracies to establish a new world economic order based
on liberalized trade would ultimately lead to a conflagration between the "havew and "have
not" nations. Indeed. throughout the fall of 1936. both the State Department and the White
House had received a number of alarming reports from Berlin, indicating that the Germany
economy was in trouble and that economic pressures might in fact push Hitler into war2
Moreover. these anxieties had been heightened by the conclusion in November of the
German-Japanese Anti-Comintem Pact, which was widely interpreted in Washington as an
indication that Japan had now decided to join the Fascist bloc and would soon re-embark
on a more aggressive policy in Asia.3

In an effort to counter this disturbing drift towards war. Hull endeavored to set an
example for the world to follow through the vigorous promotion of the "Good Neighbor
Policy." In December 1936. for example, Hull attended the "Inter-American Conference for
the Maintenance of Peace" in Buenos Aires where he launched a major new initiative aimed
at cultivating peace and strengthening hemispheric solidarity. Hull based this effort on his
so called "Eight Pillars of Peace." which among other things called on each of the American

republics to: "educate and organize its people in opposition to war," ...to embrace *a liberal
commercial policy." ...to adopt "a common policy of neutrality" in the event of war, and to
maintain "the faithful observance of agreements between nations as the foundations of
1 Hm-son.R.. ' Runciman visit' ,223-24; Drummond and Hillmer;&zotiatinaFreer Trade'43-44.
2 Dodd to Moore, Aug. 31. 1936, & Dodd to Roosevelt, Oct 19.1936. ?SF, Correspondence
wlth Dodd, Box 3 2 Dodd to Hull, memorandum entitled 'National Socialist Foreign Policy",
Dec.24, 1936; Cudahy- to- Roosevelt, Dee- 26, 1936, FRUS 1907 Vol,, 1, 24; & C-A- MacDonald,
The United States. Bnta
n. and A~oeasemetlt.1936-39(New York, 1981), 3.
- .
3 Borg. Far Eastern Cnsts,194-95.
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Hull was only partially successful in his effort to get the American

States to embrace his principles, but his assertion of these ideas, coupled with his
reiteration of the doctrine of non-interference among the nations of the Western
Hemisphere. increased his prestige as an international statesman3 With the important
exception of Argentina. most of the Latin American States now looked upon Hull a s a true
friend: while at home, the Secretary was regarded with increasing reverence. Here was a
man of peace. steeped in integrity, who advanced his goals with humility and passi0n.h
By the onset of 1 B 7 , Hull's concerns about the possibility of war breaking out in

Europe had reached the point at which he felt that the time had come for him to find some
way to pacify Europe, a move which, if successful, would not only lead to European

peace. but would have the added benefit of allowing the United States to focus her security
concerns more squarely on the Japanese in Asia.'

On January 18, Hull issued a

memorandum outlining the various policies that the United States and other Govemmen ts
might pursue in a n effort to secure a general settlement in Europe. Taking note of the
German problem. Hull suggested that:

...the general nature of the settlement should be such as a) to make it possible for
Hitler to claim that he had obtained by peaceful negotiations the essence of what he
has represented to the German people as possible of attainment by military action;
and b ) to represent for Great Britain and France a price which can be approved by
public opinion in these countries as a worthwhile sacrifice in view of the benefits
secured.8
4 Hull, 498.

5 Ratt,Cordell Hull, 169-72
and Gdlman. Secret Affairs 93.The Chief opposition to Hull's initiative came fmm
Argentina's Foreign Minister, Saavedra Lamas Lamas was a champion of the League, who had his
own ambitions of greatness. He sought to promote his own program at the conference, which was
based on establishing a direct link between the American States and the League. Lamas was well
aware that Hull could not endorse such a proposal, but he went ahead with i?anyway.In the
process, he also attacked Hull ideas, Hull never forgave him for this,and as a consequefice,
relations between Argentina and the United States began to deteriorate. This ill-feeling, in fact,
would continue into the war and beyond. For more on this see: Newton, Ronald C- 'Disorderly
Succession: Great Britain, the United States and the Nazi Menace in Argentina. 193847, in
Guido di Tella and D. Cameron Waft, eds.,Amentina Between the Great Powers. 1939-46. (
Basingstoke, 1989).
7 tt should be noted that Japan alwayslingered inthe back of Hull's mind and as such was a major
factor in the Secretary's determinationto seek the economic appeasement of Germany.
8 Hull Memorandum: The Situation in Europe and our possible position with respect thereto."
Jan. 18, 1937, Feis Papers, Box 125.
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The Secretary then went on to insist:
the central objective of the settlement should be to lay the foundation for an
expansion of economic activity, especially in the field of international trade. as a
means of relieving the existing tension malting for p s i ble military conflict...9
Hull also took note of a number the outstanding issues which would have to be resolved if
any settlement were to be successful, and these included: arms limitation, political
guarantees. colonial readjustments for Germany. financial assistance to both Germany and
Italy, and finally, the all- round reduction of excessive and discriminatory trade barriers and
"the ensuring of 'open door' access to colonial raw materials...accompanied by further
steps in the dirrction of establishing stability in international monetary relations."lfl
Reviewing these many difficulties. Hull took note of the fact that all of these
problems were "closely interconnected." As such, he insisted that progress toward securing
peace and toward the satisfactory solution of the armament question "depends in large
measure upon the assurance of adequate improvement in the economic field." which is
where the United States would be prepared to play a major role. Here. the Secretary
suggested, for example, that the American Export-Import Bank might extend commercial
credits to Berlin and grant loans to Germany to help her rebuild her economy. Hull also
indicated that the United States would be prepared to conclude a trade treaty with the Reich,
and in addition. would be willing to discuss the problem of equal access to raw materials.

In return. Germany would of course have to abandon armaments and autarky, and put an
end to her "obstructionist policies and tactics." With respect to the politicaI aspects of a

general European settlement, however, Hull was unequivocal. The United States, he
insisted. would take no part in any political discussions. The Secretary then concluded his
memorandum by noting that while the United States would be prepared to act along the
lines indicated above. she would nevertheiess expect that the British Government would
assume the "principal initiative in bringing about European negotiations." In the meantime,
Washington would be prepared to reinforce the position of HMG in every practical way.
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and would welcome any suggestions from London "as to when we could most usefully

inaugurate action on our part."lI
As had been the case in 1936, then, Hull once again Iooked to an improvement in

the overall economic conditions in Europe as the central means by which he hoped to
render a modification of German behavior. He also continued to hope that Great Britain
would play a major role in securing this object. for it was an axiom of the State Department
that it would be pointless to ask Germany to abandon her closed economic system unless

Great Britain did likewise. 12 But there was no change in Hull's attitude towards security
questions. H e simply continued to ignore them and made no attempt to indicate to the
British Government how far the United States might be prepared to go if these initiatives
failed to keep the peace. Economic issues remained paramount in his mind and in spite of
the recent setbacks in his discussions with London. Hull's efforts at securing a trade
agreement with the British would continue.
Roosevelt shared Hull's concerns. He too feared the possibility of war breaking out
in Europe as a result of economic discontent and, like the Secretary, was alarmed by

reports emanating from Berlin in the fall of lB6 which indicated that economic pressures
might indeed lead Germany to war. Responding to these fears, the President, without
consulting Hull, decided in late October to sound out the British on the possibility that the
two Governments exchange the details of English and American plans for industrial
mobilization. At the Foreign Office. Roosevelt's sudden initiative was regarded as
something of a breakthrough, and as such Eden recommended that the War Office move at
once to accept the President's proposal.13 But by mid December. American military
leaders had concluded that their own plans for mobilization in the event of war must be

11

u-

- -

12MacDonald, The United States. Bntarn and A~peasementJ3.
13 Eden to Vansittart. Now 18, 1936, FO 371119842
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revised, so the idea was dropped, much to the annoyance of a good many officials in

The decision to drop the exchange of plans for industrial mobilization, however,

did not necessarily mean that the Resident's concerns about the possibility of a European

war coming as a result of economic discontent had abated. On January 15, 1937, for
example. Roosevelt sent a letter to the American Ambassador in Poland in which he
lamented the fact that as the "fundamental economic evilsn of the European situation grew
worse, so too did the prospect for the peaceful resolution of future crises. 15 Indeed by this

point it was clear that Roosevelt concurred with Hull on the need for the economic
rehabilitation of Europe and fully supported Hull's efforts to secure a trade agreement with
London. The President and Hull were also of a similar mind when it came to expenditures
on armaments. which both men felt were wasteful, and in part responsible for the present
economic crisis. In light of this, Roosevelt was at this point also giving serious
consideration to an idea which he had first mooted in August of the previous year: calling
for a conference of world leaders in an attempt to achieve general disarmament. trade

14This proposal was highly secret, and as noted, Hull was unaware of it Nor was it the only
initiativeforwarded to the British by the President in 1936. Roosevelt at one point also suggested
that the two governments pursue a 'neutral*uation plan"for the Pacific. by which Japan. the
United States and Great Britain woufd agree not to fortify their possessions
in the region. Eden for
the most part tended to respond positively to Roosevelt's initiatives, and in any case
recommended that the Government do nothing to antagonize the President when considering
the mefits of his plans. For furtherd-Is
on both these episodes see: Harrison, R. A. ' A
Neutralization Plan for the Pacific: Rooseveft and Anglo-American Cooperation, 1934-1937, PHR,
!57 (1988);& idem, 'Testingthe Water A Secret Probe towards Anglo-American Military Cooperation in 1936'UHRt:2(1985)15 Roosevett to Cudahy, Jan. 15, 1937, FRUS 1937, vol. I., 26-7.
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likralization and peace. 16 This proposal had received new life in January 1937. when the
Resident received a report from his recently appointed Ambassador to the Soviet Union,
Joseph E. Davies, who had stopped off in Berlin for conversations with German leaders
while en mute to his new post in Moscow. In his rrport. Davis indicated that Schacht had
informed him that he had been authorized by Hitler to submit proposals to France and
England which would, among other things, guarantee European Peace, reduce armaments.
obtain colonies for Germany and establish a renewed and effective League of Nations.''
Schacht also insisted that while France was agreeable to this scheme, Britain was not. 18 In
order to further this effort along. Schacht then suggested that the President call an
international peace conference in Washington which would concentrate on disarmament and
the economic aspects of these problems.

19

Both Dodd and Hull were quite skeptical

about the sincerity of Schacht's proposals, but Roosevelt found them intriguing, and by
the end of January he had decided to sound out London's opinion on the possibility of his
calling a conferenceP lndeed, there is no question that the Resident, in considering this
scheme. placed particular emphasis on British participation . and like Hull. felt that the

16 Henry Morgenthau Diary. Jan. 4,

1937. Reel 14A. The notion that expenditures on arms were

an unheafthy economic practice was deeply entrenched in the minds of American officials in late
1936 and 1937.The theory ran that money spent on arms diverted national resources away from
normal trade, which curtailed exports and hence lead to a falling levef of foreign exchange with
which to purchase imports. This in turn neces&ted the introduction of autarky. As such, both
Roosevelt and Hull frequently suggested to Eden and other members of the British Government
that Whitehall should give serious consideration to pursuing some attempt at Jowing or reducing
the build up of arms as one means of alleviating Europe's economic ills. On this see:
Memorandum by Feis, Jan. 18,1937, Feis Papers Box 125; Department of Western European
Affairsmemorandurn.Feb. 16, 1937, Oavis Papers Box 24; Bingharn to Hull. March 1I.
and 20th
1937, Davis Papers Box 55; Davisto Hull, April 9,1987, Davis Papers Box 55;& MacDonald The
United States. Britain and A~~easement,
1-15. Hull's interest in disarmament fell off considerably
by 1938. however, when Hull became convinced that the dictators were bent on mil*expansion.
17 Davis to Roosevett, Jan. 20, 1937, FRUS Val. I., pp.29-30; Hull, 54647.
18 There was a good deal of truth to this comment Bum in fact was excited by Me prospect of
these conversations. while in London, Neville Chamberfainwas cautiously optimistic. Eden, on
the other hand, was not.
19 Crozier,GennanVs Last Bid for Colonies, 186-87.
20 Hull, 547; In his diary, Oodd insists that Davies was "capthat& by Schacht and hence had
been taken in by h i s dubious proposals See: Dodd diafy, Jan 27,1937,in W - E and M-Dodd
eds.. Ambassador Dodd's Diary. 1933-1938(New York. 1941) 380.
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ordination with Whitehall,

By the beginning of 1937, then, it was clear that both the President and the
Secretary were quite anxious to explore the possibility of securing the economic
appeasement of Germany. M o ~ o v e rwhile
,
it is important to stress that the two of them did
not always agree on the best means to secure this object. and that Secretary Hull was not
always kept fully informed of the Resident's activities. it should also be pointed out that
their broad objectives were essentially the same: Germany was to be wooed away from her
present wasteful program of rearmament by the enticement of a new economic order based
on free trade trade and equal access to raw materials21 As was the case in 1936. however.
both men felt that the key to the success of this effort lay in London. It was therefore of the
utmost importance that HMG give some indication that Great Britain was prepared to
endorse the American effort to open up the world's markets, and for both Hull and
Roosevelt. the best means for securing this object would be the conclusion of an AngloAmerican trade agreement.
The importance that both the Resident and Hull attached to improving AngloAmerican relations no doubt pleased Eden, who as has been noted. fully endorsed Hull's
efforts to come to an understanding on trade with the British. But Eden's task in this regard
had not been easy and was further complicated by the somewhat erratic behavior of the
President's personal diplomacy (as evidenced by his proposal with respect to industrial
mobilization). by the Smoot-Hawley Tariff and by conclusion at the end of 1936of a new

Anglo-Canadian Trade Treaty. Canada, in fact, had played an integral part in Hull's plans
to seek an opening on trade with the British. In 1935. the two countries signed their first
full trade agreement, generating considerable hope in the State Department that a

21 For a more detailed analysis of the American attempt to appease Germany see Offner.

American A~~=rnent, and Hearden, Roosevett Confronts Hitler.
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breakthrough with London would follow.z? But the new Im6 AngleCanadian agreement
seemed to indicate the very opposite. Indeed, this agreement involved several agricultural
items that Hull had hoped to include in an AngleAmerican trade pact. and the Secretary of
State was furious when he learned of its terms, which he regarded as a further extension of
imperial preference and hostile to his trade program23 Moreover, Hull's protests soon
reached London, where they were received with disquiet in the Cabinet, dismay in the
Treasury, and disgust at the Board of T r a d e 3 Indeed. from Whitehall's perspective there
was very little if anything in the new treaty which could be construed as inimical to
Washington's desire for the liberalization of world trade and as such it seemed to many
British policy makers that what the Secretary really wanted was nothing less than an end to
the whole preference system25
Eden. therefore, faced an uphill struggle in his efforts to convince his colleagues
that it was both possible and desirable to reach a trade agreement with the Americans.
Indeed, this fact was confirmed by the visit of Walter Runciman to the White House in
January3 The arrangements for these discussions. which were at the time characterized
as strictly private, are rather drawn out and complicated, and there is no need in the course

of the present study to examine them in great detail. It should be pointed out. however. that
the initiative for the Runciman visit came from Arthur Murray. a long time friend of the
Resident who suggested the idea to Roosevelt during a private visit to the President in
April 1936.27 Roosevelt, who had great faith in personal diplomacy, took to the notion
immediately. in part because it might provide an opportunity to break the deadlock in the
22 Kottmann, Reci~rocitv,1 17. By 1937. it became clear that Canada's position as a major trading
partner for both the British
the Arneficans would mean that it would be necessary for
Washington to conduct separate but simultaneous negotiations for a further trade agreement
with Ottawa if there was to be any chance of an Anglo-American trade agreement. For more on this
see: M and Drummond and Hillmer. Necratiah'nca Freer Trade.
23 Harrison, 'Runciman' . 223.
24 Orumrnand and Hillmer, Neaotiatina Freer Trade, 43-44, 58-9.
25 Cab 23/87.Jan. 20. 1937.
26 Roosevettto Murray. Dec. 25,1936, Elibank Papers. Box 8808.
27 Roosevelt to Runcirnan, May 4,1936, Runciman Papers, WRZ84; Runcimm to Roosevett.
June 30, 1936, Runuman Papers, WR284; Roosevett to Munay, Dec. 25,1936, Oibank Papers,
Box 8808.
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explore what the British reaction might be to recent ideas concerning an American peace
initiative.28 Due to the fear of a strong reaction against the visit by American isolationists.
however, it was decided that it would be better for the Resident to meet with the British
Minister after the 1936 elections. and so it was arranged that Runciman would come to
Washington in January.29
Not surprisingly, the prospect of a British Minister holding discussions with the
American President generated a grrat deal of interest at the Foreign Office. where it was
widely anticipated that the topics under review in these "strictly privatew conversations
would include such items as trade. the war debts. the new U.S. neutrality law and FDR0s
renewed interest in calling for an international peace conference to iron out the world's
ills.-'o la a meeting with Runciman just prior to his visit. Eden and other officials within his
department reiterated the importance of maintaining America's goodwill and interest in
European affairs. and as such stressed the fact that it was all important not to discourage
the President "if he wants to call a peace conferencewor engage in any other activity which
might bring the United States closer to Europe3 1 But at the Board of Trade. there was little

expectation that anything worthwhile could be accomplished in the area of commercial
relations by the talks. particularly as there had been no progress in t h e preliminary
discussions, which, a s noted, had all but collapsed at the close of 1936.32
Nor was Hull much more optimistic about the prospects of the talks resulting in any
concrete gains in Anglo-American economic relations. indeed, in a memorandum issued to
the Resident on the eve of Runciman's arrival. the Secretary characterized the British

Minister as "extremely nationalistic," as was clearly shown by h i s promotion of "policies
28 For details on this see Harrison, ' Runciman'. 223-39.
29 Murray to FDR. July 5. 1936: & Murray to John Tweedsmuir, Nov. 22,1936. Uibank Papers.

30 On this see Hanison. 'Rundman'. The 1936 Neutrality Legislation was due for renewal by
Congress in May and that there was considerable interest at the Foreign Office and elsewhere in
the possibilitythat a new law would emerge which gave the President more authority to assist
America's friends in time of crisis.
31 Record of Conversation between Eden and Runciman, Dec. 31,1936, FO 371/20656;
Memorandum by Troutbeclc on the Runciman Visit, Jan- 5, t 937,F a 7 1/20656.
32 Memorandum by Eden. Dec. 31,1936,FO. 371/'O656.
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calculated to gain unfair advantage over American interests in many parts of the world." As
such, the Secretary cautioned the Resident to remain on his guard as "Runciman would be
a difficult person to deal w i t h 3 3
Runciman arrived in Washington on January 23, and in the course of his
conversations with Roosevelt it became clear that the President in fact wished to discuss a
wide range of issues. Indeed. the Resident immediately availed himself of the opportunity
to stress his own desire for closer relations with Great Britain and in so doing insisted that

he would, among other things. seek gmater discretionary powers in the upcoming
neutrality debate. work for a greater degree of cooperation in Anglo-American dealings
with Japan, expand the communication that had now been established between the U.S.
and British Treasuries and do his utmost to see to it that commercial relations between the
two states were improved by the eventual completion of an Anglo-American trade
agreement34 On the latter question, Runciman also held a number of meetings with Hull.
who in a more vehement manner, seconded the President's endorsement of a transatlantic

agreement on trade3 Indeed. in his conversations with the British Minister. Hull insisted
that the only way to meet the growing crisis in Europe was for Great Britain to take the lead
in proclaiming a program of liberal economic relations. If HMG were to do so. other
nations would no doubt follow suit, with the result that soon -nearly forty nations would
be marching across the Western World proclaiming a broad concrete basic program to

restore international order and promote peace and preserve peace ...."36 Such a movement,
moreover, would in all likelihood prove irresistible to recatcitrant nations like Germany and

Italy, who in the end would be unable to withstand the moral and economic pressure
exerted from such a bloc and would have little choice but to '*join ranks." leaving the gate
"wide open" for *a discussion of political ptoblems."37 Hull therefore implored the

33 Hull to Roosevelt. SDDF 033.4111/13, Memorandum on the 'Right Honourable Walter
Runciman".Jan. 22 1937.
34 Runciman to Eden, Feb. 8, 1937, FO 3fl/20656/Al O59/93/4S.
35 Hull to Atherton, Feb. 12,1937. SDDF 033.41 11; and Runciman to Eden,Feb. 8, 1937.
F a 7 1120656.
36 Hull. 524-25.
37

m.
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Minister to give serious consideration to the possibility of an Anglo-American trade
agmement, and to the need for London to contemplate the elimination of the Ottawa system

of imperial preference and other recent economic arrangements which in his view stood in
the way of its achievernent.38 Runciman for his part, countered these arguments by
observing that just as HMG had had to accept as:
an awkward fact the high tariff system of the USA even when it was the subject of
modification by agreement. they in the US must accept the fact that we could not go
back on the principles of preference which are embodied in the Ottawa
Agreements even though the details were always capable of discussion and
readjustmen t39
FoHowing his conversation with Hull, Runciman went on to meet with other
officials at the State Department. and in addition also held further talks with the Resident
and Hull. It was soon clear, however, that in spite of Hull's fervent sermons, the deadlock
in the trade discussions would not be broken during the course of Runcirnan's visit. As
Hull recalled, later, "Runciman listened attentively to my exposition(s), and occasionally
nodded in the affirmative. but I was quite sure he was not with me as fully as I should have
Iiked."-lo Nevertheless, the visit did provide Eden and the Foreign Office with a further
indication that the President and Hull were concerned about affairs in Europe. and in
addition also led to a softening in Runciman's attitude about the possibility of negotiating a
trade agreement. Indeed. in a conversation with Atherton following his return to London.

Runciman insisted that although the conversations concerning a trade agreement had not
gone as far as the Minister would have liked. they had still been of considerable value. if
only because they had convinced him that "there must be a settlement of this problem
between us." Because of this, Runciman was now confident that "a way will be found [to
settle the trade issue I without asking Mr. Hull to renounce his policy and without Mr. Hull

asking me to renounce mine."

-11

This was simcant,

for it meant that Runciman would.

in spite of his reluctance to modify the Ottawa system, eventually join Eden in the Cabinet
38 Hull to Atherton. Feb.12, 1937,FRUS 1937 Vol., II, 11-12
39 Runcirnan to Baldwin, Feb. 8, 1937. Prime Minister's Office, (hereafter cited as PREM) 29111.
40 Hull, 525. Norman Davis, who also met with Runciman, concurred. In his view The choice of
Runciman [to visit the United States]had been a bad one." ( Jones Diary, April 20, 1937, Jones.
A Diary with Letters 330.
41 Atherton to Hull, Feb. 23, 1937 SDDF, 033.41 11.
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in the belief that an economic approach to the Washington was the best means to secure

American frieadship.42
Over the course of January and February. then. little significant progress was made
in the preliminary trade talks. in the meantime. Eden's efforts to secure a general settlement
in Europe had once again failed to produced any significant results. The prospects for a

new Locamo were now all but dead. and the so called "Gentleman's Agreement"
concluded with Mussolini at the outset of the year had failed to stop Italian intervention in
Spain. All of this deeply frustrated Eden. who as a consequence. be,aan to see an

improvement in Anglo-American relations as perhaps the most viable alternative to his
failed policies in Europe33
By March, in fact, Eden had come to the conclusion that it was time he made a
concerted effort to try and see if he could bring about a shift in Anglo-American relations.

On the lUth he informed Lindsay that ...*the crucial importance of retaining the gwdwill
of the United States Government ...in the event of major crisis in Europe" was a matter
which was "keenly engaging" his attention. As such, Eden wanted the Ambassador to send
him a report outlining what lines of policy the British Government might take in order to
secure this object.-

Lindsay responded with a 22 page memorandum in which he

discussed everything from the "psychological factors" involved in relations between the
two countries to the *character of American neutrality". and for the first 15pages or so the
report presents a detailed and fascinating analysis on the nature of the relations between the
two states. As to the critical question as to "how the United States can be favorably

Baldwin. Feb. 8, 1937, FO 371120656; McCulloch Economrc Di~lomacy,237.
Harvey Diaries, # 56401. For more on
Eden's views of the United States see: Peters, Anthonv Eden, 377-78; and Ovendale.
A ~ ~ e a ~ m and
e n tthe Enalish S~eakinaWorld. 6667, & 94-95. Both Ovendale and Peters
suggest that Eden sought better relations with the U.S. as an alternativeto appeasement in
Europe, particularfy after the outbreak of the SineJapanese war. See also: Reynofds. AngloAmerican Alliance 16-23.; and Murfett, Fool Proof Relations, 58-59.
44 Eden to Lindsay,March 10.37, K) 37112065142 Runciman to

43 Memorandum of British Foreign Policy, March 7,1937,
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predisposed towards us for the contingency of a major crisis arising in Europe." Lindsay
was very specific: concentrate on Hull and trade95

We issue of a trade agreement, of course. was not a new one. What was new.
however. was the vehemence with which Lindsay argued his case, and his strong assertion
that the conclusion of a trade agreement at the present time was particularly applicable to the
question of securing an improvement in Anglo-American relations. Here, Lindsay was
careful to point out that, as Great Britain was the chief importer of the world's agricultural
produce, the major beneficiary of any trade agreement between Great Britain and the United
States would be the midwestern farming community -- roughly 35% of the U.S.
population, This was significant, for it was "an axiom of American political leaders not to
take any decided step of importance until every part of the country is more or less in line"
and Lindsay insisted that in the event of war in Europe, Roosevelt would not move without

the support of this important section of the US. publicffi
Furthermore, Lindsay insisted that Hull, who had played "a key role" in the reelection of the President in November 1936. now had the President and the public fully
behind his program, but that in spite of this. Hull's movement for a further lowering of
tariffs can only "live on successes" and that at present his "sails are flapping in the
wind."a7 in order "to keep his ship under way," the Ambassador continued, "Mr. Hull

must now get the American farmer behind him." and here. at this crucial moment. Great
Britain. as the chief importer of the world's agricultural produce, stood in the position to

determine the success o r failure of his entire program. it was absolutely imperative.
therefore, that Hull succeed in his efforts to secure a trade agreement with the United
Kingdom. In light of this, and in light of the great importance that the Foreign Secretary
attached to securing better relations with the United States at the present juncture, Lindsay

45 Lindsay to Men, March 22, 1937, FO 371/20651. R is interestingto note that in the entire 22

page repofl. Hull is the only official with in the FDR. administration, aside from the President, who
is mentioned by name.
46

w-

47 In fact, shortly after the re-election of the FDR Administration in November, 1936, Lindsay

concluded that Hull 'was now the most powerful force in the Government after the President."
Lindsay to Eden. November, 1936, FO 371119829. A8766fi70145.
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insisted that every effort should be extended to secure a trade agreement with the Americans
and that the opportunity to do so should be seized without delay98
Lindsay's dispatch greatly impressed Eden, who responded to the report by
undertaking a major effort to break the impasse on trade. But the Ambassador's call for
concessions on agricultural commodities brought the whole notion of an AngleAmerican
trade agreement face to face with the problem of the Dominions and imperial preference.
As a result. the Foreign Office began to re-evaluate not only the possibility of approaching
the Dominions for concessions under the Ottawa Agreements, but also the larger question
of intra-imperial relations generally, especially with respect to their impact on AngloAmerican ties. Here, the Foreign Office concluded that it was becoming "increasingly
evident that any rigidity in inter-Imperial relations is bound to affect adversely this
country's relations with the United States." Indeed, this was now being manifested "in
connection with the negotiations for a United Kingdom - United States Commercial
agreement," where it was evident that there was "little chance of an agreement being
concluded without parallel negotiations being undertaken with the Dominions

... for a

modification of the Ottawa fixed margins of preference." Moreover, it was now felt that the
Foreign Office should
do what we reasonably can to meet the U.S. point of view in this matter, not only
because H.M.Embassy at Washington have long been urging that the economic
field at present offers the only feasibie avenue of approach to the U.S., but also
because the chief importance of an agreement rests with Mr. Hull, and his view is
rapidly becoming that of the Administration as a whole, not so much in its
economic aspect as in its political bearing on the question of world peace. 49
Bolstered by these arguments Eden and the Foreign Office concluded that it was
time to ascertain whether "a sufficient elasticityo' could be "introduced into the Ottawa
arrangements to enable us to satisfy the American demands for the conclusion of a
48 Lindsay to Eden, March 22, 1937. FO 371120651. Lindsay's assertion about Hull's role in the

1936 election was only partially true. Hull himself did not engage in serious campaigning, but his
increasing prestige with the public, as well as the growing success of his trade program. made him
an asset to the PresidentpoliticaIly. As noted earlier, however, Hull did not seem to fully grasp this
fact This was unfortunatefor Hull, for as I.F. Gellman asserts, had he known this. he probably
could have exerted more pressure on the President over issues of concern to him. He might have
also gained a grea?ermeasureof control over the appointment of high officials at the State
Departmentand abroad. For more on thissee: Gdlman, Secret Affairs 120-135, 151-52
49 Minute by Allen, March 15, 1937, FO 371120659.
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commercial treaty."so Eden therefore. instructed his subordinates to examine the possibility
of a modification of imperial preference with the Dominions, and strongly endorsed the
idea of using the upcoming Imperial Conference as a forum to discuss the issue

51

-- a

position which the Cabinet had previously been reluctant to take because of the fear that
simultaneous discussions with all the Dominions would place Whitehall at a disadvantage.
Following receipt of Lindsay's dispatch, Eden was further encouraged about the
prospect of an improvement in AngleAmerican relations by the intention of the Rooxvelt
Administration to include a cash and carry provision in the new U.S. neutrality legislation,
which Eden viewed as a small but important irnprovernent.s= and by a series of
conversations he held with American Ambassador Bingharn in London33 Bingham
intimated that Roosevelt wanted Eden to be aware that HMG could count on his whole
hearted support in any effort to secure the preservation of peace. Moreover, the Resident
also reiterated his earlier interest in calling for an international conference to discuss
disarmament and economic issues, and noted his own determination to act in close
cooperation with the British if and when such a conference were convened. Bingham also
stressed that the President wanted Eden personally to understand that he was "ready to
move in this direction when the time seemed ripe" but that he would prefer to do so with

British support and at a time which was deemed most appropriate by HMG.Eden was
therefore invited not to hesitate to take the initiative in this matter whenever the moment
seemed opportune.%
50 Minute by R. Cragie, March 15, 1937. FO 371j2O659.
51 Minute by Troutbeck April 5 1937,FO 371E20659.
52 In general. Eden shared Ambassador Lindsay'soptimistic view that in the event of war.

Roosevett would seek to apply the Act in a way that would be beneficial to the Democracies.
Because of this, Eden also stressed that " any action which might have the effect of antagonizrng
the President and his Administration is to be avoided at all costs. Eden Minute, May 10, 1937. FO.
371120666.
53 Bingharn to Hull, March 11 1937. FRUS Vol. I,, 1937.58. Here, in a related development,
Bingham informed Hull that Eden had indicated that there would be no change in HMG's
economic relationswith Nigeria, ie. no extension of imperial preferenceto Nigeriafor her tobacco
products. Eden also informed Bingharn that Neville Chamberlain would be the next P.M. and that
with respect to the European situation Eden ' saw little prospect of a western Locamo pact in the

near future....'
40 Bingham Diary. March 20,1936, Bingharn Papers; Eden to Lindsay March 20.1937. FO
371120651/A1 925138145
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In response to Rwsevelt's message. Eden indicated his sincere hope "that the time
would come when the U.S.and Britain would be able to cooperate in an effort to avoid a
general war through an international conference." but he insisted that the time for such a
move had not yet arrived3 In this respect, Eden noted that while his government's
attitude towards general disarmament had undergone no change. he was concerned that
their rearmament program had "not advanced far enough for the British to risk participation

in a disarmament conference because ... the dictators would look upon it as indicating
weakness on the part of [HMG]." Indeed, the Foreign Secretary had come to the
conclusion that "no argument appealed to Japan. Germany. or Italy but force." and in spite
of his sympathy with the American anxieties about the possibility that the drive to rearm
might result in an economic breakdown among one or all of the fascist states and hence
precipitate a war, Eden nevertheless insisted that British rearmament must press ahead.
Moreover. it was not absoIutely clear that the arms race would result in a conflict. for

surely the lack of resources among the dictator states must ultimately convince them that
they will be unable to compete successfully in this regard with Great Britain and the United
States, which would no doubt "lead to action on their part tending to make a successful
disarmament conference." 5 6
Among other officials in Whitehall, meanwhile, the news that the Roosevelt
Administration was showing an increased interest in the fate of Europe brought far more
negative reactions. Chamberlain dismissed the new neutrality act as a disaster, and did not
share Hull's optimistic belief that the removal of economic discontent would lead to the
pacification of the dictators. Vansittart characterized Rwsevelt's ramblingson the proposed
peace conference as little more than "dangerous drivel.";'

But Eden was less critical and

continued to hope for a breakthrough with the Americans-58By April, Eden decided it was
time for him to do what he could to convince his colleagues that it was in the best interest of
the United Kingdom to press ahead with the one area which held the most promise for the
55&&I
56J&& and Bingham to Hull. March 11 1937, FRUS Vol. I.. 1937. 58.
57' Minute by Vansittart, March 31.37. FO 371j20670.

58 Minute by Eden, March 23.37, FO 371/20670.
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establishment of closer ties: the trade talks. Here he focused his attention squarety on
Runciman and Chamberlain. the two Ministers whose support was critical if this effort was
to be successful. On 9 April Eden intimated to Norman Davis. who was in London to
represent the United States at the International Sugar Conference, that:
he had been giving considerable attention to the question of an Angio-American
trade agreement and had talked at length with Chamberlain and Runciman. He said
that he could tell me in confidence that Chamberlain agreed with him fully that there
were compelling reasons why our two countries should negotiate a commercial
agreement for political as well as economic considerations and that Runciman was
desirous of doing so but that in view of the Ottawa agreements there were
considerable dificulties and limitations as to what could be done.
He [Eden1 said that we would discuss this more fully within the next two to
three weeks but that for the present he wanted me to tell you they have every desire
and intention of doing everything possible but that it will require sume little time
to work this out. He also wanted to assure me positively that Chamberiain is as
ardently desirousof AngleAmerican economic collaboration and close friendship
as he is which they deem vital to world peace and progress39
That Eden had been successful in his effort to bring the two Ministers around to his view
became clear one week later in a meeting of the Cabinet Committee on Trade and
Agriculture. Eden managed to secure the support of both Runciman and Chamberlain to
convince the British Secretary of Agriculture that concessions should be granted to the
United States on farm products.60

Moreover, the strength with which the Foreign

Secretary had advocated an economic rapprochement with Washington was now paying off
in the Cabinet itself, where Chamberlain, in part due to Eden's prompting$[ and in part
due to the successful negotiation of the Tripartite Currency Agreement in the fall of the

59 Memorandum of Conversation between Eden and Davis, April 9,1937. Davis Papers. Box 55.
60Cab Committeeon Trade and Agriculture, April 1%37,Cab 27/61 9.
61 Eden to Chamberlain, March 30.37,FO 371/20659; Harvey Diary, March 5. 1937. in J.
Harvey, ed., The Diplomatic Diaries of Oliver Harvey (London, 1970) 21.
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previous year. now joined Eden in calling for an approach to the Americans based on

As a result, the Cabinet decided to adopt the Foreign Office stance and reverse its
earlier opposition to pressuring the Dominions to grant trade concessions to the Americans.
This meant that it would be necessary to alter the agenda of the up-coming Imperial
Conference to include discussions on trade. In preparation for this. Eden circulated a
memorandum to his colleagues which not only endorsed further trade talks with the
Americans. but also recommended that in the pursuit of this aim "special attention should
be given to the persistence with which Mr. Cordell Hull has for four years been pursuing

his policy of breaking down the barriers to international trade3-3
Following the opening of the imperial Conference on May 14, HMG announced
that it had come around to the view that it was "all important" in the interest of peace that

there should be closer economic linkage and cooperation with the Americans. As such the
delegates were informed that it was time
long been making

..."to

respond to the call which Cordell Hull has

... to remove obstructions in the way of international trade...." In light

of this. the Dominions were informed that they must be prepared "to make important
sacrifices" of the privileges which they currently enjoyed under the Ottawa agreements9 It
soon became clear that Canada. as an emerging "middle powei' linked to both London and
62 Davis to Roosevelt, April 13, 1937, Davis Papers, Box 55. Eden informed Davis that he and
Chamberlain 'now see eye to eye and are working harmoniously together," and that if the United
States would be patient and give the W-shsome more time, Yhey will get into line with [the US]
on economic policies." See also Bingham to Secretary of State, No. 367, FRUS , 1937. Vol. 11,3940.It should be noted here that for most of 1936, the Treasury Department, under Chamberlain,
had r i l e interest in the trade negotiations. This was in part due to the continuing impasse
between London and Washington on the d-tfficutt question of currency stabilization, an issue
which had remained unsettled since the collapse of the tentative agreements reached at the
London Economic Conference in 1933.In September 1936, however. an agreement was finally
reached on the issue between Britain, France and the United States,which became known as the
Tripartite Currency Agreement After the successful negotm
i *on
of this accord (which both Hull
and Eden supported but had little to do with), Chamberlain's views on the negotiation of an
Anglo-American trade agreement began to change-For further details on this see above p- 195
and Schatz, 'The Anglo-American Trade Agreement', 934.
63 Eden Memorandum: The Economic Aspects of Foreign Policy", May 37.Madcem-eKing
Papers, J4, Vol. 179, file 1644.
64 Smuts Papers Vol. 55, no- 75, May 31,1937, in Jean van der Pod, ed., Selections from the
Smuts Paner~,(Cambridge, 1973), 85-6. For more on the 1937 m
I peairl
Conference see: R.
Tamchina ' In Search of Common Causes: The Imperial Conference of 1937'.JIW l(1972-73).
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Washington by virtue of both history and geography. would play a key role in this effort.
Indeed, within two months of the coaclusion of the Imperial Conference, the Foreign
Office had concluded that it in order for the proposed Anglo-American negotiations to go
ahead, a separate but concurrent agreement on trade would have to be negotiated between
the Americans and Canadians.65
By the summer of 1937, then, a consensus had been reached between Eden,

Runciman and other key members of the Cabinet. as to the necessity of negotiating a trade
treaty with the Americans.66 Chamberlain. who became Rime Minister on May 27, also
concurred with this consensus. This is not to say that there was no longer any opposition
to the talks within the British Government, or that the Anglo-American efforts at achieving
a basis for formal negotiations did not run into difficulty in the months following the
1mperial Conference. On the contrary, many months of difficult negotiations lay ahead, but

by this point there was no question of turning back. and in spite of the difficulties. a
majority of the Cabinet remained determined to press on with the preliminary trade

These were significant developments for they meant that for the remainder of 1937.
Eden and the Foreign Office would continue to support the notion of trade talks. in spite of
the many obstacles encountered in the summer and fall of that year. These difficulties, in
fact. were severe enough at times to lead to fears at the Board of Trade that it would be
impossible to open formal negotiations. But the announcement of the tripartite AntiComintem Pact on November 6 led Eden to conclude that the trade talks must open at once
65 k r a further examination of the Canada-U.S. trade negotiationssee Kottntann. ReciorocmL;
and Drummond and Hiltrner, &gotiab'na Freer Trade.
66 Indeed. by the end of May, the Foreign Office had concluded That almost any commercial
sacrifice is worthwhile to get US. support to keep world peace, and should our efforts in that
direction
fail, to have the United States well disposed towards us in any war in which we might
become involved." Moreover, as there was little scope for a direct politicalapproachto
Washington, it would be 'madness* to reject Washington's approaches on trade Without going to
the utmost limit of reasonable concession." Memorandum by Troutbeck, May 24. 1937. FO
371120660 A39361228145.
67 In the summer of 1937. Whitehall determined that the only way that the proposed AngloAmerican Trade Talks could get off the ground would be for the Americans to negotiatea parallel
agreement with the Canadians- As a amsequence, Canada4J.S-trade negotiations were also
pursued in the fall of 1937.See Kottmann, Reciorocity, and Drummond and Hiilmer. Negotiatina
FreerTme.
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as a sign of transatlantic solidarity. He therefore suggested to Hull that the announcement

of formal trade negotiations be made immediately, in part as a response to the actions of the
dictators. and in part as a means to secure "stronger and more fruitful Anglo-American
cooperation in the futuree.'~~Hull, in spite of some lingering difficulties over the British
list of concessions, agreed. and after canceling negotiations for an ltalo-American trade
treaty in protest over recent Italian policy, the long sought after Anglo-American trade
negotiations were fonrtally announced to the world.

Of course, there is no question that the announcement of formal trade talks and the
subsequent negotiation of the Anglo-American Trade Agreement was in pan due to the
growing awareness within the British Government that the worsening situation in Europe
demanded that Whitehall get on better terms with Washington. But the preliminary
discussions leading up to the opening of formal negotiations were very difficult. The
Americans. led by Hull. drove a hard bargain. and at the outset of 1937. neither the
Treasury nor the Board of Trade had much faith in the possibility of coming to terms with
Hu11.69 Under the circumstances. the early and consistent support by Eden and the Foreign
Office for an economic rapprochement with the Americans was a critical factor in getting
the negotiations started. Moreover. the prestige that Hull had cultivated within the Foreign
Office, meant that Eden and his colleagues would continue to show great sensitivity to
Hull's desire to obtain an alteration in British economic policy. As a result. the Foreign
Office would become the leading advocate within the Government for the adoption of less
restrictive trade practices both with the Board of Trade and with other departments3 thus
reducing economic tensions, and greatly enhancing the possibility that the two sides would
eventually come to an agreement.

68 Memorandum by Lindsay, Nov. 17,1937 FO 371120664.
69 W- fisher, vreasuty] to Vansittart, June 2535, FO 371118770.

70 Eden discussion with the Colonial Secretary on granting imperial preference to the Colonies,
March 10,37, Cab 23/88 1l(37)6; Eden to Chamberlain, discussion of 'Open Door in the
Colonies,", June 15th 37, PREM I/ 227- see also supra, pp. 12 & 16.

6. Eden Confronts Mussolini, 1937
As noted in the last chapter. by the Spring of 1937. Eden found himself frustrated
by the failure of his own policies. His five-Power proposal for a "Western Pact* to replace
the Locarno Treaty had been rejected by the Germans:'

the so-called "Gentleman's

Agreementw concluded with Italy earlier that year had failed to stop Italian intervention in
Spain:' Japan remained a threat in the Far East: and the British Chiefs of Staff had just
issued a scathing report on the poor state of Britain's preparedness to meet these many
challenges to her interests throughout the world? Given these many perils. and the fact
that. a s Cadogan put it, "diplomacy had failed in Europe," Eden began to look to an
improvement in British relations with the United States as a criticaI part of his efforts to
ameliorate Britain's precarious position both in Europe and in Asia9 Following the reelection of the Roosevelt Administration in November 1936. for example. Eden expressed
the hope that -Mr.Franklin Rwsevelt [Iw would not be the same man as "Mr. Franklin
Roosevelt I." He considered it to be of he utmost importance. therefore. that the British
Government should "lose no opportunity of co-operating with Rooseveft I1 in any
sphere? As has been demonstrated in the previous chapters. Eden had done his best over
his first eighteen months in office to follow this dictum. He had embraced Hull's trade
program. cooperated with the American delegation at the London Naval Conference and in
general had responded positively to Rwsevelt's personal initiatives.
The first phase of Eden's American policy. then. was directed at maintaining
-American goodwill" whilst trying to reach an overall settiement with the dictators in
Europe. As such. the greater part of Eden's attention in 1936 and the first half of 1937
remained focused on the Continent and the quest for a Western Pact and it would not be
1 Cabinet Committee on Foreign Policy, Cab 4/27.
2 DBFP., Vol. XIII, # 2; Cab 23/87. 8 Jan. 1937.

3 Review of Imperial Defence, Feb- 22,1937, COS Subcommittee, CID Paper, W2852/1384m,
Cab 4/26
4 Conversation between Cadogan and k L Kennedy. October 22,1936.Kennedy Journal 1/20.
5 Minute by Eden, 12 November 1936. FO 37lfi 9836 A867713173/45.
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until the latter half of 1937 -- with the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war and Eden's

6a)

disillusionment over ddtente with Mussolini - that Eden shifted his policy with respect to
the United States from that of trying to secure American goodwill to one of seeking outright
collaboration between Britain and the United States in worid affairs.
This shift to the second phase of Eden's American policy came as a result of two
things: fim, his fear of a single-handed war with Italy and the concomitant disillusionment
with the pursuit of ddtente with Mussolini which came as a reaction to that threat. and
second, the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War.Any examination of Eden's policy in the
second half of 1937 must be understood within the context of these two events. For the
heightened tension in the Mediterranean and the outbreak of hostilities in the Far East meant
that Britain was now very nearly caught in the strategic dilemma which the Chiefs of Staff
most feared: the possibility of facing two o r three adversaries at once.6 This was an
intolerable situation. and its remedy would dominate the foreign policy of the Chamberlain
Government throughout the latter half of 1937. Chamberlain's response was to follow the
Chiefs of Staffs advice and seek a rapprochement with Italy. This was a policy which
made a great deal of sense if one accepted the premise that Mussolini could be trusted to
hold to an agreement, But if one felt. as Eden did. that Mussotini was little more than a
gangster and that any agreement signed by the Duce was "worthless," then the merits of
such a policy diminished considerably. Yet what was the alternative? An agreement with
Germany though desirable had so far eluded all the best efforts of the Foreign Offtce, and a
rapprochement with the Japanese was now ruled out by open warfare in China.

The only

other plausibte alternative would be to seek American cooperation in the Far East, which
would not only serve to reduce the threat from that theatre. but would also place HMG in a
much stronger position with respect to the dictators in Europe. There is no question, of
course. that both Chamberiain and the Chiefs of Staff scoffed at the idea of any meaningful
help from the Americans in support of the British position in Asia. But Eden was not nearly

so skeptical. In his view, closer ties with the Americans were a distinct possibility - a
I., (London, 1976). 40;COS subcommittee report, Feb. 22
1937, CID Papers, Cab 4/267 tt was dso ruled out by Roosevett and Hull, who remained steadfastly opposed to the idea of the
British pursuing a separate rapprochement with Japan, See, for example, p. 89 above-

6. Gibbs, Grand .StratecrvJol.
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distinct possibility somewhat ironically enhanced by the outbreak of hostilities in a country
in which both the Americans and the British had strong interests. A s such, the
deterioration of the situation in China. though deplorable, nevertheless became a means by
which Eden hoped to obtain closer ties with the Americans. Moreover, if such a policy
were successful. the need to appease Mussolini would be diminished. and Britain's
bargaining position in the Mediterranean would be enormously enhanced. But did Eden
actually seek closer ties with the United States as an alternative to the appeasement of
Mussolini? The answer is that as Eden's disilltrsionment with Chamberlain's efforts at the
appeasement of Mussolini grew. so too did his determination to secure closer ties with the
Americans, not only for the sake of containing Japanese aggression in China, but also as an
eventual alternative to detente with Italy.% Eden's confrontation with the Italian dictator.
therefore, would have a profound effect on his subsequent actions, leading ultimately to the
formation of a new policy which would bring Eden into sharp conflict with the Chiefs of
Staff, the Treasury, and finally Chamberlain.
6a) Anglo-Italian
Relations with Italv in the wake of the Gentleman's A m e m e n t and the
War Scare of July 1937.

Eden's concern about the possibility of hostilities developing between Italy and
Great Britain began in earnest in April 1937. when he circulated a minute to the Foreign

Ofice which took note of the fact that it was no longer possible to view Italy as any less of
a threat to Britain than Germany? By the 19th. in a meeting of the newly formed Defence

8 On Eden's strong interest in improving Anglo-American cooperation in the Far East see: Murfett,

Fool Proof Relations; and Pratt, East of MaIQEden's disillusionment with Mussolini and his differences with Chamberlain over the opening of
talks aimed at appeasing the Mian dictator has been the s u b w of a number of studies For the
most part, two themes emerge from these works: 1) that the differences between Eden and his
Chamberlainover the question of detente with ltaly, while intense, were not all that great and 2)
that the debate between them over how to handle Mussolini did not become acute until
November of 1937. But there has been a tendency in all of these works b ignore Men's fear of a
single-handedwar with Italy and his reactionto that threat, See: Cadeton, Anthonv Eden; 10G
08;W.C. Mills, The Nyon Conference: NevilleChamberlain, Anthony Eden, and the
Appeasement of Italy', IHR, 1 (1993); Roy Douglas, 'Chamberlain and Eden, 1937-30,'JCH, 13.
(1978); and Norman Rose, ' The Resignation of Anthony Men,' KI. 25.4 (1982).
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Plans Policy (D.P.P.)Sub Committee,lo Eden insisted that the "dangers to be apprehended
from Italy required reassessment."ll

At that time, the CID had based its assessments of the

situation in the Mediterranean and the Red Sea on two assumptions: 1 ) "that the
Mediterranean is a vital link for British imperial Comrnunications." and 2) that "Italy cannot
be counted on as a reliable friend, but in present circumstances need not be regarded as a
probable enemy." 12 Eden was not happy with the second assumption. Events over the
previous three months. such a s Mussolini's increasingly vocal demand for British
recognition of the Italian conquest of Abyssinia, the vicious anti-British campaign in the
Italian press. the dispute over the British invitation to Halie Selassie to attend the
Coronation of King George VI, and the signing of the Belgrade Pact between Italy and
Yugoslavia. had all played a pan in the deterioration of Anglo-Italian relations since the
signing of the "Gentleman's Agreementw in January!

So too had Mussolini's flagrant

violation of the spirit of the agreement with respect to Spain. and his proclamation. while
on a visit to Libya, that he was the *protector of Islam." Eden therefore recommended a
review the CID assumptions with respect to Italy and by June the Foreign Office had
prepared a report entitled "Memorandum on the probability of war with Italy." i4 In the
report. Eden and the Foreign Office not only listed a number of issues which had arisen
between the two powers in the wake of the AngbItalian Declaration, but also proposed
that the whole basis of Italian Foreign P o k y was designed in direct contradiction to British

10 The Defence Plans (Policy) Subcommittee [D.P.(P)].

Cab 161181 D.P.(P.) Subcornmittee,lst meeting, 19 April, 37; DBFP, Vol., XIX # 6f 5.
12 CID Paper 441 C, Feb- 2 2 1937,Cab 4/26.

11

13 DBFP. Vol- XVl 11 # 292 Muwlini was in tibya from March 12-21, 1937. From the foreign

Office records, it would appear that Men was beginning to agree more and more with Mr.
O'Malley of the Southern Section, who remained skeptical of Italian motives throughout this
period. See DBFP. Vol, XVlll #'s 246,248,479.
14

CID- Papers, file1332 Cab 4/26.
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interests. 15 Funhermore. the memorandum insisted that a single-handed war between Italy
and the United Kingdom was possible. As such, Eden suggested that the Chiefs of Staff
prepare a report on the alterations for the defence of the Mediterranean which would now
be required to counter this new Italian threat. He also recommended that the assumptions

which governed British policy and plans for defence in the Mediterranean be changed, on
the basis that for an indefinite period Italy must be regarded a s a -possible enemy.
especially if she can count on the goodwill and potential support of Germany. o r if the
United Kingdom were involved in difficulties e l ~ e w h e r e . "In
~ ~essence, what Eden wanted
was a new policy with respect to Italy. one that took cognizance of Italian hostility and
recognized that until Mussolini altered his behavior, o r fell from power, there was little
reason to expect a fundamental change in Anglo-Italian relations.
The Chiefs of Staff, in response to Eden's concerns. agreed to review the situation
in the Mediterranean and in a meeting of the CID held on July 5th. a lengthy discussion
took place over the merits of Eden's suggestions. The main opposition to Eden's proposals

came from the new Rime Minister. Neville Chamberlain. who questioned the need to place
on record and in specific terms that "Italy must for an indefinite period be regarded as a
possible enemy." Such a move. would. in his words. be "quite unprecedented."
Furthermore, Chamberlain also questioned the very idea that Italy might contemplate a
single-handed attack on the British. He could see little possibility that Italy would undertake

such a coup de folk by herself. In his view, the best way to counter Italy's belligerent
15 w. Some British officials suggested that perhapsthe best way to reverse the deterioration in
Anglo-Italian relations would be for the British Government to extend unilateral recognition of the
Italian conquest of Abyssinia to Rome. But Eden was deeply skeptical that this action would have
the desired effect.In a minute issued on May 10th Eden concluded: " Ihave so long been
promisedthat such and such action on our part would improve Anglo-Italian relations & so often
been disappointed that Ido not share these om-misticviews of 'de jure' recognition. We
proposed the withdrawal of sanctions, closed our Legation, withdrew our guard at Addis [Ababa],
none of these things had more than an ephemeral effect I fear that the cause is that Italy is
determined to revive the Roman Empire, & we are in the way. (DBFP. Vol. XVllI No 479). In the
formal memorandum, presentedto the Cabinet on June 15, however, Ed- was more
circumspect Here he suggested that Italian foreign policy was dominated by a desire to gain
control of the gates of the Mediterranean. and that Mussoliniwas obsessed by the restraints
upon Italy's freedom of action "implied by British control of ingress to and egress from the
Meditenanean.'Latter, Men would also worry about Mian domination of Spain, and the threat to
Egypt posed by the reinforcement of the Italian garrison in Libya
16m.
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attitude was to cultivate better terms with Germany, since it was unlikely that Italy would
undertake such a move without Geman support. The Rime Minister could see little
reason. therefore. for HMG to prepare for a unilateral war with Italy by taking any special
measures in the Mediterranean. The main strategic threat remained Germany, and as such

there could be no question of a diversion of the forces needed at home to maintain the
deterrence of the German threat to Britain. Eden agreed with Chamberlain's assertion that
"priority in defensive preparations in Europe should be given to the provision of a deterrent
to aggression by Germany," but he was of a different mind when it came to the subject of a
reinforcing Britain's military position in the Mediterranean. Here. Eden cautioned that there
was a risk that:

...ltaly might fire the train of the explosive material in Europe t d a y , feeling that
she would have Germany behind her. A situation might arise very much like that
which had caused the Great War.In that case, Austria, secure in the knowledge that
she would have Germany's support, had lit the match. It was for this reason that he
felt that building up of a deterrent against Italy had a considerable secondary
importance as a safeguard against the danger from Germany. 1'
Chamberlain acknowledged that the possibility that Italy might start a war could not be
excluded from the realm of possibility. but he insisted that a unilateral war with ltaly was
"unthinkable," and reiterated that the best insurance against the possibility of Italy starting a
war would be a friendly Germany. Furthermore. Britain could not afford to prepare for war

in every quarter. She must therefore concentrate on the most likely contingency: Italy
joining in a war started by Germany or Japan.
Swayed by thew arguments, the Committee agreed to an alteration in the D.P.P.
Subcommittee assumptions on Italy suggested by the Prime Minister which were much
milder than those prepared by Eden. It also agreed that no large expenditure should be
incurred in increasing the defenses of the ports in the Mediterranean and Red Sea. but that
some steps should be taken to bring them up to date and increase their efficiency. Is

And so, Eden lost on both counts, But this did not lessen his fear over the

possibility of a singie-handed war with Italy, and in fact relations with Rome continued to
deteriorate. Indeed. within days of the CID meeting called to discuss Eden's proposals. the
17 Cab 4/26 & OBFP Vol. XIX # 15.
'8 Cab 4/26.
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Foreign Secretary was shown a letter which Vansittart had received from Drummond in
which the latter passed along the disturbing news that Mussolini had launched another
vitriolic anti-British press campaign aimed at "working up his public opinion" for an
eventual war with Great Britain. Indeed, talk of war, the Ambassador continued, was "very
prevalent" in Italian circles. prompting him to speculate that Mussolini may have concluded
that it was *useless to try and be friends with us," and that it was therefore *better to strike
now" before the British grew "stronger militarily and Italy weaker economically." War. no
doubt, would be *an act of folly" as the Ambassador put it and he hoped that nothing more
serious would develop. but with France and Russian weakened by internal strife and Italy
in possession of naval and air bases in Spain, the possibility of war with Italy had to be
taken seriously and he felt it his duty to point out that "a dangerous possibility does exist
and that we should be prepared for it." l9
Eden took Drummondts warning seriously. and in a letter to Sir Thomas Ir1skip.2~
noted his regret that he was not in possession of the letter at the the previous CID.meeting,
where. he reminded Inskip. he had not been "altogether happy

...at our excluding from

our hypothesis the possibility of a single-handed war with Italy? Drummond's
communication only served to reinforce this view. and he therefore suggested that the Joint
PIanning Committee should not rule out the idea of reinforcing the British position in the
Meditemean.3 When Eden read the full letter to the Cabinet the following day.

Chamberiain stuck to his view that Italy would not act without Germany and that the best
way to counter Italy's "disquieting attitudenwasto get on better terms with the ~ e i c h . 2But

19 Avon Papers, FO 9 5 4 3 A ;Van&tart to the C.I.G.S. (Chiefsof the Imperial General Staff) July
6th. 1937; Phipps Papers 211 8.
20 Sir Thomas Inskip was Ministerfor the Co-Ordination of Defence. A copy of this letter was also
sent to the Prime Minister.
21 PREM 1t276.
22 Cab 29 (37) July 7.1937. Cab 27/89 . It should be noted that in June both Chamberlain and
Eden were hopeful that a visit to London by the Geman Foreign Minister, von Neurath, might lead
to a breakthrough in British relations with Gemany-The von Neurath visit however, was canceled,
but Chamberlain seems at this point not to have lost hope that there was still a chance for an early
agreementwith Germany. tt is also interesting to note that in hisfirst 7 weeks as Prime Minister,
Chamberfainshowed little interest in an agreement with Mussolini. See Peters,Anthonv Eden.
275-78: and Pratt, East of M-79.
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Mussolini's bellicose behavior continued, and Eden soon found that he was not alone in his
apprehensions. Admiral Sir Emle Chatfield. Chief of the Naval Staff, was now reporting
that the Admiralty's Commander-in-Chief for the Mediterranean Reet was alarmed "at
recent menacing measures adopted by M y , " which included preparations for sending an
additional 40.000 motorized tmops to Libya. the reinforcement of Islands of Pantellaria and
Leros, a southward repositioning of the Italian Air Force and the continuation of antiBritish intrigue in the Mediterranean Basin? Other reports indicated that Mussolini was
now convinced that the British program of rearmament was directed solely at Italy and that
very soon Britain planned to seek her revenge for the Italian annexation of Abyssinia.Z4
Taking note of this. Vansittart womed that Mussolini had become paranoid, and might be
about to undertake "a mad dog act?

Eden agreed. and in a Cabinet meeting held on the

14th. suggested that it might be be advantageous if some sign could be shown in the
Mediterranean of the progress of British rearmament.

z6 Chamberlain received this idea

coolly but agreed to allow the Minister for the Coordination of Defence to look into Eden's
suggestion.
By the 16th, Eden had reached the conclusion that tensions in the region had
reached the point at which the time had come for him to try and diffuse the situation. and in
a letter to the Prime Minister he passed along a suggestion made to him by Halifax that it
might be a good idea for Eden himself. or even the Rime Minister. to address a personal
letter to Mussolini?

He also indicated that he had decided to make a statement on Italy in

an upcoming House of Commons Debate on Foreign Affairs. in which he might stress that
there was room for all in the Mediterranean and that HMG still stood by the Anglo-Italian
Agreement of January?

On the 19th. Eden went ahead with his speech in the House.

which was firm in its insistence that British rights be respected in the Mediterranean, but
23 PREM 11276.
24 Minute by Vansittart to Eden, July 12th 37, DBFP- Val. XVlll # 3 2
25
26 Cab 30 (37) July 14,37, Cab 23/89.
27 PREM 1E76 Letter from Eden to the Prime Minister, July 16th 37. Lord Halifax at this point

u.

sewed as Lord Privy Seal.
28

w.
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also conciliatory in its assertion that Britain harbored no aggressive tendencies o r desires
for revenge towards any other country in the region.29
Drummond reported that Eden's remarks were well received in Rome. And. as a
result of the more favourable atmosphere which immediately followed, the Italian
Ambassador in London. Count Grandi. went to see the Foreign Secretary with a message
for the R i m e Minister from Mussolini. Here, Mussolini, reciprocating the even handed
tone of Eden's statement in the House of Commons. indicated his desire for "permanent
friendship" with Great Britain. He also noted that he too stood by the agreement of January
and expmsed the hope that the two states might work to build on that understanding and
further improve their relations. At the close of the interview, the Ambassador then added
that he would be very pleased to deliver Mussolini's message to the Prime Minister in
person, preferably before the end of the month, when he was scheduled to return to Italy.
Eden had no objection to the Ambassador's request. and arranged for Grandi to meet with
Chamberlain on the 27th. In the interim, Count Grandi made a further attempt to lessen
Anglo-Italian tension by paying a visit to Leslie Hore-Belisha. Chamberlain's Secretary for
War where he delivered a second message from Mussolini, in which the Duce insisted that
Italy was building up her defenses in the Mediterranean not for aggressive purposes. but
rather because she feared Britain was preparing to attack her?
Following Grandi's interview with Hoare-Belisha. and in anticipation of the upcoming interview between the ItaIian Ambassador and the R i m e Minister, Eden undertook

to prepare Chamberlain for what would no doubt be an important conversation. Here.
Eden, as evidenced by his eariier conversation with Count Grandi, and by his letter to the
Prime Minister on July 16. made it clear that he had no objection to Chamberlain meeting

with the Italian Ambassador, o r to the Prime Minister reciprocating Mussolini's gesture by
writing a personal letter to him. But it is important to remember that Eden's motivations at
29 Avon, 449-50.

30 Avon, 45U5 1;R.J. Minney The Private Pamrs of Hore-Beliia (London 1960) 101-2 In this
rather curious episode, Musdini also suggestedthat the British and Mian Chiefsof Staff
exchange confidential informationon their m i I i dispositions in the Meditmean as a means to
avert a possible conflict Eden saw this as a shallow ploy; an effort by the ttalians to gain the upper
hand militarily. Vansittart characterized it as "plainunadulteratedrubbish."Avon,450; DBFP. Vol.
XIX #58 footnote 2
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this point differed considerably from those of Chamberlain. Eden supported a direct
approach because it was widely held that the Duce was an isolated, somewhat paranoid
individual. who rarely saw his fellow Italians, let alone foreign representative^.^ As such.

Eden hoped that a direct appeal might draw Mussolini back from his alleged paranoia and
make possible a tempomy lessening of tensions. Long term detente was another
Chamberlain, however. was beginning to go after something quite different, for by
this time the Mediterranean had ceased to be the only area of the world in which the British
had cause for alarm. Japanese forces had invaded China south of the Great Wall, and this,
coupled with the deterioration in relations with Italy. had profound strategic and political
implications on the conduct of British foreign policy. It meant, as Sir Maurice Hankey, the
Secretary to the Committee of Defence minuted to the Rime Minister. that Britain had:
almost reached the position against which the Chiefs of Staff have uttered so many
warnings. where we have potential enemies in the West, the Far East. and athwart
the main line of Imperial communication between the two. Our potential enemies are
the best armed nations in the world, and France. our only 'reliable friend'. is very
weak. We ourselves require two years before our armaments are in any way
satisfactory.33
Given the Chiefs of Staffs view that Britain was not strong enough to face any two of her
potential adversaries simuitaneously. as well as their fear that war with one of Britain's
potential enemies would lead to a conflagration with the others, Hankey implored the Rime
Minister to act swiftly to reduce the potential number of enemies Britain faced by seeking

an immediate rapprochement with ltaiy?
Chamberlain concurred in this assessment of the international situation. He too saw
Britain in a precarious position, with only a weak France to support her on the continent

and in the Mediterranean. Until this point, he had shown Little interest in the appeasement of
Italy and had generally held that the solution to Britain's strategic problems lay in seeking
31 DBFP. Vol. XIX # 32;PREM 11276.
32 This technique was not new. On numerous occasions since the outbreak of the Abyssinian
war.Eden and the Foreign Office opted for temporary tension-reducing exchanges with Italy,
including the "Gentleman'sAgreement" of January 3197, the immediate purpose of which was to
keep the Italians out of the Bderic Islands. See supra pp. 204-06; & Pratt, East of Matta 41.
33 PREM 11276.
34 lbid;On the Chief%of Staff long term desire to get on better terms with ltaly see also CID Paper
# 1347-8. Cab 4/26; and Gibbs, Grand Strategv. Vol- 1. 400-01.
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he and

the Foreign Secretary had placed great hope that the deadlock in Anglo-German relations
might be broken by the visit of the German Foreign Minister. von Neurath to London. But
Chamberlain's hopes were dashed when Hitler canceled the visit and pulled out of the
international patrol scheme for Spain in response to the alleged Republican attack on the
German cruiser Leipcig.36 Now. with a looming crisis in the Far East, and the Chiefs of
Staff demanding that conciliation with Italy was vital for the defence of the Empire. he
shifted his attention to Italy, not, as Eden had, in an attempt to arrange a short term
lessening of tensions. but rather to secure a broad and comprehensive settlement of all of

the outstanding issues between the two countries. In short, what the Rime Minister hoped
to do was to fulfill the Chiefs of Staff most urgent demand: to solve Britain's strategic

dilemma by removing Italy from the list of her potential enemies.
Given the considerable effort that Eden had recently put into making sure that Italy
was specifically placed on that list, it is not surprising that the two men would soon part
company over relations with Italy. For while Eden sought to work toward reducing the
immediate tensions in the Mediterranean, there is no evidence to support the notion that at
this point he contemplated a comprehensive settlement with Italy. On the contrary, what
Eden wanted was not appeasement, but evidence that Mussolini was prepared to honour the
terms and the spirit of the Gentleman's Agreement. Until he had that evidence. Eden could
see no hope for a breakthrough in AngidtaIian relations. Eden refused to place any trust in
Mussolini and he regarded overtures of friendship from Rome with deep suspicion.-3Hence, Eden rejected Mussolini's claim, made on July 22 via Grandi's conversation with
Hore-Belisha, that Italy was merely building up her defenses because she feared Britain

35 Indeed. it could be argued that until late July, 1937, Chamberlain had shown little interest in
the appeasement of Mussolini.
36 Cab 23/89. The InternationalControl Scheme was established by the London Nonintervention Committee in April 1937. Here, the major powers agreed to enforce a system of
supervision, both on land and by sea, which was designed to stop the flow of men. arms and war
materiel into Spain. For more on this see: Edwards,The British Government and the S~anishCivil

m-

37OBFP Vol, XIX, no 54, footnote 4.
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was preparing to attack her.38 indeed, in a letter to the Rime Minister on the subject of
Chamberlain's impending interview with Grandi, Eden cautioned that the position put
forward by Mussolini was just the sort of idea "which they would wish to impress on the
wodd in general in order t o justify an attack upon us,"and he warned the R i m e Minister to
remain on his p ~ u d . Eden
3 ~ also enclosed a brief which he had asked Vansittart to prepare
to serve as a basis for the conversations. Here, Vansittart recommended that the Rime
Minister insist that the Italians not reinforce their position in Libya and cease their
propaganda as a means of showing their goodwill.&
But Chamberlain had other ideas. and at the urging of his most trusted advisor in
Downing Street, Horace Wilson, the time Minister decided to adopt a more conciliatory
tone during the course of his conversation with Grandi. Thus. although Chamberlain
questioned Grandi a b u t HMG's concerns vis ii vis Libya, Spain, and Italian propaganda,
he made no specific demands with respect to their r e s o l ~ t i o n .Chamberlain
~~
then

concluded the intexview by asking the Italian Ambassador if he thought a personal letter
from himself to Mussolini might facilitate a better understanding between the two powers.
Grandi replied in the affirmative. And so the Prime Minister drew out a pen and paper and
proceeded to write an appeal to Mussolini, which was given to Grandi to deliver to the
D u c e F T o the Italian Ambassador, it must have looked as if Chamberlain penned his
remarks spontaneously. but it has now been established that Chamberlain in fact prepared
his remarks beforehand- Moreover, in spite of this, and in spite of the fact that it was Eden

who first proposed the idea to the Rime Minister. Chamberlain made no attempt to consult
Eden on the letter? as he was unconcerned about what the latter might think about its
conten ts.43

38 Avon, 450-51 ; Minney Pa~ers
of Hore-Eelisha 101-2;DBFP, Vol. XIX #58footnote 2
39 Letter from Eden to Chamberlain. July 24. 1937. PREM 11276.

40 PREM 1127641 H.J. Wilson to Chamberlain, July 26, 1937, PREM 11276 ;DBFP, Vol. XIX # 64.
42 It was Grandl's intentionto return to Rome at the end of the month.
43 DBFP Vol. XIX # 65; Feiling. NevilleChamberlain, 330; Chamberlain to his sister, Ida Aug. 1.
1937, Chamberlain Papers Papers, 18/1.
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Eden apparently raised no objection when he learned that Chamberlain had gone
ahead on his own and sent a personal letter to ~ussolini.* Indeed, two days after the
interview. Eden seconded Chamberlain's overture by suggesting to Grandi that it would be
most helpful if Mussolini himself or Ciano would reciprocate the sentiments which Eden
had expressed in his speech on the 19th by making some sort of public statement.

45

But

this did not mean that Eden had abandoned his view that a display of British resolve was an
essential element in any effort to get Mussolini to behave. On the contrary. in a meeting of
the CID called in response to Eden's earlier suggestion to "show some toothw in the
Mediterranean. Eden strongly endorsed a proposal that the Admiralty reinforce the British
position in that theatre by sending three cruisers to Gibraltar for an extended work up -- a
move which both the Prime Minister and the Chiefs of Staff opposed as being too
provocative while attempts were being made by the Rime Minister to communicate with
Mussolini.* Instead. the Committee agreed to reinforce the British garrison in Egypt by
the unobtrusive despatch of certain supplies that might be needed in the event of trouble
with Italy.47 It also decided that the Royal Navy cruisers which were scheduled to sail for
China, South America and South Africa in August, should not be sent via Gibraltar, as
Eden wanted. but rather might have their sailing dates temporarily postponed. with
amangements made for the ships to "dawdle" en route.
In spite of Eden's continued fears that Mussolini's long term aspirations were
inimical to British interests, by the end of July, it appears that Eden was satisfied that the
diplomatic efforts both he and the time Minister had undertaken for reducing the overall
tension between the two states had been effective. Eden, therefore, contemplated no new
initiative vis it vis Italy. and in fact continued to advocate that HMG should "go slowwon
the notion of an Angldtalian rapprochement Moreover, regardless of the fact that the
Rime Minister had not as yet received any reply to the letter he had addressed to Mussolini

44 Avon. 452-3.

6 D ~ F VOL
P ~ XIX P n.
46 CID. Paper 1346-8 July 29,1937, Cab 4/26.
47 Here it was decided that these supplies should sail not through the Mediterranean. but rather
around the Cape- DBFP, Vol. XIX # 74.
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earlier, Eden recommended that the Government should "lay off" discussion of AngloItalian relations for the present "except for an occasional hint that the presence of 50,000
Italians in Spain is a shadow over them that we should like to see removed. n48

Eden then

departed for a well deserved holiday on the south coast of England, content that the threat
of war which had loomed so large in early July had been removedfs But the tranquility
which the Foreign Secretary sought at his country home in Fawiey would not last, for the
month of August would bring with it new and equally difficult trials with Mussolini. trials
which would not only bring about a new crisis in Anglo-Italian relations, but which would
also initiate a rift between the Foreign Secretary and the Prime Minister that would
ultimately lead to Eden's resignation.

4 8 Letter from

Edento HafitaxAug+1.1937. Halifax Papers. Churchill College Cambridge.

49 A.L Kennedy Journal. July 28,1937- A - L Kennedy Papers; Avon, 454.
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Two things happened which would prove most disruptive to Eden's holidays. The
first was the prompt and friendly reply of Mussolini to Chamberlain's letter of July 27
(which arrived on 2 August), and the second was the decision taken by Franco the very
next day to ask Mussolini for the opening of an Italian submarine campaign against
merchant shipping headed for Repubtican Spain.
Mussolini responded to Chamberlain's overture by indicating that he too believed it
was both possible and desirable to "bring back the relations between our two countries on

the basis of a cordial and far reaching collaboration." Moreover, he also indicated that he
fully agreed with Chamberlain's suggestion that conversations between London and Rome

...

be entered upon to reestablish the understanding "we desire between our two countries."l

In a conversation held with Grandi about this communication. however. the Prime
Minister learned that there was one condition which Rome insisted would have to be met
before any such negotiations were to take place: British and League dejure recognition of
the Italian conquest of Abyssinia? Indeed it was the sincere hope of the Italian Government
that this issue would be raised and subsequently settled in Geneva at the General Assembly
meeting in September. 3

The question of de jure recognition of the Italian conquest of Abyssinia had of
course been a thorn in the side of Anglo-Italian relations for some time. Eden was very
Mussolini to Chamberlain. Aug. 2. 1937. DBFP 2nd Series vol. X1X.. # 81. footnote 6.
2 Record of Conversation between Chamberlain and Grandi, Aug. 2, K l 3 t l lRS3l3/t /22
Mussolini's desire for formal recognition of his conquest of Abyssinia was confirmed by US.
Ambassador Phillips, who noted in a despatch at the time that %ordial or non-cordial relations of
Italy with other powers is determined by recognition or non-recognition of Ethiopia-."( Phillips to
FDR, July 30. 1937. PSF, Box 10 Phillips File).
Here we should note that in his conversation with the P-M, about this matter, Grandi
expressed t h e fear that as it was unlikely that the Abyssi-niansthemselves would send a
deIwon to Geneva, it was possibie that the qum-onof recognition might not be raised. This
would b e most unfortunate. for it would put off all prospectsof Anglo-Italian negotiations for at
least a year. A s such the Ambassador strongly hintedthat h e hoped HMG would take it upon
themselves to ensure the issue was brought before the Assembly. Chamberlain made no reply,
other than to indicate that it was a matterfor the Foreign Secretary to bok into.
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reluctant to grant this request without some concrete evidence of an alteration in Italian
behavior. But Chamberlain was not nearly so hesitant. Indeed, Chamberlain was delighted
at M u s s o l i ~ ' smessage. and in a letter to Halifax (who had taken over the Foreign Office in
Eden's absence), the Prime Minister enthusiastically noted that
the possibility of success [in the proposed negotiations with Rome 1 turns on dejurr
recognition. I myself feel that (1) we can't go on indefinitely denying it (2) it has
now some marketable value which will continually diminish as time goes on (3) we
should therefore be prepared to give it now
Moreover. Chamberlain also noted:
It is very necessary to remember that these dictators are men of moods. Catch them
in the right mood and they will give you anything you ask for. But if the mood
changes, they may shut up like an oyster. The moral of which is that we must make
Mussolini feet that things are moving all the tirne.4
Chamberlain, therefore, favoured "striking while the iron is hot" and as such expressed the
hope that negotiations with Rome could be opened a s early a s the end of August.5
Moreover, he also made it clear that the ultimate aim of these discussions should be "the
full return of the Italian attitude to the pre-Abyssinian position when we could exclude her
from the list of possible enemies."

6

But Eden, who had been kept fully informed of these developments, was not nearly
so enthusiastic. Indeed. after learning that the Foreign Office. in response to the R i m e

Minister's prodding, was now giving serious consideration to the possibility that HMG
should take the initiative in Geneva in raising the question of the recognition of the Italian
position in Abyssinia, Eden noted that he was "very reluctant to recognize [the1 'dejure'
conquest of Abyssinia and really d o not think I couId bring myself to any kind of approval
of what Italy has done..,.7 Moreover, although Eden shared his colleague's desire to be
realistic and to lessen the current tension with Rome, he was clearly alarmed at the pace and
direction of the recent flurry of activity and therefore insisted that "there will be no further
correspondence between No. 10 and Rome without my seeing it." Furthermore, Eden
4 Chamberlain to Halffax, Aug. 7.1937. Avon Papers FO 954/13A
5 Vansittart to Men, Aug. 4, 1937. Avon Papers F0954113A.
6 Chamberlain to Halifax, Aug. 7.1937. Avon Papers, F0954n3A.
7 Eden to Halifax, Aug. 1 1.1937, Avon Papers, K)954/13A
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remained emphatic that Mussolini must be prepared to offer an adequate quid pro quo in

exchange for better relations:

No doubt Mussolini wants recognition of Abyssinia, but so do we want the Italians
out of Majorca, mechanized divisions out of Libya, explanation of fortified islands
in the Mediterranean and Red Sea etc. It would be the height of folly to concede in
fact what the Italians want. in return for mere promises. 8

By the middle of August, then, it had become apparent that Eden was in fact determined to
block any attempt to engineer an early opening of negotiations with Mussolini and that in so

doing he was pursuing a path which ran directly counter to that of the R i m e Minister."
This disturbed Halifax. who in a letter to Vansittart noted that Eden's attitude was
"dangerously divergent from what the P.M.contemplated and what he has been trying to

These differences became all the more critical in the latter half of August when the
whole question of Anglo-Italian relations became further clouded by the out break of
submarine warfare in the Mediterranean.11 These attacks were directed against merchant
ships headed for Republican Spain. and for the most part they were carried out by Italian
submarines, although at the time, the Italian Government denied any involvement. 12 They
were ordered by Mussolini. who in early August had received an urgent request from
Franco for assistance in stopping a massive build-up in Russian aide bound for the
Government in Madrid.13 At first. the victims of these acts of piracy were confined to ships
flying the flag of Republican Spain, but the list of vessels lost soon included ships
registered to France. Russia and even Great Britain.14

8 Eden to Drummond, Aug. 4,1937.FO 954113A .
9 Mills, 'Chamberlain, Eden, and the Nyon Conference',
XV, 2(1993)7.
10 Halifax to Vansittart, Aug. 15,1937,Avon Papers, FO 954113A .

IHR.

11 For further details on the Italian submarine campaign see: Gretton, P. The Nyon Conference the naval aspect,' EHR, l(1975).
12 By this point the Admiralty had broken Italian cypher codes and so knew definitivelythat the
Italianswere responsible.The British press also assumed that the Italians were responsible. See

Gretton, 'Nyon'.
13 Gretton, 'Nyon', 1 O4-05.
141pip1105-
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Then is no question that the news of these attacks tended to shift the focus of the
Government away from Chamberiain's attempts to achieve detente with Italy. They also
lent credibility to Eden's claim that concessions offered to Mussolini were a waste of time.

and no doubt served to reinforce the Secretary's stated reluctance to open new negotiations
with the Italian dictator. Nevertheless. the Admiralty, which had been arguing for more
than a year on the need to pacify the Mediterranean, was reluctant to take firm action against

Italy. even in the face of hard evidence that the Italian Navy was behind the attacks. 15
There was concern about the possibility that some incident in the region might precipitate an
Anglo-Italian conflict. As such, Chatfield (whose sympathies were with Franco) would
have preferred to settle the issue by the simple extension of belligerent rights to both sides,

which would have enabled the Royal Navy to steer clear of the Spanish coast and. as he put
it, ailowed the two factions "to get on with the war."l6 But Eden opposed such a move. on

the grounds that the granting of belligerent rights would confer clt.fuctn recognition on
FrancoTsgovernment -- a move which the British public would deplore. 17 True to his
conviction that Mussolini was little more than a gangster and only understood the language
of force, Eden even went so far as to suggest that the Royal Navy retaliate for the attacks
by hunting down and sinking the Cruiser, C-CLT.

Franco's largest and most deadly

vessel, a suggestion that the RoyaI Navy quickly dismissed as a plain act of war. 18 In the
absence of emhug belligerent rights. the Admiralty suggested the far less bellicose

15 In a report issued on August 1 2 the Chiefs of Staff stressed that 'better Relations with Italy
should be our constant aim." (Reporton Anglo-Italian Reladions. Aug. 12, 1937, CID Paper 13478, Cab 4/26).
16 Roskill. Man of Secrets. 380. The one main advantage which would have stemmed from the
granting of belligerent rights would have been that R would have allowed the Nationalist forces the
right to stop and search BMsh vessels sailing toward Republican ports to ascertain their true
identity. This would hturn mean that the Nationalist Forces would no longer have any excuse to
attack British Merchantmen, thus relieving the Royal Navy of the onerous burden of trying to
protect them. ( Mills, 'Chambetfain, Men, and the Nyon Conference', 8-9). For details of
Chatfield's sympathies with the Nationalistcause see: :Sir E Chaffield , It Miaht Hagoen Aaain,
Vol. 11, (London, 1947) 92-94.
17 Mills 'Chambeeain. Eden, and the Nyon Conference'. 9.
18 Roskill, Man of Secrets* 384.
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solution of a modest increase in the scope of the patrols now being camed out in the
regions where British merchant ships had been attacked.19
Eden's inability to gain the Admiralty's support for a firmer line against the Italians

frustrated him, and rendered his attempt to thwart Chamberlain's drive towards an AngloItalian detente dl the more difficult. But at the close of the summer, he was helped along in

this regard by two Italian blunders which aroused great indignation among the British and
French public. The first was committed by Mussolini. who on August 27. had the audacity
to offer public congratulations to Franco "and the Italian legionary troops" which had
recently captured the Spanish city of Santander.20 T h e second was committed by the

Italian Navy whose submarine I d launched an unsuccessful torpedo attack on the British
destroyer Huvock on September 2.21 Both these incidents produced a wave of public
outrage and led the French Government to call for a conference of Mediterranean and Black
Sea powers to discuss what measures might be taken to protect the air and sea routes
throughout the Mediterranean22 Eden supported this idea. in a meeting of Ministers called
to discuss the French proposal. he recommended that the French suggestion be adopted as
the best means to secure the protection of Mediterranean shipping.23 He also suggested
that the Royal Navy despatch extra warships to the region. and sought permission to issue
further protests to Rome regarding the continuation of the attacks. Much to the Foreign
Secretary's satisfaction. the Ministers agreed that something had to be done to bring an end
to the piracy in the Mediterranean. All of Eden's recommendations were adopted24
19 In spite of the AdmiraJty's reluctanceto get into a further tangle with the Italians. there was firm
support for the right of the Royal Navy to defend itself, as well as ships of the Bntish Merchant
Marine. As such. the Royal Navy fully supported the government's announcement on August 17
that any attacks against British shipping would be met with force. Moreover, there was general
agreement among Chatfield and other Commanders that the sinking of one of the offending
submarines (a move which was not viewed as involvingthe same sort of risks of war that Men's
suggestion about the Canmas carried) would probably bring an end to the attacks. On this see
Extract from notes of a meeting of Ministers, August 17, 1937, DBFP 2nd Series Vol., XIX # 94; &
Gretton. 'Nyon'. 105-06.
20 Quoted ftom Avon, 457.
21 Gretton, 'Nyon',105.
22 Eden to Thomas, Aug. 30,1937, DBFP 2nd Series,Val. XIX, # 108.
236y this point Eden had returned to his duties at the Foreign Office.
24 Gdmcts from draft notes of a meethg of Ministers, Sept 2,t 937, DBFP 2nd Series, Vol., XI X #
114.
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It was clear from this meeting (chaired by Simon in Chamberlain's absence). that
by September, Eden (aided by Italian behavior) was beginning to recapture the initiative
with respect to the direction of British policy vis A vis Italy. In the week which followed.
Eden, in consultation with the French, successfuIly determined who shouId be invited to
the conference (which would be held in the French city of Nyon) and the format of a
Mediterranean patrol scheme which would be put forward for approval by the powers in
attendance. With respect to the former question, Eden overrode French objections and
insisted that the Italians must be invited to attend. This move was designed "to give Italy a
dignified means of retreat from her previous policy." It was also designed to placate
Chamberlain, whose desire for detente with Italy had not waned, even in the wake of the
submarine attacks2s
Indeed the differences of opinion between Eden and Chamberiain on the question of
policy toward Italy would soon become dl too clear. On September 8. in a Cabinet meeting
called to discuss the agenda for the Nyon Conference and the state of Anglo-Italian
relations. the two men clashed openly when the subject of the possible recognition of the
Italian conquest of Abyssinia was discussed. Eden rejected the notion of a further bilateral
arrangement between London and Rome. and insisted that any move towards de jure
recognition should only be considered as part of an overall European settlement. T o do
otherwise. he continued. would be to expose the Government to the criticism that she was
pursuing "a nefarious bargain by which Italy gains our assent to her wrong-doing in return
for material advantages to ourselves."~6It would also be necessary to secure the support of
France, and given the present mood of the Blum Government, which was deeply upset by
the recent Italian activities in the Mediterranean and in Spain. this was unlikely. There could
be a o question of considering the question of detente with Italy therefore until after the

results of the Nyon Conference were known. 27

25 Memorandum by Eden on the present phase in Anglo-Mian relations and the question of the
final recognition of Italian sovereignty in Abyssinia, Sept 2,1937, DBFP 2nd Series Vol., XIX #
115; & Mills, 'Chamberlain, Eden and the Nyon Conference', 19.
2 6 ~ ~ .

27lJkJ.
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Chamberlain acknowledged the need to secure French support for recognition. but

noted that if HMG wished to maintain the present "good atmosphere" with Italy, which he
insisted had been established by his exchange of letters with Mussolini. then it was
imperative that the Government "not let the Italians think that the proposed Anglo-Italian
conversations were dead." Indeed. he was convinced that the recent exchange of messages
between London and Rome had created "a very deep impression of rejoicing and relief
throughout Italy" and that the opportunity for an immediate improvement in relations
"should not be lost." The Prime Minister then reminded the Cabinet of the C h i e f s of Staff'
view that *- a return to normal friendly relations between ourselves and Italy." was most
desirable. not only as a means to lessen the burdens of responsibility faced by the Royal
Navy in the Mediterranean. but also as a means of weakening the Rome-Berlin Axis. As
such, he hoped that the Government would consider sending a note to Rome which
made it clear that "we ourselves would d o our best" to clear up the situation regarding

Abyssinia.28 Moreover, in response to Eden's claim that Italy was "unstable and
untrustworthy" the Rime Minister noted that
He knew that the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs found difficulty in going
quite so far as he (the Rime Minister ) would like to p.but he hoped that we
should be able to do everything we possibly could to recover the better atmosphere
of the early summer.z9
Eden opposed giving Mussolini any indication that HMG was considering its policy with
respect to Abyssinia. and in the face of his resolve, the Cabinet decided not to mention the
question of in any new communication with Rome. Instead the Cabinet confined itself to
the simple extension of a renewed invitation for full Italian participation in the Nyon
discussions, coupled with the waming that recent Italian activities in the Mediterranean had
complicated Anglo-Italian relations.30

-

-

Sa@ 8.1937 Cab 23189. Here Chamberlain also suggested that if necessary
HMG might call a special -on
of the League General Assembly to deaf with the question
should Knot be possible to m e to terms with it in September-

28 Cab 34(37)8.

29

w-

arn& Edento lngram Sept 8.19W. DBFP 2nd Series MI-XIX. # 140-
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Having triumphed in securing the support of the Cabinet for his policy. Eden left
for the Nyon Conference "once more the personification of British diplomacy.91 But
Chamberlain's determination to secure a detente with Italy remained. In a letter addressed to
his sister less than a week later, the Prime Minister noted that he was
[none]too happy about the F. 0.[Foreign Office1 who seem to have no
imagination or courage. I must say that A.E. is awfully good in accepting my
suggestions without grumbling but it is wearying to have always to begin at the
beginning again...I am terribly afraid lest we should let the Anglo-Italian situation
slip back to where it was before 1 intervened. The F.O.persist in seeing Musso
only as a sort of Machiavelli putting on a false mask of friendship in order to
further nefarious ambitions. If we treat him like that we shall get nowhere with him
and we shall have to pay for our mistrust by appallingly costly defences in the
Mediterranean.-32

In the meantime, the Nyon Conference opened on September LO. It was attended by
14 nations. Both Italy and Germany were invited to participate. but each declined to attend.

In any event, the lack of Italian participation hardly mattered, for on the very day the
conference began the Admiralty learned. through the interception and breaking of Italian
ciphers, that MussoIini had ordered his submarines to break off all offensive action23
Almost before it had begun. then. the conference had achieved its purpose. Only Eden and
Chatfield, however, were let into the secret and in an effort to conceal the fact that the
Admiralty had broken the Italian naval codes. the conference went ahead as planned. It
was remarkably successful. Within two days the conference had agreed to a comprehensive

AngleFrench Patrol scheme. involving the six zones, and the participation of naval forces
from Britain, France, the Eastern Mediterranean states, and even the Soviet U n i o n 3
Moreover. in an effort to conciliate Rome,the Italians were invited to participate in patrols
limited to the Tyrrhenian Sea.35
31 Mills. 'Chamberlain. Eden and the Nyon Conference'. 20.
32 Chamberlain to his sister Hilda, Sept 1 2 1937, Chamberlain Papers 1118
33 Gretton. 'Nyon', 107.
34 The question of Soviet participation in the Nyon patrol scheme was very controversial.
Chamberlain was opposed to it, but the French insisted that the Russians must be brought into
the Nyon discussions. Eventuafty a compromise was reached which confined Soviet participation
to the Aegean Sea See: Cab 34(37)3 Sept 8,1937, Cab 23/89; & Mills 'Chamberlain, Eden and
the Nyon Conference', 20.
35 Gretton, 'Nyon',109.
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Eden was remarkably pleased at all this. In a letter to Winston Churchill. written

shortly after the confemnce closed. he noted his satisfaction at the remarkable degree of
cooperation which had existed between Britain and France both during and leading up to
the Nyon discussions. This proved, among other things. that "the two Western
democracies can still play a decisive part in European Affairs."36 Moreover in a further
letter to Churchill ten days later Eden also noted that:
Mussolini has been unwise enough to overstep the limits and he has had to
pay the penalty. There is no doubt that the spectacle of eighty AngleFrench
destroyers patrolling in the Mediterranean assisted by a considerable force of
aircraft has made a profound impression on opinion in Europe. From reports
which I have received Germany herself has not been slow to take note of this fact.
It was a great relief both to Delbos and me to be able to assert the position of our
respective countries in this way in the autumn of a year in which we have inevitably
had to be so much on the defensive. There is plenty of trouble ahead and we are not
yet. of course. anything like as strong in the military sense as I would wish. but
Nyon has allowed us to improve our position and gain more time.37
Thus. Eden derived a number of lessons from Nyon. The first was that Great Britain must
continue to co-ordinate her policies closely with France, a second was that a firm stance
could be successful in forcing a modification of the behavior of the dictators. particularly

when it was taken in concert with Paris. These conclusions were confirmed in a letter he
addressed to Chamberlain. Here. taking note of the successful result of the Nyon
Conference, and the fact that Mussolini had indeed been forced to put an end to the attacks
on merchant shipping in the Mediterranean. Eden observed that although the Duce "may be

very angry for a while, he is likely to respect us all the more in the end." All of which

merely confirmed to Eden that HMG had no alternative but to stand firmly and quietly by
her policies. 38

Indeed, in the weeks following the Nyon Conference, the Italians not only agreed
to accept the invitation to patrol the Tyrrhenian zone. but also indicated informally to both
the British and the French Governments that they were prepared to halt the flow of

36 Eden to Churchill. Sept. 14. 1937. FO954/13A.
37 Eden to Churchill, Sept 25, 1937, Personal Papers of Lord Avon, AP20ISI Italy. (It should be
noted that this collection of Eden's Personal Papers represents a separate holding from those
heId in the F0954 series held in the Public Records Office in London.
38 Eden to Chamberlain, Sept 14,1937, K)954/13A .
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volunteers to S p a i n 9 Eden was pleased at this. but he nevertheless =fused to alter his
fundamental position that there could be no change in HMG position until Rome provided

firm evidence of her good faith. Moreover, Eden also reasserted his earlier position that the
question of Abyssinia was purely a matter for the League to decide and in a series of
conversations held with French officials in November. managed to obtain the agreement of
both Chamberlain and Delbos that this issue should not become a subject for AngloFrench-Italian negotiations.40
For the time being, it would appear that Eden had once again regained control of
British policy with respect to Italy. Indeed some historians have argued that the Nyon
period represents the high point of Eden's career as Chamberlain's Foreign Secretary41

But it soon became apparent that Chamberlain did not entirely share Eden's confidence in
the ultimate success of a policy based on *standing firm," and as relations between the two
states continued to languish. Chamberlain's patience with Eden and the Foreign Office in
general began to wear thin. Chamberlain, in fact, refused to give up on the idea of trying to
resurrect and build upon the atmosphere of goodwill which he felt he had established earlier
in the summer, and he remained ever vigilant for any opening which might provide the
opportunity for an improvement in relations.42 He also sought to prevent any further
deterioration of those relations. and became increasingly exasperated a t the so-called
*negative policies" which both Eden and the Foreign Office continued to pursue in the fall
of 1937.43 Chamberlain, for example, was greatly annoyed at a speech which Eden
delivered in the House of Commons on November 6. in which the Foreign Secretary
responded to a statement by Mussolini in which the latter condoned the use of aggression.

39 The Italian reference to a halt in volunteers came to nothing and in October the flow of
volunteers from Italy to Spain once again increased to the point at which the French Government
threatened to pull out of the Non-intervention Committee and open her southern border with
Spain. (Harvey diary, Oct. 5th. 1937, Harvey, Didomatic Diairies,49).
40 Conversations between British and French Ministers, Nov. 29BOth. 1937. DBFP 2nd Series
VoL, XIX # 354.
41 Mills, op. cit., p. 21 : Edwards, op.

cit, p. 127.

42 Peters, Anthonv Men, 29443 For examples of Chamberlain'sgrowing -on
with Eden and the Foreign Office see:
H w e y diary, Sept 22: Oct 15; Nov- 3;8, & 17; 1a 7 : see also Jones diary, Oct. 17, 1937.
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Eden openly criticized this. but in a letter to his sister. the Rime Minister noted that Eden's

speech:
shows again the characteristic of the F.O.mind which I have frequently noticed
before. They never can keep the major objects of foreign policy in mind with the
result that that they make obbtructions for themselves by endeavoring to give smart
answers to some provocative foreign statement. u
Moreover, the &objectwwhich Chamberlain had in mind was nothing less than the
separation of Rome from Berlin. which the Rime Minister was convinced he could obtain
through a policy of detente with M y . This would not only have the added benefit of
allowing for a relaxation of defensive measure in the Mediterranean. but would also serve
to strengthen Britain's position in any further negotiations with her number one enemy:
Germany. This policy was strongly endorsed by the British Chiefs of Staff. who on
numerous occasions implored the time Minister to do what he could to ameliorate Britain
strategic position by reducing through diplomatic action the number of potential enemies.45
The most obvious choice in this regard was of course Italy. But Eden questioned the
assumption that an Anglo-Italian agreement would in any way weaken the Rome-Berlin
Axis. alter Mussolini's expansionist ambitions. or even result in a significmt lessening of
tensions+

Moreover. he insisted that the best way to strengthen HMG's position in any

future negotiations with the Reich was to use a policy of firmness with Italy as an example
of Britain's resolve. To do otherwise. by offering concessions without reciprocation. was
to show weakness and to court the possibility that Hitler would dismiss the efforts of HMG
to rearm and face up to her responsibilities as a world power as little more than window
dressing.
There is no question. then, that by the fall of 1937, Eden's policies vis i vis Italy
and Germany were based on two fundamental points: That it was always best for HMG to
pursue any negotiations with the dictators from a position of strength, and that there should
44 Chamberlain to his sister Hilda. Nov. 6. 1937. Chamberlain Papers 1118.

45 Report COS Sub-Committee of the CID on the comparison of the strength of Great Britain with

that of certain other nations as on January, 1938. submitted, Nov. 12,1937. CID Paper 1373-8.
Cab 4/27 .
46 Memorandum by Eden on strength of Great =n
and of certain other nations as on January
1938, Circulated as CID paper No 1373-8, November 26,1937. Cab 2714 .
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be no concessions granted to the dictators without adequate compensation. Eden therefore.

continued to press for an acceleration of Great Britain's rearmament program, and insisted
that any further agreements with either Berlin or Rome over such items as the return of
Germany's colonies or the the recognition of the Italian conquest of Abyssinia. should only
be granted as part of an overall European settlement9 By December. in fact. it was clear

that Eden had abandoned collective security and had reached the point at which he openly
admitted that until the British rearmament program was complete there was little that could
be done to restrain the dictators. Eden, therefore, recommended that the Government
pursue a new course: the so called "unheroic policy of cunctation" -- which in essence
meant stalling for time, greater expenditures on arms than that recommended by the
Treasury. and cooperation with the United States in the Far East as a means to demonstrate
to the dictators in both Europe and Asia that the democracies had the means and the will to
look after their self interests48

The pursuit of these policies, however, would bring Eden into serious conflict with
the Rime Minister and the Chiefs of Staff. for they had not given up their argument that it
was vital for HMG to reduce her number of potential enemies through the establishment of

a rapprochement with I t a l y 9 Moreover. Chamberlain disagreed with Eden's call for

further expenditures on arms and, in the months which followed, he would find himself
more and more at odds with his Foreign Secretary over how to address this issue. He also
felt that Eden's decision to use the crisis in the Far East as a means to engineer closer
47 Peters. Anthonv

Eden, 304-05:307-08.
48 Memorandum by Eden on strength of Great Bntain and of certain other nations as on January
1938, Circulated as CID paper No 1373-8, November 26, 1937, Cab 2714. .: Carlton. Anthony
EdenJ 15-16; Roskill Man of Secrets, 295. 'Cunctation' is defined by the OED. as 'the action of
delaying.' It is derived from Quinbs Fabius M&rnus. nicknamedthe 'Cunctator' for his cautious.
though effective tactics in the war against Hannibal in 217 B.C.
49 It should be noted here that Men did not per se oppose the policy of appeasement on the
contrary, he was an integral part of it But Eden's insistence on adequate compensation brought
him into severe conflict with Chamberlain, who was much more willing to give the dictatorsthe
benefit of ?hedoubt Hence this writer would argue that the tendency of some historians to play
down the differences between Eden and Chamberlain as minor, and based merely on
disagreements over method, entirely misses the point of principle involved, which i
s critical to
understandingthe issue. Indeed, the differences in method here are extremely important for
there is a vast diierence between granting concesslCeSSlons
on the basis of mere promises and
granting them in return for tangibte action.
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cooperation with the United States was both risky and naive. ladeed. there is no question
that Eden's flirtation with Washington would result in further and more profound
differences between the two men - differences which would ultimately make it impossible
for Eden to continue to serve as Chamberlain's Foreign Secretary.

7.Seeking Collaboration, July -December, 1937
Eden's decision to formulate the policy of cunctation was intimately connected with
the so called "China Incidentw that began on July 7, 1937. Indeed, the outbreak of war in
the Far East seemed to indicate that the world was disintegrating into anarchy. Eden had
responded to this deteriorating situation by coming to the decision that his Government
must now stand firm against the dictators in Europe. But he had also come to the
conclusion that it was time for him to make a concerted effort to improve London's ties
with Washington. In his view. the pursuit of such a policy was vital. With HMG
preoccupied with the continuing threat posed to British security by the Germans and the
Italians on the continent. her capacity to defend her interests in the Far East had been
diminished. It was of the utmost importance, therefore, for the Government to pursuit
Anglo-American cooperation in the Pacific. This would si@~cantly enhance the ability of
both powers to contain Japanese aggression in Asia and would serve as a strong warning to
both Hitler and Mussolini that the democracies were willing and able to look after their
interests abroad. Almost from the moment that fighting in China began, therefore, Eden did

everything he could to secure a joint policy with the Americans.
In Washington, meanwhile. it was clear that Secretary Hull shared many of
Eden's concerns about the breakdown of order in the world. Hull too feared the spread of
fascism and considered it vital for the democracies to do what they couid to halt the
seemingly inexorable drift towards war. As such. Hull fully concurred with Eden's policy
with respect to the Ltdian conquest of Abyssinia and like Eden refwd to recognize it on the

grounds that to do so would be "to condone recourse to arms in violation of treaties."

I

Hull

also repeatedly called on the nations of the world to adhere to the principles of international
law and tried to set an example for others to follow by his championship of the "Good

1 Hull. 580.
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But aside from these efforts. and the

promotion of his economic program, Hull had thus far offend little tangible support to
those such as Eden who wished to secure a greater measure of American cooperation in the
fight to maintain international order.
There were a number of reasons for this. Hull remained convinced, for example,
that the American public would not support any measure which went beyond the mere
denunciation of lawlessness. A good many Americans may have abhorred the carnage
wrought by Mussolini's troops in Abyssinia. or sympathized with the plight of the
Republican Government in Spain, but in general the isolationist sentiment in the country
remained strong. The demand for the neutrality laws proved this. Hull aIso harbored a
semi-secret ambition to run for the Presidency in the next election and, like Roosevelt,
possessed keen political instincts about the whims of American public opinion. As a
consequence, Hull tended to be extremely sensitive about his own reputation, which he
guarded with a vengeance. and remained ever-cautious in his approach to loreign policy.3
Hull's conservative outlook, in fact, had important ramifications for Eden, for it meant that
Hull rarely contemplated the possibility that he might one day be compelled to use force in
the defence of American interests. Eden's supposition, therefore, that the growing crisis in
the Far East might lead to Anglo-American military collaboration stood on somewhat shaky

ground. Indeed, throughout the crisis in the Far East, Hull's diplomacy remained largely
divorced from American military planning.'

2 As noted previously, the 'Good Neighbor Policy" was designed to promote international
cooperationbetween the United States and Latin America Through it, the United States
promoted freer trade in the region, refrained from military intervention, and in general sought to
avoid being heavy-handed in her relations with her neighbors south of the U.S. border. Both Hull
and Assistant Secretary of State, Sumner Welles. were strong supporters of this policy. See supra
p. 101
3 I.F.Gellrnan, Secret Affairs: Franklin Roosevett. Cordell Hull. and Surnner \Ih'elles, (Baltimore.
1995) 93-4.
4The most stunning example of this flaw in Hull's character can be found in his handling of Me
Japanese in the period leading up to the attack on Pearl Harbor. Here, in Novernber,l941. Hull
rejected a modus vivendi with the Japanese which woufd have lastedfor three months, exacUy
the same length of time which American military planners said they needed to complete their
reinforcement ofthe PhiIippines.
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Unlike the situation which held with respect to affairs in Europe. Roosevelt allowed
his Secretary of State to more o r less set U.S. policy in Asia. Hull's goals were
straightforward: the preservation of peace. the maintenance of Chinese sovereignty and the
-Open Door". and the discouragement of Japanese expansion. Hull favoured a strong U.S.
Navy as the best means to give credence to American policy in the Pacific. but as noted. he
rarely thought about the actual exercise of military power in the region. On the contrary,
Hull believed that the best means for him to preserve order there was through moral
persuasion and the strict adherence on the part of his own government to the rules of
international law. Hull also had little interest in pursuing joint action with the British. or
any other Pacific power. In general, he preferred to follow what he liked to call
"independent but parallel action" in the pursuit of his Far Eastern policies. all of which
stood in sharp contrast to Eden's view that the war in China might provide an opportunity
for the two powers to work more closely together.

***
7a) Eden. Hull and the China Incident. Julv-December 1937
The war that would ravage China from 1937 to 1945, began on the night of July 7,
1937. when fighting broke out between Chinese and Japanese troops along the Y ungtinp

Ho river bank adjacent the Marco Polo Bridge in a place called Lukouchiao near Peking. In
London. Whitehall reacted to this news by making representations to the Japanese
Government expressing HMG's hope that what appeared to be a serious but minor clash
would not be allowed to escalate further. It soon became clear. however. that open warfare
had broken out in North China Eden now began to look for ways to restore the sfatus quo
m e .Here. however. he did not turn to the League. which had been largely discredited due

to its failure in Abyssinia, but rather turned toward Washington, in the hope that the
Americans might be willing to act in concert with London to try and stop the expansion of
Japanese power in Asia3 On July 12, Eden sent a telegram to Lindsay inquiring about the
American view of the situation in China. Eden also wanted to know whether Hull would

5 For further details on this see Louis. British Stratma242-43. Louis says that HMG wanted to
avoid action by the League so a sto avoid a confrontationwith Japan, he also insists that
Chamberlain supported this.
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consider making a joint demarche' to Tokyo9 The next day. Eden further informed
Lindsay that h e had been asked by the Chinese Ambassador if HMG, in conjunction with
the U.S.. French. and Soviet Governments. might be disposed to use their good offices in
an attempt to preserve the peace between China and Japan. Eden responded to this request
by suggesting to Lindsay that perhaps the best way to end the dispute was for Washington
and London to issue a joint approach to both the Chinese and Japanese Governments
requesting a suspension of all further troop movements pending the achievement of a
negotiated settlement. Due to the urgency of the situation, it was of extreme importance to
act quickly. and Eden therefore was most anxious to obtain Hull's opinion.: The reply

from Lindsay was not encouraging. Indeed, Lindsay soon discovered that although Hull
and the State Department would be more than happy to cooperate with the British in
exchanging information and views, there was no desire to issue joint or identical
representations. The State Department in fact preferred to take what it called independent
but "parallel action," which in the view of Stanley Hornbeck, the Department's Far Eastern
Advisor. would prove to be more effective with the Government in Tokyo.#
Eden was disappointed by this polite rebuff, but he nevertheless remained
undeterred and less than a week Later he sent another cable to Washington with a formal
request that the American Government join London in issuing a common appeal for the
suspension of all troop movements and a negotiated end to the conflict-9 Eden also called

in U.S. Ambassador Bingham for a further discussion on the matter. Here, after noting the
ever worsening situation in China. Eden reiterated his earlier assertion that HMG would be
quite willing "to co-operate with the United States Government in any step which they
might think fit to take." Furthermore, Eden also indicated that while he understood that
Hull preferred parallel to joint action, there were now indications that the Japanese
Government had gained the impression that HMG --were rather more interested [in the

crisis1 than the United States." Eden thought this deplorable, and it was for this reason that
6 Eden to Lindsay,July 12 1937. DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XXI, # 100.

7 Eden to Undsay, July 13,1937, DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XXI # 107.
8 Lindsay to Eden. July 14, f 937. DBFP 2nd Series Vol-, XXI, # 110.
9 Eden to Lindsay,July 20. 1937, DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XXI, # 135.
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he attached such "great importance to joint action in any further steps we might agree to

Bingham's response no doubt encouraged Eden to believe that joint action was
possible. for the Ambassador not only insisted that the British point of view on this subject
was fully understood in Washington, but also insisted that "the collaboration of the U.S.
Government would be easier to obtain in respect of Far Eastern issues than it was in respect
of Europe."

1I

Indeed, in a further conversation held with Eden the next day. Bingham

even went so far as to suggest on his own authority that perhaps the two Governments
ought to consider the possibility of a joint embargo on Japanese trade. 12 Eden was
intrigued by such a notion. but he noted that before it could be considered it would be
necessary to obtain a favourable response to his request for a joint Anglo-American
approach to China and Japan.13 Following these conversations. Eden went to see
Chamberlain, who quickly dismissed the notion of a trade embargo as being too risky. In
the Prime Minister's view. the end result of such a move would merely be to antagonize
Japan. This would cost HMG millions in defensive measures in the Far East. Chamberlain,
therefore, made it clear that he hoped the Ambassador's suggestion would go no further.14
Chamberlain need not have worried, for the reply from Washington soon made it
clear that Hull's opposition to a joint demarchi remained unchanged. for three fundamental
reasons. First, because he feared that such a move would give the impression in Tokyo that

the Western Powers were ganging up on Japan. which would accentuate the crisis and
strengthen the hand of the miiitarists within the Japanese Government; second, because he
felt that an Anglo-American approach was too Limited. and that it would be better if a large
number of other nations were involved; and third, because he remained convinced that
anything resembling joint action with Britain would arouse the passions of the isolationists
10 Eden to Lindsay, July 20,1937.

DBFP 2nd SeriesVol., XXI # 136.

11l&@.

12 Eden to Lindsay, July 21 1937, Personal Papers of Lord Avon, US 37113.
13w14 Minute by Chamberlain, July 21.1937, Avon Papers, FO 9546. We might also note here that

Lindsay called the ideaof a trade embargo a "fantasticschemenand said he was shocked to learn
that Bingharn would talk such nonsense. (Lindsay to Eden, July 22,1937. DBFP XX1# 143).
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at home, which would only serve to make the State Department's attempts to deal with the
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crisis in the Far East all the more d*ifficult.ls Eden's suggestion for joint action was

therefore once again rejected. Indeed. by this point there were signs that Washington had
come to view London's recent policies in China rather poorly. Joseph Grew, the American
Ambassador in Tokyo. for example, characterized British diplomacy in Japan as being both
naive and inept. while Piernpont Moffat, the State Department's Chief of the Division of
Western European Affairs. consistently suspected that the British were attempting to thrust
the United States into a fonvard position in Asia merely as a means to get the American
Navy to protect British interests.

if)

It was clear, then. that for the immediate future, there was little possibility that

Washington would alter its opposition to undertaking joint action with the British. and as
such. a further request for cooperation issued by Eden on July 28 was also politely but
firmly refused.ly One would have thought that Eden would have subsequently given up on
American cooperation, but in mid-August the crisis in China took a decided turn for the
worse when the international settlements in Shanghai came under the direct threat of the
Japanese Army. In response to this new danger. Eden once again approached Washington,
this time with a request that the United States support a British proposal to neutralize the
city. Again Hull refused. on the grounds that such a plan was both impractical and
unenforceable. Moreover. the Secretary's response made it clear that unless the Japanese
were prepared to withdraw from the city voluntarily, the Americans had no intention of
attempting to force them to do so. Hull also indicated that he was beginning to tire of
Eden's repeated attempts to securejoint action, and he warned the British Foreign Secretary

15 Hull, 538.

16 Murfett, Fool Proof Relations, 44; MofFat Diary, August 27 8 31. 1937.
tindsay, July 28.1937, DBFP 2nd Series VoI. XXI, # 152

17 Mento
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not to make constant demands for cooperation which the United States would be unable to

Hull's message indicated that for the time being the U.S. Government was not
interested in pursuing any policy in the Far East other than one based on non-confrontation.
It also served as a warning to London not to attempt to pressure the Americans into a more
fonuard position. 19 Meanwhile. the situation in China continued to deteriorate. On August
26, the British Ambassador to China was seriously wounded when his car, which was
plainly marked by a large Union Jack. was attacked by Japanese aircraft. Short1y thereafter.
the Japanese indicated that it might be necessary For them to impose a blockade of the China
coast. In London. Eden responded to the first incident by suggesting that HMG recall her
Ambassador to Tokyo in protest. He also sent a note to Washington with respect to the
proposed blockade in which he once again stressed the need for Anglo-American
cooperation.20 Chamberiain made no objection to the latter move, but he vetoed the idea of
recalling HMG's Ambassador to Tokyo on the grounds that it was too provocative.
particularly in the absence of American support. Indeed, by this point it was clear that
Chamberlain. who had not opposed Eden's initial overtures to Washington in July and
early August, was becoming disillusioned with the United States. In a letter to his sister
written near the end of the month. for example. Chamberlain noted that "the Americans
still had a long way to go before they could become helpful partners

... in world affairs"

and that they were "too frightened of their own people" to play a significant part in HMG's

attempts to bring an early end to the hostilities in China'

I

18 Hull to British Embassy. ~ u & s t18. 1937. FRUS 1937. Vol.. 111.444-45 & 449-50. In a clanfymg
memorandum on this Mallet reported that Hull was not so much embarrassed by the general
enquiries issued by Eden and the Foreign Office calling for cooperation, but rather by specific
requests for action such as the one Men had made with respect to the neutralization of
Shanghai. Here Mallet indicated that the State Department 'didn't like being faced with a decision
taken by us...and then [being] asked to cooperate. ( Mallet to Eden, Sept 15, 1937. FO
371f20667).
19 Murfett, Fool P m f relation^, 46,
20 Moffat Diary, Sept 1. 1937. Moffat Papers.
21 In the same fetter Chamberfain made it dear that he blamed the Americans for thefailure of
these efforts to stop the spread of hostilities. Chamberlain b his Sister. Hilda August 29. 1937.
Chamberlain Papers 181111018-
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Chamberlain, therefore, had come to the conclusion that the United States would
not alter her polices in the Pacific as a result of the war and that there was little point in
expecting them to take a more active role in the region. This. of course. had important
ramifications for British policy, for it meant that in the event of a war with Japan. HMG
could count on nothing from the Americans. As such. it was imperative that Great Britain
not do anything to provoke the Japanese, particularly at a time when there was a significant
danger of war in Europe. Thus. Chamberlain consistently preferred to take a more
moderate tack when dealing with incidents such a s the Japanese attack on the British
Ambassador, and would not be taken in by optimistic and unsubstantiated speculations on
the inevitability of Anglo-American cooperation. Eden, on the other hand, was not nearly

so pragmatic. and despite his repeated failures to secure joint cooperation with the
Americans in the Pacific, he nevertheless remained convinced that his efforts in this regard
should continue.
Eden and Chamberlain, then, differed in their expectations with respect to American
policy. This divergence can be clearly seen in the manner in which the two men responded
to a conversation which Eden had with American financier and presidential advisor,
Bernard Baruch on August 3 1. a mere two days after Chamberlain had penned his caustic
remarks on U.S. conduct to his sister. In this conversation, Baruch spoke at length about
the dismal state of world affairs and "the need for Anglo-American co-operation if
Armageddon was to be averted." He also indicated that both Roosevelt and Hull shared this
view and then made a number of proposals as to how such cooperation could be achieved.

These suggestions included: renewed conversations on the war debts, the linking of the
pound and the dollar. and the negotiation of a trade agreement. Baruch also suggested that
the two governments shouid:

joind y make it plain that w e were prepared to enter into an arms agreement, failing
which we should proceed with our own re-armament to any degree which each of
us considered necessary, but we should accompany this with a declaration that in
no circumstances would the arms of either nation be used against the other22

22 Record of Conversation between Bemard Baruch. Eden and Churchill. Aug.31.1937. Avon

Papers, FO 954i29.
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With respect to the Far East. Baruch indicated that he fully expected that Hull would
ultimately support British policy in Asia. Eden, after listening to these ideas, responded
sympathetically by insisting that HMG
attached the ageatest importance to Anglo-American relations at this time. It was
indeed almost impossible to exaggerate their significance to world peace. That was
why we w e n making such efforts to meet Mr. Hull in the matter of the trade
agreement because we realized that it would have a significance far beyond its
immediate value in commerce. We should ourselves always be ready to listen to any
proposals the United States had put forward for bettering Anglo-American
relations. There was certainly much attraction on the face of it in a more
comprehensive agreement than in one limited to trade matters only. The
importance of the political understanding between our two countries. which Mr.
Baruch had explained would be open to the world. and the declaration that our arms
would not be used against each other must surely be considerable. At any rate we
would be ready to listen to anything that was said to us. Personally. I hoped that
during these next very difficult months [the] exchange of views between the two
countries would become increasingly cordial and frank33
Not surprisingly, this discussion generated a good deal of comment at the Foreign Office,
where one official. commenting on Baruch's suggestion that the two Governments issue a
statement renouncing the use of force within the context of Anglo-American relations.
noted that
a declaration that in no circumstances would we and the US. Government use our
arms against each other has a lot to be said for it. From the U.S. point of view it
would have the merit of leaving the U.S. free to keep their whole fleet in the
Pacific. From our point of view it would have the merit of showing a common
Anglo-American front to the dictator powers, who would doubtless read far more
into the agreement than was actually s a i d 3

In a minute penned in the margin of this memorandum, Eden concurred with this
assessment. and shortly after his discussion with Baruch. he instructed the Foreign Office
to send a note on the conversation to the t i m e Minister. But Chamberlain was not
impressed. In his view Baruch was merely "another of the unofficial Ambassadors who so
frequently come over here from the U.S.A. with proposals of their own devising but
without any official authority for them." Moreover. the Rime Minister insisted that if HMG
were trapped into accepting any of these proposals 'we should [soon1 find that they were
only the starting point for fresh demands with nothing given in return.* In any case. further
discussions of the war debts and exchange rates were for the moment *entirely

w.

23
24 Minute by Troutbeck, Sept 3,1937, FO 371IXl663-
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-no practical meaning." Indeed. of the suggestions made, only the trade talks held out any
realistic promise of success, but even here Hgreatdifficulties" remainedJs
By the end of the summer, then, it was clear that the opinions of Eden and
Chamberlain vis B vis the possibility of Anglo-American cooperation in the Pacific had
begun to diverge in a manner not unlike their growing difference over the possibility of
detente with Mussolini. In the meantime. the Far Eastern crisis now became further
complicated by the decision of the Chinese to seek action by the Council of the League of
Nations as a means of bringing international pressure to bear on Tokyo to end the war.
This placed London in an awkward position, for the Rime Minister and other members of
the Cabinet clearly opposed League involvement in the dispute on the grounds that it might
lead to an attempt to apply sanctions, as had been the case during the Abyssinia dispute. In
their view. this would merely serve to escalate the present crisis. and so they remained
wary of League involvement, Eden shared these concerns, but he was not necessarily
opposed to sanctions. and hence was less concerned by the prospect that the League might
take up the dispute, Still, he much preferred to act in concert with the United States, and as
such was against the matter being taken up by the League Council. since this would
exclude American participation. Eden therefore suggested that the matter be transferred
from the Council to the long since moribund Far Eastern Advisory Committee. This

Committee had been established in Geneva during the latter stages of the Manchurian Crisis
and although it had not met since 1934. it included an American representative. By late
September, Eden had managed (with the help of his Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs,
Lord Cranborne) to secure the agreement of the Council to transfer the whole question to
the Far Eastern Advisory Committee, which would now be resurrected to make
recommendations to the Assembly as to how to proceed with China's request for a review
of the coaftict,26
In spite of the fact that Eden's behind the scenes moves in Geneva were clearly
designed to secure American participation. Eden did his best to reassure the State
25 Memo of Prime Ministefs views on Baruch Conv-on.
26 Borg,
355-65-

Sept. 8,1937, FO 371120663.
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Department that he had no intention of doing anything which might embarrass the United
States, and that he was committed to keep in step with Hull on the Far Eastern crisis. At the
State Department, however. Eden's discreet machinations in Geneva caused some unease.
Moffat, for example, feared that the decision to move the question of the S i n d a p a n e s e
dispute to the Advisory Committee was little more than an attempt to force the United States
into acting in concert with the League, while Secretary Hull expressed concern that the
British might be attempting "to get us committed to a certain course and then use our
commitment as a lever to move other League states into position."27
In the meantime, a new element of danger crept into the picture when it was learned
the Mussolini would visit Berlin in September. This, coupled with the devastating Japanese
attack on Nanking which came in the third week of that month. convinced Eden that more
stringent measures would be necessary if the Western Powers were going to be successful
in stopping the spread of fascism world wide, A s a result Eden decided that in addition to
his efforts to try and secure American cooperation in Geneva through the resurrection of the

Far Eastern Advisory Committee. he would also take up Bingham's earlier suggestion. and
examine the possibility of laying sanctions against Japan.28 In mid September, therefore,
the Foreign Office began to look into the possible effectiveness of an international embargo
of Japanese goods, Of course, the pursuit of such a policy was fraught with danger, and
involved a number of serious and daunting complexities. not the least of which was the
likelihood that the Americans would refuse to go along.29 There was also the additional
problem that both Chamberlain and the Chiefs of Staff remained opposed to sanctions. But
Eden was quite clearly in a new mood following the Nyon Conference, which had
convinced him that resolute action on the part of the democracies could be e f f e c t i v e 9
27 Moffat Diary. Sept 17. 1937. Moffat Papers; Hull Memoirs. 542
28 The idea of imposing economic sanctions against Japan. (which had first been suggested by

Bingharn), was also mooted by Cadogan, who in a minute of 23 September, concluded that
perhaps the only way to deal effectively with the crisis in China would be for Washington and
London to impose an economic embargo against Japan- (Minute by Cadogan, Sept 23, 1937.
F0371/20956).
29 In a further minute on the subject, Cadogan him@ readily admitted to this difficutty when he
noted the probability that ?he Americans would refuse to do anything," ( Minute by Cadogan.
Sept 29, 1937, FOWl/2O667).
30 Harvey Diary, Sept. 22 1937, Harvey, Didomatic Diaries, 47.
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Staff or the t i m e Minister. He also felt that his colleagues were too pessimistic about the
effectiveness of France as an ally.31 As such, Eden did not consider the risks involved in

an embargo in quite the same light as either CharnberIain or the Service Chiefs and he
therefore refused to rule out the possibility.32 On September 29. Eden informed the
Cabinet that he was giving serious consideration to approaching the United States
Government on the question of an embargo23 Chamberlain immediately expressed his
opposition to the idea, but shortly thereafter Eden made up his mind to act. He drew up a
telegram for despatch to Washington in which he indicated that perhaps the time had come
for London and Washington to take the lead in attempting to bring an end to the S i n e
Japanese conflict by instigating "some form of economic boycott on Japan."

-34

The

Foreign Secretary then asked for Hull's opinion on the matter, and noted that London was
now "ready to consider this or any other action likely to curtail the present conflict."3s
After drawing up the draft, Eden gave it to Vansittart, and departed for a long weekend in
Yorkshire. Vansittart thereupon showed it to Chamberlain. who rewrote the final paraepph
to the effect that the British Government was not in fact convinced that '*any such action
would be effective.**36The telegraph was then sent as amended to Washington. Eden was
31 Eden to Chamberlain. Sept 9. 1937,Avon Papers. FO 954137111. In this letter Eden noted
that
From time to time remarks have been made in the Cabinet, naturally enough in the main
by Service Ministers which emphasize that our foreign policy must be dictated by the state of our
defences and it is sometimes added that our position in this respect. in particular at sea, is worse
than in 1914. While it may be true that our navy today is not as strong as it was in 1914, that is not
I think, the proper basis of comparison. Our Navy today is relatively much stronger than in 1914;
the German Navy of taday bears no comparison to that of prewar days, the French Navy is stronger
than that of 1914.and relative to the Geman Navy, very much stronger. It is quite true that Italy
remainsan uncertain factor, but she was that in 1914, in fact she was officially tied by treaty to
Germany in those days. Therefore in Europe surely our position is much better than it was in

.

1914.
3 2 u . For a further examina!ion of Great BiMn's strength, relative to that of other powers see:
B.J.C. McKercher, " 'Our Most Dangerous Enemy': Great Britain Preeminent in the 1930's'.rHR.

l3(199l).
33 Cab 35(37), Sept 29,1937,Cab 23189.
34 Eden to Lindsay. Sept. 30, 1937, DBFP 2nd Series VoL XXI, # 272

m*

35
36 Harvey Diary, October 2, 1937, Harvey,Didorna!icDiaries, 48-9.
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not consulted. and was furious when he returned to London. noting to his personal private

Secretary that Chamberlain's a1terations had virtually given the Americans an open
invitation to reject the idea. Disgusted. Eden telephoned Washington at once in an effort to
cancel the despatch. But it was too late, the message had already been communicated to the
State Department. In his diary. Harvey then notes that the Foreign Secretary

...decided to send a second telegram instructing Mallet to go again to the State
Department under pretext of impressing them with urgency for an early reply and to
say that ' whether
o r not action would be effective was obviously a matter for
examination and we should be very glad to join in such examination with U.S.
Government if they felt able to d o so.' In other words. to emphasize that the British
attitude was an open and unprejudiced one on the subject and that we really were
anxious to examine possibilities with the US.
The truth is that here again there is a divergence between A.E. [Eden I and
P.M.as latter is strongly opposed to any sort of economic boycott in the Far East
even with U.S.A. A.E.. on the other hand, would welcome joint action with the
U.S.A.37
In the meantime. Washington's reaction to the intensification of the war. coupled
with the ominous gesture of Mussolini's visit to Berlin, had convinced Hull and other
members of his department that a united front of dissatisfied powers was emerging which
would threaten the democracies o n a world wide scale. Hull was now certain that the
Japanese intended to dominate all of China and that the "net result" of this activity would be
that Germany and Italy would be encouraged to go on pursuing hostile policies
%definitely.3*

HuIl had tried to reverse this unfortunate trend in world affairs earlier in

the summer by issuing his "Statement on Fundamental Principles of International Policy" in
which he cailed for the universal adherence to the maintenance of international law. but the
continued slide toward world anarchy had forced him to consider, however tentatively, that
additional measures might be necessary39 As such the State Department now decided that
37@& It should be noted here that the COS also opposed the notion of a boyam See Murfett,
Fool Proof Relation%61 & DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XXI # 283.
38 Record of Conversation between Hull. Davis, Bingham and Berle, Sept. 17. 1937. Berfe
Papers.
3 9 ~For
- Hull's Statement see :FRUS 1937 Vol., 1, 697-700. This decfaration was based on
Hull's "Eight Pillars of Peace" which the Secretary first proposed at the Buenos Aires Conference
in December, 1936. Hull delivered this latest declaration, on July 16, 1937,and after doing so
forwarded a copy of his address to 'all the leaders of the world" Hull anxiously awaited their reply.
Much to Hull's satisfam-on,sixty nations soon responded. For more s
e
e
m and Hull. 535-37.
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it had no choice but to agree to participate in the proceedings of the Far Eastern Advisory
Committee which had been set up in Geneva to make recommendations as to how to
proceed with the Chinese request for a review of her dispute with Japan.40 in addition.
Hull began to search for some other means to issue a warning to Tokyo, for as he noted to
his colleagues:
there came a point a which [the] the failure to be wiIling to fight led literally to
more fighting. The impression he wanted to convey was that America could not
absolutely be counted out as a military force under all circumstances.~l
The Secretary was willing to consider a naval demonstration as one means to convey this
message, but this would require cooperation with the British, and the American public was
not as yet ready for such a movefz So Hull once again turned to the mere expression of
words. asking the President if he might be willing to issue a -strong statement" on the
need for international cooperation among the world's democracies to "uphold the laws and
principleswwithout which peace couId not exist.43 Roosevelt, who at the time had been
planning a tour of the strongly isolationist heartland of the country. agreed. The result was
that over the course of the next two weeks, Hull, Davis and the President would begin
working on the draft of an address which would culminate in Roosevelt's so-called
"quarantine speech" in Chicago on October 5.
in the interim. Hull and the Department would not only have to deal with Eden's
tequest for the consideration of au embargo against the Japanese, but would also receive
word from Europe which indicated that the British were moving behind the scenes in
Geneva in an effort to ensure that the recommendations issued by the Far Eastern Advisory
Committee included a call for a meeting of the signatories of the Nine Power Treaty.
Indeed, on October 5, the very day Roosevelt gave the quarantine speech, the Advisory

* Moffat Diary, Sew 17. 1937.There was considerable discussion at the time as to whether the

United States should sit merely as an observer, or become a full participant (I$IP).
41 Record of Conversation between Hull. Davis, Bingharn and Berfe. Sept 17, 1937. Berte
Papers.

wlbld

42
43 Davis Papers, Box 55; Hull. 544-45. As was often the case it appears that the President at this

point had been thinking along much the same lines as Hull, and had hirnseff been contemplating
the possibility of making a major address on Foreign Policy. (See Borg, Far EasternCrisis, 37981).
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Committee passed this suggestion on to the League Assembly for a vote. On the following

morning it passed without discussion, and thus it was determined that the Resident of the
League would now issue invitations to those members of the League who were also
signatories of the Nine Power Pact to convene a conference designed to reach a negotiated
settlement of the crisis in China. As the United States was not a member of the League.
there would be no direct invitation despatched from Geneva to Washington. But it was
widely understood that the League expected all parties to the Pact to agree to take part.
Moreover, under the circumstances of the time, with an American representative sitting on
the committee which had made the recommendation for the convening of such a
conference. and with Resident Roosevelt having just made a powerful speech condemning
aggression. there was little possibility that the United States could refuse to participate.
Eden was delighted by this and, in a despatch to Washington immediately following the
decision by the League, he even went so far as to suggest that the Americans themselves
officially call the conlerence and that perhaps the best venue for the meeting would be in the
U.S. capital.- This, however. was too much for Roosevelt. who. after agreeing to send a

representative to the meeting, suggested that the best place to hold the conference would be
a mall European capital. Eventually it was decided that the discussions should take place in

Brussel s.45
It is important to pause here, and note that this flurry of activity coincided with the

President's quarantine speech. which created quite a stir. not only in the United States. but
also in London and Geneva. Indeed, in the address, Roosevelt noted that a "reign of terror

had broken out in the world" which the United States and other democracies would not be
able to avoid "through mere isolation or neutrality." As such, the peace-loving nations of

the would had no choice but to -make a concerted effort" to oppose those who are today
"creating a state of international anarchy." Roosevelt then noted:
When an epidemic of physical disease starts to spread the community approves and
joins in a quarantine of the patients in order to protect the health of the community
against the spread of the disease36
-44 Eden to Mallet. Oct 6, 1937. OBFP 2nd Series Vol- XXI, f 290.

45 WR--Rock. Chamberlain and Roosevelt:

1940. (Columbus, OH, 1988). 39.
4 6 New York Times, October 6.1937.1-
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Not surprisingly, the Resident's remarks led to widespread speculation that the
United States Government was contemplating some sort of economic or military sanctions
against Japan. and in the wake of the speech Roosevelt was deluged by questions from
reporters on the intent of his remarks. The Resident, however, insisted that he bad "never
suggested sanctions" and was still looking for some means to put his ideas into practice. In
the press coverage that followed, this explanation was accepted by a good many papers,
such as the New York Times,which ran the headline "Roosevelt's Speech Widely
Approved." But the isolationist press was not nearly so impressed, and papers such as the

Chicago Tribune attacked the speech as an indication that Roosevelt had decided to get
involved in "Britain's War."47
Hull's initial reaction to the speech was positive. This was the very medicine he had
called for in his conversation with the President some weeks before. But as it became
clearer that the speech had aroused the wrath of the isolationists at home, his opinions on it
began to change. By the end of the month, in fact. he had come to the concIusion that the
President's remarks had been too strong, and that they "had the unfortunate effect of setting
back for at least six months our constant educational campaign intended to create and
strengthen public opinion toward international cwperation."-rg As a consequence, Hull
reverted to his cautious approach to foreign policy. This was significant. for it meant that
Hull's opposition to taking stronger measures against the Japanese would continue. There
would be no sanctions or embargo, and no attempt by the United States to take any

sort of

lead at the up-coming Brussels Conference.
In London. meanwhile. the reaction to Roosevelt's quarantine speech was mixed.
Chamberlain, who had been consistently opposed to the imposition of sanctions against
Japan. was clearly alarmed at the wide spread speculation in the press that the Resident's
use of the word "quarantine" implied that the White House was now giving serious

thought to a trade embargo?

He also feared that even if this was not the President's

intent, the speech would be used by the opposition as a means to try and embarrass the
47 Berg, Far Easter Crisis 386-98.
48 Hull, 545; Moffat Diary, Oct 5, 1937.
49 For details on the public reaction to the Quarantine speech. see

386-98.
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Government. and in a Cabinet meeting called on October 6 he warned his colleagues not to
allow HMG to be "maneuvend into a position [by the opposition parties] in which it could
be said that the United States had offered to co-operate in economic sanctions if the United

Kingdom would join them and that we were standing in the way of such action."

5 0 The

Prime Minister then went on to note that he himself sincerely doubted that Roosevelt had
any sort of concrete action in mind. Sanctions involved the risk of war, and he did not
think that the United States was in fact prepared to take that risk at present3 Three days
later, Chamberlain reiterated these points in a letter to his sister when he remarked that
although the speech sounded "very fierce," it was nevertheless contradictory in parts and
vague in essentials. Indeed, his own view was that the President's pronouncement:
was intended to sound out the emund and see how far his public opinion was
prepared to go but that he himself had thought nothing out and in any case had no
present intention of doing anything that wasn't perfectly safe. Now in the present
state of European Affairs with the two dictators in a thoroughly nasty temper we
simply cannot afford to quarrel with Japan and I very much fear therefore that after
a tot of ballyhoo the Americans wilt somehow fade out & leave us to cany all the
blame and the odium. It is not a pleasant prospect, but I am setting my mind now to
see how we can avoid it and I think some straight speaking to the U.S.A. (in
private) before they go any further will be necessarysz

In contrast to Chamberlain's negative reaction, however, Eden welcomed
Roosevelt's address. Indeed, in the same Cabinet meeting in which the Prime Minister
expressed doubt about Roosevelt's willingness to take concrete action. Eden reminded his
colleagues

...that the British Charge d'Affaires at Washington had been asked to make some
enquiries as to the American attitude towards the idea of action to bring an end to
the conflict in China. As yet he [Eden[ had received no reply. It was not unlikely
that the American Secretary of State would intimate that the Resident had given the
answer in his speech33
Eden insisted therefore that the Foreign Office immediately sound out the State Department
as to the meaning of the s p e e c h 9 Eden also noted with evident satisfaction that the
50 Cab 36 (37) 5. October 6.1937. Cab 23/89.
5lltJ&!.
52 Chamberfainto his sister Hilda, October 9,1937, Chamberlain Papers 1M 8.
53 Cab 36 (37) 5. October 6,1937, Cab 23BS.
5Qw.
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address would mean that the United States would now have no choice but to attend the
meeting of the signatories of the Nine Power Treaty which had just been called for by the
League's Advisory Cornrnittee.ss Chamberlain concurred. but his unease with the pursuit
of sanctions continued. He therefore insisted that HMG "could not go into
sanctions...without a guarantee from the United States of America that they would be
prepared to face up to all the consequences which might fall on the nations which had large
interests in the Far East.'*s6
By mid October, then, London had issued a series of communications to
Washington designed to clarify the American position on a number of issues. including
Washington's views on the imposition of economic sanctions against Japan, and their
expectations with respect to the Brussels meeting. In response to these inquiries. Whitehall
was informed that the State Department did not intend to pursue the possibility of sanctions

in the immediate future and that there was no anticipation that the question would even be
discussed at Brussels.57

Indeed, from the instructions Davis received prior to his

departure. it was clear that neither the Resident nor Hull had any wish to go beyond the
use of moral persuasion to bring an end to the conflict and that they would reject any

attempt to thrust the United States into the forefront of the proceedings38

Chamberlain.

taking note of the Administration's stance, informed the Cabinet on October 20 that it was
now clear that the United States Government had no intention of pursuing a decisive policy
in the Far East This meant that the possibility of the Americans recommending sanctions
could now be dismissed. He therefore suggested that the British delegation pursue a

cautious role at the Brussels Coderence, that it take no unilateral action, and that it base its
policies on the course taken by the American representatives39
55m.
56 Cab 37(37)5, October 13, 1937, Cab 23/89.
57 MaIlet to Eden, Oct. 14,1937, DBFP 2nd Series VoL XXI # 313.
58 Borg, Far EasternCnsiS,40507. In his instructions Davis was in fact repeatedly informedthat
he should resist any and all attempts to force the United States into a position of leadership with
respect to the crisis in China As an alternativeboth the President and Hull suggested that it would
be far better for the conference to follow the example set by the recent Montevideo Conference,
in which the smaller Latin American Republicscarriedthe same weight as the larger powers.
59 Cab 38(37) October 20,1937, Cab 23/89.
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Eden did not disagree with these recommendations, but as his subsequent actions
would show, his expectations with respect to what might come out of the Brussels
Conference differed sharply from those of the Prime Minister. Chamberlain clearly held out
little hope that the conference would accomplish anything of significance, and he had no
desire to see the question of sanctions re-opened during the course of the discussions.
Eden, by contrast, looked forward to the prospect that he might be able to achieve a
breakthrough with the Americans over cooperation in the Far East. and in spite of
Chamberlain's opposition, refused even at this late date to rule out the possibility that this
effort might include sanctions. The two British leaders, then. approached the Brussels
Conference with vastly different expectations, and it is hardly surprising that within a week
of its opening they should clash bitterly over the tenor of the deliberations.

***
Indeed, the fact that Eden would pursue an independent course in his discussions
with the Americans at the Brussels meeting became apparent almost immediately following
the opening of the conference on 2 November 1937. Here. in the first meeting between the

American and British delegations, Davis began the discussions by saying that he supposed
Great Britain had had enough of sanctions. But Eden. ever anxious to pursue any move
which might resuIt in concerted Anglo-American action, refused to rule out this possibility,

He therefore avoided a direct answer to this question and instead diplomatically noted that
while the business of the conference was mediation, the United States delegation should
not think that HMG was unwilling to take part in any international action.60 indeed. Eden

insisted that
Great Britain was seriously worried over the course of events in the Far
East; at the same time she felt herself threatened in Europe as wett as the Far East
and did not see any lifting of the clouds in the near future. The more she examiaed
the question of lawlessness in the world the more she reached the conclusion that
only by Great Britain and America standing shoulder to shoulder could the present
threats be dispelled. He had no doubt that eventually the democracies would wake
up but whether or not it would be in time was a question that was preoccupying
him. In the circumstances he stated that Great Britain would be willing to go just as

60 Record of Conversation, between Eden and Davis, Men to Foreign Office, Nov. 3,1937,DBFP, 2nd Series Vol. XXI, # 328.
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far in the way of positive action in the Far East as the United States but no farther.
For obvious reasons the British Government has been playing down its willingness
to assume so strong a position particularly as it could not judge how far America
would be wiling to go. He added, however, that the assurance he had given us
was not given lightly and represented the considered view of the British
Government.6 I

Davis, a s per his instructions from Hull, responded to Eden's remarks by
cautioning that although the United States Government shared his concerns, there was no
desire in Washington for the Americans to take the lead at the conference. In his view it
would be far better for all of the powers at the conference. including the smaller ones. to
participate actively and work for peace by agreement. Davis also insisted that the Rwsevelt
Administration remained opposed to joint action. in part because a large body of opinion in
the United States felt that American interests in Asia were much smaller than Great Britain's

and that "the latter being unable to protect her own interests was trying to maneuver us into
pulling her chestnuts out of the fire for her."sz Moreover, in the event that the two powers
should pursue policies which provoked Japanese retaliation "it seemed that the United
States would have to bear the brunt." Eden denied this and insisted that in the event of
trouble "Britain could and would send some ships to Far Eastern waters ...." He also
thought that the "moving around of a few ships" would have a good effect on the efforts to
reach a peaceful solution and insisted that the British Admiralty felt that the power and
effectiveness of the Japanese Navy was greatly exaggerated. He then summed up the
British position by indicating that HMG would neither attempt to take the lead nor push

America out in front, but if constructive efforts failed "he would be willing to join fully in
direct pressure on Japan although he would not embarrass us by advocating it if the idea
was unwelcome."~3
Eden's offer to send ships to the Far East ran bluntly counter to the Cabinet's
recommendation to take no initiative at the conference, S o too did his refusal to rule out the
possibility of sanctions. T h e Foreign Secretary was no doubt aware of this, but he
probably hoped that by opening a broad discussion of the situation in the Far East he could
Davis to Hull. Nov. 3,1937. FRUS 1937 Vol,. IV. 145-46.
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engineer the United States into some son of joint action. This tendency to exceed his
instructions was shared by Davis. Indeed, once it became clear that the Japanese were in
fact intent on refusing any and all proposals for mediation from the conference. Davis
began to hint that stronger action might be needed. Eden immediately raised the question of

sanctions: indicating that there were two types, effective and ineffective: "to apply the latter

was provocative and useless....To apply the former meant some risk of

we were

prepared to examine this. but if so we must share the risks." Davis did not discount this
possibility, but from his response it was clear that for the moment he did not contemplate.
as Eden noted. "anything approaching what we would regard as effective sanctions."

Two days later, in fact, Davis suggested that the most that he would be willing to offer was
a possible boycott of Japanese goods. if the present diplomatic effort failed. Davis. for his
part, firmly believed that such a move would be effective and would not result in a violent

reaction on the part of the Japanese.65 Eden did not share this view. and in fact regarded a
boycott as being within the realm of the "ineffective sanctions" that he had cautioned Davis
about earfier. But he made no effort to inform Davis of this opinion. To do so wouId be to
risk throwing cold water on what appeared to be a growing desire on the part of the
Roosevelt Administration to take action in the Far East. As Eden noted to Lindsay
Having in mind the vital importance for the future of maintaining and
developing the present trend of Anglo-American relations. I naturally wish to take
all possible steps which may lead to closer Anglo-American cooperation, whether
in Europe or in the Far East. Any suggestion that we are lukewarm in the matter of
joint action might fatally impair the good will of W e n t Roosevelf and we
should be made to appear once more as having rebuffed an American offer of cooperation as in the case of Manchukuo.66

In light of this, Eden was fully prepared to support a boycott. even though he was
convinced it would be ineffective, for in his view such ujoint action might be the foundation
for later co-operation in Europe and it might be a capital error to discourage it"h7

64 Eden to Lindsay. Nov. 10. 1937, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XXl # 346.
65 Harvey Diary, Nov. 5,1937, Harvey, Didomatic Diarie 56.

66 M e n to Lindsay, Now 10. 1937. DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XXI # 346.
6 7 m . Eden did not want this telegram to be seen by Chambetlain or the Cabinet and in fact
restricted its distributionto Vansittart and a few other officials within the Foreign Office-
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Eden was clearly encouraged by Davis's indiscretions into believing that a more
vigorous American policy was a real possibility and when he returned to London to report
!o the Cabinet on the progress of the conference. he made a special effort to inform
Chamberlain about Davis's proposal-

But Chamberlain once again dismissed the idea of

a boycott or any other economic measures out of hand. Indeed from the tone of their
discussion it was clear that Chamberlain was intensely annoyed that the issue of sanctions
had been raised at the conference. This placed Eden in an awkward position. for he had
repeatedly stated to Davis that HMG would be prepared to go as far as Washington in the
Far East. It would be most damaging and embarrassing if London should now refuse to
cooperate in the event that the Americans actually went ahead with the boycott. Eden.
therefore. insisted that Davis should not as yet be informed of the Prime Minister's
opposition to sanctions. Chamberlain reluctantly agreed. This would at least allow Eden the
opportunity of seeing what might develop after his return to the conferenceP
Shortly thereafter, Eden returned to Brussels, where despite Chamberlain's clear
opposition to any son of forceful activity. he continued to probe the Americans on possible
joint Anglo-American action in the Pacific. In his next meeting with Davis, for example,
Eden offered to send British warships to the Pacific as a show of force if the Americans
thought that sanctions were impractical. Here, Eden was no doubt thinking as much about
Europe as he was about the Far East. for on 6 November Italy announced that it was
joining the Anti-Comintern Pact. Eden wished to counter Mussolini's move with one of his
own and he remained convinced that a strong Anglo-American stand in the Pacific would
have a salutary efffecton the behavior of the dictators in Europe.70
By this point. however, it was clear that Hull. Welles and other officials within the

Roosevelt Administration were becoming concerned about Davis's behavior at the
conference. In a conversation with Lindsay on November 13, for example. Welles insisted
that the British must regard their discussions with the American *Ambassador-at-Large" as
68 Harvey Diary. Nov. 8. 1937, Harvey, Didomatic Diarie~,58. In the same conversation. Eden
also reiterated his plea for a more rapid and vigorous program of rearmament includingthe
purchase of anti-aircraft weapons from abroad.

69 Harvey Diary, Nov. 9, 1937, Hafvey, DiMmaticDiw= 58.
70 MacDonald,The United Stat=. Btitain and A ~ ~ ~ e m e47.
nt,
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merely exploratory. Shortly thereafter, Davis also received instructions from Hull to the
effect that he should "initiate nothing more than platitudesw while at the conference and
should make no promises a s to possible future action.71

With his wings thus severely

clipped, Davis's activities in Brussels assumed a much more modest tone, and it soon
became apparent that there was little chance that the conference would do more than issue
an empty declaration on the need for the peace loving nations of the world to uphold the
principles of international l a w 3 Eden. in a final effort to resurrect something positive from
the gathering, supported a move by MacDonaId to extend AngleAmerican good offices to
the belligerents in the hope that they would both accept this type of mediation. But both
Tokyo and Washington rejected this suggestion.73 On 24 November, then, the Brussels
Conference drew to a close without having accomplished anything of real value.
In the wake of the conference, it was clear that the traditional tools of diplomacy
would prove ineffective in bringing about an end to the conflict in China. This left the
democracies with two options: either they could leave well enough alone and accept the
apparently inevitable domination of China by Japan. o r they could attempt to apply direct
pressure on the Japanese in an effort to bring Tokyo to heel. The latter option. however,

required American participation, and as of yet there were few signs that such cooperation
would be forthcoming. Eden was well aware of this, and he understood that in the present
international environment HMG would find it impossible to act alone in the Far East. Yet
in spite of the failure of Brussels, he refused to rule out the possibility of joint AngloAmerican action. and as events in the corning weeks and months would show. his efforts at
achieving this goal would continue.

71 Moffat Diary, Nov. 13.1937.
72 Borg, Far Eastern Crisis, 429.

73 Hull, 555. Hull notes that the State Department rejected this idea because it would
"undoubtedlyinvolve our transmitting from Japan to China terms of peace inconsistent with the
provisions of the Nine Power Treaty" which would 'lend color to the belief that we were
recommending and even pressing such terms on China 0.
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One might assume that the failure of the Brussels Conference to do more than
merely issue an empty declaration condemning aggression might have moved Eden to
conclude that there was little possibility that the Americans and the British would cooperate
in the Far East. But the cooperation between Eden and Davis during the conference itself
had been excellent and this encouraged Eden to remain hopeful that at some point a
breakthrough between the two powers on the issue might yet occur. Moreover, the
announcement in early November that Italy had formally joined the Anti-Cornintern Pact
aroused considerable anxiety in both London and Washington where there were fears that
the pact included arrangements for "a secret offensive and defensive alliance between
Japan, Germany and Italy."l

Eden saw the pact as further evidence of Mussolini's

duplicity. He was also concerned about the continued involvement of the Italians in Spain
and the possibility of the establishment of a fascist regime in Madrid which might
potentially handicap the position of the Royal Navy in the Western Mediterranean.
In light of these difficulties, Eden's determination to maintain a firm line with
Mussolini. as evidenced by the Nyon Conference. remained. So too did his desire for
closer ties to the Americans and in the wake of the announcement of the Italian adherence to
the Anti-Comintem Pact. Eden strongly urged that Washington and London issue a reply in
the form of the immediate announcement of the opening of formal trade negotiations. Such
a move he argued would have a steadying effect on the dictators and as Lindsay noted. hold
out the prospect of "further, stronger and more fruitful Anglo-American co-operation in the

future.''z Hull agreed. and the trade talks were announced simultaneously in both London
and Washington on November 20, 1937.3

Shortly after this announcement Eden began to re-iterate his desire for AngloAmerican cooperation in the Far East and in a Cabinet meeting called in the wake of the
I lckes diary, Dec. 17. 1937. lckes Secret Diaw Vol. 11.. 275
2 Lindsay to Eden. Nov. 16, 1937 FO 371120664.

3 It should be noted here that at the sametime the negotiationsfor an No-American Trade
Agreement were postponed in protest over the Italian decision to join the Anti-Cornintern Pact.
(MacDonald,The United States. Britain and An~easernent,51-52).
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Brussels Conference he began to push his colleagues towards taking a more definite
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course of action in the region. Indeed, in Eden's opinion, the situation in the Far East had
continued to deteriorate. as evidenced by the latest difficulties which had cropped up
concerning the Chinese Maritime customs at Shanghai and Tienstin. Eden thought that the
time had come when HMG should do something to try and bring the Japanese to order. and
after noting that it was highly difficult to consider such a notion without the active support
of Washington, he suggested that Whitehall "approach the United States Government and
ask if they would send ships to the Far East if we would do the same,"-,

Chamberlain concurred with the notion that it would be impossible to put forceful pressure
on the Japanese without the cooperation of the United States, and while he had no objection
to the Foreign Secretary making an approach to Washington. "he felt sure that the reply
would be that American interests were not sufficient to justify the despatch of ships and that
American public opinion was not much concemed."s Following this discussion the Cabinet
agreed to allow Eden to proceed with his suggestion. and a telegram was prepared at the
Foreign Office for despatch to Lindsay stating that in view of the Japanese disregard for
international interests, KMG
have reached the conclusion that the Japanese Government are unlikely to be
effectively deterred by mere representations from damaging seriously the
international interests represented by Chinese customs. Moreover, general Japanese
attitude shows signs of increasing disregard for rights of third parues...In the
circumstances, His Majesty's Government would seriously consider increasing
their naval forces in the Far East with the object of demonstrating to the
Japanese Government that they are prepared in the last resort to support these
representations by a display of force. provided that the United States
Government are willing to take similar action. Please therefore inform the United
States Govemment that if they are ready to consider such action. we should be
willing to enter into staff conversations with the United States authorities with a
view to consider appropriate and adequate combined steps.6
After receiving this telegram, Lindsay arranged an immediate interview with Under
Secretary Welles. who informed the Ambassador that he would pass his message onto the
Resident. In the same conversation, however, Welles also noted that the State Department
had the impression that owing to the situation in Europe HMG would be unable to
--

4 Cab 43(37)

-

-

Now 4, 1937, Cab 23/89

5 ibid.
6 Eden to Lindsay, Nov. 30, 1937, FO 371120959-
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concentrate very great naval forces in the Far East. Lindsay admitted "that this impression
might exist" and then advised that the elucidation of each side's naval position could be had

through the suggested naval conversations.7
The possibility that the British might launch a naval demonstration in the Pacific
clearly aroused the interest of Hull, who, on the day following Lindsay's conversation with
Welles, instructed Admiral Leahy, Roosevelt's Chief of Naval Operations, to engage in an
informal, unofficial talk with the British Naval attach6 in Washington about British
intentions vis B vis a naval demonstration in Asiatic waters.8 But at this point, the British
Naval Attach6 had not as yet been informed of Eden's highly secret inquiry. and thus he
was unable to provide Leahy with any additional information.9 This inability of

HMG to

be very specific about their naval plans in the Far East did little to encourage American
cooperation, and in a conversation held between Hull and Lindsay at the end of the month,
the Secretary indicated that for the time being the British offer of joint staff discussions on
naval policy would be declined.10
In the meantime, B e n had instructed Sir Alexander Cadogan, his Deputy UnderSecretary at the Foreign Mfice. to meet with Lord Chatfield in order to discuss the
question of sending the fleet to the Far East. Here, Chatfield insisted that it would be
useless and unwise to send a token force of say. two capital ships. into the Pacific as these
would be unable to affect the naval balance of power in the region, and in addition might
prove a tempting target for over zealous Japanese commanders. Indeed. in Chatfleld's
opinion, any fleet sent must be capable of dealing with the whole of the Japanese Navy. As
such, Cadogan was informed that "unless American co-operation were secured. it would
be necessary to use every commissioned ship in order to send a sufficient naval force to the

Far East." This would mean, among other things, that it would be necessary to denude the
Mediterranean and other stations of their naval forces, Even then, the Admiral continued,
"only defensive measures could be undertaken," and as such there was little likelihood that
7 Lindsay to Eden, Nov. 27,1937, OSFP 2nd Sensene
Vol. XXI #394.
8 Leahy diary, Nov. 28, 1937, Leahy Papers
9 Leahy to Rooseve$t,Nov. 30,1937,PSF , Navy, Box 57.
10 Lindsay to Eden, Nov. 30,1937. FO 371/2096O-
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the force would be effective in compelling the Japanese to do as the British wished in
China. In view of this, it would seem advisable that "HMG should be careful not to
threaten or provoke the Japanese, as such threats, which could not be carried out. would
ody make the situation worse."

11

From the conversations held with the First Sea Lord it was dear that any
undertaking to send a fleet to the Far East without full American support would be quite
dangerous. It was also equally clear that neither official expected any help from
Washington. Cadogan therefore strongly recommended that the Cabinet reach an early
decision as to what policy the Government was going to adopt in dealing with the
Japanese.12 Chamberlain. having learned of the American refusal to engage in naval staff
talks, now concluded that there was little point in relying on any help from the Americans.

But Eden still refused to give up on the idea and in a meeting of the Committee of Imperial
Defence held in early December the differences between the two men with respect to the
thrust of British foreign policy once again broke out into the open. Eden also summed up
the British situation by noting that it was very important to maintain close relations with the
French and to co-ordinate efforts between London and Paris on the security of Europe and
the Mediterranean. Moreover, the Foreign Secretary also insisted that it was of equal
importance:
so to conduct our relations with the U.S. Government that the latter shall raise as
few obstacles as possible. in case of grave emergency. either to the use of our naval

power in exercise of economic pressure or, in spite of present neutrality legislation,
to the grant of financial accommodation and the supply of munitions to this country
and her allies from the United States. To go further, it must always be our constant
aim in peacetime to increase as far as possible the Likelihood of the U.S. giving us
armed support in case of war. 13
Eden then recommended that HMG accelerate her program of rearmament (particularly in
the construction of bombers)and insisted that it was:

11

Memorandum by Cadogan. FO 371120960.

12 ibid.

13 CID Minutes. 303 Meeting, Dec. 2 1937, Cab 2/7.
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a mistake to try and detach any one member of the German-Italian-Japanese bloc by
offers of support or acquiescence in the fulfillment of their objects. The aims of all
three are in varying degrees inimical to British interests and a surrender to one
might well be the signal for further concentrated action on the part of all three
powers. 14

Chamberlain, not surprisingly, disputed this. In his view it would be a grave mistake to
count on too much assistance from either France or the United States. The French army
was strong,but her air force was deplorable. He conceded that America might come into a
war on the side of the British eventudly, but this would only happen when it was too late
to change the outcome. He therefore stmngly urged that the Government follow the advice
of the Chiefs of Staff and do all it could to avoid the prospect of a three front war by
pursuing policies designed to reduce the number of Britain's potential enemies. 15 The
emphasis of HMG's foreign policy. then. should remain focused on the attempt to open
negotiations for a settlement with both Italy and Germany.
Eden. was willing to support Chamberlain's call for renewed negotiations with the
dictators. But his adherence to this policy was based on the condition that Britain receive
substantial concessions in return. Moreover. it is quite clear that Eden remained skeptical
that any adequate quid pm quo would in fact be forthcoming, particularly from Rome.16 In

light of this. Eden was most anxious to keep the door open to Washington and in the wake
of another minor incident perpetrated by the Japanese against British shipping in China, he
once again sent off a telegram to Washington, urging that the two powers work together in
an effort to bring an end to the excesses of the Japanese military. Eden began by granting
the Americans the substance of Chatfield's assessment of the Royal Navy's capabilities in
the Far East, noting for example that any force sent into the region must be able to cope
with the possibility of an attack by the Japanese Navy. This meant of course that HMG
wouid have to send out a large force which would seriously denude "all our other stations."
Even so. he went on, such a force could do little except stand on the defensive and "could
not easily engage in any action that wouid bring direct pressure to bear on Japan."

14 ibid.

15 ibid.
16 Harvey Diary, Dec. 5.7, & 18, Harvey, DidomaticDiaries, 62-64.
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Moreover. the despatch of such a fleet would:
expose us to risk of complications nearer home owing to depletion of our home
forces. Decision to send it could therefore only be taken after most serious
consideration and in circumstances where our vital interests seemed to require it.17
Eden. then noted. however. that if the U.S. Government were disposed to take similar
action, the problem would be very different HMG would still have to send a considerable

force. but with American help it would be much easier for both powers to establish clear
superiority over the Japanese, making it far easier for them to bring pressure to bear on
Tokyo. It was with this idea in mind that HMG had suggested staff conversations. so that
in the event that both Governments were ready to act, each would be made aware of the
forces they were prepared to send. as well as how their cooperation could be effected. Eden
then intimated that if the Roosevelt Administration were prepared to despatch an adequate
fleet:

I should be prepared to recommend to His Majesty's Government that they should
send a proportionate force to act in conjunction with them. and I have good reason
to believe that they would seriously consider it.18
It is interesting to note that Eden had no authority from the Cabinet to d o anything more

than "recommend" the propoaed action, for the Government had as yet come to no decision
with respect to the issue of sending warships to the Far East. It is also interesting to note
that Eden had marked this despatch 'no distribution" and had not undertaken to show the
telegram to the Prime Minister. whose opposition to a forward policy in the Far East was
well established. It would appear, then, that Eden still felt he might be able to secure
American cooperation. and that once having done so. he would be able to persuade the
Cabinet to g o along with his proposals.
In Washington. meanwhile. American exasperation with Japanese behavior had led
both Roosevelt and Hull to come out in favour of naval rearmament. Indeed, in a Cabinet

meeting held on December 10. the Resident indicated that he now intended to ask for
appropriations for two new battleships in his regularly scheduled message to Congress,
and that he would ask for a third in a special message later. The idea of splitting the request
17 Eden to
18 ibid

Lindsay Dec. 6.1937.

K) 371120959.
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for new vessels in such a fashion had in fact first been mooted by Hull in September and
was now being taken up in order to create the right "psychological effect" on Japan-

opinion.19 But there was no change in the Administration's stance with respect to the
proposed stafT talks or any other joint action with the British. As Lindsay had noted in an
earlier despatch. American public opinion was still too strongly isolationist in temperament
for the White House to contemplate any such proposal.20 I t would appear then, that
Neville Chamberlain was indeed correct when he remarked in a Cabinet meeting held on 8

December that when considering British policy in the Far East it would be "a rash man who
based his calculations on receiving help from the United States."'-I

On December 12, however, an incident in China severely tested American nerves.
and once again provided Eden with a pretext for further requests for Anglo-American
cooperation. This was the secalled Panq incident, in which Japanese planes and artillery
pieces attacked and sank the U.S.S. Pamy, destroyed three American tankers, and shelled
the British vessels K M S Bee and HMS //utvbird in the Yangtse basin3 Eden responded
to this crisis by immediately summoning the American Charge d' Affaires, Herschel
Johnson to the Foreign Office. Seizing the opportunity provided by Japanese belligerence.
Eden insisted that the repeated failure of the western powers to put pressure on Japan had
contributed to the existing state of affairs. He then asked the Chargi to suggest to his
Government that the American response to the crisis be delayed long enough for two
Governments to consider taking joint action3 In a further despatch on the matter sent to
Lindsay, Eden reiterated these points, and in addition noted that no doubt the United States
will be contemplating the presentation of a series of **stifflyworded demands." to the
19 lckes Diary. Dec. 10, 1937. Ickes, op. cit pp 268-69. Hull first proposed this method of
seeking appropriation for three battIeships in a conversation with Stephen Earle and other officials
in September, 1937. (Record of Conversation between Earle, Hull and Tausigg, September 17,
1937, Tausigg Papers. FDR Library)
20 tindsay to Eden. Dec. 1, 1937, FO 371120959
21 Cab 46 (37). Dec. 8.1937, Cab 2 3 M A
22 Marquart to kahy, Dec. 12,1937, FRUS 1937 Vol. IV, 488; Chief of Staff. HMS Bee to
Admiralty, Dec. 12, 1937, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XXI. # 407 & # 40.8
23 Johnson to Hull. Dec. 13,1937, PSF Great Britain, 8ox 3 2
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Government in Tokyo. He then informed the Ambassador that it would be most helpful if
the State Department were to send these along to London immediately, so that HMG could
act in a similar fashion. More important, however, was the question as to whether or not
the U.S. Government was contemplating "simultaneous action of a more menacing

character. such as the mobilization of their fleet... pending the receipt of the Japanese
reply." For if anything of the kind were contemplated, HMG "should wish to know as
soon as possible as in that case we should probably desire to take similar action a1though of
course our ships could not reach Eastern waters as soon as United States ships."?-,
In Washington. there were those. such as Admiral Leahy. who were now in favour
of taking joint action with the British in the Far East. but Hull remained opposed to the
i d e a 3 Indeed. in a conversation with the President at the White House. Hull argued that
a

at the present time, the United States was in no position to send sufficient naval forces to
the Far East to compel the Japanese to behave. He therefore ~ c o m m e n d e dthat the most
the Government could do was to issue a strong note of protest to the Government in
Tokyo. demanding an apology, indemnities, punishment of the officers involved. and
assurances that similar incidents would not happen again26 Moreover, in a move that
would greatly disappoint Eden. Hull advised that the State Department issue the note to the
Japanese immediately so as to anticipate a Japanese note of apology which his Department
had learned would soon be forthcoming. The President agreed. and within a matter of
hours Hdl had called in the Japanese Ambassador in order to hand him the American note

The State Department did send an advance copy of this memorandum to the Foreign
Office in London. but no effort was made to seek consultation on its content and as
expected, Eden was severely disappointed by this move. Indeed, after learning of Hull's
decision to once again act independently, Eden instructed Lindsay to inform Hull that h e
24 Eden to Lindsay, Dec- 13.1937. D8FP 2nd Series Vol. XXI # 411.

25 Leahy Diary, Dec. 13, 1937. Leahy Papers; ldces Diary, Dee. 18.1937. Ickes. Secret Diarv,
274. In his diary, Ickes noted tha! Swanson and other membersof the Navy Department were of
theopinion that the United States should go to war with Japan. as it would be easy to beat the
latter whiie she was preoccupied in China. (ibid)
26 Hu11.560
27 ibid-
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could not hide his regret at the Secretary's actions.28 From Eden's perspective an
opportunity had been missed for taking measures which might have had what he called a
.'preventative character." Moreover, it was now apparent that the Japanese had come to
think that nothing would make the democracies defend their interests. This was a
dangerous precedent. particulariy as the "predatory powers" (who had received great
comfort and encouragement from the recent Japanese behavior) might now find it within
their wiIl to take some intolerable action which would demand a drastic response. Under
these circumstances, surely it was advisable to do something to show the Japanese and the
rest of the wodd that "we are determined to protect our nationals and interests."z') Eden
therefore reiterated his earlier call for either a demonstration of naval power. or some
measure of mobilization as perhaps being the best means to " uphold the authority of the
Western nations in the East.30
In discussing these comments with Lindsay, Hull noted that h e had been working
"day and night to educate the American public on the dangers of isolation." Moreover. he
insisted that "no one appreciated more than he did that Great Britain and the United States
must co-operate and he was putting [it] around everywhere that the two Governments
always sought to consult each other, ...and were habitually conducting their business along
parallel lines." He would not. however. commit his Government to joint action. The
American public was still not as yet aroused enough to contemplate it, and in any case, the

U.S. Navy was not at present in a position to undertake a show of force on a large scale2 1
Before Hull's opinions reached London, however, the Cabinet met to d i s c w how
best to respond to the recent incidents. It was now clear that in the face of such blatant
attacks, even the Rime Minister and the Service Chiefs favoured doing something to
indicate Great Britain's displeasure with the Japanese military in China. But in spite of the
new found desire for action, the Cabinet remained unanimous in its opinion that nothing

28 Eden to Lindsay, Dec. 14, 1937. Avon Papers, FO 954i29.
29 Lindsay to Hull, Dec. 14,1937, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XXI # 421
30 Eden to Lindsay. Dec. 14,1937, Avon Papers. FO 954/29.
31 ibid & Memorandum by Hull, Dec. 14, 1937, FRUS 1937 Vol. IV, 499-500: Hull, 561-62.
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could be done without the cooperation of the United States.32 As such the whole question
of some sort of joint naval demonstration, either through the despatch of ships to the Far
East, or through the full or partial mobilization of both the American and British Navies
was once again contemplated. During the course of this discussion, a record of Lindsay's

latest conversation with Hull arrived. After reading it. Eden concluded that it appeared that
some other event would have to happen before the American Government would be
prepared to send naval forces to the Far East. The Cabinet, therefore. decided to once again
sound out the Americans as to how far they were prepared to go, and in addition, decided
to suggest that in light of Washington's reluctance to despatch her fleet to the Far East. that
some less drastic steps be considered, such as measures to put both Fleets in a higher state
of readiness and/or Naval Staff conversations33
Shortly after the conclusion of this Cabinet meeting, Eden sent a telegram off to
Washington along the lines indicated. 3-4 This communication. however. crossed lines with
an urgent telegram sent to London by Lindsay, which brought the sudden and somewhat
unexpected news that the President had finally indicated a willingness to consider naval
staff conversations and that he wished to discuss the matter with Lindsay forthwith.35
Eden was delighted at this. and he immediately sent a telegram to Lindsay giving the
Ambassador broad authority to say whatever he felt was appropriate about British policy in
the Far East in his discussion with the Resident. Here. however. he stressed that it might
be wise to indicate to the Resident, -a fairiy definite idea of the degree of effort we should

be prepared to make" and to stress that it appeared that the moment had now come when it
was necessary for the democracies "to meet the rising criticism of inaction and
32 Cab 47 (37) Dec. 15. 1937. Cab 23190A. Here, Chamberlain in particular was adamant that in
any communication with Washington there should be no impression conveyed that HMG "wereat
this moment conternplatmg unilateral action." (ibid)
33 ibid.
34 Eden to Lindsay, Dec. 15, 1937, Avon Papers, K) 954C29. It is interesting to note that even in
this despatch. it is clear that Eden had not yet given up hope on the possibility of the two
Governments sending a fleet to the Far East For in the telegram Eden once again reiterated the
fact that HMG was considering sending eight or nine capital ships to the Pacific, if the US.
Government was preparedto do the same. Lindsaywas thereupon advised that in the event that it
was clear that the Americans were not prepared to send an equivalent force to the Far East,that
he should go ahead and approach the Americans about staff talks and/or partial mobilization.
35 Lindsay to Eden, Dec. 15, 1937, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XXI, #424
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Moreover, Eden

insisted that firm action "would have its effect not only in the Far East but in Europe and
would give notice to the Dictators that democratic Governments are as jealous of their
authority as they are,and as willing and as able to maintain i t 7 6
In the course of his discussion with the Resident. Lindsay learned that Roosevelt
had indeed given considerable thought to the situation in the Far East, and that as a result of
these meditations the President was now prepared to go ahead with the proposed AngloAmerican Naval Staff Conversations. Lindsay was also informed that, in the Resident's
opinion. the primary object of the conversations should be to arrange for the imposition of

an economic blockade of Japan in response to any future acts of aggression. Indeed, the
President appeared to reject any suggestion of joint fleet movements or mobilization.
although he did indicate a willingness to send a squadron of American cruisers to pay a
courtesy visit to Singapore and thought that he might be able to bring the U.S. naval
manoeuvres, scheduled for late March, ahead by a month or two.37
In London. news of the President's ideas brought a somewhat bemused reaction

from many officials within the Foreign Office.38 But Eden was greatly encouraged and on
20 December he sent a telegram to Washington urging the Resident to agree to the
immediate opening of the naval conversations. Shortly thereafter, Eden learned that
Captain R.E. Ingersofl. the head of the United States Navy Department's War Plans
Division. would be sent to London to open the discussions on January 1, 1938.39 Eden
had planned to be away on a holiday in Maderia at this time. but as Oliver Harvey noted in
his diary:
A.E. began to doubt [the] wisdom of going so far away as Maderia in view
of [the] forthcoming conversations with U.S. over joint action in [the1 Far East. I
felt bound to agree with him that it was essential that he should be in London when
U.S. naval representative arrived...As he said, this development of AngloAmerican relations was the most important thing that had happened and what he had
36 Eden to Lindsay. Dec. 16. 1937. DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XXI # 431
37 Lindsay to Eden. Dec. 16, 1937, DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XXI # 432
38 N. Ronafd. of the American Departmentat the Foreign Otfice, for example, called FOR'S ideas a
'Yantasticchimaera"which nevertheless might be transformed with care and patience by HMG into
something congruous and constructive. (Minute by Ronald, Dec. 19, 1937, FO 371120961.).
39 For a more detailed analysis of the IngersolItalks see I Pratt, The American Naval
Conversations on the Far East of January, 1938,' IA. 41 (1971).
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been working for for years. The P.M.is heavy-handed and has no touch for
dealing with delicate situations and might easily upset the Americans for good. A.E
has a natural 'flair' which enables him to say and do exactly what is needed. It is a
great bore as he is very tired and badly needs a holiday, but he proposes to go to the
South of France instead9

Shortly after Eden had learned that Captain Iogersoil was set to visit London. the
Cabinet convened to discuss the latest developments from Washington. Eden made it clear
that he was very pleased by the decision of the President to open staff conversations, and
by his apparent willingness to send a squadron of cruisers to Singapore as well as to
advance the date of the American naval manoeuvres. In his opinion. in fact, it was now
clear that the Roosevelt and Hull favoured Anglo-American cooperation in the Far East.
Chamberlain also indicated that he welcomed the idea of an American naval visit to
Singapore. particularly as he felt that this would have a sobering effect on the Japanese. but
he was of a different mind when it came to the President's vague remarks about the
imposition of a blockade against Japan. He expressed anxiety about the inability of the
Resident to understand the implications of such a move. Roosevelt seemed to suffer from
the illusion that sanctions could be imposed without the risk of war. chamberlain did not
share this view and he thought it was of the utmost importance to ensure that the realities of
the strategical situation be brought home to the Americans during the course of the naval
conversations. Moreover, although it was true that British prestige was suffering in the Far
East. he still felt that it would be a mistake to send ships into the region. and as such he
much preferred the more moderate step ofjoint mobilizationf

I

Chamberlain, then. still had his eye on Europe. and he remained convinced that any
weakening of British forces for home and Mediterranean defence would be a mistake. This
is not to say. however. that he had ruled out all hope that some degree of cooperation
between the U.S. and Great Britain might yet emerge from the Panay crisis. Indeed. as he
noted in a letter to his at the time

40 Harvey Diary, Dec. 19-23, Harvey, Didomatic Diaries, 65.
41 Cab 49 (37)Dec. 22,1937, Cab 23BOA .
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The fortunate misfortune on the Y angtse has stirred up the Americans
property ...It seems to me just a heaven sent opportunity and you can bet your
bottom dollar I am making the most of it. It is always best and safest to count on
nothing from the Americans except words but at this moment they are nearer to
'doing something' than I have ever known them and I can't altogether
repress hopes92

But Chamberlain's optimism, a s he noted to his sister, was tempered by realism. He
remained wary of Roosevelt's initiatives and was careful not to allow HMG to become
caught up in a joint Anglo-American confrontation with Japan only to find that the
Resident would back down under pressure from the isolationists. leaving Britain to face
the fury of the Japanese alone.43
Eden o n the other hand, felt that any concrete expression of Anglo-American
solidarity was worth some risk and. as such. he was willing to follow the American lead.
even if it meant the imposition of economic sanctions against Japan. Eden was also much
more confiident about the ability of HMG to send a substantial naval force to the Far East
and in the course of his communications with Lindsay, he did all he could to encourage the
Roosevelt Administration to consider taking such a step+

Indeed. Eden remained

convinced that a substantial naval demonstration in the Pacific would have a tremendous
impact not only on the policies of Japan. but also those of Germany and Italy. As Eden
commented at the time, what HMG needed was "a Nyon in the Far East, Anglo-U.S.
instead of Anglo-French." and he was prepared to go to great lengths to get it.4-5 By
Christmas, however, the possibility that the U.S. would undertake some action as a direct

result of the P m q attack became much more remote. On December 23.Eden learned that
the Tokyo Government had sent a formal apology to Washington, had agreed to pay an
indemnity. and had given the Roosevelt Administration assurances about the protection of
American nationals and interests in the future- This action, as far as the President and Hull
were concerned. effectively closed the P a n q incident. Eden. nevertheless. still held out
42 Chamberiain to his sister- Hilda Dec. 17, 1937, Chamberlain Papers 1M 8.
43 MacDonald, The 1lnited States. Britain and A~~eaSernent,
59.

44 Eden's confidence in this regard stemmed in part from his belief that the French Navy could
W e over [the]watch in the Mediterraneanmwhile the bulk of the Royal Navy was engaged in the
Pacific. (Harvey Diary,December 18,1937, Harvey Oi~lamaticDiaries, 65.
45 Minute by Eden, Dec- 22,1937, Avon Papers FO 9547-
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hope that the Ingersoll discussions wouid ultimately result in a joint Anglo-American naval
demonstration in the Pacific. He also remained committed to the pursuit of AngleAmerican
solidarity. and in a letter written to the R i m e Minister on the eve of the new year, he noted
that in spite of the fact that 1938was going to be "a very difficult year internationally," he
was encouraged by the fact that cooperation with the United States. though slow and

difficult to foster, was now making "real progress," as evidenced by the forthcoming naval
staff tal ks.46
But the results of Eden's interview with Ingersoll held on January 1, 1938, were
very disappointing. Indeed. it soon became clear that the Captain's brief was strictly limited

to the exchange of technical information on the disposition of the two fleets. Ingersoll did
not turn out to have any definite plans or proposals to submit for the despatch of U.S.
ships to the Far East, o r for mobilization. Furthermore, over the course of the
conversation. it became clear that Washington had no immediate interest in taking any sort
of concrete action unless and until another serious incident were to occur.47 Eden, in
response to this. urged at the very least. that the Americans agree that the token force of
US. cruisers which Roosevelt had mentioned should indeed pay a courtesy visit to the
British Base in Singapore.48 But he was also clearly disturbed by the lack of American
initiative. and following the discussion he hastily sent off another telegram to Washington
in a further effort to try and convince the Roosevelt Administration that it would be in their
best interest to undertake a naval demoustratioa, and to d o so "now."

49

46 Eden to Chamberlain. Dec- 29.1937. Avon Papers. FO 954/7.
47 Harvey Diary, January 1-13,1938, Harvey, DidomaticDiaries, 66-67.
48 Memorandum on Naval Conversations, January, 1938. Avon Papers, FO 954/6. In Ingersoll's

report on this interview the American C-n
noted that Eden 'seemed much more interested in
action than planning." [ W e ,James R- i3aqainina for Su~remacv:
AnaleAmerican Naval
Collaboration. 1937-1941 (Chapel Hill. 1977).
49 Cadogan Diary, January 1, 1938. in David Dilksed.. The Diaries of Sir Alexander Cad1 938-1 945 (London, 1971).
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8. Dashed Hopes for Eden, Hull Carries On.
8a) The Roosevelt Peace Plan and Eden's Resimation Januarv-February 1938

By January 1938, then, it was clear that the Panay incident and other Japanese

transgressions would not prompt Secretary Hull to take joint action with the British in the
Pacific. One reason for this was Hull's deep conviction that the American public remained

fundamentally isolationist and would have rejected such a move. Hull's instincts were
probably correct. On December 14, a mere two days following the Japanese attack on the

P m q , Democratic Representative Louis Ludlow introduced a resolution calling for an
amendment to the U.S. Constitution whereby the the authority of Congress to declare war
would not become effective until confirmed by a national plebiscite. Hull regarded the
Ludlow Resolution as a "disastrous move toward the most rigid form of isolationism" and
both he and Roosevelt campaigned vigorously against it.[ In spite of this. the bill aroused

considerable support and was only narrowly defeated when it came to a vote on January
10. This "striking indication of the strength of isolationist sentiment in the United States"

had led Hull to counsel caution when the subject of the proposed naval staff talks had
emerged in late December.' Roosevelt was therefore advised that overt collaboration with
the British remained unacceptable. The political risks at home were simply too high.
Furthermore. Hull's State Department advisors had for some time insisted that the Japanese
Cabinet was divided between the so called "moderates," who favoured accommodation
with the West. and the "extreme Army faction." who demanded that the Government
pursue an expansionist policy on the Asian mainland. To engage in a naval demonstration
or other pote~tiallyprovocative acts might ody serve to strengthen the hand of the latter
faction. and hence prove counter-productive in the long run2 This sense that the Japanese
Cabinet was divided between extremists and moderates had in fact been prevalent in the
State Department from the onset of the Manchurian crisis. It was embraced by a good many
of Hull's senior advisors, including Moffat and Phillips, who as early as the Spring of
1 Hull. 563.
2 u 564.
3 Pratt, 'American Naval Conversations'. 750.
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1934. had advised the Secretary of the split in Tokyo between the "civilian party" and the

*war p a r t y P It had also been given added emphasis by Hull's ambassador in Tokyo,
Joseph Grew. who held that the Roosevelt Administration should d o all it could to
encourage the moderate wing of the Japanese Government to check the ambitions of the
military. For the most part. all of these individuals counseled Hull to follow a balanced
policy with respect to Japan -- urging him to remain firm without being provocative.
Perhaps the one figure within the State Department who was willing to consider taking a
harder line was Stanley Hornbeck, Head of the Far Eastern Division. Hornbeck felt that the
Japanese incursion into China meant that the former was in no position to contemplate the
risk of war with Great Britain and the United States. Under these circumstance, added
pressure from Washington might prove effective. But even Hornbeck urged the Secretary
"not to move to hastily" and recommended that the Administration refrain from taking
stronger action until Tokyo had reached a point of exhaustion through protracted fighting in
China3 There was thus little possibility that Hull would push for a more vigorous policy in
the Pacific. and after flirting for a time with the possibility of an economic blockade or
sanctions, Roosevelt decided to heed Hull's advice and maintain the status quo. The
President would do no more than he had promised in his earlier conversations with
Lindsay: a squadron of US. cruisers would pay a courtesy visit to Singapore, the vessels

of the US. fleet were to have their hulls scraped in readiness to put to sea. and the U.S.
naval manoeuvres scheduled for March would be advanced by three weeks to the end of
February.
It would appear, then, that Eden had seriously misread the mood in Washington
over Far Eastern policy. One would have thought that this would have become obvious in
the wake of his talks with Captain Ingersol. But in spite of his disappointment over the fact
that his discussions with the American naval oficer had not resulted in any significant
4 Phillips Diary, April 5, 1934, Phillips Papers-

5 Hornbeclc Memorandum, "ChinadapanSiation*, Oct 5,1937. Hornbeck Papers, quoted from

R.D. Bums. 'Stanley K Hornbeck, The Diplomacy of the Open Door', in R.D. Bums and E.M.
knnett, eds Dblomatsin Crisis: United Stat&inWamese
Relations. 1919-1941, (Santa
Barbara, 1974) 108. For more on this see: lbid; and J.P. Grew, MvTen Years in Ja~an,(London,
1944).
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action. Eden nevertheless remained convinced that he could achieve a breakthrough with
the Americans. Indeed, after arriving in Pmvence for his holiday, Eden happened to meet
Churchill. who was also vacationing in the South of France. In a luncheon with his friend.
Eden enthusiastically ncounted his recent efforts to ensure cooperation with the U.S., all
of which seemed to greatly impress the vociferous back bencher.6 Four days later. Eden
returned to this theme in a letter to Cadogan, who had now replaced Vansittart as
Permanent Under-Secretary at the Foreign Office.
It looks from here as though the moment was fast approaching when, if we are to
retain our position as a world power. we shall be compelled to move the larger pan
of our fleet to Singapore. We should not, I think, then overlook the possibility of
the following procedure with the US. Say to them: ' The limit has been reached &
we have dended to mobilize our ships and move such and such a proportion to
Singapore --We shall announce this (say) today week or in 48 hours.' This would
give the U.S. time to take parallel action if they so wished, & they probably would.
In any event I do not believe that they would sit with folded hands & watch British
Empire in jeopardy, if it really came to that3
In London. meanwhile. word soon amved that the President had decided to
announce that he would go ahead with the proposed visit of American cruisers to
Singapore. and the other measures just mentioned. Eden. upon learning of this decision.
subsequently remarked that all of this, "though not decisive, was helpful and encouraging
to me in my pursuit of closer Anglo-American co-operation" both as a deterrent to Japan in
the Pacific and Hitler and Mussolini in Europe.8 From the sunny perspective of Rovence,
then. it looked as if all was not lost. and that the possibility that the Americans and the

British would start showing some tooth in the Pacific had inched ever so slightly fonvard.
The tranquility of Eden's holiday was suddenly shattered however by an urgent
request from Cadogaa that he return to London immediately. Having failed to receive a
diplomatic pouch despatched to Marseilles. it would not be until Eden set foot in Folkstone
that he would learn of the reason for his recall. On January 11, in Eden's absence,
Cadogan had received a highly confidential and important message directed to the Rime
Minister from the White House. The message described how the Resident, 'deeply
6 Eden diary, Jan. 5, 1938, Personal Papers of Lord Avon.
7 Eden to Cadogan, January 9 . 1938, FO 3711 22106.
8 Avon. 546.
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impressed by [the] progressive deterioration of ...[the1 situation of the world" had decided

to launch an effort to try and wrest the march toward "a general conflagrationwby issuing a
peace initiative. The Resident hoped to announce his plan at an address he was scheduled
to give to the Washington diplomatic corps on January 22. but before he did so. he
urgently required Chamberlain's opinion. If the British Prime Minister did not approve of
the plan within five days, the President would abandon it.9 The telegram (which was
forwarded to the Foreign Office through Lindsay) then went on to discuss the substance of
the Resident's proposal, which essentially involved the convening of a peace conferen ce in
Washington. composed of representatives from a number of the less powerful nations.
who would draft a set of recommendations on security, disarmament, and access to raw
materials which might then f o m the basis for a wider international agreement. l o
Although this program is most commonly referred to as the Roosevelt Peace
Initiative. its principal author was Assistant Secretary of State Sornner Welles. Welles was
a close confidant of Roosevelt's. who had been personally appointed by the President to

serve as an Assistant Secretary in April 1933. His speciality was Latin American affairs.
but his interests and ambitions ranged much further afield and he frequently advised
Roosevelt on other matters.11 The peace initiative was one such item. Welles. in fact. had
been working on the plan for some time, and originally hoped to launch it on Armistice Day
(November 11). 1937. T h e Decision to hold the Brussels Conference. as well a s
opposition from Hull, however, delayed the launching of the scheme until January 1938.
Hull, noting the failure of the London Economic Conference and the Geneva Disarmament

Talks, was skeptical that another conference would work, Hull also feared that the
convening of a peace conference might iull the democracies into a false state of security.
leading them to disarm at the very time when the fascist states had begun to reach the point
9 Lindsay to the Foreign Office, Jan. 11. 1938,FO 371i21526. it should be noted that

Roosevett did not view his initiativeas a joint Anglo-American effort, but rather as a 'valuable
parallel &on* taken alongside British efforts to secure the Peace. (Lindsay to Foreign Office.
Jan. 12, 1938, FO 371121526).
10 Petem, Anthonv Eden,326. For further details on the origins of the Welles plan see:The
M . e- Diary, October and November 1937.Berle Papers; and MacDonald. The United States
6nWn and Ameasement, Chapter 3,
11 Gdlman, Secret Affairs, 56-9.
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at which they could contemplate offensive action.12 The Secretary was also jealous of
Welles and for some time had been rankled by the former's close friendship with the
Resident. 13 But by the end of the year Hull agreed to drop his opposition on the condition
that the British be consulted before the scheme was launchedl=+
In the meantime. upon receiving this rather surprising message. Cadogan
immediately forwarded it to the Rime Minister, with the ncommeodation that the plan.
although somewhat vague and hastily presented. should be approved. Indeed. in
Cadogan's view, Roosevelt's readiness to enter the international arena was "a fact of first
importance" and HMG should not risk alienating the Resident by rejecting it. 15 Lindsay
also strongly urged London to welcome the initiative. 16 But Chamberlain viewed the

whole proposal with "gravest concern." for he feared that any attempt by Roosevelt to enter
the international arena would merely serve to complicate his own long held desire to open
negotiations with Italy and Germany. Indeed, over the course of the preceding two months.
while Eden had been engaged in a concerted effort to court cooperation with the Americans,
Chamberlain's interest in achieving a breakthrough with the European dictators had if
anything intensified. Near the end of November, for example, Chamberlain enthusiastically
welcomed the extension of an invitation to Lord Halifax to visit Germany. which he hoped
would result in a new round of negotiatioos between London and Berlin aimed at achieving

12 Hull. 546-47.
13 The friction between Hull and Welles would continue during the war and was further
exasperated by Roosevett's tendency to rely on Welles for advice in foreign policy matters.
Roosevett, for example. asked Welles rather than his Secretary of State to accompany him to the
Atlantic Charter Conference. When asked why he had chosen to bring Welles instead of Hull. the
President replied: 'Because I trust him, because he doesn't argue with me, and because he gets
things done." By August 1943, however, Hulf had had enough of Welles, and with the help of
William Bulfitt and other officials, he managedto force him out of office.(Conversation between
the author and Ben Welles, December 5, 1994. Washington D.C.) For more on the bitter rivalry
between these two men see: Gellman, w e t affair^, 302-17.
14 Gdlman. Secret Affairs, 149.
15 Cadoganto Chamberlain, Jan. 1 2 1938, K) 371E21526.
16 Lindsay to Foreign Office, Jan. 11, 1938, FO 371/21526.
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a general settlement. 17 Shortly thereafter, he had also succeeded in gaining the Cabinet's

support for an effort to reopen negotiations with italy.18 During the first week of
December. both he and Eden had also moved to oust Vansittart from his powerful position
as Permanent Under-Secretary at the Foreign Office by promoting him to the largely
meaningless post of "Chief Diplomatic Advisor." Eden did so because he resented
Vansittart's influence, felt he was a barrier to his own authority at the Foreign Office, and
wanted to bring his trusted advisor Cadogan into position as Permanent Under-Secretary.
Chamberlain, however, disagreed with Vansittart's whole strategic outlook, which was
based on maintaining Britain's global balance of power. 19 He also viewed Vansittart as
being too anti-German, and hence an obstacle to his hopes to achieve a breakthrough with

Berlin. By the onset of the new year. in fact, Chamberlain had great hopes that he could
render a fundamental shift in the overall strategic situation in Europe by bargaining colonial
concessions to Germany and de jure recognition of the Italian conquest of Abyssinia to
Italy, in return for arms limitation and an overall European political settlement.
Moreover. Chamberlain had been further propelled along this path by the fact that
Britain had entered a recession at the end of 1937, and now faced a balance of payments
deficit of f 56 million. Indeed, fears of an economic downturn had prompted the
Government to initiate a review of defence spending in the fall of 1937 under the aegis of
the Minister for the Co-ordination of Defence, Sir Thomas Inskip. Inskip's interim report.
which came out on December 22, 1937, argued that mounting defence expenditures had
sapped the country of its economic vitality and hence were detrimental to its overall
security. Indeed, in his view, economic stability was the "fourth arm of defence," since it
would be vital for Britain in the event of a war with Germany to maintain her industrial
staying power. Inskip, therefore, ( with the full support of the Treasury) advocated budget

17 This initiative came while Eden was away attending the Brussels Conference. Initially. Eden
opposed the move. on the grounds that it would do nothing except produce exaggerated
expectations which in the long run would come to nothing. For further details see Cowling, The
Irn~act
of Hitler,168; Harveydiary, Nov. 7,9, and 11, and 16, Harvey, Didomatk D i i e ~and
;
Avon, 508-51 6.
18 Cab 43 (37) Dec. 1,1937 Cab 23190k
19 McKercher, 'TheForeign Office and Foreign Policy', 113-14.
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restraint when it came to the rearmament program.20 Chamberlain concurred with this
position. He too felt that the rearmament program had indeed been a factor in the recent
economic downturn. and he therefore wished to do something to try an end the arms race
as swn as possible. The most obvious means of doing so was to achieve a settlement with

either Germany or Italy or both. This would not only eliminate the need for heavy
expenditures in arms, but would also allow for the reintegration of the German economy
into the world trading system. all of which would no doubt serve to improve Britain's own
economic position.
Eden, for his part, did not openly oppose these most recent efforts to achieve a
settlement with Germany and Italy. But he continued to insist that HMG must receive a
substantial quid pro quo from the dictators in exchange for any concessions. Moreover,
after years of failed negotiations. his expectations with respect to the possibility of a
successful outcome, were much smaller than those of the Prime Minister, particularly with
respect to negotiations with Rome. As such. Eden. in sharp contrast to the report released
by Inskip. advised that HMG increase her expenditure in arms and even advocated the
purchase of certain war materiel. such as anti-aircraft weapons. from abroad21 Indeed. by
this point, Eden had already begun to advocate his so called "policy of cunctation.*2z He
insisted. therefore, that HMG had littie choice but to press ahead as quickly as possible
with the program of rearmament, as this, rather than diplomacy, was f a . more likely to

render a change in the behavior of her adversaries3
Chamberlain however, refused to consider the possibility of an increase in arms
expenditure. and continued to insist that appeasement offered the best chance of breaking
up the apparent alignment of the fascist states, and of alleviating the threat posed to the
British Empire by the "world triangle of dissatisfied powers."

24

Indeed. with the world

20 For more on the Inskip report see: Shay, British Rearmament in the Thirties, 159-93.
21 Eden to Chamberlain. Nov- 3.1937. Avon Papers FO 9544.
22 For a descriptionof this policy see: supra p. 259.

23 Memorandum by Eden on the strength of Great Britain. and of certain other nations as at
January 1938,circulated as CID Paper, No- 1373 8, November 26,1937.After much debate, the
Cabinet finallyadopted the lnskip report in February 1938. On this see: G. Post Jr., Dilemmasof
&#easement (London, 1993), 337-38;and Shay,British Rearmament in the Thirties, 189-94.
24 MacOonald, The United States.Bnta~
n and A~masement,66-7.
*
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now plagued by the increasing belligerence of the Japanese. Chamberlain considered it

essential that his efforts to reach a settlement in Europe begin immediately, and he had by
this point already established a number of official and unofficial contacts with both Rome
and Berlin in an effort get things moving.25 Much to his satisfaction, there appeared to be
an interest on the part of the Italians to reciprocate26

Chamberlain was in no mood.

therefore, to allow the Resident to side track his efforts by the promotion of his *fmtasticw
proposal. Hence, he concluded that the best course of action would be to advise the
Resident, politely but firmly, that he should defer his scheme so as not to 'cut across'
ChamberIain's own attempts at the achievement of a negotiated settlement with Italy and
Germany27 In an effort to soften the impact of this news, however, Chamberlain decided
that it would be wise to inform RooseveIt of the full scope and intent of his purpose.
Hence, in his reply to the White House, he elaborated considerably on the efforts that had
recently been made to achieve a breakthrough with the dictators. Here. for example.
Chamberlain noted that the Resident:
will be interested to know that recently HMG received an inquiry from the Italian
Govemment as to when conversationscould be reopened with HMG and that in
the last few days I have agreed with the Secretary of State that the latter should, on
January 16th. discuss with [the1 French Minister of Foreign Affairs in Geneva. the
possibility of making a fresh approach towards a reconciliation with Italy that might
bring appeasement to the Mediterranean region at least28
The Prime Minister then went on to note that in the case of Italy:
HMG would be prepared for their part, if possible with the authority of the League
of Nations, to recognize &&re the Italian conquest of Abyssinia (by which Senior
Mussolini sets great store) and to take certain other action if they found that the
Italian Government, ,..were ready to give evidence of their desire to contribute to
the restoration of confidence and friendIy relations.zg

25 Aster. Eden. 49.
26 On December 15.1937, for example, London received a communication from Chamberlain's

sister-in law, Lady Ivy Chamberlain, that Mussolinihad expressed a desire for friendship with HMG.
( M y Ivy Charnbertain to Eden, Avon Papers. FO 954it3 A).
27 Chamberlain to Lindsay, Jan. 13.1938, F a 7 1El526.
28 Chamberlainto Lindsay. Jan. 13.1938, DBFP 2nd Series Vol.. XIX, # 430. It should be noted
here that Eden's conversations with the French were put off shortly after this message was sent
by the fallof the French Government.
29
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With respect to Germany. the President was informed that HMG were:
about to embark on on a study of the situation revealed by Lord Halifax's visit to
Berlin with a view of seeing in what measure German aspirations might be
satisfied so that they too could make their contribution to general appeasement. and
although this is a very difficult and complicated subject I trust that before long we
may be able to begin our conversations with Germany.30

He then asked the Resident whether, in light of these facts, it might not be better to
consider "hotding his hand for a short while" so as to avoid any possibility that the Gerrnan
and Italian Governments might use the Resident's proposal as an excuse to put off the
proposed negotiations with Great Britain. The Rime Minister then concluded by assuring
Roosevelt that he would hold himself "in readiness to consider immediately any
observations which the President may make on the foregoing", and that he would do his
utmost *to reply to him without delay."3

1

It is important to remember that Chamberlain. who had assumed control over the
Foreign Office in Eden's absence. sent this communication to Washington without
consulting his Foreign Secretary. Indeed, it was not until the day following the despatch of
this letter that Cadogan made the decision to ask Eden to return to London. Not
surprisingly, news of the R i m e Minister's action infuriated Eden who, upon reaching
Whitehall. noted that he was *outraged and uneasy at the way this opportunity had been
handled." In the first place, Eden was adamant that he should have been consulted by
telegraph before the reply was sent32 He also feared that Chamberlain's telegram was
&muchtoo chilling and unjustifiably optimistic about the prospects of our own efforts."

Indeed. from his perspective. it appeared that Chamberlain was running the risk of losing
"all that we had gained in the last two year in our nlations with the United S t a t e s 7 3 Eden
therefore insisted that both Cadogan and Lindsay had been correct in advising that the
Rime Minister should endorse the Resident's proposal, and he remained deeply concerned

mu.
'
3 Cadogan to Eden, Jan. 13, 1938, FO 371121526.
32 Avon, 552-3.
33 Memorandum by Eden, Jan. 14.1938, Avon Papers, FO 954/30.
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that the Rime Minister's polite but firm rebuttal might have seriously damaged the relations
between the two powers.34
This impression was soon to be reinforced by a despatch from Lindsay, who, after
noting that Roosevelt had received the Rime Minister's letter. reported that he had received
a telephone call from Under Secretary Welles, who observed:
the President will send the t i m e Minister a written reply [to his letter] on Monday.
He will indicate his willingness to postpone his scheme 'for a while' but Welles
says he [the President1 feels a little disappointed.35
Eden was greatly disturkd by this report. and at once decided that he must do what he
could to retrieve the situation. He therefore immediately sent a telegram to Lindsay in which
he noted that he was sure that the Rime Minister will be very grateful for the President's
message and for his willingness to postpone his scheme for a little while. Eden then noted
that the mention of a written reply made him fear that "the Resident may be registering
disappointment at finding what he considers to be a negative attitude on our pan. That. I am
convinced, was not the impression which ...[we1 intended to convey."36
On the following day. Eden had an interview with Chamberlain. Here he protested
vigorously at the Rime Minister's decision to put off the President's proposal, and to do so
without consulting him. Moreover. Eden did not agree that the Resident's initiative need
necessarily injure the attempts HMG were making to improve relations with Germany. nor
"even have any repercussions on the conversations which I know you are so anxious to
start with Italy." But, he continued, it was imperative not to offend the Americans for "it
was aimost impossible to exaggerate the effect which an indication of United States interest
in European Affairs may be calculated to produce." As such, Eden insisted that HMG
"shall have committed the greatest mistake, if, as a result of any action of ours. Resident
Roosevelt is deterred from launching his appeal.37 He therefore strongly urged that the

Rime Minister reinforce his own efforts to rectify the situation by sending m o t her message
to Washington indicating that London did indeed approve of the President's action.
34 Avon. 552-3.

35 Lindsay to Eden, Jan. 14, 1937 Avon Papers F0954/30.
36 Eden to Lindsay, Jan. 16, 1938. FO 371/2lS26.
37 Record of Conversation between Eden and chamberlain, Jan. 17.1938. FO 371I21526; &
Chamberlain D i w , February 1923,1938, Chamberfain Papers 2124A.
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Chamberlain. however. flatly refused to do this, and clearly resented this attempt by his
Foreign Secretary to get him to reverse his position on the rnatter.38
Following this somewhat stormy interview. Harvey. taking note Eden's
disappointment in Chamberlain's reaction to the Roosevelt proposal and of the marked
differences between them, remarked in his diary that Eden would now:
have to consider his position very carefully. for he obviously cannot remain
responsible for Foreign policy if the P.M.persists in such a line. He cannot accept
responsibility for a policy which will antagonize America.
The P.M.is being advised in this folly by Horace Wilson who knows
nothing about Foreign Aff'rs. He, the P.M., is temperamentally anti-America, but
he is also. I'm afraid moved by some vanity over his own ventures with Hitler and
Muss. If Roosevelt's letter isn't too bad, we may still perhaps retrieve [the1
situation. but I'm very much afraid the first shock will have been too much for
him. 39

On 18 January Whitehall received Roosevelt's reply to Chamberlain's letter. In it, the
Resident agreed. as expected, to delay launching his scheme. He also noted that the full
and detailed information which the Rime Minister had provided in his message had proved
helpful in making this decision. But he then went on to express concern about certain
aspects of Chamberlain's plans. Here, he was particularly concerned about the dangers
inherent in granting de jure recognition to the Italian position in Abyssinia at the very time
when the Japanese were attempting to consolidate their control over China. Indeed, the
Resident continued:
At a moment when respect for treaty ob:igations would seem to be of such vital
importance in international reladms. ...and at a t h e when our two Governments
have been giving considersiioa to measures of cooperation in support of
international law a36 order in the Far East.., I cannot help but feel all
repercussions of the step contemplated by His Majesty's Government should
be most carefully considered. A surrender by HMG of principle of non-recognition
at this time would have a serious effect upon public opinion in this country.40
Moreover, Roosevelt was net the only high official in Washington who expressed
opposition to dejwe recognition. Welles noted that it would " r o w feelings of disgust;
would revive and multiply all feeling Qf pulling the chestnuts out of the fire: and
be represented as a corrupt ba@n

...would

compiated in Europe at the expense of [U.S.I interests

3
8
m
.
39 Harvey Diary, Jan. 16, 1938, Harvey, Di~lomaticDiaries, 71
40 Lindsy to Eden, Jan. 18. 1938, FC 371121526.
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in the Far East."4l Hull was also strongly opposed to it. Indeed. in a report sent to the
Foreign Ofice on January 12 it was learned that the Secretary had suspended negotiations
for a commercial treaty between Italy and the United States owing to his refusal to comply
with the Italian request that the new treaty should be signed in the name of "The King of
ltaly Emperor of Ethiopia."42 The Foreign Office also had possession of a record of a
recent conversation which Hull had had with the editor of the Chicago Herald Tribune in
which the Secretary expounded at length about the European situation. and the role of
AngleAmerican relations in it. Here, among other things Hull noted:
that in the event of a European conflagration, the State Department had come to the
conclusion that it would be impossible for the United Sbtes not to be drawn in. In
these circumstances the Administration was therefore much exercised as to how
such a conflict could be prevented and were! turning over a number of ideas in their
minds with a view to propounding at some future date. if the situation in Europe
permitted it, some scheme [for peace I.
in these circumstances. he continued:

...the attitude of the British Government towards Germany and Italy was of
since conversations with the German Government ...must clearly be dragged out

considerable importance....Germany. [however\ was of Less importance than Italy.

over a very long period. But Italy was a different matter. Once conversations with
ltaly were begun, it was assumed that the &@re cognition of the Italian conquest
of Ethiopia would take place at a very early date. Whilst it was true that vast
numbers of American citizens had hardly heard of Ethiopia, that part of the
American public which was instructed. and which. believine in Anglo-American
ceoperation, was the principal counterpoise to the isolatiomt section of American
opinion. would receive a most serious set back. If &jure recognition were
contemplated, such recognition would be regarded as yet another manifestation of
defeatism. and of kow-towing democracy to dictatorship.4-l
Hull then concluded by noting that there had been of late a definite advance towards US.
cooperation with the British. and he felt it was "vital to do nothing at the moment to h a m

In light of these reports, Eden concluded that HMG faced a stark choice between a
risky detente with Italy versus cooperation with the United States. As such it seemed clear
41 Lindsay to Eden. Jan- 18.1938. FO 371El 526.
42 Foreign Office to Lindsay Jan. 12,1938, DBFP 2nd Series Vol. XXI # 426; Extract from

.

Evening Standard, FO 371/21526.
43 C.B.P.

44M-

Peake to Foreign Office. Jan- 1 8.1938,FO 371121526.
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to the Foreign Secretary that "we must on this decide to drop any proceeding with &@re

8a)

recognition in deference to Rwsevelt and we must tell him that we would back his initiative
in the fullest possible measure."-ls Eden then went to see Chambedain in a vain attempt to
bring the Rime Minister around to this point of view. But Chamberlain refused to a1ter his
position. He would not endorse Roosevelt's proposal and had no interest in delaying the
opening of Anglo-Italian negotiations.46 It was apparent then, that an impasse had been
reached. In an effort to break it. the two of them, after hours of '*wrangling." decided to
refer the matter to the Cabinet Committee on Foreign Policy. Eden then left the meeting
with his convictions still intact. and with the strong feeling that he should resign if his view
was not accepted97

The Cabinet Committee on Foreign Policy met no less than four times between

19-

21 January to discuss this issue. At the opening meeting, Eden maintained that it was
imperative to endorse Roosevelt's initiative and that. in view of both the President's, and
the Secretary of State's opposition. the question of dejure recognition of Abyssinia would
have to be excluded from any immediate negotiations with Rome. Eden, however, received

very little support within the Committee for this position. The senior members. in fact.
gave his ideas "a rough passageY8 The Prime Minister was right. Roosevelt's plan was
vague and of little value. It made far more sense to pursue an agreement with Italy.-lC)Eden
however. fought bravely for his position and at the end of three day's debate he won a
victory of sorts when (under the threat of his resignation) the Committee agreed to allow
Eden to draft a series of telegrams to Washington both endorsing the Resident's scheme
and indicating that, while still considering the possibility of recognizing Abyssinia, an

45 Harvey Diary. Jan.18. 1938, Harvey. Di~lomatic
Diarie~,7 2 1 n a later communication. Eden
also took note of Hull's opposttion to dejure recognition. (Eden to Chamberlain. Jan. 18, 1938.

FO 371I21526)
46 Chamberlain Diary, February 19.1938. Chamberlain Papers 2R4A; Harvey Diary, Jan. 18,

1938. Harvey, DidomaticDiarie~,73.
47 Harvey Diary, Jan. 18, 1938, Harvey, Didomatic Diaries.

73. In hisdiary entry,Harvey notesthat
even Chamberfain at this point admitted that there was "afundamental difference" between them.
48 Cadogan Diary, Jan. 19,1938, Dilks, CadoaanDiaries, 39.
49 Cab l(38)1. Jan. 24.1938, Cab 23192
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immediate decision would not be taken until further comments were received from the
President on the subject.

50

For the time being at least, Eden had carried the day. Chamberlain thereafter sent a
message to the Resident indicating that he "warmly welcomed the President's initiative"
and would d o his best "to contribute to the success of his scheme whenever he decides to
launch it."5I Eden was no doubt extremely pleased at this. But in the end. his triumph over
the

Rime Minister and the other senior members of the Cabinet would be rendered

pointless by the confusing and contradictory messages Whitehall would thereafter receive

from Washington, both on the question of Abyssinia and the Resident's plan. Indeed. on
January 24. word arrived from the State Department that the President had not yet decided
when to announce his proposal. A similar message followed a week later. st

On

February 16. however, it was learned that the Resident intended to launch his plan "soon
after the 23rd" but shortly thereafter, it became clear that Roosevelt's enthusiasm for his
peace initiative had fallen off considerably. and that for the time being he would hold it in

The compromise between Eden and Chamberlain. achieved in the Cabinet
Committee on Foreign Policy, appears to have restored their relationship. Indeed by mid
February 1938. Chamberlain even went so far as to remark to his sister that the two of

-

-

-

9bid; Harvey Diary. Jan. 20.& 21. Harvey. DiDlomatic Diaria 76-77; Cadogan Diary. Jan. 21 &
22, 1938, Dilks, -man
Diaries, 3940.
51 Chamberlain to Roosevek, Jan. 21,1938, FO 371El526 PRO. Chamberlain'sprivate
thoughts, however. remained unchanged- On January 30, for example, he wrote to his sister that
he hoped to surround the President's 'bombshell [message]with blankets sufficient to prevent it
doing any harm."(Chamberlain to his sister, Hilda Jan. 30,1938, Chamberlain Papers 1811.
52 Lindsay to Eden, Jan. 24, 1938, & February 2, 1938, FO 371121526.
53 Lindsay to Eden. February 16,1938: & Lindsayto Halifax, February 23. 1938. FOWlI2t 526.
It should be noted here that RooseveWsdecision to postpone his plan was in part due to his
concern over a crisiswhich was brewing at the time in Germany, which reached its climax on
February 5, 1938. On that date, Hitler announced the resignation of: his War Minister, Field
Marshall von Blamberg;of the Commander and Chief of the German Amy, General von Fritsch;
and of his Foreign Minister, Baron von Neufath, Hitler himself now took over the War Ministry and
the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces. (Henderson to Men. February 5,1938. DBFP 2nd
M - e sVol- XIX, # 492)-
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them were getting along very well, better in fact than they had been for some t i m e 3 In
truth, however, Chamberlain's comments masked a number of lingering differences
between them. differences which would once again won come out into the open. -is In the
first place. the Roosevelt Administration's decision to postpone the consideration of the
Resident's peace proposal. coupled with the somew hat ambivalent response to Eden's
inquiry on the question of de jure recognition of Abyssinia, convinced Chamberlain that he
should press ahead with his efforts to reopen conversations with the dictators.56 By 9
February, in fact, Chamberlain had secured the Cabinet's approval to instruct Neville
Henderson. the British Ambassador in Berlin, to broach the subject of colonial restitution
with the German Foreign Minister at any opportunity that seemed suitable.57 Indeed. by
this point there was growing evidence that Hitler was once again seeking to expand his
influence in central Europe, most likely at the expense of Austria, and in this milieu both
London and Paris felt that it was imperative to open conversations with the Germans soon.

if only to forestall a German move towards Vienna3s Eden supported the reopening of
discussions with Germany. but he was of a different mind when it came to the negotiations
with Italy. As he noted to the time Minister in a letter addressed to him earlier in the yeat:
there seems to be a certain difference between Italian and German position in that an
agreement with the latter might have some chance of reasonable life, especially if
Hitler's own position were engaged. whereas Mussolini is. I fear-the complete
gangster and his pledged word means nothing.
Indeed it seems to me that the big issues ofthis year are Anglo-American
co-operation, the chance of asserting white race authority in the Far East,

54 Chamberlain to his sister.~ilda.February 13. 1938. Chamberlain Papers 1118.

55 For additional information on the Chamberlain- Eden dispute see; Roy Douglas, 'Chamberlain
and Eden. 1937-38'. JCHLl3(19?8); Rose, 'The Resignation of Anthony Eden'. HJ. XXV (1982).
56 On 2 February, the Foreign Office received a communication from Lindsay which appeared to
indicate a willingness on the part of the President for the opening of Anglo-Man conversations,
and for the eventual de jure recognitionof the Italian position in Abyssinia, provided that the
settlement "form part of the measure of world appeasement" Chamberlain interpreted this
message as a green light to go ahead with the talks, while Eden remained unconvinced and in
response rushed off another telegram to Lindsay asking for a further clarificationof the
President's position on the question of Abyssinia (Lindsay to Eden, Feb. 2 1938. FO
371f21526; & Harvey Diary, Feb- 6,1937, Harvey, Didomatic Diaries, 83-4)-57Cab 4 (38). Feb. 9,1938 Cab 23/92
58 Peters, Anthonv Eden, 339-40.
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and relations with Germany. T o all this Mussolini is really secondary and because
he makes more noise we must not, to quieten him,take any step which will create
discord among friends39
Eden therefore remained convinced that there was little point in pursuing an
agreement with Mussolini if HMG relations with the United States were to suffer as a
result. Indeed, in his view, it was essential that HMG secure an adequate quid quo pro
from Mussolini before any talks took place. T o do otherwise would be to run the risk of
gravely insulting not only the Americans, but also the French, whose relations with the
Italians were at a low ebb due to Mussolini's active support of Franco. In light of this.
Eden insisted that there should be no initiation of talks with Rome unless Mussotini
concurred that the resulting agreement would incorporate the withdrawal of Italian
assistance to the Nationalist forces in Spain, for a s Harvey noted in his diary o n 31
January:
A.E. is now convinced that conversations with Italy must include Spain, if dejure
recognition is to be given. If foreign troops could be withdrawn from Spain a s part
of an agreement, everybody would welcome it as a real appeasement. A purely
Anglo-Italian settlement of Angldtalian questions would be regarded as a shady
bargain and would not be acceptable either to Geneva or to Roowvelt.6o

Eden. then. was determined to secure an agreement on the withdrawal of Italian
volunteers from Spain, before he would agree to consider &@re recognition of the Italian
position in Abyssinia. It was also clear that Eden was well aware of Hull's position on the
matter and that the attitude of the United States still figured prominently in his thinking. On
February 4. Eden received strong support for these views in a memorandum written by his

Under-Secretary, Lord Cranborne, who had just returned to London from Geneva In this
memo. Cranborne argued strongly against any precipitous action on the part of HMG with
respect to the question of clejurr recognition, first because a consensus had formed at the
League around the position that Britain should assume a tough attitude in her dealings with
Mussolini on this question, and second, because of the of the harm it would do to AngloAmerican relations. Cranborne also insisted that Mussolini was at present in weakened
position, in large part because his adventures in Spain were wreaking havoc on the Italian

59Eden to Chamberlain. Jan. 8. 1938, FO 954 6A.
60 Harvey Diary. Jan. 3 I , 1938, Harvey, Di~lornatic
Diaries, 80-8 1.
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economy.61 Eden was greatly impressed by this document, so much so in fact that he
immediately passed it along to the t i m e Minister, and in an echo of Cranborne's
comments he noted in a letter to Chamberlain:
As I see it the position is now this. Mussolini is in an extremely
uncomfortable position. He has commitments in Abyssinia and Spain, neither of
which is turning out well. He now sees a Government in power in Berlin, which, it
is quite true, is comparatively enthusiastic for the Rome-Berlin axis, but which is
aim apparently determined to pursue a more active foreign policy in Europe, with
Austria as the first item on the list of intended victims. In such a position we have
nothing to gain by showing ourselves over-eager. If Mussolini is really anxious
to reach a settlement with us. then the opportunity we are affording him of
liquidating his commitments in Spain gives him an excellent chance of proving his
sinceri ty.62
Eden. therefore, strongiy urged the Rime Minister to remain cautious in his dealing
with Mussolini. But Chamberlain was skeptical that Mussolini would agree to the

withdrawal of Italian volunteers from Spain before the question of British recognition of
the Italian position in Abyssinia was discussed.63 He also felt that the initial objections
which Roosevelt and Hull had expressed with respect to drju,-r recognition of the Italian
position in Abyssinia had now been cast aside and as such he no longer felt any constraint
in the matter in so far as the Americans were concerned. But his sharpest differences with
Eden centered on the question of Austria. Indeed. by mid February. the situation in Austria
appeared to be reaching a critical stage. On 12 February, for example, the Austrian
61 Cranbome to Eden. February 4. 1938. PREM 11276. Italy. Cranborne had this to say about the
effect that British de jure recognrtion of the Italian position in Abyssinia would have on AngloAmerican relations:
It will be generally agreed that in the present anxious and uncertain situation of the world,
the strongest factor for stability and peace is ever closer cooperation between the United States
and Great Britain. But it must be remembered that both these nations are democracies. The
practical application of such a policy depends not, as in totalitarian
States, merely on the decision
of a few political chiefs: it depends on a common sympathy and understanding linking the people
of the two countries. A platform must be constructed on which these two countries can stand side
by side. What is that platform to be?To my mind, at the present time, it can only be a common
interest in the maintenance of international obligations and of a high standard of decency in
international life. It is because it would have involved a departurefrom these standardsthat the
United States Government refused to sign a trade agreement with M y . They stood firmly by the
principle of nowecognition of changes brought about by force. IfHis Majesty's Government
today, unilaterallyand not in conjunction with the United States, grant de jure recognition of Italy's
title to Abyssn
ia
i,
they will go far to destroy the foundation of the only platform on which AngloAmerican co-operationcan at present be based (Ibidl
62 Eden to Chamberlain, Feb. 8,1938, Quoted from Dilks, Cadoaan Diar@s, 45.
63 Cab 4(38) Feb. 9,1938, Cab 23/92
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Chancellor. von Schuschnigg was brow beaten in a meeting with Hitler into accepting
Nazi's into key positions in his Cabinet.cd Chamberlain saw Hitler's ambitions with
respect to Austria as a direct challenge to Italian interests and was convinced that. in light of
Hitler's recent rumblings, Mussolini would in fact be most anxious to reach an agreement
with HMG. Certainly. as the month progressed there were growing indications both from
Rome, and from discussions with the Italian Ambassador in London, that the Italians did in
fact wish to open formal negotiations.'s

In light of this, Chamberlain felt that it was

imperative to act, and as his diary makes clear, he was determined not to allow his Foreign
Secretary any further opportunity to stall on the matter:

In my view to intimate now to Grandi that this was not the moment for
conversations would be to convince Musso that he must consider talks with us 'off
and act accordingly...
There might indeed be some overt act of hostility. and in any case the
dictatorships would be driven closer together. the last shred of Austrian
independence would be lost, the Balkan countries would feel compelled towards
their powerful neighbors. Czechoslovakia would be swallowed. France would
have to either submit to German domination or fight. in which case we should
almost certainly be drawn in. I could not face the responsibility for allowing such a
series of catastrophe~.~fi
Eden did not share Chamberlain's concern with respect to Austria. Indeed, Eden
had for some time suspected that Mussolini had tacitly accepted the idea that Austria would
come under the sway of Germany.67 He could see little point. therefore. in trying to use
the Austrian question as a means to break up the Rome-Berlin Axis. Chamberlain,
however. refused to accept Eden's interpretation of the relations between Italy and
Germany and remained determined to press ahead with the opening of formal talks. On 17

February the Prime Minister's was reinforced in this view by a message from Drummond.
64 On February 1
2 1938, Schuschnigg traveled to Berchtesgadenin Bavaria to meet with Hitler.

Hitler subjected the Austrian Chancellor to intense pressure, and demanded for example that
Arthur Seyss-lnquart, a Nazi puppet, become the Austrian Minister of the Interior with control over
the police. [Kurt von Schuschnigg, Austrian Requiem. the Memoirs of Kurt von Schuschniaq
(New York, 1946). 11-271.
65 See for example conversations between Eden and Grandi. Feb. 10. 1938. (Eden to Perth,
PREM 1E76); and communication W e e n Perth and Eden, Feb. 16 & 17. 1938, DBFP 2nd
Series Vol. XIX, # 532 and # 538.
66 Neville Chamberlain Diary, Feb. 1421, 1938. Chamberlain Papers 2/24A.
67 Eden came to this conclusion following Mussolini's much publicized visit to Berlin in
September. t 937.
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now Lord Perth. in Rome in which the Ambassador noted that Grandi had now been
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instructed by his Government to urge the immediate opening of formal Anglo-Italian
conversations. On the same day, Chamberlain received a further indication of Rome's
desire for talks from his sister-in-law, Lady Ivy Chamberlain, who had taken u p residence

in the Italian capital. In the letter, Lady Ivy reported that she had spoken to Count Ciano.
and that the latter had "begged me to let you know that time is everything. Today an
agreement will be easy. but things are happening in Europe which will make it impossible
tomorrow."^^ Chamberlain interpreted this message as a clear indication that if Britain

rejected the present Italian advances for an agreement, Mussolini would have no choice but
to move into even closer collusion with Hitler.
Chamberlain was now determined to act. As such. a meeting was arranged between
Eden. Grandi, and himself on 18 February. But Eden's suspicions with respect to
Mussolini remained. The Foreign Secretary in fact feared that an agreement between
Mussolini and Hitler may have already been reached by which Germany would acquire
control of Austria in return for Italy receiving a free hand in the Meditenanean. Eden still
preferred to put off the opening of formal negotiations. at least until HMG had received
some concrete evidence of Italian goodwill. for as the Foreign Secretary noted in a letter
written to the Prime Minister on the eve of the meeting:
Such information as we have here [at the Foreign Office1 tends to strengthen
the view that there ; ,me kind of arrangement between Rome and Berlin and that
Mussolini had, or ininks he has. some lund of ipidpro quo from Berlin in return
for his acquiescencein Austrian events.

My position. therefore, is that whatever Grandi says to us tomorrow we
should content ourselves with saying that we will carefully consider it and send for
him again-69
In the meeting with Grandi. Chamberlain decided to take up Eden's concerns. and
hence asked the Ambassador directly if in fact the recent German agitation with respect to
Austria had come about as a result of an agreement between Berlin and Rome. Grandi
68 Lady Ivy Chamberlain to Neville Chamberlain. Chamberlain Papers 11171-10. It should be noted
that Eden was somewhat embarrassed by Lady Chamberlain'sforays into diplomacy and in a letter
to the Prime Minister earlier in the month sought assurancesthat Lady Chamberlain'sacW&es in
this regard would cease. (Eden to Chamberlain Feb. 8, 1938,PREM In76 Italy).
69 Men to Chamberlain. Feb. 18.1938.Avon Papers. FO 954113 A.
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replied that it had not. and insisted that there was no agreement on the matter between the
two powers. Moreover the Ambassador also insisted that:
Senior Mussolini did not know where he stood or whether he was to regard the
United Kingdom as a potential enemy and consequently could not take a firm line
with Herr Hitler. Until he was satisfied on the point, he had no alternative but to
continue in agreement with Hitler,which would eventually make an agreement with
us impossible.70
Eden then brought up the Spanish problem. and inquired as to the likelihood that the Italian
Government would be prepared to accept the proposed formula for the withdrawal of
foreign volunteers from Spain. But here Gnndi could give no firm assurances. and in fact
indicated that he had been instructed by his Government to ask for certain clarifications on
the matter3 Up to this point, Chamberlain had given the Ambassador no indication as to
whether he would actually propose the formal opening of Anglo-Italian conversations.
Chamberlain then suggested that the meeting adjourn until 3:00 pm later that day in order
that he and the Foreign Secretary might have a n opportunity to discuss the matter in

In the ensuing discussion. between Eden and the Prime Minister. it soon became
apparent that Chamberlain had made up his mind as to the course 9f action HMG should
now take. As Eden noted in his diary,

N.C. made it clear that he knew exactly what he wanted to do. He
wanted to tell Gnndi at 3 o'clock that we would open conversations at once. send
for Penh and announce that he was coming home in order to prepare for opening
conversations in Rome.
I demurred pointing out that we had still made very little progress with the
Spanish affair and that I was frankly suspicious of the 'now or never' attitude or
.last chance' atmosphere of the telegram [reporting Count Ciano's remarks to Lady
Chamberlain 1.
Upon this N.C. became very vehement, more vehement than I have ever
seen him, and strode up and down the room saying with great emphasis 'Anthony.
you have missed chance after chance. You simply cannot go on like this.' I said,
'Your methods are right if you have faith in the man you are negotiating with.'
N.C. replied, 'I h a v e 3

m.2nd Series, Vol.

70 Cab 6(38)Feb. 19. 1938, Cab 23/92:Halifaxto Perth, Feb. 21, 1938.
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73 Avon Diary. Feb. 18, 1938, Personal Papers of Lord Avon.
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Having reached a n impasse, the two men then agreed that Grandi should be

informed upon his return that no decision would be taken on the matter until after the
Cabinet had been consulted. Eden quite clearly wanted a further clarification of the Italian
position on Spain before he would proceed and following his meeting with Chamberlain
informed Cadogan that he was determined to stick to this position."

A Cabinet was called

for the next day. In the meeting Chamberlain insisted that the failure of HMG to improve
Anglo-Italian relations over the course of the last twelve months had been instrumental in
forcing the ltalians to look to Berlin. The events in Austria however, had forced Mussolini
to reconsider his position. Indeed. it was now clear that in light of Hitler's machinations
with respect to Austria. Mussolini was quite anxious to open early and wide ranging
discussions with HMG.Chamberlain, then insisted that if HMG rejected this latest offer.
it would be taken [by the Italians1 a s a final rebuff and as confi nnation of the
suspicions that the Italians had long harboured that we were postponing [our
discussions with] them until w e were strong enough to impose our own
conditions.7s

To put off the Italians. then. would be a grave error for this was an opportunity which
"might never occur again. and not to embrace it would be not only unwise but criminal.'*-"
Eden disagreed. In his view it was far more likely that Mussolini had in fact already
achieved an understanding with Hitler over Austria and was pursuing talks with

HMG

merely as a means to increase his own prestige in the wake of the harm done to his stature
by the somewhat humiliating events in Vienna. Mussolini's recent efforts at opening
conversations then. were nothing more than sheer "political blackmail.""

Indeed. the

Foreign Secretary was convinced that once the talks were opened. the Italians would follow
their usual practices. drag out the conversations, and ultimately blame HMG for their
unsuccessful conclusion.
From every point of view, it was a bad moment for the cooversatioos.
Europe would beat it as though we were running after Rome. Berlin would regard

74 Cadogan Diary, Feb. 18,1938, Diiks, Cadvan Diaries, 49-50. Eden also insisted that this "was
not the moment to crawl to Italy,of all countries."(jlx!).
75 Cab 6(38)Feb. 19, 1938. Cab 23/92
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it of proof of the value of Italian friendship, ...and there would be an impression of
scuttle in England and alienation of public opinion in the United States.78

Eden therefore insisted that he could not agree to the opening of fonnal negotiations
without a prior indication of Italian good faith, which could most easily be manifested by
the immediate commencement of the withdrawal of Italian volunteers from Spain.
After further discussion. in which it became apparent that Eden's views were

supported openly by only two other members of the Cabinet, Chamberlain announced that
the Italian Ambassador would be informed on February 2 1 that HMG was ready to open
immediate negotiations in Rome. Moreover, Chambertain also made it clear that this
decision would be taken, irrespective of the Italian psi tion of the proposed formula for the
withdrawal of volunteers from Spain. Eden then informed the Cabinet that he felt bound to
say that he could not recommend this policy to the House of Commons. and if his
colleagues had definitively decided against his view. that "he hoped they would find
someone else to help them to carry through this decision." Chamberlain then closed the
meeting by recommending that the discussion on the matter be taken up again the next day.
but not before noting that Eden's position had placed the Cabinet in a distressing situation.
the more so because "he himself held the opposite view so strongly that he could not accept

any other decision79

By this point it was clear to all concerned that Eden and Chamberlain had reached
an impasse that would not easily be breached and that the most likely outcome of the

dispute would be the resignation of the Foreign Secretary. In an effort to avoid this. Lord
Halifax attempted to formulate a compromise between the two positions by suggesting that
fonnal Anglo-Italian conversations be opened immediately, but with the proviso that no
agreement would be signed until the issue of Italian support for the NationaIist forces in
Spain was addressed.80 A number of Eden's closest advisors urged him to accept this
formula. but as Eden noted to Harvey. he now felt that there redly was a profound gulf

78

w-

79
80 Record of Events connected with Anthony Eden's Resignation. Feb. 19-20, 1938, Hickleton
(Halifax) Papers, A410.1 1.
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between himself and the Prime Minister and that it would be better for all concerned for him

Chamberlain shared this view, and in a meeting held between the two men at noon
the next day it was agreed that Eden should announce his resignation to the Cabinet later
that aftemoon.82 At 3:00 p.m., Eden did so. pointing out to the Cabinet that he could no
longer support the Government's policy and that there was a difference of outlook on
foreign affairs generally between himself and the Rime Minister.83 Eden had decided,
therefore. to tender his resignation. Instead of immediately accepting this decision.
however, the Cabinet elected to appoint an emergency sub-committee in a further attempt to
arrive at a compromise solution. At 6:00 p.m., when the Cabinet reassembled. the subcommittee proposed that formal negotiations with M y be opened at once. but that this
should be done only on the condition that the Italian Government agreed to accept the
British formula with regard to Spain: and in addition. also amgeedthat there would be no h
jure recognition of the Italian position in Abyssinia until all the Italian volunteers in Spain

were indeed withdrawn. Eden asked for time to consider this proposal. and for a time he
appears to have wavered in his decision. But later that evening Eden informed a Committee
of Ministers that his position had not changed. He remained adamant that negotiations with
Mussolini should nor begin until it was clear that the Italians had actually commenced
pulling their volunteers out o i Spain. To pursue a ,gatuitous agreement with Mussolini was
simply not worth it. particularly in light of the harm it would do to HMG relations with the
United States. Eden. therefore. would submit his letter of resignation to the Prime Minister
forth with.^^ Here. he noted that:
The events of the last few days have made plain a difference between us on
a decision of ,mat importance.--1cannot recommend to Parliament a policy with
which I am not in agreement. Apart from this. I have become increasingly
conscious. as 1 know you have also. of a difference in outlook between us in
respect to the international problems of the day and also as to the methods by which
we should seek to resolve them. It cannot be in the country's interest that those who

81 Hanrey diary, Feb. 19, 1938, Harvey. Di~iornatic
Diaes, 9582 Harvey Diary. Feb. 20. 1938, &@83 Cab 7(38)Feb. 20. 1938.Cab 2319384 Cab 7(38),Feb. 20,4938. Cab 2392
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are called upon to direct its affairs should work in an uneasy partnership...This
applies with special force to the relationship between the PM and Foreign Secretary.
It is for these reasons that with very deep regret I have decided that I must leave you
and your colleagues with whom I have been associated during years of great
difficulty and stress.as

Eden then retired to his home to dine with Cranbome, utterly relieved that the tensions and
arguments of these last days and hours were finally over. At midnight. word arrived from
the Prime Minister's Office that his resignation had been accepted.86 The Foreign
Secretary had become a member of the back benches. where with M.P.'s MacMillan.
Churchill, Nicholson, and others, he wouid await the chance to serve HMG again, under
circumstances. however. which would prove far more arduous and trying than anything
any of them had ever known.

85 Cab 8 (38)Feb. 20.1938, Cab 23192
86 lbid;James,Anthonv Eden, 195.
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Eden's resignation had an immediate impact in Washington. for it was well known
by this point that the British Foreign Secretary was in an isolated position in the Cabinet
and that he had been instrumental in bringing about the reversal of Chamberlain's initial
decision to ask the Resident to delay his peace initiative.] it was also widely assumed that
Eden had been opposed to the idea of de jure recognition of the Italian position in
Abyssinia and would not in fact give his consent on the matter until a number of
preconditions were met. such as an understanding on Spain. Libya and other matters.? By
mid February, in fact, Hull and the State Department had begun to receive detailed
information on the differences between Chamberlain and Eden. It was understood that the
Prime Minister and the Chiefs of Staff had been pressing the Cabinet to endorse an
immediate and direct approach to Italy, without reference to the issues of concern to the
Foreign Secretary--3 Moreover. there was also a good deal of speculation that Chamberlain
had been seeking an agreement with Germany at the behest of "selfish City interests" where
it was maintained that an understanding with Berlin would benefit Britain both financially
and commercially. Such an agreement would see Great Britain acquiesce in the German
domination of central Europe in return for a pacific policy in the West. The British Empire
would thus be secure and the threat of communism contained9 Eden. however. was
reported to be opposed to any such accommodation on the grounds that it might ultimately
place Hitler in an even stronger position than he was in at the moment and because "no
possible credence can be given to any promise made by Italy or Germany." 5 In light of
this. Eden's sudden resignation was viewed with considerable alarm among some officials
at the State Department. Indeed. in a memorandum written at the time Moffat noted:
For two years Anthony Eden has been subordinating his own convictions to
Cabinet decisions. He believes in the right of Cabinet as a body to determine
policy and has accepted on several omasions an overruling which would have
1 Memorandum by Feis, Jan. 24, 1938, Feis Papers.

2 Johnson to Hull, Feb. 2, 1938, FRUS 1938 Vol. I., 135.

3 Johnson to Hull. Feb. 15, 1938, FRUS 1938 Vol. 1. ,136-7.
. .
4 MacDonald, The United States. BnWn and Ameasement. 72; Thompson. The Anti-A~peasers,
33-4.
5 Johnson to Hull, Feb. 15, 1938, FRUS 1938 Vol. I., 136-7
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forced another man to resign long ago. Chamberlain...has for many months been
out of sympathy with Eden's ideas. we saw clear proof of that in Brussels. but
being an astute polititian [be] knew that Eden's strength in the country was so great
as to make it inadvisable to drop him. For Eden to have considered that the time had
come when he could no longer stay. and for Chamberlain to have decided that the
time had come when he must risk the threat to his Government by letting him go,
leads to one inescapable conclusion. that the decision of Chamberlain to 'play ball
with Hitler and Mussolini' has reached a concrete stage and is no longer a mere

The British were well aware of these sentiments. Indeed. on the day following Eden's
resignation. the Foreign Office received a communication from Lindsay noting a report in
the American press which indicated that HMG.in the wake of Men's departure. was now
ready "to come to an agreement with the dictators at any cost." In an effort to counter this
speculation. Cadopn went to see the American Charge in London.'

In this conversation.

the Permanent Under Secretary insisted that Eden's resignation did not imply any
fundamental change in British policy, that the differences between the two men involved
"tactics" rather than "strategyy"and that any rumours to the effect that Great Britain would
now pursue an agreement with Hitler and Mussolini on any terms were "absolutely
nonsensical."^ B tit Washington's concerns remained. Indeed. Hull feared that Eden's

resignation might make the attainment of his economic program all the more difficult. and
when Lindsay informed the State Department that Chamberlain had decided that the time
had come to make "concrete concessions" to Hitler and Mussolini. and that these
arrangements might include "regional agreements." the suspicion quickly arose that what

HMG really intended were spheres of influence and preferential trading arrangements
which would discriminate against American commerce?
This anxiety over the direction of British policy was heightened by recent cvents in
Germany. HitIer's purge of his Foreign Minister. Constantin von Neurath. and his Minister
of Defence. Werner von Blomberg, as well as other so-called "moderates" within the Nazi
regime. coupled with the subsequent invasion of Austria. bad led to wide-spread
6 Memorandum by Moffat, Feb. 20,1938, Moffat Papers.
7 Lindsay to Halifax, Feb. 21, 1938, F0371/21547.
8 Memorandum by Cadogan, Feb. 23,1938, FO 371121547.
9 Moffat Diary, Feb. 22 1938. Moffat Papers; MacDonald, The United States. Britain and

App-ment,
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speculation within the Roosevelt Administration that "extremistsw were now in control of
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German policy and that Czechoslovakia would be the next victim of Nazi aggression.

10

To

many American officials. in fact, there now seemed little point to any further attempt to
appease Germany. by economic or any other means. Roosevelt's peace plan, therefore. had
little or no chance of resurrection. and in the wake of the Gennaa move. the President
decided to adopt a wait and see attitude with respect to events in Europe. Chamberlain.
however. after condemning the invasion, nevertheless elected to proceed with his efforts to
come to some sort of an agreement with Hitler. This, if anything, merely added to the
uneasiness brought about by Eden's resignation. and led some American officials to
conclude that "Britain's interest in principles, and in democracy was [only 1 skin deep,
something to be played up when it coincided with Britain's material interests and to be
discarded a s soon as it no longer served a useful purpose."

II

In the absence of the attempt to secure greater cooperation with Britain through the
Roosevelt initiative. and having given up on the idea of joint naval demonstration in the Far

East. the possibility of Anglo-American collaboration for peace once again reverted to
economic diplomacy and the long awaited trade negotiations. As noted. the announcement
of the opening of formal trade negotiations in November 1937 had been greeted with

considerabIe relief and anticipation in both London and Washington. as well as in Ottawa.
and there were great hopes that once the formal negotiations were underway an agreement

between all three parties would quickly come to fore.12
It would not be until late February, however, before the formal negotiations, which
were held

in Washington. would begin. The British delegation was led by A.E. Overton of

the Board of Trade, while the two main American negotiators were John Hickerson and
Harry Hawkins of the State Department. Initially. Hull kept somewhat aloof from the
10 For a more detailed discussion of these issues see: C.A. MacDonald. 'Economic
Appeasement and the German 'Moderates' 1937-1939.. PP.56(IW2) 105-135.
11 Moffat Diary, Feb. 20, 1938, Moffat Papers.
12 AS noted above, in the summer of 1937 it was agreed that the negotiation of a Canada- US.
trade agreement would greatly facilitate the efforts of both London and Washington to reach a
commercial accord, and hence, negotiations were soon put in train to seek a separate but
concurrent trade pact between Ottawa and Washington-
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deliberations - allowing his subordinates to handle the details. Overton met with Hickerson
and Hawkins for the first time on 24 February, where he made it clear that he wished to
begin detailed discussions on the so called "essentials list" a s soon as possibie.13 But as an
omen of things to come, he was somewhat surprised to learn that the Americans would not
be able to discuss any matten of substance until after the Committee on Reciprocity
Information had completed its hearings in late March. 14 In the interim. Hawkins suggested
that the two sides concern themselves with general clauses, as that was all that could be
done for the moment.
It would not be until the end of April , then, that the British delegation would
receive the first substantial indication of what the Americans were prepared t o offer. This
indication came in the form of a draft agreement. which Hickenon handed to Ovenon in a
meeting held on the 26th. Overton was shocked at the American proposals. for the draft
gave every indication that Washington intended to retain a substantial number of protective
tariffs and had little interest in cutting their rates to the levels allowed under the Tradc
Agreements Act. 15 To the British. this was unacceptable. and Ovenon immediately
responded by insisting that the draft was wholly inadequate. and completely out of
character with the understanding reached between the two sides in November. It appeared.
however. that the onset of a recession in the U.S. economy, coupled with the fact that it
was a Congressional election year. had brought about a substantial shift in the domestic
political climate. Lindsay feared that as a consequence. the Administration had begun to shy
away from the idea of a concluding a sweeping agreement and had decided instead to
pursue a much more modest pact. which would be safer politically. Overton speculated that
perhaps the U.S. delegation had put forward the draft merely to establish a strong
13 The 'essentials lists"were drawn up by each party. They were composed of the lists of goods
or commodiies that each side had targeted for possible tariff reduction, both within their own
markets, as well as within the market of the other party. Over the course of the negotiations, both
the British and the American negotiators passed these lists back and forth on numerous
occasions, where they were subsequently reviewed and modified in an effort to achieve a
reduction in a particular tariff which was acceptable to both sides.
14 Under the terms of the ReciprocalTrade Agreements Act, hearings by interested parties (such
as the domestic producers of whatever goods or commoditieswere under review for tariff
reduction) were required before the negotiation of my new agreement See supra pp- 96-715 The Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act allowed for a 50% reduction in US. tariffs without the
need for Congressional approval. See supra pp. 95-7.
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bargaining position. but whatever the case. it was now clear to him. and to the other
officials of the British delegation, that the trade talks would not be easy, and that an
agreement would come only after some hard and serious negotiating .
These fears were confirmed over the course of the next two months. On May 19.
for example. Hickenon proposed that the British counter the American proposal of April
with a detailed list of their own. This, Overton promptly provided. only to have the
American delegation dismiss it a s "very disappointing." In June. there was no
improvement, in spite of the fact that the two sides had begun to meet on a daily basis. By
July in looked a s if the talks were headed for a deadlock. On the 16th. Hawkins informed
the British that their negotiating position remained unsatisfactory, and that Hull was
beginning to tire of their interminable stalling. On July 25. Lindsay cabled London with the
news that there was a real possibility that the State Department might break off
negotiations. which in the Ambassador's opinion would be "calamitous for Britain's
position in Europe." Indeed. he went on:
Let it be remembered that from the first, political motives connected with the
European situation have had a highly important part in actuating HMG to negotiate.
It is we who are trying to woo the United States away from isolation not the United
States who desire to involve themselves in non-American entanglements. We thus
stand to lose far more from a breakdown than the United States GovernmentJ 6
Two days later. Hull decided it was time for him to step in and move the talks
forward. in a conversation with the British Ambassador. therefore. Hull echoed Lindsay's
earlier sentiments and stressed the importance of the trade talks from the perspective of the
world political situation.17 On July 28, Hull instructed Joseph Kennedy. the newly
appointed American Ambassador in London, to appeal directly to Chamberlain in an effort
to expedite the negotiations. Here, in a somewhat less than subtle attempt to bring political
pressure to bear on the British R i m e Minister, Hull noted that Washington sought the
agreement because
we see it as a powerful initiative to help rectify the present unstable political and
economic situation everywhere..,ln our judgment, no single act would contribute
so much to quieting the threats to worid political and economic stability. not only in
Europe but in other parts of the worid, as the announcement that these two great
countries have come together with a broad, basic agreement which might well be
16 Lindsay to Halifax, July 25, 1938, FO 371121sot.

17 Lindsay to Foreign Office. July 28, 1938, FO 371121501.
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regarded as a foundation for a restored structure of world order. That is the big
objective as we see it, and unless we can get Mr. Chamberiain and the British
Government to accept this view and to approach this problem on a broader front. it
might well be charged in Germany. Italy and Japan...that our two countries are
utterfy incapable of sitting down and making simple. mutually profitable trade
arrangements with one another. I have not the slightest doubt that these negotiations
are being watched by those countries...and I think that it would egeatly harm not
only our two countries but also the whole outlook for peace and economic
improvement if we. after months of haggling, should turn out a little. narrow.
picayunish trade agreement. 1 8
Shortly after receiving this communication Kennedy met with the Prime Minister,
and with Oliver Stanley, the President of the Board of Trade in order to discuss Hull's
concerns. Stanley told Kennedy that he though the British delegation had granted numerous
concessions and had moved considerably in their efforts to accommodate Washington.
Chamberlain concurred in this view. But he also agreed with the Foreign Office position
that the conclusion of a trade pact at the earliest possible date would be a "definite factor in
favour of peace (and [the] maintenance of British prestige) during the very anxious period
ahead of u s Y 9 In light of this, Chamberlain decided to call a Cabinet meeting on the
subject. Stanley thereupon made it clear that there was at present great uncertainty as to
whether an agreement could ever be achieved, particularly as the Americans had placed
some very high demands for a reduction in the tariffs applied to certain British agricultural
commodities. In an effort to break this impasse, the Cabinet decided to offer domestic
subsidies to the local producers of these items. This would make it possible for the British
delegation to offer further concessions, which, it was hoped, would enable the two sides to
get the talks moving again20

Although Stanley noted that Hull "was very gloomy about the State of AngloAmerican relations," there was no mention in the Cabinet discussions of the possibility that
Hull might be attempting to use the worsening situation in Europe as a lever with which to
prod the British towards making greater concessions in the trade talks. But it is hard to
believe that this possibility did not cross the minds of some of the Ministers involved.
particuldy as the mounting crisis over Czechoslovakiacontinued to auger the possibility of
18 Hull to Kennedy, July 28. 1938, SDDF 611-413111681.
19 Minute by Gwatkin, July, 26, 1938 FO WlI2lSOl.

20 Cab July 20,1938,23194-
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war. The Cabinet did take note, however, of the the importance it attached to the conclusion
of a successful agreement, in light of the present international circumstances. It then
concluded by granting Stanley the authority to sign an agreement during the August recess.
if the terms were such that he felt it would not require further consultation2I
But the Board of Trade was to have no such good fortune. There was no progress
in August. and equally little in September. Indeed, on September 7, the Foreign Office

noted that the present position of HMG with respect to the trade negotiations "was not one
which can be regarded with any equanimity."zz Domestic American politics were still
rendering the Americans extremely difficult to deal with. and with an election coming in
roughly two months time. there seemed to be iittle prospect for an improvement in the
situation. Hull was adamant. in fact, that without further concessions on agricultural items.
(a key item in the election campaign), it would be impossible for him to sign an
agreement.?-' This stance created resentment in London. Nevertheless. with a deepening
crisis brewing in Czechoslovakia. and with war in the near future a real possibility. the
Foreign Office considered that '*on no account must the negotiations be allowed to break

down."^^ Indeed. at this point, even the President of the Board of Trade acknowledged

that. if it proved impossible to move the Americans any further. it might be necessary for

HMG to give way on political grounds. But there was growing bitterness in London over
the possibility that Whitehall might have to cave in to American demands under the pressure
of international events. and a strong feeling that Hull and company should be told in n o
uncertain terms that any agreement signed under such duress was bound to create a certain
amount of bad feeling among the British people25

In response to the charge issued by some members of the Board of Trade that the
Americans were engaged in a game of political "blackmail". Francis Sayre. in a meeting
with Lindsay, promised that the American Government would not use the Czech crisis to

u.

21

22 Minute by Gwatkin. Sept7. 1938. FO 371121504.
23 McCulloch, Economic Diolomacv, 308.Hull campaigned vigorously for the President, and
because of his popularity. was a real asset to the Administration.
24 Minute by Gwatkin, Sept7, 1938,FO 371/21SO4.
25 Memorandum by Cadogan, Sept 7, 1938, FO 371/21504.
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force an unfair agreement on the B r i t i s h 3 At the end of the month Hull reiterated this by
stating that, in the awful event of a war in Europe, he wanted the British to know "that this
Government and nation would have n o policy or purpose to displace and supplant existing,
established, British trade in various parts of the world."27

In the event, however, the

Czech crisis passed without the advent of war, settled by the frantic and desperate
diplomacy of Munich, and for the moment, at least, an uneasy peace settled over the
Continent. But from Washington, no progress was reported in the trade negotiations, and
there was little expectation that the situation would improve any time soon.

***
There isn't time within the scope of the present narrative to go into detail about
Hull's reaction to the Munich crisis, but it is important to note that Hull viewed the
worsening European situation with deep alarm. To him, the Czech crisis seemed to indicate
that the Nazi's were indeed bent on expansion. In the long run, this could only mean war.
Nevertheless, Hull did not think the United States should become deeply embroiled in the
controversy, and when William Bullitt, the American Ambassador to France. recommended
that Roosevelt assume the role of arbitrator in the dispute, Hull quickly vetoed the i d e a 3
Once again. the perils of American isolationism convinced Hull that the Administration
should limit its response to mere exhortation and the promotion of his economic program.
In the wake of the Munich Agreement, therefore, Hull decided to engage in a serious

review of the Anglo-American trade talks. and to consider whether he himself should try to
engineer a breakthrough29
By the first week of October, Hull had completed this effort, His conclusions.
however. would pmve very annoying in London. for after reviewing the positions of both
sides, Hull came to the decision that the British had still not moved far enough. In a letter
to Lindsay, sent on October 6, Hull insisted that he was not prepared to sign any settlement
26 Record of Conversation between Sayre and Lindsay, SDDF 611.4131/I792
27 Record of Conversation between Hull and Lindsay, Sept 29, 1938, FRUS 1938, Vol. 1.56-7.
28 Pratt mrdeli Hul!, 29596. Roosevelt did eventually issue an appeal to the Heads of State

involved for a negotiated end to the crisis, but under pressure from Hull, Bullitt's idea for the
President to serve as a mediator was dropped.
29 Dnrmmond and Hillmer. Neaotiatina Freer Trade, 137.
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which "does not include more comprehensive concessions on the part of your
Government."

-30 Hull

then presented Lindsay with the draft of a new agreement, which

contained a number of new US. demands. governed. as the Ambassador was informed,
by "American political requirements."3

1

Lindsay, in forwarding these documents to

London, reported that "the negotiations had reached the point where [the] concessions
demanded of us represent the absolute limit of American requests and would if granted lead
immediately to signature." He himself still had some reservations, but in spite of this. he
recommended that his government accept i t 3
In Whitehall. however, the State Department's latest offer was regarded as little
more than an ultimatum. Stanley was now reported as being in favour of breaking off the
negotiations. He had had enough of granting concessions, and promptly informed
Kennedy that to go further would only lead Parliament to regard the trade negotiations as
little more than "a complete sell out.y-1 Shortly thereafter Stanley informed the Cabinet
Committee on Trade and Agriculture that he regarded the latest U.S. offer as "quite
unacceptable." Indeed, the President of the Board of Trade could find only two items
contained in Hull's list in which he himself might be willing to offer a further reduction. He
then noted, that
Experience over the last three months has shown that the grant of a
concession by us has been followed. not by the display of a reasonable spirit of a
withdrawal of other demands, but by a flood of further demands. I have no doubt
therefore that we should regard this consolidated list of demands as a final list and
should answer by the offer of what we can concede and a definite intimation that
that is the full extent of our concessions. If the United States are not willing to
conclude an agreement on the basis thus reached, we must, with great regret, recall
our Delegation and announce the breakdown of the negotiations33
In light of the seriousness of the situation, Stanley urged that a full Cabinet be ca1Ied in

30 Lindsay to Foreign Office, Oct. 6. 1938, FO W l / X 506.
3 1 ~ 32
33 Kennedy to Hull. C k t 7 , 1938, SD 61t.4l3l/l8W.
34 Note by the President of the Board of Trade, submitted to the Cabinet Committeeon Trade
and Agriculture, O c t 10. 1938.FO 371121506.
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order that the Government might come to a final decision on whether to proceed as the
Minister recommended. The Committee agreed.

On October 19. the Cabinet met to consider Hull's latest proposals. Not
surprisingly. Stanley argued that the Government should decide on what final concessions
it could offer. adopt a firm stand. and reject all of the other new U.S. requests. even at the
risk of having to terminate the negotiations. With the Czech crisis now behind them. and
with growing exasperation at the manner in which the Americans had handled the
negotiations from the start. most of the Cabinet decided to support this view. Indeed. even
Lord Halifax. who had previously been a strong advocate for the talks. thought that it was
"impossible to make concessions in regard to some of these requests"3-i But Chamberlain
was of a different mind. He argued that a breakdown would be very serious. Indeed. he

...had never hoped that we should obtain any great economic or political support

from the United States as a result of making this agreement. The advantages to be
derived were of a somewhat negative kind. It was clear that if after months of
negotiations no Agreement was reached. hard things would be s a i d 3
After some further discussion, the Cabinet eventually decided to issue a final offer directly
to Hull. which allowed further concessions on two agricultural items but which aood firm
on the rest of the latest American demands.-t7

On October 25, Lindsay gave Hull the British reply to the latest American proposal.
making it clear that this was "virtually the last word" by the British Government. Hull
expressed disappointment at this. but then noted that he would consider the British counteroffers carefully.38 By this point, Hull had been briefed by Kennedy and others that opinion
in London had hardened against an aggreement and that only Chamberlain remained in
favour of it29 He was also aware that it was quite possible that the British might indeed
break off the talks if this latest offer should be rejected. In light of this. the Secretary. with
the President3 approval. decided 90accept the British offers (slightly modified in several

35 Cab 49 (38)Oct. 19,1938, Cab 23/96.
36
37m.
38 Record of Conversation between Hull and Lindsay, Oct 25, 1938. FRUS 1938 Vol. 11.67-8.
39 Kennedy to Hull. Oct 7, 1938 FRUS t 938 Vol. 11.. 59-60.
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As Hull noted

in a telegram to Kennedy at the time, he would have liked to have some further concessions
from the British, but he had *reached the conclusion that the present offers represent the
ultimate limit to which the British are prepared to go," and thus he had concluded that the
time had come to bring the long, difficult. and protracted negotiations to a close.'I
Two weeks later, in the East Room of the White House, the long fought for AngloAmerican Trade Agreement was finally signed. Among those participating were the
President. Lindsay. Hull, Mackenzie King, (who signed the Canadian-American
Agreement which was concluded in tandem with the Anglo-American Agreement ) and
Arnold Overton, the head of the British Delegation. Hull was of course delighted, for as
Moffat noted in his diary, the signing represented one of the biggest days in the Secretary's
career9

40 Hull to Kennedy, November 3,1938, FRUs Vol., 11..60-70.
41&
Jl

42 Moffat Diary, Nov. 17 , 1938,Moffat Papers.

Epilogue: The Legacy of Eden and Hull for the Prewar Period
On September 1. 1939, the war which both Men and Hull sought to avoid erupted
on the European continent when Hitler unleashed the fury of the German Wehrmacht
against the hapless Poles. The efforts of both men, therefore. to somehow prevent this
calamity by the just exercise of power, including Anglo-American military and economic
power. had failed. The reasons for this failure were many. Roosevelt's torpedoing of the
World Economic Conference in 1933, for example. left a legacy of bitterness in London
that rendered Chamberlain and other important figures among the British foreign policy
making elite skeptical of American intentions in the economic sphere. A similar reaction
followed the American refusal to be more forthcoming with regard to the question of
European security in the 1933 Geneva Disarmament Talks. Taken together, these two
issues, coupled with the problems of the war debts, stabilization, the high U.S. tariffs, and
the passage of the Johnson Act, convinced many British statesmen that it would be best to
ignore the United States as a factor in British economic and security policy. By 1934 in
fact, this determination became a semi-official rule. not only in the DRC (where this stance
was written into its first official report), but also in a number of other important branches of

the British Government.1 As a consequence. a good many officials at the Treasury. the
Board of Trade, and even at the Foreign Office. began to advocate polices which were
fundamentally inimical to American interests, such as the pursuit of a rapprochement with
Japan and the maintenance of a strong Empire trading bloc through the Ottawa system of
imperial preference.
In Washington, meanwhile, such actions as these led to charges of British duplicity
in the Far East and the suspicion that London sought to use the Empire as a weapon to gain

unfair economic advantage over American business interests. At the State Department, high
officials such as Moffat. consistently argued that British financial and commercial policy
was in essence -bitterly hostile" to the United States2 Indeed, feelings in this direction

1 DRC 11th Meeting, Feb. 19, 1934, Cab 161109.
2 Moffat to Davis, June 19, 1936, Davis Papers Box 41.
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ran so high that even a s late as 1938, there were fears that Chamberlain's attempt to
appease Germany was in reality little more than a shady business deal. designed to secure
British markets in central Europe.-' In short, there was no shortage of ill feeling on both
sides of the Atlantic and in this milieu, the pursuit of better Anglo-American relations was
difficult to say the least,
T o a certain extent. both Eden and Hull shared in some of these prejudices. But
their conviction that Anglo-American solidarity might somehow prove to be a vital factor in
the West's effort to save the world from catastrophe caused them to press on with their
attempts to establish closer ties between the two Governments. Eden. for example.
remained undeterred by the lack of American cooperation at the Geneva Disarmament
Conference and. upon becoming Foreign Secretary in 1935, engaged in a concerted effort
to improve Anglo-American relations. One consequence of this effort was a complete
change in attitude by the British delegation to the London Naval Conference. Davis noticed
this immediately. From the moment Eden assumed control of the Foreign Office. all talk of
a reconcilement with Japan was dropped and there were no further efforts on the part of the
British to act as "broker" between the U.S. and japan.4 A second consequence was
Eden's unexpected announcement in Geneva of Great Britain's intention to support the
imposition of an oil embargo against Italy. Eden made this decision with American public
opinion very much in mind. The Hoare-Lava1 Plan had been universally unpopular in the
United States. Eden saw support for the principle of an embargo as the best means to
restore the prestige of his Government. He was well aware that the effectiveness of this
measure would be severely limited by the lack of American participation, but to him this
had become a secondary concern. it was far more important for HMG to secure "American
goodwill." This would be critical in the event of war. The most significant consequence of
Eden's determination to improve relations. however, came in the economic sector. Eden
was determined that HMG must go as Far as possible to meet Hull's demand for an
improvement in Anglo-American trade. He became the chief spokesman for such an effort
in the Cabinet. and by the spring of 1937. had succeeded in winning over most of his
3 MacDonald, The United States. Britain. and Ameasement, 76.
4 Davis to Moffat, April 27, 1936, Davis Papers Box 41.
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colleagues to the idea that formal negotiations for a trade agreement should begin as soon as
possible.
Hull heartily approved of Eden's actions. particularly with respect to his efforts to
open trade talks. He also reciprocated Eden's desire to improve Anglo-American relations.
In essence, Hull was a Wilsonian internationalist. He had great sympathy for the League,
and for Eden's attempts to use collective security as a means to thwart the ambitions of the
dictators. A s such, he remained determined to offer Eden what support he could by
promoting policies that ran parallel to those Eden pursued in Geneva. Hull saw the
application of the U.S. neutrality laws over Abyssinia, his "moral embargo" on the export
of oil, and the policy of non-interference in Spanish civil war as examples of this. S o too
was his decision

to recognize the Italian conquest of Abyssinia. which for Hull was

closely linked with U.S. policy over Manchuria.
Hull's political instincts however, would render him extremely cautious in the
exercise of his policies. He was keenly aware of the strength of isolationism among the
American body politic, and drew back from the pursuit of stronger measures whenever he
sensed that the application of a particular policy might result in a domestic backlash.
Indeed. in this respect. it can be argued that Hull served as a restraining influence on
Roosevelt, who. on various occasions, flirted with the idea of playing a more
interventionist role in world affairs. Hull rejected Roosevelt's suggestion of an economic
blockade against Japan, and he remained wary of the so called WelleslRoosevelt peace
initiative. arguing that it might actually encourage isolationist sentiments at home.5 in
general. Hull's foreign policy was based essentially on rhetoric. backed up by a marginally
stronger U.S. navy. Hull exerted a tremendous amount of energy expounding his ideas on
the moral principles of international law, both in public and in his private conversations

with various diplomatic representatives. Furthermore. he firmly believed that this constant
sermonizing had a positive effect on the behavior of his often unwilling victims. The mere
expression of Hull's ideas and opinions thus came to represent "a policy" - an end in itself
rather than a means to convey what the United States might do if her interests were not
respected. Considerations of force rarely if ever entered Hull's thinking, and he had few
-

5 Hull, 547.
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ideas on how U.S. military power might be used, either in conjunction with his diplomacy.
or in an actual war.
The one area where Hull did pursue a more activist foreign policy was of course in
the pursuit of his economic program. Hull sincerely believed that the establishment of a
new world economic order based on freer trade could prevent the outbreak of war and he

pursued this goal with ever increasing ardor as the internationai situation deteriorated. In
this respect. the "Good Neighbor Policy" with Latin America served as an example for the
world to follow. In the long run, however, Hull felt that the cooperation of Great Britain
would be essential to the ultimate success of his effort. Hence. the signing of the AngloAmerican Trade Agreement. which brought one of the longest and most significant
American foreign policy initiatives of the 1930s to a close. represented a tremendous
victory for Hull, who had set his sights on the attainment of this goal aimost from the
moment he had assumed office. But in many respects Hull's victory was pyrrhic. for
although the agreement did provide for a reduction (and in some cases the elimination) of
the duties applied to a number of goods and commodities, its overall effect on AngloAmerican, and Anglo-Canadian trade was not as substantial as Hull and his officiats had
originally envisioned.6 indeed. by the time the various parties got down to serious
negotiating, the tendency of each to seek gains designed to promote national economic
interests became more pronounced, with the result that little progress was made in a
number of key areas. British duties on U.S. lumber and tobacco exports. for example.
remained high, as did the U.S. tariff on certain textiles.? The terms of the two pacts also
had little effect on the Ottawa system of imperial preference, and in the end were too
compartmentalized to make it easy for the signatories involved to extend the benefits to

abolished her duties on wheat and lard;
reduced them on rice, apples, tools, tractors, and some pieces of machinery, and in addition, also
increased her quota on US. hams. In return, the United States lowered her tariffs on some
textiles, metals and metal manufactures. Canada lowered its duties on fruit, vegetables. fish,
paper, wood, iron, steel products and certain chemicals; while the United States granted free
entry for a number of Canadian goods and reduced the the duties on cattle,hogs, cheese, eggs,
potatoes and pork- ( Kottmann, Reci~rocity,2-7; and Drummond and Hillmer, Neaotiatina Freer
Trade.148-9).
7 Kottmann. Fieci~rocity,
266; Drummond and Hillmet, Neaotiatina Freer Trade, 49.
6 As a result of the Trade Agreements. Great Brta
in
i
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third parties such as Germany through the most-favoured-nation principle."^ would
appear then that 'economic appeasement" had little to do with the actual negotiations, and if
Hull expected that HMG would henceforth refrain from making bilateral arrangements
detrimental to American interests, he was soon to be disappointed. Within six months, in
fact. industrialists from the United Kingdom and Germany had reached an agreement
designed to improve German foreign exchange holdings, and shortly thereafter. Whitehall
concluded a similar bilateral arrangement with the Balkan states?
The most serious disappointment, however, was the fact that the conclusion of the
trade agreement did littie to alter the behavior of either Hitler. Mussolini. o r the fascist
leaden of Japan. All of this of course stood in sharp contrast to Hull's rhetoric. which for
years had insisted that British adherence to his program of liberalized trade would result in
a miraculous change of heart among the "bandit nations," who would not be able to resist

the temptation to reintegrate their own economies with those of the rest of the world.
leading to peace and prosperity both in Europe and in Asia.10 in his memoirs, Hull
attributes this failure to the fact that the AngleAmerican agreement came too late to quell
the climate of "fear and turmoil" which now gripped Europe and the Far East. and he
insists that had the talks produced an accord in 1m4, 1935, or even 1936, that the results
would have been different. 1 1 But it is hard to see in today's light how Hull's convictions
can be justified. Economic discontent may have been a factor in the & of Nazism. but it
was not the driving force behind Hitler's perverse ideology, and once the latter had
established himself in power it was already too late. Force. not economics, was the only
language that the German dictator understood Moreover. the same argument can be applied
to fascist Italy and Japan. Fascism was a movement. guided as much by emotion as by
reason, and there is little evidence to suggest from the behavior of Mussoiini in response to
the Abyssinian crisis of 193536, or from the actions of the Japanese in 1 9 4 and 1931.
that the possibility of a greater measure of international trade would have altered the
8 Dn~mmond
and Hillmer. Neuotiatina Freer Trade, 156.
9 Kottmann. Reciprocity, 272.
10 Hull, 524-25.
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conduct of either power. 12 Had this been the case, one wouId assume that the reactions of
both these regimes to the imposition of economic sanctions ( which came in the wake of the
Abyssinian crisis and the China incident) would have been quite different. But in the
former example. it merely increased the likelihood of war, and in the latter. it actually led to

Still, it should be noted that Hull's beliefs in the civilizing qualities of increased
international commerce were shared by a ,pat many statesmen of his day, including
President Roosevelt, Canadian Prime Minister, Mackenzie King, and many others.14 The
conclusion of the trade agreements therefore had a significant impact on the tenor of AngioAmerican as well as Canadian-American relations and they were widely heralded at the time
in the press and elsewhere as significant achievements. which might help wash away the
storm clouds of war that seemed to be gathering with ever increasing intensity on the
horizon.15 The signing of the pacts was also seen a s evidence of growing solidarity among
the Anglo-Saxon powers, and to a certain extent both London and Washington hoped that
this display of economic unity might serve as a warning to the dictators of further
cooperation to come in the event that war should in fact break out. Indeed, given the
somewhat narrow scope of the economic benefits which accrued from the trade
12 The Japanese extended their influenceon the Asian mainland by moving troops into Northern
and then Southern Indochina. in July 1940 and 1941 respectively. In September 1940, Tokyo
also became a signatory to the Tripartite Pact, which linked the foreign policies of Germany, Italy
and Japan. The Roosevelt Administration responded to these moves by instigating a series of
economic measures designed to pressure the Japanese into reversing their moves into
Indochinaand China. This policy reached its dimax in the fall of 1941 with the US. embargo of oil.
It is generally held that the oil embargo led to the fateful Japanese decision to go to war with the
British, the Dutch and the Americans.
f3 An argument could be made. however, that Hull'sefforts to expand intemational trade might
have worked with the Japanese in the 1920'~~
when the Tokyo Government was composed of a
much more moderate regime.
14 In the summer of 1936, for example. Roosevelt expressed the conviction to Lord Tweedsrnuir,
(the
Governor General of Canada) that fundamental economic problems were behind all the
political unrest in Europe, and that if the United States and United Kingdom could reach an
economic accord as Huli had suggested, that it might go a long way towards restoring international
stability and order. (Tweedsrnuir to Baldwin, April 8. 1937, Buchan (Tweedsmuir) Papers, Box 8.
15 London's Daily Telegraph, for example, expressed the view that the trade agreement was first
and foremost an 'outward and visible expression of solidarrtf between Great Britain and the
United States which woufd benefit the entire worfd- (Daily Telegraph, November 18, 1938.
London, 1).
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agreements. it seems safe to assume that it was in the realm of the political sphere rather
than the economic sphere in which the red import of the trade agreements can be found.

For in spite of the acrimony which the negotiations generated, their successful conclusion
did in fact lead to better transatlantic relations at a critical juncture in the history of both
powers. This was significant. for it was an important factor in the decision of both
Roosevelt and Hull to offer growing economic support to London in the early stages of the
war. The 1930s negotiations, then. established a precedent for further economic
cooperation, albeit on American terms. which would ultimately lead to the signing of the
Lend-Lease Agreement. the establishment of the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade). and the Bretton Woods Accords. 16 They also served as a warning to London that
American impatience over imperial preference and bilateral exchange agreements was not
likely to disappear merely because London was now shrouded in the dirt and dust produced
by the falling bombs of the L~rfhyafse. Indeed. if anything. Hull's obsession with the

need to destroy Imperial Reference increased as the war went on, and it hardly
seems surprising that elimination of the Ottawa Agreements would serve as the primary
"pound of flesh'. which the Secretary would demand in exchange for his signature on the
1942 Lend-Lease Consideration Agreement. 1 7

From the British perspective, then, it can be argued that the trade agreement did
establish better Anglo-American relations and hence made war time collaboration much
more likely. Eden's argument. therefore, that the punui t of the agreement was necessary as
a means by which HMG might purchase American goodwill was no doubt sound. So too
was Eden's belief in the ultimate unity of purpose which the two powers shared with

regard to their mutual respect for Western liberal democracy. But Eden overestimated the
extent to which both Roosevelt and Hull would be willing to collaborate with the British
Government in support of the liberal tradition. Moreover, his conviction that the United
t61t should be noted here, however, that the 1938 agreements. did not serve as a model for the
latter accords mentioned above, and should not necessarily be viewed as a link in the same chain.
On this see Drummond and Hillmer Neaotiatina Freer Trade, 165-66,
17 Under the terms of Article VII of the 1942 lend-Lease Consideration Agreement. the British
and American Governmentsagreed to eliminate "allforms of discriminatory treatment in
international commerce," and to seek the 'reduction of tariffs and other trade barriers..."following
the war. For more on this see: A.P. Dobson. US. Wartime Aid to Britain 1940-1
(London.
1986);and W.F.Kimball, The Most Unsordid Act: Lend-Lease 1939-194 (Baltimore, 1969).
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States would not "sit with folded hands and watch" while the British Empire disintegrated

under pressure from the Germans and the Japanese had a significant impact on the conduct
of his Foreign policy. for it led him, with ever increasing intensity. to seek AngloAmerican cooperation a s an alternative to his failed policies in Europe. 18 Eden's
frustration. then. with his own inability to come to a settlement with Germany. coupied
with his firm belief that any understanding with Mussolini would not be wonh the paper it
was written on. led him. by the fall of 1937,to seek a solution to HMG's strategic dilemma
not in Berlin o r Rome. as the Chiefs of Staff recommended, but rather in Washington.
Indeed. following the successfui conclusion of the Nyon Conference (where Eden's policy
of "standing firm" in Europe was finally put to the test) Eden's foreign policy underwent a
fundamental change. Further and more rapid rearmament. coupled with increased
cooperation with the United States, now took precedence over any renewed effort at
achieving a diplomatic settlement in Europe. This was the so-called "unheroic policy of
cunctation." and in line with this new course, Eden began to shift the bulk of' his attention
to the Far East where the possibility of coordinated Anglo-American action was far greater.
Eden's primary goal was to use the crisis in China as a means to engineer some sort of joint
demonstration of Anglo-American military and economic power. This would not only serve
to quell Japanese ambitions in Asia, but would also serve as a strong warning to both Hitler
and Mussolini that the western democracies would not stand idly by while the dictators
pursued their expansionist drearns.19 Moreover, the experience of Anglo-American
cooperation in Asi a might subsequently result in greater American interest and involvement

in the affairs of Europe, which Eden would have welcomed with open arms.
It was for these reasons, then, that Eden repeatedly called for the imposition of an
Anglo-American economic blockade of Japan, and/or for the despatch of substantial AngloAmerican naval forces to the Far East. But in advocating these policies, Eden ran
considerable risks. for there was a real possibility that the imposition of these measures
18 Eden to Cadogan, Jan. 9, 1938,FO 371I221 06.
19 In late December. 1937. for example. Eden sent a message to Lindsay in which he noted that

joint Anglo-American naval manoevers in the Far East would, among other things, show 'the rest
of the world that we [the US.and the U.K.] were not so unable - as they are beginning to say we
are to defend our legitimate interests." (Eden to Lindsay, Dec. 14, 1937. Avon Papers, FO
954129).
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might result in a war in A s i a 3 This placed the Foreign Secretary in an extremely isolated
position within the Cabinet. Indeed, neither the Chiefs of Staff, nor the Prime Minister
could see the logic in pursuing any policy which might incur the wrath of Japan a t a time
when HMG was preoccupied with the German threat on the continent and the ltalian threat
in the Mediterranean. Furthermore. they also found Eden's faith in the willingness of the
Rooxvelt Administration to support such a forward policy in Asia dangerously naive. In
their view, the Americans had shown themselves to be far too inconsistent and unreliable
for HMG to contemplate any policy based on the support of Washington.21
And so. by the beginning of 1938. Eden's policies had taken a turn which ran
directly counter to the sentiments of a majority of the Cabinet, including his calls for further
expenditures on armaments (which Chamberlain, Inskip and the Treasury vehemently
opposed), and his emphasis on Anglo-American cooperation in the Far East, which the
Chiefs of Staff viewed a s nothing less than sheer folly. Eden had also. by this point. lost a
good deal of faith in the value of pursuing further negotiations with Mussolini. w horn he
had come to regard with complete and utter contempt. In iight of this, it seems obvious that
Eden's differences with Chamberlain over the substance and direction of British foreign
policy involved far more than mere questions of procedure, and that Eden had little choice
but to do as he did o n February 20, 1938, and resign.

***
20 In his book. Fool Ptodf Relations: The Search for AnalbAm~lri~an
Naval Co-o~eration
durina

the Chamberlain Years Malcolm Murfett argues that Eden was well aware of this danger,but that
he continued to press for joint Anglo-American action in the Far East out the conviction that the
Amen-cansand British together could easily defeat the Royal Japanese Navy, if war were in fact to
break out. Murfett also insists that while Eden did not court war with Japan, he nevertheless
remainedaware that the defeat of the Japanese Navy would 'at a stroke completely alter the
for example, to concentrateall her effortson the threat
whole strategic situation'. allowing 6-n
posed by the Germans and the Italians in Grope. There is, however, little evidence to support
Murfett's argumentthat Eden was willing to risk a war with Japan in order to achieve his aims. As
such, this writer is more inclined to the view that Eden wanted no more than a demonstration of
Anglo-American power in the Far East which would intimidateJapan (without the need for a military
confrontation) and do much to support Eden's "policy of cunctation" - by which the lattef hoped
to mark time; hold the dictators in check; and gain strength through rearmament; all of which would
ultimately place the democracies in the position to demand their own terms of settlement with the
dictators. (On this see:Murfett. Fool Proof 9eiations, 158-59).
21 As Chamberlain noted in a Cabinet meeting called on December 18, 1937 "It would be rash
man who would count on help from the United States." (Cab 23/90,Dec. 18,1937).
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In retrospect, it is now clear that Anthony Eden and Cordell Hull sought to prevent
the outbreak of the war in Europe by the indirect manifestation of Anglo-American power Hull through the conclusion of the trade agreement; Eden through the establishment of
American goodwill and collaboration in the Far East. In pursuing these goals. however,
each of them made a number of critical miscaIculations. Secretary Hull, for example,
greatly overestimated the political and economic impact of the trade treaty, particularly with
respect to its effect on the behavior of Germany and Japan. Hull also overestimated the
extent to which the British Government would be willing to follow his Iead in pursuing a
multilaterak approach to trade and would soon find himself locked in a further struggle to
seek the breakup of the sterling bloc and the Ottawa system of imperial preference. Eden.
on the other hand, seemed unable to grasp the extent to which the policies of Hull and the
Resident were circumscribed by American isolationism. He also remained largely unaware
of the fundamental characteristics of Hull's foreign policy - his timidity, his complete lack
of a strategic vision, and the fact that the American Secretary of State rarely had any notion
of how to back up his rhetoric with force. Nevertheless, in the face of the ever-increasing
threat of German, Japanese and Italian aggression, Eden began to pursue policies based on
the assumption that Washington's antipathy to fascism would ultimately compel the United
States to act in concert with London. Eden may have been right in the long run, but in the
Late 1930s, before the fall of France and the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, such a
possibility was extremely remote. The threat to the Western Hemisphere was simply not
strong enough in 1937 o r 1938 to force Washington to seek a "special relationship- with
London. Thus, Eden had seriously misread the mood in Washington and had little
understanding of the intentions of his American counter-part. In light of this. his growing
reliance on the mere possibility of American help in the event that HMG should suddenly
find herself a t war with one or more of the fascist states was indeed dangerously naive. and
seems to this writer to indicate a tendency towards impulsive behavior on the part of Eden
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which would manifest itself again in the Suez Crisis.22 Chamberlain was right. In the late
1930s. as Hull had made eminently clear. it was always best to count on nothing from the
Americans "except words,' and there is no question that Eden was running considerable
risks when he began to pursue policies based on the assumption of American

cooperation.l.-3
It would appear, then, that both Eden and Hull suffered from certain idealistic
notions about the extent to which Washington and London might be able to cooperate. and
the impact that that cooperation (however limited) might have had on the behavior of the
fascist states. Perhaps they can be forgiven for this, for in later years. under far more
arduous circumstances, the "special relationship" which both men sought would indeed

come to pass. The tragedy is that it did not come soon enough to prevent the outbreak of
the war that both men sought to avoid.

22 In the fall of 1956, frustrated by Colonel Gamal AWel Nasser'sgrowing determinationto thwart
western influence in Egypt. Eden agreed to support an Israeli move into the Sinai Peninsula as a
pretext for Anglo-French intervention in the former. But Eden undertook this action wtthout
proper consultation with his own Cabinet and in defiance of the opinion of the United States
Government, who opposed the move. As a result. Eden soon found himself in the midst of a
major domestic and internationalpolitical crisis which would eventually lead to his resignation from
Office after serving less than two years as Prime Minister. For more on this crisis see: Selwyn
Uoyd, Suez. 1956: A Personal Account (London, 1978); and Kenneth love, Suez: The Twice
Fouht War (London, 1969).
23 Chamberlain to his sister, Hilda, Dec. 17, 1937, Chamberlain Papers 18/t /I 032
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